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Characteristics of Flow and
Flame Behavior Behind
Rifled/Unrifled Nozzles
A novel rifled nozzle was installed behind a conventional combustion exhauster to im-
prove combustion efficiency. The rifled nozzles improve the momentum transmission,
turbulent strength, and mixing efficiency between the central jet and annular jet. The flow
characteristics behind the nozzles (rifled and unrifled) were visualized and detected using
the smoke-wire flow visualization, particle image velocimetry, and hot-wire anemometry.
The cold flow structures were categorized into four modes—jet flow, single bubble, dual
bubble, and turbulent flow. The topological scheme was adopted to analyze and verify
these flow modes. The flame structures behind the nozzles (rifled and unrifled) are clas-
sified into three modes—jet flame, flickering flame, and turbulent flame—using the direct-
photo visualization. The flame height of a 12-rifled nozzle is decreased by about 50%
under that of an unrifled nozzle. The flame shedding frequency declines rapidly in the
flickering flame mode and the relationship between the Strouhal number (Sr) and annular
velocity �ua� is Sr�0.0238�0.13 /ua. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078388�

Keywords: rifled nozzles, flow characteristics, flame behavior

1 Introduction
Bluff bodies and swirling flow were utilized to increase the

mixing between air and fuel flows and to improve the efficiency
of combustion and heat transfer in industrial combustors, flow
mixers, and other industrial equipments. The effects of swirling
flow and bluff body form a low-pressure recirculation zone near
the nozzle outlet and then increase the diffusion between the cen-
tral jet-flow and recirculation zone. The increase in turbulent in-
tensity and interaction time causes an intense mixing between the
central jet and the recirculation zones. Accordingly, the mixing
concentration and the combustion stability are increased. Gupta et
al. �1�, Rose �2�, Chigier and Beer �3�, and Davies and Beer �4�
examined the typical flow properties in the recirculation zone such
as the velocity profile and pressure distribution, and determined
the relationship between the combustion efficiency and the bluff
body/swirling jet.

Numerous recent studies have examined the flow around a bluff
body flame stabilizer in both reacting and nonreacting environ-
ments. Carmody �5� used a pitot tube to delineate the mean flow
field and pressure distribution when a free annular jet-flow moved
around a circular bluff disk. Carmody found that 95% of energy in
the mean flow was converted to an intensive turbulent disturbance
within the range of 3r, where r is the disk radius. Davies and Beer
�4� utilized the hot-wire anemometry to investigate the mean flow
structures, the effect of blockage ratio, and the turbulent properties
when a free annular jet flew through a bluff body. They also
defined three flow regions—recirculation region, transition region,
and established region where the flow behavior in the established
region is similar to that in the jet flow mode. Durao and Whitelaw
�6� measured the mean velocity field, turbulent properties, prob-
ability density function �pdf� distributions, and energy spectra us-
ing a laser Doppler velocimeter �LDV� when a free annular jet
flow passed a bluff body. Durao and Whitelaw indicated that the
turbulent flow is not isotropic and that a larger blockage ratio of
bluff body was associated with a shorter recirculation zone.
Schefer et al. �7� examined the flow structures, velocity profiles,

and the axial pdf-distribution between central-penetrating and un-
penetrating flows using the two-dimensional LDV. Schefer et al.
�7� found a dual-peak pdf-distribution near the rim of the central
jet flow and a Gaussian pdf-distribution in the other regions.

Huang and Lin �8� investigated the flame temperature and the
velocity distribution of a circular bluff disk �blockage ratio
=0.44� by using the direct-photo and Schlieren flow visualization
techniques. Huang and Lin classified the flame structures into
seven modes—recirculated flame, transition flame, unsteady de-
tached flame, laminar ring flame, developing flame, split flashing
flame, and lift flame. They also found that a triple flame existed at
the rim of the blue annular flame in the laminar ring-flame mode.
Gu et al. �9� studied the unsteady aerodynamic structures and the
stability limit of the turbulent nonpremixed flame using the hu-
midity effect and the particle image velocimetry �PIV� scheme.
Gu et al. �9� categorized the flame into four modes—recirculation
zone flame, transition flame, central-jet dominated flame, and par-
tially quenched flame—using different velocities of air and fuel.
Gu et al. �9� determined that the increase in combustion reacting
time significantly reduced the limit of the partially quenching
flame when humid air joined the flow.

Many researchers have examined various mechanisms to pro-
duce swirling flow. Rose �2�, Hartnett and Eckert �10�, and Hüb-
ner et al. �11� mobilized axial swirling flow by rotating a cylinder.
The cylinder was rotated from rest to 5000 rev/min �rpm� with an
increment of 500 rpm, and the swirling flow was driven by the
tangential linear momentum that was generated by the viscosity.
However, the swirl intensity is weak because the viscosity of air is
low. Chigier and Beer �3�, Cheng �12�, and Al-Abdeli and Masri
�13� stirred the swirling flow by conducting a tangential flow into
a swirl generator. Al-Abdeli and Masri �13� utilized a tangential
inlet flow to control the swirling flow and increase the swirling
number �S� as high as 1.59. Kerr and Fraser �14�, Guttenfelder et
al. �15�, and Huang and Tsai �16� excited the swirling flow by
changing the angle of a swirl vane pack. Huang and Tsai applied
a swirl vane pack with an angle-tunable wing-airfoil to generate
swirling flow. They found that the global unsteady flow field and
the increase in turbulent intensity dominate the flow mixing.

Chervinsky �17� utilized the theoretical analysis and experi-
mental results to examine the width, length, and temperature of

1Corresponding author.
Manuscript received June 15, 2008; final manuscript received November 30,
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flames and the mass entrainment at a fixed flux of C3H8 with
various swirling numbers. Chervinsky found that the increase in
swirling number increases the flame width, the highest tempera-
ture, and the mass entrainment; however, it decreases the flame
height. Chen and Driscoll �18� investigated the flame height of
swirling flow and the velocity profile in the recirculation using the
flow observation scheme. Chen and Driscoll �18� found that the
recirculation increases the mixing efficiency of a large-scale flow
structure. They also found that the increase in swirling number
shortens the flame height and velocity in the recirculation zone,
and that the flame height approaches a fixed value as S�0.5.
Morcos and Abdel-Rahim �19� observed the flame length in both
nonswirling and swirling flows. They found that the flame length
generally decreased with increasing air-fuel mass flow rate ratio,
burner tube diameter, axial distance between combustor exit and
entrance of burner tube, fuel-air pressure ratio, and degree of
swirling represented by air tangential angular speed. However, the
flame length increased with increasing burner tube length. Morcos
and Abdel-Rahim �19� also claimed that the flame length in a
nonswirling flow is approximately 4% shorter than that in a swirl-
ing flow.

This investigation utilized the rifled nozzles with different
swirling intensities to increase the interaction between the axial
stress of central flow and the axial/tangential stress of swirled
annular airflow, and therefore increase the turbulent intensity and
the shedding efficiencies between the fuel and swirling jets. The
smoke-wire flow visualization, PIV scheme, and topology analysis
were applied to observe and analyze the flow structures behind the
riffled nozzles. The flame modes, flame height, and flame shed-
ding frequency were also probed.

2 Experiments

2.1 Experimental Setup. Figure 1 schematically depicts the
experimental setup. The airflow was driven by a ring-blower at the

outlet where an acoustical filter was installed to eliminate the
ripples. The central jet comprised of air and C3H8 was for flow
analysis and flame observations. A pressure regulator, a needle
valve, and a rotameter were placed upstream to maintain the flow
stability. The experimental apparatus utilized herein were sepa-
rated into four sections—filter, settling chamber, rifled nozzle, and
test sections. In the filter section, the honeycombs and meshes
were applied to reduce the flow noise. The honeycombs were used
to reduce the radial noise and the meshes installed in parallel were
utilized to lower the axial noise. The settling chamber was used to
reduce the turbulent intensity and the rifled nozzles were designed
to generate swirling flow. In this investigation, three types of
nozzles, as listed in Table 1, were adopted. In the test section, the
exit diameter of swirling flow �Do� was 30 mm and the diameter
of central flow �d� was 5 mm. A bluff disk �diameter D
=20 mm� was installed at the exit center. Consequently, the
blockage ratio defined by B= �D /Do�2 was 0.444. The coordinate
axes used herein are x and r, which represent the axial and radial
axes, respectively. During flame observation, the nozzles burned
commercial propane with composition of 95% C3H8, 3.5% C2H8,
and 1.5% C4H10.

2.2 Flow Visualization. The flow field was visualized using
the smoke-wire visualization. The smoke-streak was produced by
heating a zigzag tungsten wire placed close to the jet exit. The
diameter of the tungsten wire was 0.2 mm and the zigzag structure
was adopted to control the thickness and spacing of the smoke
streaks. A thin coating of mineral oil was brushed on the wire
surface and then electrically heated to create fine smoke streaks.
The Reynolds numbers based on the tungsten-wire diameter were
adjusted below 40 to prevent vortex shedding behind the wire
�20�. The diameter of aerosol vapor was 1.7�0.3 �m measured
by a Malvern 1600C laser particle analyzer. The Stokes number
�21� of oil aerosol was at the order of 10−3, which is much lower
than one, and therefore the smoke streaks were considered to fol-
low the flow properly. The smoke streaks were illuminated by a
0.6 mm thick laser-light-sheet adjusted by a 20 deg laser-light-
sheet expander. The laser wavelength is 540 nm supplied by a
Spectra-Physics’ Stabilite-2017 6 W argon-ion laser. Two-
dimensional streak-images of flow patterns were retrieved using a
charge-coupled device �CCD� camera and these images were re-
corded in a computer at a frame rate of 30 frames/s �fps�. The
CCD camera is JAI Model CV-A1 with a resolution of 1392
�512 pixels. The pixels are 4.65 �m2 and can be operated con-
tinuously or in an external trigger mode. The pixel array is
zoomed and mapped to a physical region of approximately 13
�5 cm2 so that the spatial resolution is about 97 �m /pixel. The
maximum framing rate of the CCD camera is 30 fps. The Data
Translation Mateox Model Meteor-II frame grabber board is em-
ployed to digitize the analog voltage output from the CCD array
of the camera. During the flame observations, a digital camera
�SONY HDR-HC1� was utilized to capture the flame images,
which were stored synchronously in a computer. The shutter of the
digital camera was set in the range 1/4–1/10,000 s and the frame
rate was set at 30 fps.

2.3 PIV Measurement. The PIV image acquisition system,
comprised of an argon-ion laser, a high speed camera, and a data
translation board, was utilized to measure the velocity contours.
The laser light was transmitted by an optical fiber and the thick-
ness of the laser was adjusted by a 20 deg laser-light-sheet ex-

Fig. 1 Experimental setup

Table 1 Nozzle configurations

Nozzle Rifles
Outer diameter

�mm�
Inner diameter

�mm�
Height
�mm�

Length
�mm�

6-rifled 6 40 30 52 107.6
12-rifled 12 40 30 52 107.6
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pander. In this study, the thickness of laser was approximately 0.6
mm in the midplane. The wavelength of Ar-ion laser is 540 nm
supplied by a Spectra-Physics’ Stabilite-2017 6 W argon-ion laser.
The particle images were recorded using a CCD camera with a
resolution of 480�420 pixels �Redlake MASD, Inc., San Diego,
CA, Model MotionScope PCI 2000S�. The pixel array of the CCD
was zoomed in and mapped onto a physical region of approxi-
mately 10�10 cm2 to yield a spatial resolution of about
208 �m /pixel. The maximum frame rate was 2000 fps and the
exposure time was adjustable in the range of 0.025–20 ms. The
data translation board �MotionScope PCI controller� was em-
ployed to digitize the analog voltage output from the CCD cam-
era. The magnesium oxide �MgO� particles were seeded in the
flow field to scatter laser light. The diameter of MgO particles is
5 �m and the density is 3580 kg /m3 at 25°C. The relaxation
time constant is estimated to be less than 279 �s and the Stokes
number is 0.007 within the range of experiment. Therefore, the
slip between the flow and particles could be neglected.

Abernethy et al. �22� derived the uncertainty �U� in the PIV
measurement. According to their results, the 95% confidence lev-
els were formulated as follows:

U = �E2 + �tSx̄�2�1/2 �1�

where E is the bias error, Sx̄ is the precision index of the average
value, and the student’s distribution t value equals 2 for a large
sample. The bias error is estimated from the measured data or
previous experimental judgments and the precision index of the
mean is determined from the random error of the measured data
�22�. Consequently, the uncertainty of the flow velocity was ap-
proximately 1.8% in this work.

2.4 Swirling Number. The swirling number is defined in Eq.
�2� �1,16� and specifies the ratio of the axial component of angular
momentum flux to the axial component of axial momentum flux.

S =�
D/2

Do/2

uwr2dr/
Dm

2 �
D/2

Do/2

u2rdr �2�

where Dm is the mean diameter, that is, �D+Do� /2, u represents
the axial velocity and w denotes the tangential velocity near the
nozzle exit.

Fig. 2 Streak flow patterns at uc=2.06 m/s: „a…–„f… for a unrifled nozzle, „g…–„l… for a 6-rifled nozzle, and „m…–„r… for a
12-rifled nozzle

Fig. 3 Distribution of characteristic cold flow modes
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2.5 Hot-Wire Anemometry. The vortex shedding behaviors
were obtained using a hot-wire probe �TSI 1220-PI2.5� and a fast
Fourier transform �FFT� analyzer �CF-920, ONO SOKKI Co.,
Yokohama, Japan�. The highest temperature at which the hot-wire
probe can operate was 300°C, and the diameter and length of
hot-wire were 5 �m and 1.5 mm, respectively, yielding a dy-
namic response of 15–25 kHz. The accuracy of the frequency
measurement depends both on the response of the hot-wire an-
emometer and on the record length and sampling rate of the FFT
analyzer. The sampling frequency was set at 16 kHz and the un-
certainty in the shedding frequency was estimated to be �3%.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Smoke-Wire Visualization and Characteristic Flow
Patterns. The smoke-wire visualization associated with the laser-
light-sheet was employed to observe the recirculation structures of
cold flow at different speed ratios of the central jet to the annular
jet. Figure 2 shows the visualized smoke-wire patterns of the three
nozzles when the central jet speed �uc� was maintained constant at
2.06 m/s, whereas the annular jet speed �ua� was varied from 0

m/s to 2.16 m/s.
Figures 2�a�–2�f� display the flow patterns at various annular jet

speeds using a conventional unrifled nozzle. In Fig. 2�a�, a
straight flow that is symmetric about the x-axis moves down-
stream at ua=0 �with no air annular jet� since the central momen-
tum flux moves through the flow field without reverse flow. The
flow pattern is defined as the jet-flow mode. Figure 2�b� shows a
pair of stable recirculation bubbles that are produced by the en-
trainment effect at ua=0.23 m /s. The flow pattern is dominated
by the central jet, which can penetrate the recirculation zone due
to the high axial momentum of central jet. The flow structure is
called the single bubble mode. In Fig. 2�c�, for ua=0.42 m /s, two
pairs of dual recirculation bubbles are observed. The inner
bubbles drive the outer bubbles to move downstream since the
central jet speed exceeds the annular jet speed. Additionally, the
height of the recirculation bubble is increased to be higher than
that in single bubble mode. The flow pattern is called the dual
bubble mode. Figure 2�d� depicts a recirculation zone at ua
=1.22 m /s. The central jet collides with the annular flow at the
top of the recirculation zone and an eddy-induced coherent struc-
ture moves downstream because of the shear stress effect in the

Fig. 4 Velocity vector fields and streamline patterns at uc=2.06 m/s: „a… jet-flow mode „ua=0…, „b…
single bubble mode „ua=0.23 m/s…, „c… dual bubble mode „ua=0.42 m/s…, and „d… turbulent flow
mode „ua=1.22 m/s…
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annular flow. Furthermore, the increase in the annular flow veloc-
ity increases the bubble height. In Fig. 2�e�, at ua=1.98 m /s, the
recirculation zone blocks the central momentum flux and a four-
way saddle is formed lower than that in Fig. 2�d�. In Fig. 2�f�, at
ua=2.16 m /s, the position of the four-way saddle is lower than
that in Fig. 2�e�, and the turbulent intensity in the top region
increases with the annular flow velocity. Accordingly, the flow
patterns in Figs. 2�d�–2�f� are associated with the turbulent flow
mode.

Figures 2�g�–2�l� present the flow structures as ua changes from
0 m/s to 2.16 m/s for a 6-rifled nozzle. Figure 2�i� depicts a spi-
raled central airflow that moves downstream due to the angular
acceleration of the rifled nozzle at ua=0.42 m /s and S=0.15. The
outer recirculation is entrained into the inner recirculation and
then forms a swirling flow that moves forward along the central
axis. In Fig. 2�l�, when ua=2.16 and S=0.45, the position of the
four-way saddle is lower than that in Fig. 2�f� because of the
momentum increase in the annular jet. Figures 2�m�–2�r� display
the flow structures for a 12-rifled nozzle at various Reynolds num-
bers of the annular jet. In Fig. 2�o�, when ua=0.42 m /s and S
=0.255, the four-way saddle is closer to the bluff disk than those
in Figs. 2�c� and 2�i�. Additionally, Fig. 2�o� shows a clear spiral
jet adjacent to the central axis because of the high swirling

strength. In Fig. 2�r�, when ua=2.16 m /s and S=0.512, the loca-
tion of the four-way saddle is lower than those in Figs. 2�f� and
2�l� due to the increased intensity of the annular jet.

Figure 3 shows the mode regimes in the ranges of 0�ua
�2.5 m /s and 0�uc�6 m /s according to the classification
scheme utilized in Fig. 2. The four modes are distinguished
clearly at uc�2 m /s because the central airflow velocity is suf-
ficiently high. The regime borders, which separate different char-
acteristic modes are somewhat uncertain. The maximum uncer-
tainty in both ua and uc at each mode border is about 0.01 m/s.

3.2 Streamline Vectors. Figure 4 plots the velocity vectors
and instantaneous streamline patterns, which were visualized us-
ing the PIV scheme. Figure 4�a� shows the streamline pattern of
the jet-flow mode. Without interference from the annular jet �ua

=0�, the central jet streamlines move straight up from the disk
center toward the downstream and no recirculation �no node or
saddle� occurs in this mode. Figure 4�b� shows the streamline
pattern of the single bubble mode in which two major recircula-
tion bubbles are observed on both sides of the x-axis and two
minor recirculation bubbles, which are absent when the streak-
flow pattern occurs adjacent to the disk surface. These two minor
recirculation bubbles were formed due to the high intensity in the

Fig. 5 Topological flow structures at uc=2.06 m/s: „a… jet-flow mode „ua=0…, „b… single bubble
mode „ua=0.23 m/s…, „c… dual bubble mode „ua=0.42 m/s…, and „d… turbulent flow mode „ua
=1.22 m/s…
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major bubbles, such that the annular jet separates and is reversed
due to the entrainment effect. Moreover, the normalized height of
recirculation zone �x /D� is about 0.55. Figure 4�c� shows the
streamline pattern of dual bubble mode. Two pairs of dual bubbles
were formed symmetrically about the x-axis. The normalized
height of the outer bubbles �x /D� is about 0.80. Accordingly, the
bubble scale in Fig. 4�c� is larger than that in Fig. 4�b�. Figure
4�d� shows the streamline pattern of the turbulent flow mode
where two pairs of dual bubbles are observed on each side of the
x-axis. The normalized height �x /D� of the outer bubbles is
�1.15. The height of the outer bubbles is extended because the
momentum in annular airflow is sufficiently high.

3.3 Topological Analysis. Perry and Fairlie �23�, Chong and
Perry �24�, and Lighthill �25� developed the topological sketch

Fig. 6 Photographs of normalized flame height „x /D… for a un-
rifled nozzle at uc=2.06 m/s: „a… ua=0, „b… ua=0.23, „c… ua
=0.42, „d… ua=1.22, „e… ua=1.98, and „f… ua=2.16 m/s

Fig. 7 Photographs of normalized flame height „x /D… at uc
=2.06 m/s: „a…–„c… for a 6-rifled nozzle and „d…–„f… for a 12-rifled
nozzle

Fig. 8 Distribution of characteristic flame configurations

Fig. 9 Normalized flame height „Hf /D… against ua at uc
=0.58 m/s „void symbols… and uc=2.06 m/s „solid symbols…
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scheme to analyze the flow patterns. Perry and Steiner �26�
adopted the critical point theory to determine the sectional stream-
line patterns and defined two main types of singular point—nodes
and saddles. A node is associated with either attachment or sepa-
ration. The topological lines are directed away from a nodal point
of attachment but toward a nodal point of separation. Only two
topological lines pass through a saddle point. One is inward and
the other is outward �27�. For flow around a three-dimensional
entity, some singular points in the flow pattern may be formed at
particular positions where the velocities are zero and the stream-
line slope is indeterminate �28�. The topological scheme can re-
veal the steady flow structures and the evolution of the unsteady

vortical structures. Finally, Hunt et al. �29� utilized the topological
theory to formulate the relationship between nodes �including the
four-way node N and the three-way node N��, saddles �including
the four-way saddle S and the three-way saddle S�� and obstacles
in the flow field as follows:

�� N +
1

2 � N�	 − �� S +
1

2 � S�	 = 1 − n �3�

where n is the connectivity of the flow section. For instance, n
=1 for a single-connected region without obstacle, n=2 for one

Fig. 10 Velocity profiles of flame shedding for „a… laminar, „b… sub-
critical, and „c… transitional modes
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entity, and n=3 for two entities present in the flow field.
Figure 5 plots the topological flow configurations of the four

characteristic modes in the cold flow field. In Fig. 5�a�, the topo-
logical configuration of the jet-flow mode reveals that the values
of the critical points are �N=0, �N�=0, �S=0, and �S�=2,
which fulfill the topological condition �Eq. �3��. Figure 5�b� de-
picts the topological flow configuration of the single bubble mode
and four nodes �N1−N4�: two four-way saddles �S1 and S2� and six
three-way saddles �S1�−S6��. Accordingly, the values of critical
points are �N=4, �N�=0, �S=2, and �S�=6, which satisfy Eq.
�3�. Figure 5�c� displays the topological flow configuration of the
dual bubble mode. The values of critical points are the same as
those determined in the single bubble mode. Accordingly, the to-
pological condition is also satisfied in the dual bubble mode. Fig-
ure 5�d� presents the topological configuration in the turbulent
flow mode where eight nodes �N1−N8�, four four-way saddles
�S1−S4�, and six three-way saddles �S1�−S6�� are identified, and
fulfill the topological condition.

3.4 Direct-Photo Visualization and Flame Modes. The fuel
jet was discharged from the center of a bluff disk and was mixed
with the annular air jet behind the unrifled, 6-rifled, and 12-rifled
nozzles. The mixed flow was ignited behind the bluff disk, while
the velocities of both the central fuel jet and the annular airflow
were varied to observe directly the flame shapes. Figures 6 and 7
display the photographs of the flame configurations behind the
nozzles.

For an unrifled nozzle, the central jet velocity is maintained at
uc=2.06 m /s and the annular airflow velocity is changed from 0
m/s to 2.16 m/s. Figure 6�a� shows the flame height without in-
terference from annular airflow �i.e., ua=0�. Figure 6�b� shows the
flame configuration at ua=0.23 m /s. The flame structure is as-
sembled as displayed in Fig. 6�a� because of the weak pressure
gradient behind the bluff disk. The flow structures in Figs. 6�a�
and 6�b� are those of the jet flame mode. Figure 6�c� shows an
unstable flickering flame at ua=0.42 m /s, and the flame structure
is denoted as the flickering flame mode.

The flame height in Fig. 6�d� is shorter than that in Fig. 6�a� at
ua=1.22 m /s. The normalized flame height �x /D� of the recircu-
lation bubble is approximately 0.8. Figure 6�e� shows a stable ring
flame occurring at x /D�0.5 at ua=1.98 m /s. Figure 6�f� indi-
cates that the flame is lifted at x /D�1.2 when ua=2.16 m /s. The
flame structures in Figs. 6�d�–6�f� are called the turbulent flame
modes.

3.4.1 Characteristic Flame Modes in Swirled Wake. Figure 7
depicts the characteristic flame configurations in the swirled wake
behind the rifled nozzles. Figures 7�a�–7�c� present the modulated
flame structures associated with a 6-rifled nozzle and Figs.
7�d�–7�f� present the flame configurations for a 12-rifled nozzle
with a constant uc of 2.06 m/s. Figures 7�a� and 7�d� show the
modulated flame structures without interference from the annular
swirled airflow �ua=0�. The flame structures are similar to those
shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, and therefore are called the jet flame
modes. Figures 7�b� and 7�e� present an unstable flickering flame
at ua=0.42 m /s. Consequently, the flame structures are named
the flickering flame mode. Figures 7�c� and 7�f� present the recir-
culation zones in the range of x /D�0.8 at ua=1.22 m /s. The
flame structures are then called the turbulent flame modes.

Figure 8 shows the distributions of the three flame modes as ua
and uc varied from 0 m/s to 2.5 m/s and from 0 m/s to 6 m/s,
respectively. The regime borders, which separate different charac-
teristic flame modes, are associated with some uncertainties. The
maximum uncertainty for ua and uc is 0.01 m/s.

3.4.2 Flame Height. Figure 9 shows the profiles of the nor-
malized flame height �Hf /D� as ua is varied from 0 m/s to 2.5 m/s
at uc=0.58 m /s and 2.06 m/s for the three nozzles utilized herein.
The flame height in this manuscript was measured by the tradi-

tional photography scheme by using a Nikon Model D70s CCD
with a resolution of 3008�2000 pixels and an exposure time of
30–1/8000 s. The flame height in this study was defined by aver-
aging ten taken photos with an exposure time of 2 s for each
photo. Figure 9 indicates that Hf /D declines as ua increases. The
flame height for uc=2.06 m /s exceeds that for uc=0.58 m /s at
the same ua because more propane is released. The flame heights
behind the 12-rifled nozzle are lower than those of the unrifled
and 6-rifled nozzles, since more swirling airflow is generated. Ad-
ditionally, the flame height of a 12-rifled nozzle is approximately
halved with comparing that for an unrifled nozzles. The swirling
effect changes the axial jet flow to a radial one in the tangential
direction. The swirling mechanism creates significant momentum,
heat exchange, mass exchange, and drastic turbulence fluctua-
tions. Consequently, the evident increases in the swirling intensity
shorten the flame length and thus increase combustion efficiency.

3.5 Vortex Shedding of Flame. The vortex shedding of the
flame behind the nozzles was probed using a hot-wire anemom-
eter. Figure 10 shows the velocity profiles �u� for various evolu-
tion times �t� at ua=0.56 m /s, 1.08 m/s, and 2.15 m/s, while uc is
fixed at 2.06 m/s. To collect clear signals, a hot-wire probe was
installed at �x /D ,r /D�= �0.25,0.65�, �0.25,0.90�, and �0.25, 1.00�
in the laminar, subcritical, and transitional modes, respectively.
Figure 10�a� indicates that the time signals are periodic �sinu-
soidal wave� at ua=0.56 m /s. Such vortex shedding is associated
with the laminar mode. Figure 10�b� shows periodic signals at
ua=1.08 m /s, but some weak disturbances are multiplied in the
sinusoidal waves. Such vortex shedding is named the subcritical
mode. Figure 10�c� presents a random output at ua=2.16 m /s,
and therefore the vortex shedding profile is called the transitional
mode. Figure 11 shows the distribution of vortex shedding modes
as ua and uc vary in the ranges 0–2.5 m/s and 0–6 m/s,
respectively.

Figure 12 displays the spectrum �log 	� calculated using the
FFT algorithm for the three vortex shedding modes, where 	
represents the power spectrum. Figure 12�a� shows a peak fre-
quency of 11.90 Hz at ua=0.56 m /s and uc=2.06 m /s �i.e., in
laminar vortex shedding mode�. Figure 12�b� shows a peak fre-
quency of 16.05 Hz at ua=1.08 m /s �i.e., in subcritical vortex
shedding mode�. Figure 12�c� shows no peak frequency in the
transitional vortex shedding mode at ua=2.16 m /s. Consequently,

Fig. 11 Distribution of flame shedding modes
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no coherent flame structure is observed in the transitional mode.
Figure 13 shows the distributions of the pdf derived from the

data given in Fig. 10. Figure 13�a� shows a dual-peak pdf in the
laminar vortex shedding mode that is associated with the sinu-
soidal output plotted in Fig. 10�a�. Figure 13�b� shows a
Gaussian-like distribution in the subcritical vortex shedding mode
associated with the multiplication of weak disturbance in the out-
put signals. Figure 13�c� plots Gaussian distributions due to the
random fluctuations of shedding velocities in the transitional vor-
tex shedding mode.

The frequency of unsteady flow in the wake varying with free
velocity is normalized and represented by the nondimensional

groups: Strouhal number �Sr� is defined by Sr= fD /u
. Roshko
�30� experimentally developed a well-known equation for the non-
dimensional frequency Sr of the Kármán vortex shedding in the
wake behind a circular cylinder, as follows:

Sr = 0.212 −
4.5

Re
for 300 � Re � 2000 �4�

Therefore, the limit of Strouhal number for a circular cylinder is
0.212. Figure 14 displays the distributions of the shedding fre-
quency �f� and the Strouhal number with changing ua in the range
0–1.6 m/s at two uc of 0.58 m/s and 2.06 m/s. Figure 14�a� iden-

Fig. 12 Distributions of power spectrum „log �… versus logarithmic
frequency „log f… for flame shedding in „a… laminar, „b… subcritical, and
„c… transitional modes
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tifies three flame regimes—jet flame, flickering flame, and turbu-
lent flame. In the jet flame regime, the shedding frequency in-
creases with ua at ua�0.42 m /s. In the flickering flame regime,
the shedding frequency declines rapidly as ua increases in the
range of 0.42�ua�0.5 m /s. In the turbulent flame regime, the
shedding frequency increases with ua at ua�0.5 m /s. Figure
14�b� shows the profile of Sr against ua, where Sr is defined as
Sr= fd /ua. The Sr declines as ua increases, and the relationship
between Sr and ua can be fitted using the following first-order
correlation:

Sr = 0.0238 + 0.13/ua �5�

4 Conclusion

This work adopted rifled nozzles with various swirl numbers to
increase interaction between the axial stress of the central flow
and the tangential stress of the swirled annular airflow. Addition-
ally, the rifled nozzles are designed to increase the turbulent in-
tensity and thereby increase the mixing and shedding efficiencies
between the central flow and the swirled annular airflow. Smoke-
wire flow visualization, the PIV scheme, topological analysis, and
direct-photo visualization were adopted to observe and analyze
the cold flow structures and flame configurations behind the riffled

Fig. 13 Distributions of probability density function as a function of
u� for flame shedding in „a… laminar, „b… subcritical, and „c… transi-
tional modes
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nozzles. The experimental data and discussion yield the following
results.

�1� The cold flow structures behind the rifled/unrifled nozzles
are classified into four modes—jet flow, single bubble, dual
bubble, and turbulent flow—based on smoke-wire visual-
ization.

�2� The flame configurations behind the rifled/unrifled nozzles
are classified into three modes—jet flame, flickering flame,
and turbulent flame—based on direct-photo visualization.

�3� The flame height declines as ua increases, and the flame
height behind a 12-rifled nozzle is decreased by about 50%
under that of an unrifled nozzle because of the sufficiently
high swirling intensity.

�4� The flame shedding frequency behind the nozzles declines
rapidly in the flickering flame mode, and the relationship
between Sr and ua is regressed as Sr=0.0238+0.13 /ua.

Nomenclature
Aa � exit area of swirling jet: ��Do

2-D2� /4,
392.7 mm2

Ac � exit area of central jet: �d2 /4, 19.6 mm2

B � blockage ratio at jet exit: D2 /Do
2, 0.444

D � diameter of blockage disk, 20 mm
d � exit diameter of central jet, 5 mm

Dc � diameter of control disk, 10 mm
Dh � hydraulic diameter of annular swirling jet at

exit: Do-D, 10 mm
Dm � mean diameter for calculation of swirl number:

�D+Do� /2, 25 mm
Do � outer diameter of annular swirling jet at exit,

30 mm

f � frequency of instabilities in wake �Hz�
Qa � volumetric flow rate of annular swirling flow
Qc � volumetric flow rate of central jet

r � radial coordinate, originated at center of block-
age disk

Ro � Roshko number of vortex shedding: fd2 /�
Sr � Strouhal number of vortex shedding: fd /u
u � axial velocity
x � axial coordinate, originated at the center of the

blockage disk
ua � volumetric mean axial velocity of annular

swirling jet at exit: Qa /Aa
uc � volumetric mean velocity of central jet at exit:

Qc /Ac
v � radial velocity
w � azimuthal velocity
	 � power spectrum of fluctuating velocities
 � time shift for calculating autocorrelation coeffi-

cient of fluctuation velocities
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Passive Control of the Inlet
Acoustic Boundary of a Swirled
Burner at High Amplitude
Combustion Instabilities
Perforated panels placed upstream of the premixing tube of a turbulent swirled burner
are investigated as a passive control solution for combustion instabilities. Perforated
panels backed by a cavity are widely used as acoustic liners, mostly in the hot gas region
of combustion chambers to reduce pure tone noises. This paper focuses on the use of this
technology in the fresh reactants zone to control the inlet acoustic reflection coefficient of
the burner and to stabilize the combustion. This method is shown to be particularly
efficient because high acoustic fluxes issued from the combustion region are concentrated
on a small surface area inside the premixer. Theoretical results are used to design two
types of perforated plates featuring similar acoustic damping properties when submitted
to low amplitude pressure fluctuations (linear regime). Their behaviors nonetheless
largely differ when facing large pressure fluctuation levels (nonlinear regime) typical of
those encountered during self-sustained combustion oscillations. Conjectures are given to
explain these differences. These two plates are then used to clamp thermoacoustic oscil-
lations. Significant damping is only observed for the plate featuring a robust response to
increasing sound levels. While developed on a laboratory scale swirled combustor, this
method is more general and may be adapted to more practical configurations.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078206�

Keywords: perforated plate impedance, passive control, flame-acoustic interaction, com-
bustion instabilities, nonlinear acoustics

1 Introduction
At the design stage of a gas turbine or jet engine, it is still

nowadays very difficult to predict the potential occurrence of
combustion instabilities, which may reduce performance and
eventually cause damage to the installation. Many efforts have
been devoted to the understanding and modeling of both combus-
tion dynamics and occurrence of self-sustained combustion oscil-
lations �1–3�. Yet, as thermoacoustic instabilities result from reso-
nant coupling between flame dynamics and acoustics of a full
system, detailed unsteady phenomena at the chamber boundaries
must also be accounted for in order to yield correct predictions of
unstable modes in practical combustors. Furthermore, this implies
that combustion instabilities cannot be eliminated solely by design
of the combustion chamber. The environment at the termination
boundaries of the chamber, where acoustic fluxes can be ex-
changed, should also be carefully taken into account during the
design process.

Numerous solutions have been developed to limit the conse-
quences of such instabilities. While active control solutions aim at
modifying the feedback loop to hinder the resonannt coupling
between unsteady combustion dynamics and system acoustics,
passive control methods are usually used to damp the resonant
acoustic modes.

Active control methods have been developed using various
strategies, ranging from the control of various flow input param-

eters �fuel flow, air flow, secondary jets, etc., see among others,
Refs. �4–7�� to the active modulation of acoustic boundary condi-
tions up- and downstream of the combustion chamber �8�. How-
ever, these solutions are often complex and fragile, making them
difficult to adapt to large industrial applications. Passive methods
are more robust and some have already proven their efficiency in
real configurations. These methods consist mainly in the optimal
positioning of damping devices such as quarter-wave or Helm-
holtz resonators �9� or perforated panels �10�.

Perforated plates backed by cavities are widely used in indus-
trial configurations to damp acoustic resonances induced by un-
steady combustion oscillations. An important literature on various
models is available, describing the perforated plate performance
under acoustic excitation. These models are based on either theo-
retical considerations �11,12� or empirical results �13�. Each is
adapted to a given configuration of perforated panels. While the
model of Melling �11� considers the effect of the dissipative
acoustic layer in each perforation, the model obtained by
Narayana Rao and Munjal �13� is limited to the case of a grazing
flow. The theory developed by Howe �12� considers the vortex-
shedding, which occurs at the edges of an aperture, as the source
of acoustic damping �see also Ref. �14��. It was shown in further
works that the efficiency of this mechanism is increased in the
presence of a resonant back-cavity. This was used by Hughes and
Dowling �10� to design efficient screech noise absorbers. This
work was continued by Eldredge and Dowling �15� to optimize
absorption of axial acoustic waves by perforated liners. Extensive
literature can be found on the experimental investigation of the
properties of such systems �15,16�. The influence of the plate
thickness �17–19� is also at stake, as the original theory considers
only infinitely thin panels. However, less attention has been paid
to the interaction with high intensity incident sound waves
�20,21�. Yet in modern gas turbines undergoing thermoacoustic
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instabilities, the level of pressure fluctuations can easily reach
several hundred pascals �22�, resulting in noise levels greater than
150 dB inside the combustion chamber. Application of perforated
panels backed by cavities inside modern combustion chambers
thus requires the investigation of their interaction with high levels
of pressure fluctuation.

The current work presents an original use of perforated panels
to control the inlet acoustic boundary condition of a lean turbulent
combustor at frequencies typical of combustion instabilities asso-
ciated with longitudinal modes. Instead of damping a specific
mode of the chamber, the aim is to control the acoustic reflection
coefficient from the fresh reactant zone, which acts on the turbu-
lent reactive region. This is achieved by using a perforated plate
inserted at the inlet of an inner tube, in which air and fuel are
premixed before entering the combustion chamber. Adaptation of
a perforated panel with a back cavity in this zone, as sketched in
Fig. 1, is selected over any other region of the combustor because
flame dynamics is known to be very sensitive to perturbations in
the fresh reactants. It is also a region where intense acoustic fluxes
are concentrated on small surface areas �23�.

Using classical theoretical results, two perforated plates, both
featuring the same reflection coefficient to small amplitude inci-
dent waves, are designed and then tested in an impedance tube
�Fig. 2�. Next, interactions of these perforated panels with pres-
sure oscillations of large amplitudes are investigated. Finally, the
proposed system, composed of a tunable cavity backing a perfo-
rated panel with bias flow, was implemented on an existing com-

bustion facility, which exhibits strong thermoacoustic instabilities
�Fig. 1�. For both plates, the effect of the inlet acoustic boundary
condition on self-sustained oscillations is studied.

2 Acoustic Control by Perforated Plates With Bias
Flow

The model of Howe �12� considers a single hole in a plate,
through which a bias flow U generates trains of vortices. Using
this model, it was later demonstrated that a resonant cavity, of
depth L backing perforated plates of low porosity, enhances their
acoustic damping properties �10�. However, the effect of aperture
spacing is not considered either in the theory of Howe or in later
improvements. The focus of this study is to use perforated panels
for the control of the inlet acoustic boundary condition of a tur-
bulent burner, where acoustic fluxes can be intense. It is therefore
legitimate to base the associated design on this theory and its
subsequent enhancements.

2.1 Theoretical Elements. Analytical expressions for acous-
tic dissipation by vortex-shedding were derived in the absence of
interactions between neighboring jets flowing through the aper-
tures. This is valid if the aperture spacing d is much larger than
the aperture radius a. It is also assumed that incident acoustic
waves are compact, requiring the aperture spacing to be much
smaller than the wavelengths envisaged. In this case, the pressure
gradient through the perforated plate can be linked to the pressure
jump via the Rayleigh conductivity KR of the apertures. This con-
ductivity is a function of the Strouhal number St=�a /U based on
the bias flow velocity U and the aperture radius a, as shown by
Howe �12,24�, KR=2a��− i�� where the real and imaginary parts
� and � are fully determined by Bessel functions of the Strouhal
number St.

Finally, the complex reflection coefficient at the front face of
the perforated plate is a function of the geometrical parameters a
and d, the cavity depth L, the bias flow velocity U, and the fre-
quency via the wave number k=2�f /c0:

R =
�ikd2/KR� + 1 − �i/tan�kL��
�ikd2/KR� − 1 − �i/tan�kL��

�1�

In the absence of bias flow, KR=1, there should be no absorption
and the coefficient R should thus equal unity �16�. In the presence
of a bias flow, R is a complex number, its modulus is lower than
unity �R��1, and sound is absorbed due to sound-vortex interac-
tions �10�. To control the reflection coefficient, five parameters
must be fully determined. The number of parameters can be, how-
ever, easily reduced by geometrical constraints and operating con-
dition limits.

2.2 Perforated Plate Design. This study is limited to longi-
tudinal thermoacoustic instabilities, occurring at low frequencies
in practical burners. The unstable frequencies to be controlled are
thus limited to the range of 100–1000 Hz. As the upper limit was
arbitrarily chosen, this method can easily be extended to higher
frequencies. The lower limit sets the maximal length of the back
cavity. Plates’ dimensions are imposed by the geometrical con-
straints of the premixing line where it should be adapted. In the
turbulent burner considered here, the inner premixing channel has
a diameter Dp=30 mm �Fig. 1�. The theoretical elements previ-
ously presented are limited to perforated plates of small porosity
�typically below 10%�. They cannot be used to determine the ap-
erture radius-to-spacing ratio a /d. This gives the designer a cer-
tain degree of freedom provided that a /d�1. Two plates were
designed with the same hole radius a=0.5 mm and the same
thickness t=1 mm. Plate P8 has a ratio a /d=0.063 and plate P4 a
ratio a /d=0.125. The subscript designates the aperture spacing d
in millimeters. It will be shown that the aperture spacing has
considerable effects on the system response in the nonlinear re-
gime. Finally, cavity depth and bias flow velocity are used as
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Fig. 1 Implementation of the passive control device at the in-
let boundary condition of the burner. Microphone locations are
indicated in the setup and a typical flame snapshot obtained
from OH-LIF is shown to locate the flame.
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control parameters to vary the modulus of the reflection coeffi-
cient �R�. The system design was the result of an optimization for
the final application with two prerequisites.

1. A smooth evolution of the modulus of the reflection coeffi-
cient must be associated with significant variations of the
control parameters, the back cavity length L, and the bias
flow velocity U.

2. The system must be robust and compact in order for it to be
implemented in existing combustion chambers. The maxi-
mal cavity depth L was limited to L=50 cm. This value can
be decreased when the lowest frequencies to control are
higher.

It can be easily shown that for fixed geometrical properties of the
plate perforations a and d, a single bias flow velocity U can be
used to optimize the damping properties of the system within the
range 100–1000 Hz �25�. In the present study, these optimal ve-
locities are equal to Uopt=2.3 ms−1 and 9.0 ms−1, respectively,
for plates P8 and P4. As a result, the cavity depth L remains the
only parameter needed to control the reflection coefficient at the
front face of the perforated plate. Characteristics of the designed
systems are summarized in Table 1.

3 Performance Assessment

3.1 Impedance Tube Facility. Plates were first characterized
in an impedance tube facility, which allows for large amplitude of
pressure fluctuations, up to 150 dB, and flow velocities inside the
main tube from 0 ms−1 to 20 ms−1 at room temperature. The
setup, sketched in Fig. 2, is equipped at its base with a high-
efficiency loudspeaker controlled by a signal generator. The loud-
speaker is fixed to the main cylindrical test section by a conical
adaptation piece. The main cylinder tube has a diameter D
=50 mm and is equipped with regularly spaced plugs for 1/4 in.
microphones that can be flush mounted on the tube wall. The
distance between the loudspeaker and the sample is long enough
to ensure plane wave propagation inside the setup. Air, controlled
by a mass flow meter, is fed at the top of the facility, where a
microphone MSPL is used to monitor the sound pressure level
�SPL� inside the setup. The cavity depth L can be adjusted, be-
tween the air inlets and the perforated plate to be tested, using a
set of DN50-type tubes. A three microphone technique is used to
measure the impedance at the front face of the perforated plate,
submitted to incident harmonic excitations �26�. Four B&K 4938
microphones M1, M2, M3, and MSPL connected to 2670-type am-
plifiers and a Nexus conditioner were calibrated using a 4231-type
sound calibrator. Remaining phase mismatches were also mini-
mized by switching the microphones as recommended by Chung
and Blaser �26�. The test facility was benchmarked using known
impedance conditions �closed tube, open tube with and without
mean flow�.

3.2 Control of the Reflection Coefficient by Cavity Depth
Adjustment. Primary tests were carried out to ensure that the
optimal theoretical bias flow velocity was the one yielding the
maximal amplitude of variation of the reflection coefficient. The
reflection coefficient of each perforated plate was then measured
as a function of cavity depth L, from 0 to 50 cm, and of frequency
f , from 100 to 1000 Hz, at their optimal bias flow velocities Uopt.

Results for the modulus of the reflection coefficient �R� are plotted
in Fig. 3 for plate P8 and in Fig. 4 for plate P4, for a constant SPL
of 110 dB controlled by the microphone MSPL �Fig. 2�. In these
figures, maps of isolevels of the modulus �R� are plotted as func-
tions of cavity length L and modulation frequency f . Similar plots
were obtained for the phase of the reflection coefficient. The evo-
lution of the phase �not shown here� is barely affected by the
chosen control parameters. The modulus features in both figures
large clear bands corresponding to low modulus values separated
from darker bands corresponding to higher moduli approaching
unity. Isolated islands are also visible, which correspond to inter-
polation errors due to a coarse grid of measurement particularly in
Fig. 3. This shows that a large amplitude of control over the
modulus �R� can be efficiently achieved by gradual modification of
the cavity depth.

Experimental data gathered for each plate are compared in Fig.
5 with predictions for f =300 Hz, a frequency which is typical of
combustion instabilities observed in the combustion test rig. Both
plates feature the same trend. By augmenting the cavity depth L,
the modulus �R� of the reflection coefficient first decreases from
values close to 0.8 at L=5 cm to a minimal value of 0.1 at L
=18 cm for plate P8 and 0.2 at L=22 cm for plate P4, and then
increases again for larger depths. Piloting the cavity depth L ac-
tually controls the value of the reflection coefficient. Theory
matches data more closely for plate P4. Results for the phase are
well predicted except for low modulus values. In both cases, the
reflection coefficient is reasonably well predicted. Other plates

Table 1 Parameters of the control system of the inlet bound-
ary condition

Plate
a

�mm�
d

�mm�
�

�%�
Uopt

�ms−1�
L

�cm�

P8 0.5 8 1.2 2.3 0–50
P4 0.5 4 5.0 9.0 0–50

L [cm]

f
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z]
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Fig. 3 Plate P8, modulus of the reflection coefficient as a func-
tion of the depth and the frequency. SPL�110 dB.
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Fig. 4 Plate P4, modulus of the reflection coefficient as a func-
tion of the depth and the frequency. SPL�110 dB.
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were designed with different geometrical and flow operating char-
acteristics. They feature the same damping properties for SPL
lower than 110 dB.

3.3 Influence of High Amplitude Pressure Perturbations.
The two designed systems produce satisfactory damping for mod-
erate sound pressure levels. However, combustion chambers ex-
perience large levels of pressure fluctuations up to several hun-
dreds of pascals during unstable operation �27�; at limit cycles,
fluctuations can even reach a few percent of the operating pressure
�28�. It is therefore interesting to test the plates’ performance un-
der strong acoustic forcing. Few works consider such high ampli-
tude acoustic interactions with perforated panels �e.g., Refs.
�19–21��. As the model of Howe is based on linear acoustics,
nonlinear effects cannot be anticipated.

The response of the system to large pressure fluctuations was
studied using the high-efficiency loudspeaker. Investigation on the
influence of the SPL on the system response is led at two frequen-
cies: one at which the modulus is the lowest and the other at
which �R� is maximized. The SPL is increased from 80 dB to 145
dB and the corresponding values of the modulus �R� of the reflec-
tion coefficient are plotted in Fig. 6 for these two frequencies.
Below 110 dB, the response is linear for both systems and the
reflection coefficient is independent of the sound pressure level.
Above 115 dB, the response of the cavity equipped with plate P4
remains independent of the SPL for low and high modulus values.
The behavior of the system equipped with plate P8 exhibits, on
the contrary, a strong dependence to the SPL. Low values of the
modulus, obtained at f =400 Hz, quickly raise �+0.2 /decade�
when the SPL is increased, while high values, measured at f

=1000 Hz, diminish. It is interesting to note that for a SPL of 140
dB, this system exhibits a nearly uniform reflection coefficient
�R�=0.7 in the entire frequency range from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz.

While these two plates provide similar damping properties in
the linear regime, their nonlinear response substantially differs.
When considering practical applications, it is thus important to
check the nonlinear response of such damping devices, which can
lead to significantly distinct behaviors. Further investigation is
under way to better understand this phenomenon.

Two reasons can be proposed to explain these differences. First,
plate P4 features more holes than plate P8, which increases the
vortex-sound interactions in the vicinity of the plate. This may
favor sound damping. A second reason may be the difference in
bias flow velocity. The larger jet velocity obtained within the ap-
ertures of plate P4 is thus more robust to incident perturbations.
However, these conjectures should be confirmed by further theo-
retical and experimental elements.

4 Application to the Acoustic Control of a Turbulent
Swirled Combustor

The system tested in the impedance tube under controlled cold
flow configurations is adapted here to a combustion facility deliv-
ering a thermal power of about 40 kW in order to control the
reflection coefficient of the premixer inlet. Performances of the
two plates are studied and their effects on self-sustained oscilla-
tions are investigated.

4.1 Combustion Test Rig. The combustion facility is an at-
mospheric swirl-stabilized, staged premixer operating in lean par-
tially premixed conditions, connected to a rectangular combustion
chamber, as sketched in Fig. 1. The chamber is composed of con-
crete walls and two lateral quartz windows. Its total length is 50
cm, with a square test section of 10�10 cm2. The premixer is
composed of two identical stages, in which tangential injections of
air-propane mixture create a strong swirl �swirl number above 0.6�
in an inner cylinder �Dp=30 mm, Fig. 1� �29�. The staging, which
adds a degree of control on the combustion, concerns only the fuel
repartition as air is fed equally in each stage. This configuration
presents a strong precessing vortex core �PVC� due to the impor-
tant swirl, which stabilizes the flame in an inverted conical shape
and compact form �30–32�. The flame is typically 10–15 cm long.
To prevent flashback inside the premixer, air is injected axially
upstream of the premixing channel; this mass flow corresponds to
a small fraction of the total tangential mass flow ��2.5%�. Under
normal operating conditions, flame visualizations locate the base
of the flame just inside the burner outlet �29�. This burner exhibits
strong unstable regimes, depending on the staging, characterized
by intense acoustic fluxes inside the chamber and the premixer.

The combustion chamber and the premixer are equipped with
B&K microphones identical to those that are used in the imped-
ance tube. All are flush mounted on calibrated water-cooled
waveguides. The premixer is equipped with three microphones,
M1, M2, and M3, as sketched in Fig. 1. The chamber is also
equipped with three microphones: the first one Mch is just above
the flame, the second one is located in the middle of the chamber,
and the last one is placed just before the exhaust. A photomulti-
plier tube, equipped with a narrow band filter centered on the
wavelength 	=431 nm and monitoring CH� spontaneous emis-
sion from the flame, is used to measure fluctuations of the heat
release rate in the flame region, where the microphone Mch is
located. Results presented in Figs. 7–10 are measured at the rear
side of the premixer with the microphone M2 and inside the com-
bustion chamber with the microphone Mch. Signals were digitized
using an 8192 Hz sampling frequency for a total acquisition time
of 13 s. Power spectral densities �PSDs� are computed using a
Welch periodogram method with a frequency resolution of 4 Hz.

The acoustic properties of the initial rear side piece of the pre-
mixer were characterized and serve as the reference case. This
piece behaves almost as a perfectly reflecting acoustic boundary
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condition, with �R��1 for the frequency range of interest. The
impedance control system is adapted at the inlet boundary of the
burner, as sketched in Fig. 1. The rear side piece of the premixer
is replaced by the perforated plate and a sliding piston is used to
modify the back cavity depth L. The bias flow velocity U is ad-
justed to the optimal values found in Sec. 2. Perforated plates are
positioned such that there is no change in the original geometry of
the facility neither in cross section nor in length. Even though the
premixer inner diameter is small, equal to 30 mm, the reduced
available surface for acoustic damping directly faces the flame in
a region of strong acoustic fluxes. Therefore it is expected that the
system has important effects on the global acoustic energy bal-
ance. It should be noted that this impedance control system may

be adapted to facilities presenting the same inlet characteristics as,
for example, annular combustion chambers found in industrial gas
turbines.

4.2 Influence of the Upstream Adaptive Impedance on
Thermoacoustic Oscillations. Results inside the premixer �Fig.
7� and the chamber �Fig. 8� are first presented using the control
system equipped with plate P8. The reference case corresponding
to the original premixer design shows a spectrum that features a
large pressure peak of about 148 dB inside the premixer and about
138 dB inside the chamber at a frequency f =290 Hz. This fre-
quency also corresponds to a strong organized motion of the
flame, characterized by large fluctuations of the CH� emission

Fig. 7 PSD inside the premixer using the passive control so-
lution with plate P8. Microphone M2. Indicated moduli values
correspond to predictions for a SPL of 110 dB.

Fig. 8 PSD inside the chamber using the passive control so-
lution with plate P8. Microphone Mch. Indicated moduli values
correspond to predictions for a SPL of 110 dB.

Fig. 9 PSD inside the premixer using the passive control so-
lution with plate P4. Microphone M2. Indicated moduli values
correspond to both prediction and measurements for a SPL of
140 dB.

Fig. 10 PSD inside the chamber using the passive control so-
lution with plate P4. Microphone Mch. Indicated moduli values
correspond to both prediction and measurements for a SPL of
140 dB.
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signal as measured by the photomultiplier tube. This self-
sustained combustion oscillation is the signature of a strong un-
stable regime �23�.

The passive control system developed was tested with plate P8
in order to damp this oscillation by modifying the inlet boundary
condition. To this purpose the back cavity depth L was modified to
tune the modulus of the reflection coefficient at the rear side of the
premixer, but this alteration did not seem to significantly attenuate
pressure peaks inside the premixer or the chamber. Results are
presented for two values of the cavity depth, which theoretically
corresponds to two distinct values of the modulus, �R�=0.16 and
�R�=0.61 for frequencies f =290–300 Hz in the case of a SPL of
110 dB. Yet, it was demonstrated in Sec. 3.3 that when the system
is equipped with plate P8, it loses its ability to efficiently control
�R� when the SPL increases. For levels equivalent to those found
in the combustion facility during unstable regimes, this system
features a nearly constant reflection coefficient �R��0.7 in the
entire frequency range 100–1000 Hz �Fig. 6�. This is confirmed by
the nonevolution of the PSD during the firing tests. It can be
further noticed that when the passive control system is set up,
pressure levels slightly diminish in comparison to the reference
case �the bold black line�. This is due to the fact that the value of
the reflection coefficient is slightly lower than unity throughout
the whole frequency range. However, spectra are only barely af-
fected by cavity depth adjustment and the system remains globally
inefficient. Peaks are only slightly shifted toward higher frequen-
cies because of phase distortions induced by the passive control
system.

Results are different once the system is equipped with plate P4.
It was used to impose three different values of �R� at f =290 Hz,
�R�=0.15, 0.33, and 0.48, by controlling the back-cavity depth as
described in Sec. 3. These values are independent of the SPL up to
140 dB, as it was demonstrated in the impedance tube. This result
is confirmed by the evolution of the PSD in the premixer �Fig. 9�
and the chamber �Fig. 10� when the premixer rear side acoustic
boundary condition is modeled by the proposed system. The re-
flection coefficient was measured in situ during the firing tests and
the retrieved values correspond to the ones measured in the im-
pedance tube with a SPL of 140 dB. The lower the modulus of the
reflection coefficient, the lower the amplitude of the instability
pressure peak at 290 Hz. In the most favorable case, when the
cavity depth is adjusted to yield a reflection coefficient �R�=0.15,
the amplitude of the peak diminishes by almost 20 dB inside the
premixer and by more than 10 dB inside the chamber. The reduc-
tion is so significant that the second instability peak at f
=340 Hz becomes dominant.

The amplitude of the peak at f =290 Hz follows the evolution
of the modulus of the reflection coefficient �R�. When �R� is de-
creased, the peak is attenuated. The passive control solution using
a variable cavity depth backed with the plate P4 is robust enough
to damp high sound pressure levels reached during unstable op-
erations and is an efficient way to control the inlet acoustic bound-
ary of the combustion facility.

5 Conclusion
Available theoretical elements were used to design two perfo-

rated panels that are meant to provide control of the acoustic
properties at their front face when backed by a cavity of tunable
depth in the presence of a bias flow. It was demonstrated first in
theory, and then checked in an impedance tube, that each system
yields efficient control of the modulus of the reflection coefficient
when submitted to small pressure fluctuations, up to 110 dB. Sub-
mitting the system to higher sound pressure levels, equivalent to
those classically measured in combustion facilities during un-
stable regimes, highlighted very distinct behaviors between the
two perforated plates. While plate P8 enters its nonlinear regime
for moderate sound pressure levels �at 115 dB�, plate P4 keeps a
linear acoustic behavior in the whole range investigated �up to 145

dB�. In terms of control of the reflection coefficient by the cavity
depth, large pressure oscillation levels render the control system
with plate P8 totally inefficient, whereas the system with plate P4
retains its damping properties. Conjectures for these differences
were made but should be confirmed by further investigations.

The implementation of the proposed system as a passive control
solution for the inlet acoustic boundary condition of a turbulent
burner confirms this result. The system equipped with plate P8 is
ineffective, while, with plate P4, the system is robust and pro-
duces large reduction in levels of pressure oscillations during typi-
cal self-sustained oscillations �up to 
20 dB in the premixer and

10 dB in the chamber�. Although it has been applied to a spe-
cific configuration, it aims to be more general and applicable to
any type of combustor in which the upstream boundary condition
is accessible.
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Enhanced Fault Localization
Using Probabilistic Fusion With
Gas Path Analysis Algorithms
A method for gas turbine fault identification from gas path data, in situations with a
limited number of measurements, is presented. The method consists of a two stage pro-
cess: (a) localization of the component or group of components with a fault and (b) fault
identification by determining the precise location and magnitude of component perfor-
mance deviations. The paper focuses on methods that allow improved localization of the
faulty components. Gas path analysis (GPA) algorithms are applied to diagnostic sets
comprising different combinations of engine components. The results are used to derive
fault probabilities, which are then fused to derive a conclusion as to the location of a
fault. Once the set of possible faulty components is determined, a well defined diagnostic
problem is formulated and the faulty parameters are determined by means of a suitable
algorithm. It is demonstrated that the method has an improved effectiveness when com-
pared with previous GPA based methods. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078793�

1 Introduction
Engine health monitoring is of great importance for gas tur-

bines today, since it is related to safety, aircraft availability, fleet
management, etc. In recent years, a lot of effort has been made in
the domain of engine diagnostics and the results can be found in
many published works.

Undoubtedly, the most popular approach is the gas path analy-
sis �GPA�, with which the discipline of gas turbine diagnostics has
been initiated. Its first approach was linear GPA. The fundamen-
tals of linear gas path analysis were laid by Urban �1�. Least-
squares techniques coupled to gas path analysis have been pre-
sented by Doel �2,3�. These methods utilize a linear system of
equations, which interrelates measurable thermodynamic quanti-
ties along the engine �temperatures, pressures, etc.� with flow ca-
pacity and efficiency factors of engine components, representing
their state of health. Linear GPA is the diagnostic approach mostly
used in engines in service today applied under different formula-
tions by the major engine manufacturers �3–6�. Nonlinear GPA
approaches have been developed later and constitute more sophis-
ticated approaches. Early studies of nonlinear GPA were intro-
duced by the group of the authors, through the adaptive modeling
technique �7,8�, which was later applied to different engine types
by Tsalavoutas et al. �9�. Nonlinear GPA studies have been per-
formed by several more authors �10,11�.

The application of GPA methods for the estimation of the health
parameters in practical cases encounters a number of difficulties.
The most important obstacle is the lack of measurements, which
lead to underdetermined systems of equations. In order to over-
come this problem, many approaches have been proposed among
which are Kalman filtering �12,13�, optimization techniques
�14–16�, and combinatorial approach �17�. The basic idea of all
these methods is that when individual component faults exist, they
can be detected by some first decision criteria. This allows a re-
duction in the number of unknown health parameters, which can
then be evaluated more accurately, provided of course that the
faulty component has been identified correctly at the first step.

Another problem is the inaccuracy of measurements due to the

presence of noise. The effect of noise can be reduced if a series of
measurements is available instead of a single measurement set.
Noise reduction can be achieved in many ways varying from a
simple averaging to the application of more sophisticated methods
such as Kalman filtering �13�, nonlinear filters �18�, and median
filters �19–21�.

The method proposed in the present paper constitutes an ad-
vancement of techniques previously introduced by Mathioudakis
et al. �14� and Aretakis et al. �17�. It enhances these techniques by
first handling the obstacle of underdetermination with the concept
of engine partition and second by introducing a statistical process-
ing of the diagnostic results of the first stage. The proposed pro-
cedure aims to derive fault probabilities about the state of each
health parameter and use them to proceed with identification of
faulty component and improved estimation of fault magnitude.
Finally, a probabilistic fusion task is presented in order to further
enhance the diagnostic effectiveness of the proposed methodol-
ogy.

2 Basics of GPA Fault Diagnosis
In performance diagnostics, the engine is considered as a sys-

tem, whose operating point is defined by means of a set of vari-
ables, denoted as u. The health condition of its components is
represented through the values of a set of appropriate health pa-
rameters, contained in a vector f. The system is monitored
through measured variables �speeds, pressures, temperatures, etc�,
contained in a vector Y. The operating engine establishes a rela-
tionship between these quantities, that is, the health parameters
and the measurements, which can be expressed through a func-
tional relation:

Y = F�u,f� �1�
This function can be realized by a computer model capable of
handling the numerical interrelations among the quantities of in-
terest and thus allowing the simulation for healthy or faulty op-
eration of the engine. The purpose of a diagnostic procedure is to
obtain a solution to the inverse problem of Eq. �1�, that is, to
determine the values of component health parameters, f, when a
set of measured quantities Y is available, for given operating con-
ditions u. In cases usually encountered in practice, the available
measurements are fewer than the health parameters, leading to an
underdetermined system of equations. Determination of a unique
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solution for f is only possible by using information in addition to
the measurements, as, for example, discussed in Ref. �14�.

3 Engine Partitioning for Fault Localization
The first stage of the proposed method is to reduce the number

of unknowns by selecting the most probable candidates among a
large set of unknown health parameters. This is achieved by con-
sidering groups of components, which are candidates to contain
the faulty components. The engine is divided to partitions, taking
into account its layout and physics of operation. For each parti-
tion, the nonlinear optimization GPA method proposed by Mathio-
udakis et al. �14� is used to estimate the deviations of health
parameters. An objective function �OF� is minimized, the form of
which is given in Appendix A. A first pass of calculations is thus
performed, as many times as the different parts of each partition,
estimating each time the corresponding health parameters.

In order to demonstrate the concept, an example case is pre-
sented. The utilized engine is a partially mixed high bypass ratio

turbofan, typical in civil aviation today, presented in Fig. 1. It has
been used as a test case in numerous diagnostic studies and there-
fore constitutes a benchmark case. For monitoring purposes, seven
quantities are measured and 11 health parameters are used to rep-
resent components’ condition, all shown in Fig. 1. For the defini-
tion of the employed quantities, the reader is referred to Refs.
�14,17�.

Two different modes of partitioning were implemented, namely,
the cold-hot-nozzle �CHN� partition and the LP-HP-nozzle �LHN�
partition, shown in Fig. 2. Since the number of health parameters
for each part of the partition is smaller than the number of the
measurements, a unique solution can be derived for the relevant
health parameters.

The cold-hot-nozzle partition consists of three parts; therefore,
the GPA method will be applied three times, once per part. For the
cold part, the health parameters of the fan component and the two
compressors are estimated, namely, SW12, SE12, SW2, SE2, SW26,

Fig. 1 Layout and station numbering of the considered engine

Fig. 2 Two modes of partitioning an engine: „a… Cold-hot-nozzle, „b… LP-HP-nozzle
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and SE26. Likewise for the hot part, the health parameters SW41,
SE41, SW49, and SE49 are estimated. For the nozzle, the A8IMP
alone is estimated.

The other mode of partition �LP-HP-nozzle� consists of three
parts with the last one being the same as for the other mode,
namely, the nozzle part. For this mode, the health parameters are
chosen considering as diagnostic sets �groups of engine compo-
nents� the different spools, the high pressure �HP� and the low
pressure �LP�. For the LP part, six health parameters, SW12, SE12,
SW2, SE2, SW49, and SE49, are estimated. For the HP part, the
corresponding parameters are SW26, SE26, SW41, and SE41.

4 Statistical Processing and Derivation of Fault Prob-
abilities

Given a sequence of N measurement sets, the nonlinear optimi-
zation procedure applied to a partition mode provides a series of N
estimations concerning the whole set of health parameters. The
estimations are in terms of percentage deviations from nominal
value �“deltas”�. From the N estimated values, the sample mean
and the sample standard deviation, for the statistical sample popu-
lation of each health parameter are derived:

Xj = �f j =
1

N�
n=1

N

�f j
n �2�

sj =� 1

N − 1�
n=1

N

��f j
n − �f j�2 �3�

The linearity assumption of the diagnostic problem applies if
the deviations of the health parameters are small in magnitude; see
Ref. �22�, a situation that is common in practice. The measure-
ments Y of the engine are assumed to have normal distributions
and therefore, due to linearity assumption, the health parameters
also have normal distributions �see, for example, Ref. �23��. Based
on that, it also applies that the �f j follow normal distribution. For
the purpose of the proposed statistical processing, two different
variants have been developed. A user may select between them.
These are as follows.

�i� The first variant considers each �f j as a random variable
with normal distribution as mentioned earlier. The mean
and standard deviation of this distribution are estimated

directly by Eqs. �2� and �3�. The entire available sample
population is utilized in this variant; therefore, it will be
referred as full_sample �FS� from now on.

�ii� The second variant considers the sample mean Xj as a
random variable. From central limit theorem �CLT�, see
Ref. �23�, it is known that the distribution of sample mean
is normal when the considered population has normal or
even unknown distribution. The mean of the distribution
of Xj approximates its value as the sample size becomes
larger. The standard deviation is equal to

�Xj
=

sj

�N
�4�

For this variant, the Student t distribution can also be uti-
lized but as the number of degrees of freedom �dfs� be-
comes larger the t distribution approximates the normal
distribution. It is noted that df=N−1 and since the com-
mon situation is N to be usually large, therefore, the nor-
mal distribution has been adopted without great loss of
generality. This variant will be referred as CLT from now
on.

Small deviations of a health parameter may occur due to the
measurement or setpoint inaccuracies or even small drifts on the
engine performance with operating time, occasions that are not
considered as faulty. Consequently, we consider a threshold a,
such that only deviations of the health parameters ��f j� larger
than a are categorized as faults. This threshold, for each health
parameter f j, depends on the engine and the nature of the param-
eters.

In order to derive a probability that a health parameter f j is not
faulty, an integration of the normal distributions is performed in
the interval �−a ,a� for both variants. Example cases of four esti-
mation situations are shown in Fig. 3.

The probability for healthy �nonfaulty� condition is very large
in case �a� were two different distributions by both statistical vari-
ants are presented. The value of sample mean is the same for both
cases but the value of standard deviation differs. In case �b�, the
probability for healthy condition is small �and thus high for
faulty�. Again in this case two different distributions are presented
with same sample mean and different standard deviations.

Fig. 3 Derivation of fault probabilities by integration: „a… Nonfaulty health
parameter, „b… faulty health parameter
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PFS�f j � nonfaulty� =�
−a

a

normpdf��f j�d�f j �5�

PFS�f j � faulty� = 1 − PFS�f j � nonfaulty� �6�

PCLT�f j � nonfaulty� =�
−a

a

normpdf��f j�d�f j �7�

PCLT�f j � faulty� = 1 − PCLT�f j � nonfaulty� �8�

The PFS probability is obtained when the full_sample variant is
adopted while the PCLT probability is obtained by utilizing the
CLT variant.

4.1 Fault Isolation Criteria. The localization and isolation of
the fault are done by first examining the fault probabilities �of
either two variants� for all health parameters f j from a considered
engine partition and then setting an appropriate criterion as fol-
lows: A health parameter f j is considered to be faulty when

P�f j � faulty� � Pthr

In the applications that follow, the threshold probability Pthr is
taken to be 50%. A component is chosen to be faulty when at least
one of the health parameters that describe its health condition is
found faulty. It is noted that for the correct application of the
proposed method, the considered combinations of engine compo-
nents must cover the whole set of the health parameters of the
engine, condition that is fulfilled in the partition cases presented
here. The procedure so far is presented in Fig. 4.

After this localization the least-squares optimization is per-
formed again, but this time only to the health parameters found
faulty. This is the second pass.

For example, let us consider the cold-hot-nozzle partition. After
the completion of first pass, estimations for all 11 health param-
eters have been derived. The PDF integration is performed upon
these estimations, by adopting one of the two variants, deriving
fault probabilities for the 11 health parameters. An implementa-
tion example is given later in the paper.

The estimated values resulting from the second pass derive
again a new sample mean value and standard deviation according
to Eqs. �2� and �3�. These values are used to derive the diagnostic
index �DI�:

DIj =
Xj

sj
�9�

Such a parameter has been introduced by the group of authors
in previous publications, e.g., Refs. �14,24�. It is noted that in Ref.
�24� the DI is presented with a slightly different definition.

A faulty component is chosen to be the one that comprises the
health parameter with the maximum DI. The flowchart of the en-
tire procedure is shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Fusion Mechanism. Improvement to the diagnostic result
can be achieved by performing a probabilistic fusion task upon the
proposed statistical method. This probabilistic fusion technique
utilizes the concept of aggregation theory and pooling extraction
�25�.

For the purposes of the current work, the linear opinion pool is
used for probabilities aggregation. This scheme is also known as
weighted average. The probability consensus for health parameter
f j is derived by the equation

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the procedure for faulty components selection
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G�j� =

�
h=1

z

whj • ph�f j�

�
h=1

z

whj

�10�

where G�j� is the probability consensus value, whj are the corre-
sponding weights, and ph�f j� is the probability of health parameter
f j to be faulty by either of the two variants.

This fusion methodology is applied after the completion of the
PDF integration to the outputs of the first pass, if more than one
partition is considered. The probabilities derived by probability
consensus are then utilized to proceed to the second pass. The
procedure is presented in Fig. 6.

5 Implementation for Component Faults in a Turbo-
fan Engine

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
an application to the turbofan test case is presented. This test case
presents a situation of practical interest in today’s jet engine ap-
plications since it involves a type of engine and faults that occur
in practice.

The available fault scenario consists of 15 fault cases, which
are described in Appendix B. For each fault case, a series of N
=50 measurement sets has been exploited. Noisy data were pro-
duced by simulation, with the aid of an engine model, from the
cruise section of a flight. These data are contaminated with noise
of realistic magnitude as explained in Appendix B.

5.1 Individual Procedures. The results of the proposed diag-
nostic method, concerning the two engine partitions and the ap-
plication of both statistical variants, are presented in Table 1. In
Table 2, the results of GPA based methods, developed by the
group of authors in the past, are given for comparison. These

methods are the basic nonlinear least-squares �NLLS� optimiza-
tion procedure presented by Mathioudakis et al. �14�, combinato-
rial �CMBN� approach by Aretakis et al. �17�, and probabilistic
reasoning �Parzen index �PI�� by Romessis et al. �24�.

A misdiagnosis is noted by underline. From this table, we can
conclude that the first partition CHN for both statistical variants
presents a better performance for locating the faulty component
than all the other previous GPA methods. The second partition has
a better performance with CLT variant but the same effectiveness
with the other GPA methods for FS variant. It is noted that fault
case j, which is misdiagnosed by almost all methods, presented
observability problems, as discussed by Mathioudakis et al. �14�
and Aretakis et al. �17�. This was not the case, however, for the
LHN partition concerning both statistical variants. Likewise fault
case c with same observability problems was detected correctly by
both partitions except for CHN partition adopting CLT variant.

In order to demonstrate the mechanism of the method, it is
useful to show examples of intermediate results. A case with
nozzle fault, case m, is considered, since for this case one of the
partition modes succeeds while the other one fails �for FS vari-
ant�. In Fig. 7, the values of fault probabilities for the 11 health
parameters, derived by PDF integration on the estimations of the
first pass, are shown. They concern both engine partitions using
the FS processing variant. Parameters SW12, SE12, SE2, SW26,

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the whole procedure

Fig. 6 Probabilistic fusion for enhancement

Table 1 Results of fault localization, derived by engine parti-
tion methods

Fault
case

Affected
component

FS CLT

CHN LHN CHN LHN

A FAN, LPC HPT LPC FAN FAN
B FAN FAN FAN FAN FAN
C HPC HPC HPC LPC HPC
D HPC HPC HPC HPC HPC
E HPC HPC LPC HPC LPC
F HPT HPT HPT HPT HPT
G HPT HPT HPT HPT HPT
H HPT HPT HPT HPT HPT
I LPT LPT LPT LPT LPT
J LPT HPT LPT LPC LPT
K LPT LPT LPC LPT LPT
L LPT LPT LPT LPT LPT
M NZLE NZLE HPC NZLE NZLE
N NZLE NZLE LPC NZLE FAN
O NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE

CHN: cold-hot-nozzle; LHN: LP-HP-nozzle

Table 2 Results of fault localization, derived by previous GPA
methods

Fault
case

Affected
component NLLS CMBN PI

A FAN, LPC FAN FAN FAN
B FAN FAN FAN FAN
C HPC LPC LPC LPC
D HPC HPC HPC HPC
E HPC HPC HPC HPC
F HPT HPT HPT HPT
G HPT HPT HPT HPT
H HPT HPT HPT LPT
I LPT LPT LPT LPT
J LPT HPT LPC HPT
K LPT HPT LPC HPT
L LPT HPT LPT LPT
M NZLE NZLE LPC NZLE
N NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE
O NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE

NLLS: nonlinear least-squares; CMBN: combinatorial approach; PI: Parzen index
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SW49, SE49, and A8IMP are found to be faulty for CHN partition,
as the corresponding probabilities are more than 50%. For the
LHN partition, the candidate faulty parameters are SW12, SE12,
SW2, SE2, SW26, SE41, and A8IMP. The second pass is then per-
formed, by estimating these parameters only. The DI values for
the above parameters are shown in Fig. 8. The A8IMP is finally
selected as the faulty parameter, as it has the greatest value of DI
for CHN partition while for LHN the SE2 is finally chosen as the
faulty parameter.

In Figs. 9 and 10, the corresponding results for the two parti-
tions are presented but now the CLT statistical processing variant
has been employed. It is seen that in this case health parameter
A8IMP is �correctly� selected as the faulty parameter

5.2 Fusion Procedure. The improvement that can be
achieved by application of probabilistic fusion will now be dem-
onstrated. The fusion task is performed after the completion of
first pass of both partitioning modes cold-hot-nozzle and LP-HP-
nozzle, upon the probability values of health parameters to be �or
not� faulty, as derived with the PDF integration. The final selec-
tion in order to proceed with the second pass is done upon the
values of the derived consensus after the application of the aggre-
gation function. For each statistical processing variant, a different
consensus is derived since the probabilities are different.

The consensus values derived from fusion of the probabilities
of Figs. 7 and 9 are shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12, the diagnostic
indices after the completion of second pass �selected health pa-
rameters from the consensus probabilities� are shown, again for

the same fault case m as before and for both variants. We see that
the fusion procedure selects the correct faulty health parameter
�A8IMP� improving thus the final diagnostic decision.

For the application of the aggregation probabilistic fusion, be-
sides the available probability values derived by the PDF integra-
tion method for each partition, the weights Wi had to be also
defined. The selection of the weights, in general cases of aggre-
gation concept, is performed in such a way to combine both ex-
perience and efficiency. For the purposes of the current work, the

Fig. 7 Probabilities after first pass from CHN and LHN parti-
tions „FS…

Fig. 8 Diagnostic index after second pass, CHN, and LHN par-
titions „FS…. „A8IMP parameter found faulty-NZLE component
for CHN, SE2 parameter found faulty-high pressure compres-
sor „HPC… component for LHN.…

Fig. 9 Probabilities after first pass from CHN and LHN parti-
tions „CLT…

Fig. 10 Diagnostic Index after second pass, CHN, and LHN
partitions „CLT…. NZLE component found faulty by both CHN
and LHN.

Fig. 11 Consensus probabilities after first passes of the uti-
lized partitions „for FS and CLT…
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efficiency of each partition, as presented in Table 1, is defined
indirectly through the number of misdiagnoses. If a partition mode
has lesser misdiagnoses than other, then it is more effective. From
Table 1, it is clear that the CHN partition has twice the effective-
ness of the LHN partition for FS variant. Therefore, for the deri-
vation of the final consensus, the weight Wcold-hot-nozzle had the
double value from the corresponding weight for the other consid-
ered partition. In the case of CLT variant, the weights Wi were
equal since both partitions had equal number of misdiagnoses.

In Tables 3 and 4, the results of the probabilistic fusion on the
two considered partitions are given. It is evident that the probabi-
listic fusion methodology led to an improvement of the diagnostic
effectiveness since only 1 fault case out of 15 was misdiagnosed
for both variants.

6 Concluding Remarks
An approach for enhancement of the effectiveness of previous

GPA methods has been presented. This proposed method is used
together with a least-squares optimization diagnostic method, in
order to solve the diagnostic problem. The problem of underde-
termined diagnostic systems is handled and well defined systems
are constructed through the notion of engine partitioning.

Effectiveness of the method has been demonstrated by applica-
tion to simulated noisy data sets of a turbofan engine. Its perfor-
mance was compared with the performance of previous GPA
methods on the same data set. It was verified that the proposed
method constitutes a reliable tool for the improvement of the final
diagnostic decision.

It is noted here that the fusion procedure can be applied to any
set of probabilities for the condition of the various factors being
faulty. Any other method that produces such probabilities �e.g.,
Bayesian belief networks, probabilistic neural networks, and pat-
tern recognition methods� could be used as an input to the fusion
procedure, which drives the subsequent second pass. On the other
hand, the PDF integration procedure, as a last step of the first
pass, allows the derivation of probabilities that can be fed to any
fusion method �not only the fusion with probability aggregation
presented here�. It has the particular feature that it converts values
calculated by an estimation procedure to probability values. In this
respect, the approach proposed here is of more general usefulness,
as it can be coupled to other diagnostic methods.

Upon application of the PDF integration, the second stage of
the method is performed by selecting the final faulty component
of the engine. It is noted that this stage can be appropriately modi-
fied in order to permit selection of more than one faulty compo-
nent at the end, enabling thus a multifault scenario.
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Nomenclature
A8IMP � nozzle exhaust area

Ci � weight factor of OF �Appendix A� �Eq. �A1��
cold � cold part of the engine
F� � � function representing engine’s behavior �Eq.

�1��
f � vector of health parameters

fr � reference values of vector f
HPC � high pressure compressor
HPT � high pressure turbine

hot � hot part of the engine
LPC � low pressure compressor
LPT � low pressure turbine

NZLE � nozzle
Pamb � ambient pressure
PDF � probability density function

Pi � total pressure at engine station i
SEi � efficiency factor at engine station i

SWi � flow factor at engine station i
sj � sample standard deviation of health parameter

f j �Eq. �3��

Fig. 12 Diagnostic index after second pass from the utilized
partitions. „A8IMP parameter found faulty-NZLE component.…

Table 3 Results upon application of the probabilistic fusion
method for FS variant

Fault
case

Affected
component CHN LHN Fusion

A FAN, LPC HPT LPC FAN
B FAN FAN FAN FAN
C HPC HPC HPC HPC
D HPC HPC HPC HPC
E HPC HPC LPC HPC
F HPT HPT HPT HPT
G HPT HPT HPT HPT
H HPT HPT HPT HPT
I LPT LPT LPT LPT
J LPT HPT LPT HPT
K LPT LPT LPC LPT
L LPT LPT LPT LPT
M NZLE NZLE HPC NZLE
N NZLE NZLE LPC NZLE
O NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE

Table 4 Results upon application of the probabilistic fusion
method for CLT variant

Fault
case

Affected
component CHN LHN Fusion

A FAN, LPC FAN FAN FAN
B FAN FAN FAN FAN
C HPC LPC HPC HPC
D HPC HPC HPC HPC
E HPC HPC LPC LPC
F HPT HPT HPT HPT
G HPT HPT HPT HPT
H HPT HPT HPT HPT
I LPT LPT LPT LPT
J LPT LPC LPT LPT
K LPT LPT LPT LPT
L LPT LPT LPT LPT
M NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE
N NZLE NZLE FAN NZLE
O NZLE NZLE NZLE NZLE
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Ti � total temperature at the station i of the engine
u � vector of quantities defining operating point

WFE � fuel flow rate
Wi � vector of weights for probabilistic fusion
G � probability consensus of probabilistic fusion

for vector f �Eq. �6��
XNHP � high pressure shaft, rpm
XNLP � low pressure shaft, rpm

Y � vector of measured quantities
Yi � measured quantity

�f j � percentage deviation of health parameter f j

X̄j � sample mean of health parameter f j �Eq. �2��
� f j � standard deviation of health parameter f j
�Yi � standard deviation of measured quantity Yi

Subscripts and Superscripts
g � measured or simulated value of a Yi �Eq. �A1��
h � identification number of a partition
i � station along the engine
j � identification number of the estimated health

parameter
m � value of a Yi derived by the engine model �Eq.

�A1��
r � reference value �“healthy” engine�
z � total number of utilized partitions in probabi-

listic fusion

Appendix A: Objective Function of the Nonlinear Opti-
mization GPA Method

The diagnostic problem is solved by minimization of an objec-
tive function of the following form:

OF = C1�
i=1

K �Yi
m�f� − Yi

g

Yi
g�Yi

	2

+ C2�
i=1

K 
Yi
m�f� − Yi

g

Yi
g�Yi



+ C3�

j=1

L 
 f j − f j
r

f j
r� f j


 + C4�
j=1

L � f j − f j
r

f j
r� f j

	2

�A1�

Each of the first two sums expresses the measurement compat-
ibility condition: The health parameters under estimation must be
such that the vector of measurements Y is reproduced as accu-
rately as possible. The last two terms ensure that the values of
health parameters cannot be significantly different from their ref-
erence, a fact resulting from experience. It is the addition of these
terms that allows the estimation for f when a smaller number of

measurements is available. All deltas are weighted by the inverse
of the standard deviation of the corresponding quantity. Weight
factors Ci are included for the possibility of changing the relative
importance of the different terms. The reference values fr of the
health parameters can be chosen to represent a “best” guess of the
values to be determined.

The formulation of this function encompasses different methods
of solving the diagnostic problem including linear and nonlinear
approaches, as reported by Mathioudakis et al. �14�. This is done
primarily by examining the relation between the number K of
available measurements and the number L of health parameters to
be estimated. For K�L by choosing nonzero C1 or C2 and C3
=C4=0, an exact solution for f can be derived. For K�L either C3
and/or C4 would have to be nonzero and the derived solution for f
would be as close as possible to the actual values.

Appendix B: Fault Cases and Noise Magnitude
A fault scenario comprised of 15 fault cases has been examined,

covering possible faults in all individual components of the en-
gine. This set of cases has been evaluated by several researches
and diagnostic methods �13,14,17�.

The considered fault cases are representative of those usually
encountered in practice and are given in Table 5. The magnitude
of the noise for operating point quantities and measurements is
given in Refs. �14,17�. The noise levels were considered, accord-
ing to the engine manufacturers, in terms of three times the stan-
dard deviation �3�� of each measured quantity.
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Real-Time Transient Three Spool
Turbofan Engine Simulation: A
Hybrid Approach
This paper presents a transient three-spool turbofan engine simulation model that uses a
combination of intercomponent volume and iterative techniques. The engine model runs
in real time and has been implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. The main ad-
vantage of this hybrid approach is that it preserves the accuracy of the iterative method
while maintaining the simplicity of the intercomponent volume method. The iterative
approach is applied at each engine subsystem to solve algebraic thermodynamic equa-
tions for exit enthalpy, entropy, and temperature, whereas the intercomponent volume
method is used to calculate pressures derivatives and hence pressures at corresponding
engine stations. This allows the engine state vector to be updated at each pass through
the engine calculations. This technique was applied as a test case on the Rolls Royce
Trent 500 three-spool turbofan engine, and the results were compared with an iterative
method. As the engine state vector is updated during each cycle, the model lends itself for
easy integration into nonlinear aircraft simulations, real-time engine diagnostics/
prognostics, and jet engine control applications. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3079611�

1 Introduction
Transient engine models that are fast and accurate are required

in a variety of engineering applications. These include prediction
of stall margins during engine acceleration, real-time fault diag-
nosis, or engine control system design. In addition, transient en-
gine models may be used to study integrated aircraft/engine con-
trol concepts �1�, in which the engine transients are directly linked
with the performance of the flight control system.

Traditionally two methods have been used for simulation of
engine transients, namely, �i� the constraint satisfying iterative
method �2,3� and �ii� the intercomponent volume �ICV� method
�4,5�. The later approach is less accurate but faster and can be
conveniently used for applications such as nonlinear aircraft flight
simulations, where advantages gained in speed may be traded off
with accuracy. Zhou et al. �4� used the intercomponent volume
approach to simulate the startup characteristics for a turbofan en-
gine, whereas Rahman and Whidborne �5� used this approach to
investigate the effect of engine bleed on its performance. However
for a more accurate prediction of engine behavior, the iterative
approach is generally preferred. In the iterative method an initial
guess is made for certain engine parameters such as the compres-
sor pressure ratios, nondimensional turbine flows, nozzle pres-
sures, etc. and a single run through the engine calculations is
made. The resulting errors in continuity of mass flow and energy
balance are noted. The initial guess is then improved by use of
numerical procedures such as the Newton–Raphson method �6�.
This process is repeated until a certain minimum error condition is
met. Both design and off-design operating conditions can be simu-
lated in this way. The transient part may be modeled by associat-
ing a component volume with each of the compressor, turbine, or
nozzle and calculating the mass and energy storage in these vol-
umes. The difference between the compressor and turbine work
done at any given time instant gives an estimate of rotor accelera-
tion and hence rotor speed. The iterative approach toward engine
modeling is adequately described by Sellers and Daniele �2� and
Parker and Guo �3�.

Following this introduction, Sec. 2 presents a basic layout of
the three-spool turbofan used in this work and also details the

engine model using the hybrid approach. Section 3 presents the
results of design point �DP�, off-design, and engine transients for
the Rolls Royce Trent 500 turbofan engine and a comparison with
an iterative technique such as that used by Sellers and Daniele �2�.
Finally, Sec. 4 concludes the paper.

2 The Hybrid Engine Model
This work presents a hybrid approach toward engine modeling,

in which the intercomponent volume method is used to calculate
the mass flow accumulation inside each volume and the iterative
approach is used to solve the thermodynamic algebraic equations
associated with each engine component. The rate of change in
mass flow in the volume is used to calculate pressure derivatives
which are integrated to get pressures. With knowledge of instan-
taneous spool speeds in addition to these pressures, the
compressor/turbine mass flows and efficiencies are calculated us-
ing static component maps. An iterative approach is then followed
to calculate the exit enthalpy, entropy and temperatures at each
engine station. A schematic for a three-spool turbofan engine is
shown in Fig. 1 and following Ref. �7�, various engine stations
have been designated as follows:

�a� 1: inlet �entry�
�b� 2: inlet �exit�
�c� 2.1: low pressure compressor �LPC� outlet
�d� 2.2: intermediate pressure compressor �IPC� outlet
�e� 3: high pressure compressor �HPC� outlet
�f� 4: combustor outlet �CMB�
�g� 4.1: high pressure turbine �HPT� outlet
�h� 4.2: intermediate pressure turbine �IPT� outlet
�i� 5: low pressure turbine �LPT� outlet
�j� 9: nozzle �main outlet�
�k� 19: nozzle �bypass outlet�

The Rolls Royce Trent 500 engine generates approximately
275 kN of thrust under sea level static �SLS� conditions. With
reference to Fig. 1, the entry point of the mass flow into the
system is from the fan or low pressure �LP� compressor stage,
wLP, and the main burner fuel flow input, wf. The mass flow exits
from the three exhaust nozzles, these are the core exhaust nozzle
mass flow, wcore, the bypass nozzle mass flow, wbypass, and the
bleed mass flow from the intermediate compressor to the wing
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duct, wwing. To simulate the three-spool turbofan, the following
choice of state vector, X, and control vector, u, was made:

X = �P2.1,P2.2,P3,P4.1,P4.2,P5,NL,NI,NH�

u = �wf�

where Pi are the total pressures at the ith station, NL, NI, and NH
are the physical shaft speeds of the low pressure, intermediate
pressure �IP�, and high pressure �HP� rotors, respectively, and wf
is the main burner fuel flow rate. The three-spool engine was

simulated by calculation of the state derivatives, Ẋ. The state de-
rivatives for pressures and the three-spool speeds will therefore be
discussed next.

2.1 Calculation of Pressure Derivatives: Ṗi. When the en-
gine is running in a steady state condition, the net mass flow into
the system equals the net mass flow out of the system. However,
as the engine accelerates or decelerates, a transient state occurs
and there will be accumulation or depletion of mass at various
stages inside the engine. From the gas law, the rate of change of
mass is proportional to rate of change of pressure and temperature

Ṗ =
R

V
�Tṁ + mṪ� �1�

The above equation has two derivatives, the terms ṁT and mṪ.
Fawke �8� showed that the temperature derivative can be ne-
glected in comparison to the mass derivative term. To calculate
the pressure derivatives, the mass flow errors inside the control
volumes are required. These have been obtained as follows.

2.1.1 Mass Flow Error at LPC/Fan Exit: ṁ2.1. With reference
to Fig. 2, an intercomponent volume, V2.1, is placed at the fan exit
and the entry of the intermediate compressor and the bypass duct.
The mass flow, wcl, entering into this volume is from the low
pressure compressor, which is a function of LP corrected shaft
speed, NL

�, and fan pressure ratio, �P2.1 / P2�. With the assumption
of zero bleed from the LP stage we have

wLP = wcl = f�P2.1

P2
,NL

�� �2�

The mass flow exiting from the control volume, V2.1, goes into
the intermediate pressure compressor and the bypass nozzle. The
mass flow ingested by the intermediate compressor is a function
of the intermediate compressor pressure ratio �P2.2 / P2.1� and the
IP corrected shaft speed NI

�. A certain percentage of IP compres-
sor mass flow, �IP, may be drawn for flow control or turbine
cooling purposes and the reduced mass flow exiting the IP com-
pressor is termed wci. The mass flow ingested by the IP compres-
sor in terms of percentage bleed and exiting mass flow is given as

wIP =
wci

1 − �IP
= f�P2.2

P2.1
,NI

�� �3�

The bypass nozzle mass flow is a function of the bypass nozzle
pressure ratio, �P2.1 / Pa�, and the bypass nozzle area, A19, besides
some other gas parameters

wbypass =
A19P2.1

R
�P2.1

Pa
�−1/��2gccp

T2.1
�1 − �P2.1

Pa
�−R/cp� �4�

The mass flow error inside the control volume is therefore

ṁ2.1 = wcl − wIP − wbypass �5�

In the current analysis, it is assumed that there is no bleed taken
from the LP compressor stage. In practice however, there might be
some bleed off-take from this stage to maintain cabin pressure and
the supply of fresh air for the crew and passengers.

2.1.2 Mass Flow Error at IPC Exit: ṁ2.2. With reference to
Fig. 3, an intercomponent volume, V2.2, was placed between IP
compressor exit and the high pressure compressor entry. The mass
flow entering this volume is the reduced mass flow after bleed
extraction from the IP stage and is referenced as wci. The mass
flow, wHP, exiting from this volume is that ingested by the HP
compressor. A certain percentage, �HP, of this HP mass flow is
bled for turbine cooling purposes, and the net mass flow exiting
from the HP stage is wch. Thus
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�
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Comb
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Fig. 1 Three-spool turbofan schematic
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wHP =
wch

1 − �HP
= f� P3

P2.2
,NH

�� �6�

where the HP mass flow itself is a function of HP pressure ratio,
�P3 / P2.2�, and HP corrected shaft speed, NH

�. The mass flow ac-
cumulating inside the control volume is therefore

ṁ2.2 = wci − wHP �7�

2.1.3 Mass Flow Error at HPC Exit: ṁ3. The intercomponent
volume, V3, was placed at the HP compressor exit and combustor
entry. The mass flows entering this volume are the main burner
fuel flow, wf, and the mass flow exiting from the HP stage, wch.
The mass flow, wth, exiting from this volume is that extracted by
the HP turbine. Thus the mass flow accumulated inside this vol-
ume is

ṁ3 = wch + wf − wth �8�

The HP turbine mass flow, wth is a function of HP turbine pressure
ratio, �P4 / P4.1�, and HP corrected shaft speed, NH

� and is obtained
from a turbine map. Thus

wth = f� P4

P4.1
,NH

�� �9�

It should be noted that since a fixed percentage of total pressure
loss is assumed inside the combustor, therefore the pressure de-

rivative at HP turbine entry, Ṗ4, is the same as combustor entry,

Ṗ3, and no intercomponent volume is required to calculate P4.

2.1.4 Mass Flow Errors at HPT, IPT, and LPT Exit: ṁ4.1, ṁ4.2,
and ṁ5. As in Fig. 4, the intercomponent volume, V4.1, accepts
mass flows from the HP turbine and also the cooling mass flow,
��w�HP, from the HP compressor stage. The mass flow, wti, exit-
ing from volume V4.1 is that ingested by the IP turbine stage and is
a function of IP turbine pressure ratio �P4.1 / P4.2� and the IP cor-
rected shaft speed, NI

�.

wti = f�P4.1

P4.2
,NI

�� �10�

With reference to Fig. 4, the accumulated mass at the HP, IP, and
LP turbine exits are

ṁ4.1 = wth + ��w�HP − wti �11�

ṁ4.2 = wti − wtl �12�

ṁ5 = wtl − wcore �13�

The mass flow, wtl, ingested by the LP turbine stage is a function
of LP turbine pressure ratio, �P4.1 / P4.2�, and LP corrected shaft
speed, NL

�, and is obtained from the LP turbine map

wtl = f�P4.2

P5
,NL

�� �14�

and the mass flow through the convergent core nozzle is

wcore =
A9P5

R
�P5

Pa
�−1/��2gccp

T5
�1 − �P5

Pa
�−R/cp� �15�

This completes the calculation of the mass flow errors inside the
control volumes. The pressure derivatives can now conveniently
be obtained using Eq. �1�. As an example, for the intercomponent
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�
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�
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�
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�
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Fig. 3 Intercomponent volumes, V2.2 and V3
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volume, V5, associated with LP turbine and the convergent nozzle,
the pressure derivative is

dP5

dt
=

RT5

V5
ṁ5 =

RT5

V5
�wtl − wcore� �16�

Similarly pressure derivatives related to the remaining intercom-
ponent volumes can be obtained. If the initial pressures are
known, then from the knowledge of the initial state vector, X0, the
subsequent time history of Pi can be obtained by convenient nu-
merical integration methods.

2.2 Calculation of Speed Derivatives: Ṅ. The remaining de-
rivatives of the state vector, i.e., the rotational acceleration deriva-

tives ṄL, ṄI, and ṄH can be calculated by estimating the difference
in torque generated by the turbine and that required by the com-
pressor

Ṅ =
dN

dt
=

��m�turb − �comp�
Is

�17�

The turbine torque, �turb, or the compressor torque, �comp, can be
expressed in terms of turbine and compressor work and physical
spool speeds. The work term can be further expressed as a func-
tion of enthalpy change and mass flow rate through a particular
engine component. For example, across the LP compressor, the
torque was calculated as

�LPC =
60

2�NL
wLP�h2.1 − h2� �18�

The torques for the other stages were calculated in a similar fash-
ion. For the calculation of speed derivatives it now remains to
calculate the enthalpy change across each of the compressor or the
turbine stages. This requires an iterative solution of algebraic ther-
modynamic equations and will be briefly discussed next.

2.3 Iterative Solution of Compressor Thermodynamics.
Figure 5, shows a compressor stage with input conditions
�T1 , P1 ,h1 ,S1� and exit conditions �T2 , P2 ,h2 ,S2�. The intercom-
ponent volume approach provides the pressure derivative and
hence pressure at the compressor exit stage, therefore the exit
pressure P2 is known. From a knowledge of current spool speed,
N, and the compressor pressure ratio, compressor efficiency, �c,
and mass flow, wc, can be calculated from component maps. It is
now desired to calculate exit temperature, T2, specific enthalpy,
h2, and entropy, S2, for the compressor stage. Figure 6 shows the
iterative process that was used to solve the thermodynamic alge-
braic loop. The steps involved are as follows.

1. An initial guess for the exit temperature, T2, is made using
an estimate for compressor exit temperature from Cohen et
al. �9�.

2. Assuming the process to be isentropic ��c=1�, the isentropic
exit enthalpy, h2, and entropy, S2, are calculated using ther-
modynamic properties of air.

3. The difference in entropy, �Si, is noted and a new guess for
T2 is made using the Gibbs equation �10� for a calorically
perfect gas.

4. The process is repeated until an exit temperature, T2, is
found for which the process is isentropic, i.e., �Si�0.

5. The isentropic rise in enthalpy, �hi is divided by the com-
pressor efficiency to get the actual change in enthalpy across
the compressor stage.

6. Once the exit enthalpy is known, the corresponding exit
temperature, T2, is obtained iteratively by solving the equa-
tion h=cp�T�T. Exit entropy, S2, is then obtained as function
of temperature from gas tables.

2.4 Iterative Solution of Turbine Thermodynamics. Figure
7 outlines a corresponding turbine stage. The turbine exit pressure,
P2, and therefore pressure ratio is known from the mass flow
accumulation in the component volumes, hence the turbine effi-
ciency, �t, and mass flow, wt, can be calculated from turbine
maps. Since the turbine extracts energy from the flow, there is a
drop in pressure and temperature across the turbine stage. The
turbine exit parameters, T2, h2, and S2, can be calculated using a
similar approach, as described for the compressor in Fig. 6, except
in this case the turbine pressure ratio, �P2 / P1�, is less than 1.0,
whereas for the compressor stage the converse is true. With the
assumption that the turbine process is isentropic, the turbine exit
enthalpy, h2, is calculated iteratively. The isentropic process as-
sumption implies that the drop in enthalpy would be higher, i.e.,
the turbine would be able to extract more work from the flow. This
isentropic drop in enthalpy, �hi, is multiplied by the turbine effi-
ciency to get the actual drop in enthalpy across the turbine stage.
Once the exit enthalpy is known, the corresponding exit tempera-
ture, T2, is obtained by iteratively solving the equation h
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Fig. 5 Thermodynamic conditions for the compressor
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=cp�T�T for the current value of the fuel to air ratio. The exit
entropy, S2, is then obtained as for the compressor.

3 Simulation Results
The hybrid approach presented above was validated on the

three-spool Rolls Royce Trent 500 turbofan engine using MATLAB/

SIMULINK. Engine manufacturers usually keep the engine param-
eters proprietary, and it is difficult to obtain real engine data.
However, given the design point or nominal operating conditions,
the DYNGEN program by Sellers and Daniele �2� was used to au-
tomatically generate representative compressor and turbine maps
for the Trent 500.

3.1 Design Point Validation. The engine model was initial-
ized from X0 and was allowed to reach a steady state with the fuel
set to a design point value of 2.6399 kg/s. Table 1 presents the
resulting design point engine parameters at different engine sta-
tions. Three sets of data are presented for comparison purposes.
These are the following.

1. The design point iterative solution from DYNGEN, which will
be taken as reference.

2. The hybrid solution using intercomponent volume method
for pressures and the iterative method for subsystem thermo-
dynamic parameters.

3. The third approach also uses the ICV method for pressures,
but the temperature increase across the compressor and the
temperature decrease across the turbine are calculated using
the following standard relationships from Walsh and
Fletcher �11�, �SLS conditions are assumed�:

�Tc =
1

�c
T1��P2

P1
���−1�/�

− 1� �19�

�Tt = �tT1�1 − �P2

P1
���−1�/�� �20�

Table 1 shows that there is a good match between the iterative
and hybrid approach, whereas the pure ICV approach, which uses
Eqs. �19� and �20�, shows significant errors in the pressure and
temperatures. Figure 8 illustrates these errors as a percentage of
the reference iterative method values. Most of the errors in the
hybrid approach are less than 0.5% and can be attributed to the
fact that the component maps are represented by only ten discrete
points per line, and linear interpolation is used for curves that are
adequately represented by second or higher order polynomials.

Besides temperatures and pressures, the net thrust generated by
the hybrid method at the design point fuel setting is 278.2 kN in
contrast to 264.6 kN from the ICV method. The reference thrust
from the iterative code �DYNGEN� was 278.6 kN.

3.2 Transient Simulation. The transient on the three-spool
turbofan was simulated by a sudden reduction in fuel flow from
2.6399 kg/s �design point� to a fuel flow value of 2.0 kg/s. A fuel
flow rate of �5.0 kg/s was assumed, so that it takes approximately
0.2 s to reach the new fuel setting. The response of the hybrid
approach was compared with that of the iterative method. Figures
9–11 show the transient response on the compressor maps.

3.2.1 Transients on the Compressor Maps. Figure 9 shows the
LP compressor or fan map with corrected mass flow on the x-axis
and fan pressure ratio on the y-axis. The design point is indicated
by DP. When the fuel flow is suddenly reduced to 2.0 kg/s from its
initial design point value, the LP compressor slows down to its
new steady state value on the running line. Two transient response
plots are shown, Path DP to A is the response obtained with the
hybrid approach and the Path DP to B with the iterative approach

Table 1 Rolls Trent 500 design point parameter validation

Station ID

Mass flow
�kg/s�

Pressures
�atm� % error

Temperatures
�K� % error

DYNGEN DYNGEN Hybrid ICV ICV DYNGEN Hybrid ICV ICV

1 Entry 902.55 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.00 288.15 288.15 288.15 0.00
2 Inlet 902.55 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.00 288.15 288.15 288.15 0.00

2.1 LPC 902.55 1.504 1.504 1.482 �1.46 330.55 330.49 328.75 �0.05
2.2 IPC 120.65 8.730 8.692 8.591 �1.59 580.67 579.78 578.09 �0.04
3 HPC 120.29 39.02 38.96 38.18 �2.15 913.63 913.14 909.30 �0.04
4 Comb. 123.29 36.68 36.62 35.89 �2.15 1632.5 1632.3 1642.9 +0.06

4.1 HPT 123.29 14.23 14.15 13.74 �3.44 1352.0 1351.5 1337.2 �0.11
4.2 IPT 123.29 6.560 6.531 6.253 �4.67 1148.3 1148.5 1114.4 �2.95
5 LPT 123.29 2.005 1.992 1.895 �5.80 885.75 885.96 838.94 �5.20
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Fig. 8 Percentage errors in pressures and temperatures at design point
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�DYNGEN�. Both paths are almost identical indicating a good tran-
sient and steady state match between the two approaches. It may
be noted that although a substantial step in fuel flow was initiated,
the transient response of the LP compressor remains almost en-
tirely on the steady running line.

Figure 10 shows the locus of the transient on the IP compressor
map. During the transient the operating point moves up toward the
surge line and then settles down on the running line corresponding
to the new fuel setting. The hybrid and the iterative methods give
consistent behavior during the transient and on the new steady
state point.

Figure 11 shows the HP compressor map. As the fuel flow is
reduced, the operating point on the HP compressor moves away
from the surge line and takes a curved path before settling down
on the steady running line of the HP compressor. Here again, the
transient response is quite consistent between the two methods,
however the steady state operating point of the hybrid method
�point A� is marginally offset from that of iterative method �point
B�. The reason for this offset is attributed to the fact that the
turbine maps of the iterative method use enthalpy work function

��h /T� as function of turbine corrected speed and turbine flow.
The hybrid method however uses turbine pressure ratio as func-

tion corrected speed and turbine flow. The enthalpy work function
turbine maps were converted to turbine pressure ratio maps using
this relationship from Seldner and Mihaloew �12�

P2

P1
= �1 −

1

�tcp
��h

T1
�� �21�

For the map conversion process, the design point turbine entry
temperatures were used. The matching of design point or the start-
ing point of the transient is therefore very accurate, however for
off-design conditions the operating point on the corresponding
compressor maps settles down at a slightly offset location from
that of the iterative method. This effect is pronounced for the high
temperature stages and is almost negligible for the LP stages.

3.2.2 Pressure Derivatives. Figure 12 shows the transient re-
sponse of the pressure derivatives evaluated in Sec. 2. The plot
shows six pressure derivatives from the compressor to the turbine
stages. Larger pressure changes are observed in the HP stages and
vice versa. The transient response of the pressure derivatives from
the hybrid and the iterative techniques show a good match. It may
be mentioned here that the simulation step size chosen for the
hybrid approach was 5 ms, whereas that of the iterative approach
was set at 25 ms. The iterative method showed convergence prob-
lems below this time step and hence is limited in capturing very
fast changes in pressure. All the pressure derivatives show consis-
tent results with both approaches.

3.2.3 Pressures, Temperatures, and Thrust. The integration of
the pressure derivatives in Fig. 12 yields the pressure at each
engine station. An iterative technique was then applied to solve
the thermodynamic algebraic equations and to find out, respec-
tively, the temperatures and enthalpies for each of the compressor
and turbine exits. Figure 13 shows the temperature and pressure
plots during the transients. Results from both the hybrid and itera-
tive approaches are plotted and are in good agreement. The thrust
plots are also shown in Fig. 13. Both the bypass and the core
thrust from the hybrid and iterative approaches are consistent at
the design point, during the transient and at the off-design point.

4 Conclusions
A three-spool turbofan engine was simulated by use of a hybrid

approach, that uses a combination of intercomponent volumes and
iterative techniques to represent steady state and transient engine
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thermodynamics. After an initial theoretical framework for the
hybrid engine model, design point and transient simulations were
performed. The design point calculations were compared using
three approaches: �i� a purely iterative technique such as DYNGEN,
�ii� a hybrid technique, which uses the ICV technique for pres-
sures and an iterative process for enthalpies and temperature, and
�iii� an ICV technique with an assumption of fixed values of gas
constants and simplified expressions for temperature change
across the component stage. The design point calculations re-
vealed the results of the hybrid approach following closely that of
the iterative method. The noniterative technique showed increas-
ing errors across the HP stages. The transient results of the hybrid
method were also in close agreement with those of the hybrid
method. Limitations of the intercomponent volume method im-
poses careful selection of component volumes and simulation step
times. Larger component volumes than actual will allow larger
simulation time step with a corresponding reduction in peak value
of pressure derivatives. The steady state however will not be af-
fected. To summarize, the method presented in this work runs
faster when compared with a purely iterative approach, has com-
parable accuracy and is convenient to implement and integrate
with other programs such as nonlinear aircraft flight simulations
and real-time engine diagnostics/prognostics applications.

Nomenclature
A9 � main nozzle exit area

A19 � bypass nozzle exit area
cp � specific heat at constant pressure
gc � prop. constant, gc=1 in SI units
hi � specific enthalpy at ith station
Is � spool inertia

�h � specific enthalpy change
ṁi � mass storage rate at ith volume
N � shaft rotational speed in rpm

NL
� � corrected LP compressor speed

NI
� � corrected IP compressor speed

NH
� � corrected HP compressor speed

Nt
� � corrected turbine speed

Pa � ambient pressure
Pi � total pressure at ith station
R � gas constant
Si � entropy at ith station
Ti � total temperature at ith station

�T � temperature change
wf � mass flow of fuel

wcl � LP compressor exit mass flow
wci � IP compressor exit mass flow
wch � HP compressor exit mass flow
wtl � LP turbine entry mass flow
wti � IP turbine entry mass flow
wth � HP turbine entry mass flow

wcore � main nozzle exit mass flow
wwing � wing nozzle exit mass flow

wbypass � bypass nozzle exit mass flow
u � control vector
V � intercomponent volume
X � state vector

�c � compressor isentropic efficiency
�m � mechanical transmission efficiency
�t � turbine isentropic efficiency
� � bleed fraction from compressor mass flow
� � ratio of specific heats

�turb � torque generated by the turbine
�comp � torque required by the compressor
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Combustion Simulation of an
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Operated Micro-gas Turbine
Following their recent experiences in the search of methods for reducing the nitric oxide
emissions from a micro-gas turbine, the authors discuss in this paper the results of the
combustion simulation under different conditions induced by the activation of an exhaust
recirculation system. The theoretical approach starts with a matching analysis of the
exhaust gas recirculation equipped microturbine, and then proceeds with the computa-
tional fluid dynamics analysis of the combustor. Different combustion models are com-
pared in order to validate the method for NOx reduction by the point of view of a correct
development of the chemically reacting process. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078193�

1 Introduction

In recent papers �1,2�, the authors have presented a refined
methodology aiming to find the best compromise between the
need to reduce the NOx emission from a micro-gas turbine �MGT�
and the preservation of satisfactory efficiency and energy saving
levels. The method is found on an integrated approach consisting
of both the component matching analysis and the computational
fluid dynamics �CFD� based validation of the most interesting
cases. The latter refers to the activation of the exhaust recircula-
tion at the compressor inlet �exhaust gas recirculation �EGR��, in
order to generate conditions close to those characterized by a
Moderate and Intense Low oxygen Dilution �MILD� or “flame-
less” combustion �3–7� because of the addition of inert species to
the oxidant and of the increased fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio.

The current technical literature suggests that this combustion
regime is able to produce an effective control of the thermal
mechanism of the nitric monoxide formation because of the si-
multaneous occurrence of a temperature peak cutoff and of an
oxygen defect in the oxidizing species. The achievement of such
conditions can be obtained either by an internal flue gas recircu-
lation within the combustor �4,6–10�, or by an external EGR sys-
tem �1–3�, like the one recalled in this paper.

The requirement of a high reactant temperature is met by a
recuperated microturbine. The need to comply with the conflicting
goals of reduced environmental impact and high energetic perfor-
mance is fulfilled through the optimal choice of the EGR ratio and
recuperator by-pass ratio �1,11�. Both parameters have been deter-
mined within an extended range of electrical and thermal demands
of a cogenerating micro-gas turbine.

This paper deals with the main problems that have been left
open by the previous authors’ works, such as the following.

• Special care must be paid to the identification of the mecha-
nisms of self-ignition and pollutant formation at different
load levels.

• A more accurate description of the combustion development
is needed when the combustor operates under conditions
close to the flameless regime with a reduced oxygen/fuel
ratio.

• The carbon monoxide control, since the EGR induced con-
ditions enhance the typical trade-off between the increase of
this pollutant and the thermal nitric oxide �NO� reduction.

Based on the above items, the authors’ work is therefore spe-
cifically addressed to a refined CFD based simulation of the com-
bustion process under both conventional and modified conditions
for the reactant quality. To this purpose, the combustion develop-
ment is approached by both classical methods, such as the finite
rate-eddy dissipation �FRED� model, and the more updated
mechanisms based on the “flamelet” hypothesis �12,13�. The latter
approach also incorporates refined oxidation mechanisms, so lead-
ing to a more detailed description of the early phases of the fuel
ignition.

In this way the most interesting cases suggested by the cycle
analysis for an efficient NOx reduction can receive a definite an-
swer about the actual possibility of producing a reliable combus-
tion process within the existing lean-premixed combustion cham-
ber of the microturbine.

2 The EGR Operated Micro-gas Turbine

2.1 Operating Characteristics of the Micro-gas Turbine.
The previously referenced authors’ papers �1,2� provide an ex-
haustive discussion of the performance and emission levels of the
micro-gas turbine, whose main specifications are given in Table 1.

The related plant layout in Fig. 1 includes the recuperator by-
pass system, which was introduced in order to allow the cogener-
ating system to meet variable thermal and mechanical require-
ments �11,14�. In this sense, the system response is governed by
the by-pass ratio

Xb = 1 −
ṁg,R

ṁg

�1�

where Xb=0 corresponds to a fully recuperated cycle, while Xb
�0 increases the amount of recoverable thermal output.

On the other hand both the part-load operation and the activa-
tion of the recuperator by-pass induce unfavorable conditions for
the combustion, since an increased fuel flow rate through the pilot
diffusive line of the lean-premixed combustor is needed �15–17�.
This results in increased temperature peaks and, consequently, in
an acceleration of the nitric oxide formation mechanisms. The
plant simulation under variable mechanical load or by-pass ratio,
clearly indicate the possible increase in thermal NO concentration
in the exhaust �Figs. 2 and 3�, here and after estimated as mole
fraction on a dry basis.

In particular, Fig. 2 highlights that a variable speed operation,
although ensure higher efficiencies at reduced mechanical outputs,
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would lead to higher NO production. Actually, a reduction in the
shaft speed also decreases the pressure ratio and, therefore the
combustor inlet temperature. As stated before, such a situation
implies an enhanced intensity of the pilot flame in the combustor.
Similarly, the recuperator by-pass technique also affects the tem-
perature level of the air entering the combustion chamber. A same
mechanical output as the one with a fully recuperated cycle can be
therefore reached by increasing the overall fuel-air equivalence
ratio.

The EGR system attempts to overcome the above problems by
allowing the system to approach the “MILD-combustion” concept
because of the addition of inert species to the oxidant and of the
increased fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio. The self-ignition is how-
ever preserved by the high temperature of the reactants produced
by the internal heat recovery. The recirculated gases are addressed
to the compressor inlet, and the plant layout �Fig. 1� must there-
fore include a cooling heat exchanger after the air mixing with the
exhaust fraction. The latter is defined through the XEGR parameter,
whose definition can be derived from Eq. �2�.

For EGR mass flow rate,

ṁEGR = �1 − Xb�XEGRṁg �2�
For oxidant mass flow rate,

ṁox = ṁa + ṁEGR �3�
For actual exhaust/air ratio,

ṁEGR

ṁa

= �1 − Xb�XEGR�1 +
ṁf

ṁa
� �4�

The last relationship puts into evidence that the by-pass activation
would require higher EGR ratios for achieving the same air dilu-
tion with inert species �Fig. 4�.

2.2 Cycle Analysis With the Component Matching
Approach. Before proceeding with the CFD based analysis of the
combustion process induced by the EGR solution, an accurate
cycle analysis has been carried out. The thermodynamic approach
is fully described in previous authors’ papers, and here it is simply
recalled that each gas state is estimated by accessing the JANAF
tables, �18� and a thermokinetic model �11,16� provides a provi-
sional estimate of the thermal NO formation. The recuperator ef-
ficiency and the related pressure losses are computed as functions
of the actual gas flow rate through this device �11,19�, while a
fixed value of 0.85 is established for the cooling effectiveness of
the oxidant after cooler.

In addition to the above features the component matching ap-
proach includes the limits in turbine and compressor flow capaci-
ties �1,2�. Besides the general validity of this approach, this par-
ticular case takes advantage of a correct estimation of the actual
operating conditions of the rotating devices because of the in-
creasing temperature at the compressor inlet with the EGR ratio.
The model also accounts for the slight decrease in the turbine
pressure ratio that results from the increased back pressure in-
duced by losses through the recirculation valve.

The general problem is usually solved with two independent
variables �e.g., the load level and the turbine shaft speed� but the
presence of the recuperator by-pass and EGR options adds two
degrees of freedom �DOFs� and consequently, the full solution
could only be examined in a multidimensional space. More af-

Table 1 Base features of the MGT

MGT specifications

Mech. arrangement Single shaft
Pressure ratio 3.9
Compressor exit temp. 468 K
Combustor inlet temp. �fully regenerative cycle� 905 K
Turbine inlet temp. 1223 K
Turbine exit temp. 951 K
Recuperator exit temp. �fully regenerative cycle� 530 K
Rated mechanical output 110 kW
Nominal speed 64,000 rpm
Compressor, turbine Radial flow

Fig. 1 Plant layout of the micro-gas turbine with internal and external heat
recovery and with the exhaust recirculation option

Fig. 2 Operating map of the MGT with efficiency and NOx
levels
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fordable insights are provided in Figs. 5 and 6 that display the
results of two different DOF solutions, say, for Xb=0 and constant
shaft speed, respectively. In both cases, the figures give an imme-
diate sketch of the EGR levels that are needed for reducing the
thermal NO emissions.

The fully recuperated cycle, variable speed case in Fig. 5, con-
firms that for both low loads and reduced shaft speeds higher EGR
ratios are required. Figure 6, which refers to the variably recuper-
ated cycles—constant speed cases, confirms the comments on Fig.
4: real benefits in terms of nitric oxide control can be obtained for
even higher EGR levels when the recuperator by-pass is activated.

If returning to the original problem in the 2D space �Fig. 7�, the
benefits from the EGR option are more clearly evidenced: a XEGR

value of 0.6–0.65 would really lead to a significant reduction in
NO emission both at full load and all over the part-load range of
the micro-gas turbine.

For given values of the mechanical output �i.e., 100% and 60%
load�, Figs. 8 and 9 display the trend of NO concentration and
thermal efficiency as functions of the EGR ratio. The curves in
Fig. 8 are helpful for establishing feasible compromises between
the efficiency decrease �mainly induced by the temperature in-
crease at the compressor inlet� and the pollutant reduction. The
same diagram confirms that the part-load operation requires a
more relevant air dilution with inert species for achieving the
objective of NOx control. In this case, a less dramatic penalty in
thermal efficiency is observed.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows an example of the oxidant composition at
the combustor inlet for different load levels, when varying the
EGR ratio. These trends, together with those of the mass flow rate
and temperature of the air entering the combustion chamber, rep-
resent the main set of variable inlet boundary conditions for the
CFD based simulation of the combustion process.

3 CFD Simulation of the Combustion Process
The encouraging results suggested by the cycle analysis in

terms of the possible nitric oxide reduction resulting from the
EGR activation are worthy of an accurate validation through the
CFD analysis of the combustion process. Actually, the previous
authors’ papers �1,2� have evidenced that the NO reduction could
also be counterbalanced by an increase in unburned species and in
carbon monoxide production. On the other hand the CFD results
were also affected by uncertainties due to the simplified models
adopted for the combustion simulation.

This section aims therefore to overcome such limits thanks to
an improved accuracy of the reaction models. To this purpose, the
authors focused their attention on a limited number of cases to be
investigated by different numerical approaches.

First, the simple 100% methane oxidation considered in the
previous works was replaced by a complete set of kinetic equa-
tions for describing the combustion of a variable-composition
natural gas

CH4 + 3
2O2 → CO + 2H2O

Fig. 3 Operating map of the MGT with variably recuperated
cycles

Fig. 4 The effect of the recuperator by-pass on the actual ex-
haust recirculation fractions

Fig. 5 Thermal NO emission map for variable speed EGR op-
erated micro-gas turbine
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Rf = 5.012 � 10+11 exp�−
2 � 10+8

RT
��CH4�0,7�O2�0,8

CO + 1
2O2 → CO2

Rf = 2.239 � 10+12 exp�−
2 � 10+8

RT
��CO�1�O2�0,25

C2H6 + 7
2O2 → 2CO2 + 3H2O

Rf = 6.186 � 10+09 exp�−
1.256 � 10+8

RT
��C2H6�0,1�O2�1,65

C3H8 + 7
2O2 → 3CO + 4H2O

Rf = 5.62 � 10+09 exp�−
1.256 � 10+8

RT
��C3H8�0,1�O2�1,65

C4H10 + 13
2 O2 → 4CO2 + 5H2O

Rf = 4.161 � 10+09 exp�−
1.256 � 10+8

RT
��C4H10�0,15�O2�1,6

�5�
In addition, the chemical kinetics scheme was introduced both

in a finite rate-eddy dissipation model �20–22� and in the compu-
tation of the Probability Density Function �PDF� tables for em-
ploying the flamelet based combustion model �12,13�. In particu-
lar, the flamelet tables were generated by considering variable
oxygen and inert contents in the oxidant, in accordance with the

Fig. 6 Thermal NO emission map for constant speed EGR operated micro-
gas turbine with variably recuperated cycles

Fig. 7 Operating map of the MGT with efficiency and NO lev-
els, for constant speed and variable EGR ratios Fig. 8 The EGR effect on MGT efficiency and emissions
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EGR ratio considered. In both reaction models the computation of
both thermal �23,25� and prompt nitric oxide formation is also
activated, according to the standard schemes implemented in the
FLUENT® solver.

A further relevant difference is represented by the assumption
of the Reynolds stress five-equation turbulence model that re-
placed the k-� scheme adopted in the previous computations. This
allowed removal of the isotropy hypothesis so leading to a more
accurate estimate of both the turbulent mixing rate in the eddy
dissipation model and the turbulent flame speed in the flamelet
model �FLAM�.

The lean-premixed combustor of the tubular type, expressly
conceived by the Ansaldo Research Center �17,24� for the MGT
application, was exhaustively described in previous authors’ pa-
pers �1,2,15,16�, and Figs. 10 and 11 display the 3D view of the
combustion chamber and the 2D axisymmetric domain assumed
for the reacting-flow solution.

With regard to the numerical grid generation, a block-structured
variably spaced mesh was chosen instead of the unstructured one
employed in the previous referenced works. The preliminary nu-

merical experiments led to a grid spacing convergence with
38,000 cells. Details of the mesh refinement within the premixed
channel and the primary combustor region are evidenced in
Fig. 11.

As stated, the cycle analysis provides the boundary conditions
in terms of oxidant flow rate and composition together with the
thermodynamic properties at combustor inlet. Additional condi-
tions were derived from preliminary fully 3D computations �16�
with the FLUENT® flow solver, so allowing the assignment of the
mass flow rate splitting between the primary and the secondary
and dilution air inlets. The same calculations also provided the
average flow angle of the swirled intake into the premixed line,
and the inlet turbulence parameters as well.

3.1 Results With the Finite Rate-Eddy Dissipation Model.
The attention was focused on a limited number of examples, say,
the base rating condition and the one at 60% load at the same
rotational speed, both examined by the point of view of the effect
of the EGR activation. Table 2 compares the most significant input
parameters at combustor inlet and some space-averaged properties
at combustor outflow, for normal operation and for a 65% EGR
rate. At full-load condition, a 10% fraction of the fuel flow rate is
addressed to the pilot stoichiometric line, the latter requiring a
36.5% of the total fuel at 60% load. As expected, a relevant in-
crease in the overall fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio is observed
when the EGR option is activated because of the air dilution with
inert species and of the increased mass flow rate of fuel that is
necessary for reaching the same mechanical output.

Fig. 9 The EGR effect on the oxidant composition

Fig. 10 The lean-premixed combustor

Fig. 11 2D computational domain and details of the block-
structured mesh

Table 2 Input data and average properties at combustor exit from computations with the finite
rate-eddy dissipation reaction model

Operating condition XEGR

Inlet data Outlet

F /O equiv. ratio
Tin
�K�

�O2� %
�mol�

T̄ex
�K�

�NO�
�ppm�

�CO�
�ppm�

�CH4�
�ppm�

Xb=0 0.0 0.140 907.0 21 1181 69.5 121 417
Full load 0.65 0.231 903.7 14.4 1203 3.99 182 646
Xb=0.0 0.0 0.114 800.5 21 997 52.9 208 1632

60% load 0.65 0.173 808.8 15.6 1032 7.90 264 1822
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Both operating conditions seem to take advantage of the ex-
haust recirculation, as confirmed by the noticeable reduction in
nitric oxide emission. According to the purpose of the CFD based
analysis, the results in Table 2 also put into evidence that in-
creases in both carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons re-
sult from the oxygen defect in the reactants.

The contours in Figs. 12 and 13 confirm that smoother tempera-
ture profiles are attainable with the EGR activation, while a regu-
lar combustion development seems however to be ensured. Re-
garding to the nitric oxide formation mechanisms, a relevant
reduction in the local formation rates is shown in Fig. 14 because
of the temperature peak abatement. As a further proof of the ben-
efits arising from the exhaust recirculation, Table 3 reports the
values of the nitric oxide formation rates for normal and EGR
based operations. The latter condition actually reduces the average
values of all the formation rates, but the most significant results
are represented by the maximum value of the thermal NO rate,
whose value is decreased by two orders of magnitude.

3.2 The Flamelet Based Approach. As anticipated, the re-
sults of the CFD simulations employing the classical finite rate-
eddy dissipation model are worthy of an accurate validation.
Actually, such results suggest a fairly correct combustion devel-
opment even in the presence of an inert-diluted oxidant flow.
Therefore, the adoption of a different combustion model, such as

a flamelet based scheme, appears to be appropriate for a definite
check of the computational cases.

As well known, the flamelet model �12� approaches the more
general problem of a nonpremixed turbulent combustion through
the transport equation of a single scalar quantity

�

�t
�� f̄� + � · ��v f̄� = � · ��t

�t
� f̄� �6�

where f is the mixture fraction defined as a function of the atomic
mass fraction of each ith elementary species participating in the
process

f =
Zi − Zi,ox

Zi,fuel − Zi,ox
�7�

The conservation equation �6� holds under the hypothesis of
uniform diffusion coefficients for all the chemical species, like
what usually occurs in turbulent flows. In this case, the transport
of all species may be represented by a single equation �6�. Con-
sequently, each thermochemical property, �i, can be expressed as
a function of the mixture fraction

�i = �i�f� �8�
The chemistry-turbulence interaction is approximated by PDF

functions. The introduction of a detailed chemistry into the CFD
computations is operated by considering each turbulent flame as
composed of locally one-dimensional laminar flamelets, whose
properties are described by the mixture fraction and by an addi-
tional variable, say, the scalar dissipation rate, �. The latter is
strictly dependent on the local turbulence parameters. The tables
of flamelet properties can be derived either from experiments or
from calculations. This second option was accessed in the present
work, and this required building of flamelet libraries in accor-
dance with the oxidant and the fuel characteristics. A preliminary
sensitivity analysis was also needed for a proper estimate of both
the initial values of the scalar dissipation rate and of the scalar

Fig. 12 Temperature distributions for different combustion
regimes

Fig. 13 Temperature distributions for different combustion
regimes

Fig. 14 Nitric oxide distributions for different combustion
regimes

Table 3 Volume-averaged and maximum formation rates of ni-
tric oxides „full-load…

XEGR Value
Thermal NO rate

�kmol / �m3 s��
Prompt NO rate
�kmol / �m3 s��

N2O rate
�kmol / �m3 s��

0.0 Average 3.25�10−4 2.93�10−6 3.43�10−5

Maximum 1.60�10−1 2.52�10−3 1.60�10−3

0.65 Average 1.62�10−5 1.02�10−6 8.82�10−7

Maximum 3.64�10−3 4.67�10−4 3.25�10−4
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dissipation step. Figure 15 displays an example of this analysis in
terms of contours of the maximum combustion temperature esti-
mated by varying the above parameters in the flamelet table
generation.

Figure 16 shows the influence of the oxidant composition on
the laminar flame speed profiles as functions of the mean mixture
fraction. The trends appear to be in accordance with the oxygen
defect related to high EGR rates.

In the following, the results of the application of the flamelet
based approach to the part-load combustion cases are discussed.
An initial comparison of the results obtainable with either the
FRED or the FLAM model was needed, in order to verify the
consistency of the temperature and NO distribution predicted by
the first one and displayed in the previously discussed figures
�Figs. 12–14�. So, Figs. 17–19 allow such comparison in terms of
axial profiles of turbulence intensity, chemistry rates, and tem-
peratures. The profiles were derived by axial cuts of the compu-
tational domains along straight lines starting from the premixed
channel and the pilot fuel injector, respectively.

It is of interest to observe that the turbulence governed pro-
cesses are affected by the turbulence level distribution �Fig. 20�
characterized by an initial peak, close to the primary region, and a
successive increase that is related to the dilution air mixing with
the main gas stream. Such distributions, which do not present

substantial differences if looking at the two models adopted,
clearly affect the combustion development. Actually, both the re-
action rate predicted by the FRED model and the overall product
formation rate by the FLAM �Fig. 17� are strictly in accordance
with the turbulence level trend. It is also worth noting to appreci-
ate the satisfactory agreement with the chemistry rates resulting

Fig. 15 Contours of maximum temperature estimated in the
flamelet tables

Fig. 16 Laminar flame speed profiles for different oxidant
compositions

Fig. 17 Comparison of reaction rates with the different com-
bustion models

Fig. 18 Comparison of temperature profiles with the different
combustion models

Fig. 19 Temperature distributions for different combustion
regimes
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from the two models. This represents an encouraging confirmation
about the possibility of a correct combustion development, even in
the presence of the relevant oxygen defect that occurs for the 65%
EGR cases discussed in these figures. Such a qualitative accor-
dance can be also detected in the temperature profiles in Fig. 18,
even if a systematic attenuation in temperature peaks can be
observed.

Basing on the satisfactory indications from Figs. 17, 18, and 20,
the results of the CFD simulations with the flamelet model for
part-load combustor operation can be discussed in the Figs. 19
and 21–24, by analyzing the effect of the exhaust recirculation
option �25�.

The temperature distributions within the computational domain
�Fig. 19� confirm the good accordance with the results of the
FRED model in Fig. 13. In addition, the peak reduction can be
appreciated together with a smoother variation in the temperature
levels toward the combustor outflow. This demonstrates that the
EGR based solution allows a fair approach to the MILD regime.

Figure 21 shows the actual axial profiles of the laminar flame
speed, whose dependence on both the mean mixture fraction and
the oxidant composition was already evidenced in Fig. 16. This
figure emphasizes the effect of the local composition of the reac-
tants: therefore, the low oxygen concentration in the 65% EGR

case induces a drastic reduction in the baseline flame speed start-
ing from the primary combustor region.

The actual values of the flame speed are those corrected by the
turbulence effects �Fig. 22�. The turbulent flame speed pattern is
affected by both the laminar speed profiles and the local turbu-
lence levels �Fig. 20�. This explains the permanence of significant
levels of the flame speed along most of the axial flow path. The
effect of both the oxygen defect and the increased inert species’
contents is clearly detectable in terms of control of the turbulent
combustion.

The direct comparison of the temperature axial distributions
�Fig. 23� with no EGR activation and with the 65% EGR option
highlights that the method proposed is really helpful to produce
flatter profiles, so is closer to the MILD regime concept �26�.
Consequently, in the 65% EGR case the thermal NO formation
rate �Fig. 24� is significantly reduced in the most critical region,
say, the one of the primary combustion, while the higher rates in
the secondary and dilution regions attain however negligible val-
ues, so that no practical effect is exerted on possible increases in
the nitric oxide formation.

As a general final comment to the above discussed result, it
could be concluded that the application of the flamelet based
model has provided a significant validation of the results sug-
gested by other models, in terms of achievement of smoother

Fig. 22 EGR effect on the axial profiles of the turbulent flame
speed

Fig. 23 EGR effect on the axial profiles of gas temperature

Fig. 20 Comparison of turbulence level profiles with the differ-
ent combustion models

Fig. 21 EGR effect on the axial profiles of the laminar flame
speed
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combustions with the exhaust recirculation method. At the same
time, it is confirmed that the EGR cases can also lead to a fairly
efficient combustion development.

4 Conclusion
Starting from the results of a matching analysis of an EGR

operated micro-gas turbine, the authors have selected some cases
of interest to prove the effectiveness of this method for the ther-
mal NOx control.

The validation of the cycle analysis prediction has been ob-
tained by a CFD based simulation employing two different
reacting-flow models, so as to achieve a definite confirmation of
the combustion process effectiveness under conditions character-
ized by strongly modified reactant compositions. An innovative
aspect has been represented by the introduction of a flamelet
based approach for a rather different approximation of the turbu-
lent combustion with respect to the classical finite rate-eddy dis-
sipation schemes.

The good agreement exhibited by the CFD indications, which
result from the adoption of both combustion models, can be in-
tended as numerical evidence of the satisfactory combustion ef-
fectiveness and of the nitric oxide control induced by the exhaust
recirculation system.

More accurate numerical approaches �e.g., combustion simula-
tion in 3D domains with Large Eddy Simulation �LES� turbulence
schemes�, together with experimental indications, will provide in
the future ultimate answers about the practical possibility of em-
ploying the method proposed in this paper. Basing on the current
state of the art, the authors’ proposal of an external EGR system
may be considered as an alternate solution to the modifications to
the combustor configuration and fluid dynamics, which seem to be
a challenging solution for a down-sized combustor that equips the
micro-gas turbine.
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Nomenclature
f 	 mean mixture fraction

ṁ 	 mass flow rate

N 	 shaft rotational speed
Rf 	 forward reaction rate
T 	 temperature
v 	 velocity

Xb 	 recuperator by-pass ratio
XEGR 	 EGR ratio

Zi 	 elementary chemical species

Greek
� 	 dynamic viscosity
� 	 density
�t 	 turbulent Prandtl number
� 	 scalar dissipation

Subscripts
a 	 air

ex 	 combustion chamber outlet
f 	 fuel

in 	 combustion chamber inlet
g 	 exhaust gas

cc 	 mixing conditions
ox 	 oxidant
R 	 recuperator
st 	 stoichiometric
t 	 turbulent
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Proposal of a Novel
Multifunctional Energy System for
Cogeneration of Coke, Hydrogen,
and Power
This paper proposes a novel multifunctional energy system (MES), which cogenerates
coke, hydrogen, and power, through the use of coal and coke oven gas (COG). In this
system, a new type of coke oven, firing coal instead of COG as heating resource for
coking, is adopted. The COG rich in H2 is sent to a pressure swing adsorption (PSA) unit
to separate about 80% of hydrogen first, and then the PSA purge gas is fed to a combined
cycle as fuel. The new system combines the chemical processes and power generation
system, along with the integration of chemical conversion and thermal energy utilization.
In this manner, both the chemical energy of fuel and thermal energy can be used more
effectively. With the same inputs of fuel and the same output of coking heat, the new
system can product about 65% more hydrogen than that of individual systems. As a result,
the thermal efficiency of the new system is about 70%, and the exergy efficiency is about
66%. Compared with individual systems, the primary energy saving ratio can reach as
high as 12.5%. Based on the graphical exergy analyses, we disclose that the integration
of synthetic utilization of COG and coal plays a significant role in decreasing the exergy
destruction of the MES system. The promising results obtained may lead to a clean coal
technology that will utilize COG and coal more efficiently and economically.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078791�

1 Introduction
Hydrogen is a very promising energy carrier for the long term.

It usually can be produced from methane and naphtha through
several processes, including steam reforming and hydrogen sepa-
ration. On one hand, coke oven gas �a by-product in the coking
process�, contains about 50–60% hydrogen. However, at present,
almost half of coke oven gas �COG� was burned directly in coking
process, and most of the rest were discharged into the atmosphere
�1�. In some iron works, hydrogen is separated from clean COG
by means of pressure swing adsorption �PSA�. It would be highly
desirable to recover more hydrogen from COG at a lower cost in
the future �2–5�. Hence, more attention should be focused on the
effective utilization of COG.

On the other hand, a coal-based hydrogen plant or integrated
gasification combined cycle �IGCC� plant requires a gasification
subsystem that includes a gasifier, an air separation unit, and a
cleanup unit, thereby making its configuration more complex and
its capital cost more expensive. For example, the investment cost
�$/kW� for an IGCC plant is about double that of a natural gas
combined cycle plant, which limits the large-scale application of
IGCC. And the thermal efficiency of coal-fired steam power plant
is not high, which is 35–43%. Based on these facts, it is necessary
to create a new method that can synthetically utilize both COG
and coal in order to improve the efficiency of fuel utilization and
decrease capital cost at the same time.

The polygeneration system, as one of the promising technolo-
gies, has been attracting increased attention. For chemical pro-
cesses, the composition adjustment and poor utilization of thermal
energy result in high energy cost for the production of chemicals.
For power plants, the high exergy destruction in combustion pro-

cess, which accounts for about 30% of the total fuel exergy input,
limits the increase of thermal efficiency. However, the polygen-
eration system has the potential to overcome the shortcomings of
single systems �chemical product processes and power generation
systems� by system integration for producing chemicals and elec-
tricity simultaneously. To date, some polygeneration systems with
different configurations have been proposed �6–11�, and several
projects have also been funded with the goal of verifying the
feasibility of polygeneration plants in the United States and China
�2–4�. Most researchers presented economic analyses and energy
analyses of the polygeneration systems �7,9,10�. Meanwhile, some
of the researchers presented the exergy analyses of the polygen-
eration systems �12,13�. Less attention has been paid on the inter-
nal effect of the chemical product processes and the power gen-
eration subsystem. In fact, we should focus on the synergetic
consideration of polygeneration system integration based on both
chemical conversion and thermal energy utilization simulta-
neously.

The aims of this paper are to identify a new approach to utilize
COG and coal synthetically and efficiently, to disclose the internal
phenomena of the indirect gasification of coal through exergy
analysis using energy utilization diagram �EUD� methods, and to
synthesize a new system integrating chemical product processes
and a power generation system.

2 Novel MES System

2.1 Conceptual Design of the Synthetic Utilization of COG
and Coal. The scheme of the conventional coking plant is shown
in Fig. 1�a�. In the coking chamber, the coking coal is heated up to
950–1050°C in the absence of air to drive off the volatile com-
pounds and finally turn it into coke. In this process, the feeding
coking coal is partially converted into coke, and at the same time,
it is partially converted into coke oven gas. To maintain the tem-
perature of the coking process, about 45% of the coke oven gas is
cycled back into the coke oven to be burned as heating source.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received
September 8, 2008; final manuscript received September 23, 2008; published online
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The heat would be transferred to the coking chamber through the
coke oven wall. However, in the coking process of the new sys-
tem, the coal rather than COG is burned to supply thermal energy,
which is shown in Fig. 1�b� �14�. Hence, more COG can be sub-
stituted and used for other purpose. Besides, when the quantity of
coking coal in the coke chamber and the conditions of reaction,
such as temperature and pressure, are the same as those of the
conventional method, the new coke oven and the conventional
coke oven will generate the same quality of coke.

Compared with the conventional coke oven, the new method
substituted the low-quality coal for the COG with a high H2 con-
tent. In other words, more COG can be saved to export by this
method, and this part of COG can be considered as generating
from coal. Therefore, it is equivalent that the coal is gasified in-
directly through the new method. Since a gasifier, a cleanup unit
and an air separation unit �ASU� are not required in the indirect
gasification of coal, comparing with coal gasification method, the
system will become simpler and the investment might be reduced.

Since the COG is rich in H2 �about 50–60%�, it can be used to
produce H2 by the PSA unit. Compared with a coal-based hydro-
gen plant, the gasification and shift reaction �CO+H2O=CO2
+H2� is eliminated. And the PSA purge gas, whose lower heating

value is about 20 MJ /N m3, can be sent to a combined cycle as
fuel. Since the turbine inlet temperature �TIT� of gas turbine can
reach up to 1430°C, which is much higher than that of the coking
process �950–1050°C�, the exergy destruction of combustion of
COG in the combustor of gas turbine can be decreased, obviously
comparing with that in the coke oven. That is to say, the gas
turbine can utilize the COG more efficiently than the coke oven.

2.2 Configuration of New MES System. Figure 2 shows a
flowchart of coking chamber and a flowchart of the new multi-
functional energy system �MES� system, which includes three
subsystems: a coking subsystem �oven and f2�, a PSA subsystem
�a1, a2, f1, and PSA�, and a power generation subsystem �a3, b, c,
d, HRSG, e1, e2, and g�. In the coking chamber, the coking coal is
converted into coke, COG, tar, and others. One ton of coking coal
�about 25 GJ� can be converted into about 0.706 tons of coke
�about 17.7 GJ�, 337 N m3 of COG �about 6.0 GJ�, 0.064 tons of
tar, and others �about 1.3 GJ� �15�. The COG generated in the
coking chamber was cleaned up first to remove sulfur and other
harmful components, and then sent to the MES system. In the
coking subsystem, the coal is burned with preheated air to provide
the high-temperature thermal energy for coking. After supplying
the high-temperature thermal energy in the oven, the flue gas pre-
heats �in f2 unit� the air, which will be fed to the oven for the
burning of coal, and the water, which will be sent to the heat
recovery steam generator �HRSG� to generate steam. In the PSA
unit, the clean COG is initially compressed �a1�, and then cooled
�f1� down to near ambient temperature. The compressed COG is
sent to the absorption unit where the impurity is separated, after
the heavy hydrocarbon in the COG was absorbed by the pre-
absorption unit. In the absorption unit, hydrogen passes through;
the other contents are absorbed at high pressure. And then, by
decreasing the pressure of the absorption unit, the other contents
are released from the absorption unit. The hydrogen from the ab-
sorption unit will be compressed to 60 bar through the hydrogen
compressor �a2�, after being cleaned up further through deoxygen-
izing and drying. The purity of hydrogen production can reach an
even higher value than 99.99%. The purge gas from the PSA
subsystem will be fed to the power subsystem �combined cycle�.
The power subsystem is composed of a gas turbine, a heat recov-
ery steam generator, and steam turbines. And it supplies the power
and steam that are required in the former processes.

3 Evaluation of MES System

3.1 Reference Systems. With the multi-input of COG and
coal and the multi-output of coke �coking heat�, hydrogen, and
power, the evaluation of the new MES system will be based on the
comparison with single systems. The method of utilizing the COG

Fig. 1 „a… Conventional coking process and „b… novel coking
process

Fig. 2 Flow diagram of the new MES system
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and coal in reference systems is shown in Fig. 3. In the COG-
based plant �COGP�, the model of the JN60-82 coke plant �CP� is
selected as one of the reference systems. The thermal energy con-
sumption of coke is about 3240 MJ per ton, and the quantity of
heat absorbed by coking coal is about 2570 MJ/tons of coke �15�.
About 45 percent of the COG generated in the coking process is
burned directly to provide the thermal energy required by coking
process. The rest of the COG will be used to produce hydrogen
through PSA technology. About 85% of hydrogen in the COG is
separated through the PSA process. The purge gas from the PSA
process will be fed to a combined cycle �GE model MS 206B,
which is decided by the scale of the system� as fuel. In the com-
bined cycle �CC� plant, the turbine inlet temperature and the pres-
sure ratio are 1140°C and 11.8, respectively, and the thermal ef-
ficiency is 49.8%, which is based on the composition of the purge
gas and the GE model. It is assumed that the power required by
the PSA process is supplied by the combined cycle. Coal is used
to generate power through an integrated gasification combined
cycle power plant. The IGCC plant is composed of a Texaco gas-
ifier, a cleanup unit, an air separation unit, and a combined cycle
�GE model MS 9FA�. For the gasifier, the oxygen consumption is
about 0.86 kg of oxygen per kilogram of coal, and the cold gas
efficiency �ratio of the energy of cold produced gas to that of coal
input based lower heating value� is about 76.8%. The steam con-
dition in HRSG is the same as that in the MES system. Based on
the simulation result, the thermal efficiency of the IGCC is 43.9%.

3.2 Evaluation of New MES System. In the MES system,
the coking subsystem is based on the coke-making plant, which
produces 2�106 tons of coke per year. The power subsystem is
based on a heavy-duty gas turbine �GE model MS 206FA, which
is selected by the scale of the system� of current technology with
a turbine inlet temperature of 1288°C and a pressure ratio of 15.
The steam, which is saturated at the pressure of 12 MPa and is
reheated at the pressure of 3.9 MPa, is generated in a HRSG. The
temperatures of both the superheated and reheated steams are
538°C. The main assumptions here, which are based on industrial
datum, are shown in Table 1.

The MES system was studied through the use of the commer-
cial software ASPEN PLUS. During the evaluation, the elemental
chemical composition of coal �wt %� is as follows: 68.54% C,
3.97% H, 6.85% O, 0.74% N, 1.08% S, 9.98% Ash, and 8.84% W,
and its lower heating value �LHV� is 26,710 kJ/kg. The pressure,
temperature, mass flow, and composition of the main points in
Fig. 2 are listed in Table 2.

The performance comparisons of the MES system to that of the
reference systems �COGP and IGCC� are shown in Table 3. With
the same quantity of COG and coal inputs and the same quantity
of coking heat output, the MES system produces hydrogen of
197.2 MW, which is 65.3% higher than that of the reference sys-
tems �119.3 MW�. It also produces power output of 233.9 MW,
which is a little higher than that of the reference systems �230.5
MW�. The thermal efficiency of the reference systems is about
61.9%, and their exergy efficiency �the ratio of exergy inputs to
exergy outputs� is about 57.1%. However, the thermal efficiency

of the MES system can reach to 70.8%, and its exergy efficiency
is as high as 66.0%. Both thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency
are much higher than those of the reference systems. Assuming
that the reference systems produce the same quantities of power
and hydrogen as the proposed system, the energy saving ratio
�ESR� of the new system is about 12.5%, which is shown in Table
3.

In order to reveal the internal phenomena of the MES system
and to locate the key processes for the high performance, exergy
analyses were studied for both the MES system and the reference
systems. The results are listed in Table 4. The exergy analyses are
also based on the MES system and the reference systems have the
same assumption of COG and coal, and the same output of quan-
tity of coking heat.

Comparing the exergy distributions of the MES system with
those of the reference systems in Table 4, the production outputs
of hydrogen and power are increased by 79.1 MW and 3.4 MW.
The exergy destruction of gasification �including ASU, gasifier,
and cleanup unit� and heat exchanges is decreased obviously, as
compared with the reference systems. The exergy destruction for
gasification is avoided in the MES system, which is about 56.8
MW �about 6.1 percentage points of input exergy� in the reference
systems. Also, the exergy destruction for heat exchangers is de-
creased from 53.8 MW to 37.4 MW. These give rise to an in-
creased output of MES as compared with single systems.

4 Discussions
The proposed system integrates the thermal cycle, the coking

process, and the PSA process. Since the material �COG and coal�
and thermal energies can be interchanged in the two sides, there is
a big potential to utilize the material and thermal energies more
efficiently. In order to reveal the internal phenomena of the key
process in the MES system, the graphical exergy analysis with
energy utilization diagram �EUD methodology� was adopted
�16,17�. The EUD methodology considers that an energy transfor-
mation takes place between an energy donating process and an
energy-accepting process. It focuses graphically on the energy
level difference in a pair of energy donor and energy acceptor, and
presents the internal phenomena for exergy destruction graphi-
cally. The variations in both the energy level and the energy quan-
tity are graphically shown with A-�H coordinates. Here energy
level A is a dimensionless criterion �A=�� /�H=1−T0
��S /�H, a ratio of exergy change to energy change�, and the
energy quantity change �H refers to any kind of energy such as
thermal energy, power consumption or generation, energy change
in chemical reactions, etc. The exergy destruction is equivalent to
the shaded area between the energy donor and the energy accep-
tor.

Fig. 3 Utilization of COG and coal in reference systems

Table 1 Main assumption for evaluation

Chemical process

PSA inlet pressure �MPa� 1.0
Hydrogen separation ratio �%� 80
Isentropic syngas compressor 0.80
Pressure loss of heat exchangers �%� 3
Surplus air ratio of coal combustion 1.3

Power plant

Isentropic efficiency of air compressor 0.88
Isentropic efficiency of gas turbine 0.9
Isentropic efficiency of pump 0.8
Pinch point in HRSG �°C� 15
Pressure loss of HRSG �gas-side� �%� 3
Pressure loss of HRSG �steam, water� �%� 10
Condensation pressure �MPa� 0.007
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4.1 Significant Role of the Coal-Fired Coke Oven in the
MES System. To disclose the role of a coal-fired coke oven in the
MES system, we assume that both conventional method and coal-

fired coke oven produce coal gas and the same quantity of coking
heat. In the MES system, the coal was burned in coal-fired coke
oven rather than COG. Therefore, we can gain coking heat and
coal gas �COG� without gasification in the new method. In the
conventional method, a part of the COG generated by cooking is
burned to generate coking heat in the coke oven. And in order to
gain that part of the coal gas, the coal burned in the coke oven of
the MES system has to be gasified by gasification processes.

Figure 4�a� shows the exergy destruction distribution of the
combustion of coal in the coal-fired coke oven. In the coking
subsystem, the combustion of coal acts as the energy donating
reaction �curve Aed1�, and the three streams �curve Aea1, Aea2, and
Aea3�. which act as energy acceptors are the preheating of coal, the
preheating of air, and the heating of the coking. The exergy de-
struction for the combustion of coal in the oven was equivalent to
the area between the curves of the energy donor �Aed1� and the
energy acceptors �Aea1–Aea3�, which is 69.2 MW.

Figure 4�b� shows the combustion of COG in a conventional
coke oven and the exergy destruction distribution of the gasifica-
tion of coal in the gasifier. Curve Aed1 represents the combustion
of COG, which acts as an energy donating reaction in the CP
system, and three streams �curve Aea1, Aea2, and Aea3� acted as
energy acceptors: the preheating of COG and air and the heating
of coking chamber. The exergy destruction for the combustion of

Table 2 Parameters of the main points of the MES system

Point
G

�kg/s�
p

�bar�
T

�°C�

CH4 C2H6 CO CO2 H2 H2O O2 N2

Percent molar composition
�%�

1 144.7 1.03 1030 21 79
2 153.8 1.00 1150 11.6 4.6 7.1 77.6
3 153.8 0.97 120 11.6 4.6 7.1 77.6
4 20.0 1.01 25 20.5 2.4 8.7 2.8 57.3 1.7 6.7
5 20.0 10 38 20.5 2.4 8.7 2.8 57.3 1.7 6.7
6 18.4 1 38 37.7 4.4 16.1 5.2 21.1 3.1 12.3
7 18.4 15.5 366 37.7 4.4 16.1 5.2 21.1 3.1 12.3
8 414.3 15.8 426 21 79
9 432.7 15.0 1288 4.3 7.0 13.1 75.6

10 432.7 15.0 590 4.3 7.0 13.1 75.6

Table 3 Results for the new MES system and reference
systems

MES

Reference systems

COGP IGCC Total of ref.

Inputs
COG �MW� 643.1 643.1 643.1
Coal �MW� 276.3 276.3 276.3

Outputs
Coking heat �MW� 219.8 219.8 219.8
Hydrogen �MW� 197.2 119.3 119.3
Power �MW� 233.9 109.3 121.2 230.5

Overall efficiency �%� 70.8 69.7 43.9 61.9
Exergy efficiency �%� 66.0 63.3 42.9 57.1
Energy saving ratioa 12.5

aThe definition of energy saving ratio is �Qref−QMES� /Qref. The hydrogen production
difference between the MES system and the reference systems is supplied by the
coal-based hydrogen plant, whose thermal efficiency �LHV base� is about 63%.

Table 4 Exergy balance of the new MES system and reference systems

MES

Reference systems

COGP IGCC Total of ref.

Inputs �MW�
COG 645.2 69.6% 645.2 645.2
Coal 282.3 30.4% 282.3 282.3

Exergy destructions �MW�
Gasification 56.8 56.8
Combustion in oven 69.2 7.5% 65.0 65.0
Combustion in GT 126.8 13.7% 76.5 49.8 126.3
Heat exchangers 37.4 4.0% 36.9 16.9 53.8
PSA unit 12.2 1.3% 8.0 8.0
GT Compressors 11.9 1.3% 6.7 6.0 12.7
Gas turbine 15.2 1.6% 8.1 7.7 15.8
Steam turbine 19.5 2.1% 9.1 14.4 23.5
Exhaust emission 22.5 2.4% 25.6 9.5 35.1
Auxiliaries 0.5 0.1% 0.8 0.8

Outputs �MW�
Thermal exergy 178.1 19.2% 178.1 178.1
Power 233.9 25.2% 109.3 121.2 230.5
Hydrogen 200.2 21.6% 121.1 121.1

Total �MW� 927.5 100.0% 645.2 282.3 927.5
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COG is 65.0 MW �the shaded area below the curve of Aed1�. The
area below the curve of Aed2 represents the exergy destruction in
the mixing process of air and COG. The curve of Aed3 represents
the partial combustion in the gasifier, which acts as the energy
donating reaction. The energy accepters included chemical reac-
tion �Aea7� and the preheating of three streams of oxygen �Aea4�,
coal �Aea5�, and water �Aea6�, which were preheated to the specific
gasification temperature of 1346°C. The exergy destruction in the
gasifier is 40.6 MW �the shaded area below the curve of Aed3�.

Comparing Fig. 4�a� with Fig. 4�b�, notice that the utilization of
coal and COG is obviously different. As the partial combustion in
the IGCC system needs pure oxygen as an oxidant, the energy
level of the partial combustion of coal �Aed3 in Fig. 4�b�� is higher
than that of the burning of coal with air �Aed1 in Fig. 4�a�� in the
coke oven process. Moreover, the thermal energy quantity ��H�
between the energy donor and the energy acceptor in coal-fired
coke oven �279 MW� is also lower than that of the reference
methods �348 MW�. Affected by these two factors, the exergy
destruction of the coal-fired coke oven �the shaded area in Fig.
4�a� and 4�b�� is decreased from 105.6 MW to 69.2 MW �34.5%�.
Since both coal and COG are utilized in an efficient way, the
performance of the coal-fired coke oven is superior to that of the
conventional methods.

In Table 4, notice that the exergy destruction for combustion in
both the MES system and the reference systems is the main source
of exergy destruction. Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show the combustion
in the combustors of the gas turbines in the MES system and the
reference systems, respectively.

Figure 5�a� is the EUD for the combustion of PSA purge gas in
the MES system. In the CC subsystem, the combustion of PSA
purge gas acts as the energy donating reaction �curve Aed1� and
the two streams �curve Aea1 and Aea2� act as energy acceptors,
which are the preheating of fuel gas and air to the specific com-
bustion temperature of 1288°C. The exergy destruction for the

combustion of PSA purge gas is equivalent to the area between the
curves of the energy donor �Aed1� and the energy acceptors �Aea1
and Aea2�, which is 126.8 MW. The area below the curve of Aed2
represents the exergy destruction in the mixing process of air and
PSA purge gas.

Figure 5�b� gives the EUD for the combustion of PSA purge gas
and syngas �gasified from coal� in the reference systems. Curve
Aed1 represents the combustion of PSA purge gas in the CC sys-
tem, and the two streams �curve Aea1, and Aea2� acts as energy
acceptors, which are the preheating of fuel gas and air. The exergy
destruction for the combustion of PSA purge gas is 76.5 MW �the
shaded area below the curve of Aed1�. Curves Aed2, Aea3, and Aea4
present the burning of syngas in the IGCC system. The exergy
destruction for the combustion of coal is 49.8 MW �the shaded
area below the curve of Aed2�. The area below the curve of Aed3
represents the exergy destruction in the mixing processes.

Comparing Fig. 5�a� with Fig. 5�b�, notice that the exergy de-
struction for the combustion of purge gas in the MES system,
which is 126.8 MW, is almost the same as that of the combustion
of purge gas and syngas in the reference systems, which is 126.3
MW. According to the former analyses, we can find that the gas-
ification process results in large exergy destruction, which is 56.8
MW. And the exergy destruction of the combustion of the syngas
gasified from the coal is 49.8 MW �the shaded area below the
curve of Aed2 in Fig. 5�b��. Therefore, the exergy destruction in
the utilization of coal �gasification and combustion� is 106.6 MW
in the IGCC system. However, the exergy destruction of the uti-
lization �combustion� of coal in the MES system is only 69.2 MW.
Consequently, the coal is used more efficiently in the MES system
than that in the IGCC system. Besides, the exergy destruction for
the combustion of COG in the MES system is 126.8 MW, which
is lower than that in the reference systems, which is 141.5 MW

Fig. 4 „a… EUD for combustion of coal in coal-fired coke oven
and „b… EUD for combustion of COG and gasification of coal in
reference systems Fig. 5 „a… EUD for the combustion of purge gas in MES system

and „b… EUD for combustion of purge gas and syngas in refer-
ence systems
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�the total exergy destruction of the combustion in the COGP sys-
tem�, as shown in Table 3. In a word, both the COG and coal are
utilized more efficiently in the new system.

4.2 Thermal Integration of the Chemical Process and the
Power Generation System. Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the ex-
ergy destruction for heat exchanges in the MES system and the
reference systems, respectively. In the MES system, the thermal
energy released from the coking or the PSA subsystem is recov-
ered by the power subsystem, which means that the thermal en-
ergy can be used more efficiently. For example, the surplus quan-
tity of heat of exhausted gas in the oven was used to preheat the
water from the steam turbine. The heat exchanges in the MES
system are shown in Fig. 6�a�. The exhausted gas from the oven
was used to preheat the air and water in the MES system �curves
Aed1 and Aea1 in Fig. 6�a��. The exergy destruction of heat ex-
change in this process is 14.6 MW, which is equivalent to the area
between curve Aed1 and curve Aea1. The heat exchanges in the
HRSG unit of the MES system were represented by the curves
Aed2 and Aea2, and the exergy destruction is about 22.8 MW �the
shaded area between the curves of Aed2 and Aea2�.

The heat exchanges in reference systems �COGP and IGCC� are
shown in Fig. 6�b�. In the COGP system, the heat exchanges be-
tween the exhausted gas from the oven and the gases �the air and
COG� fed to the oven in the reference system �CP� are represented
by curves Aed1 and Aea1, and the exergy destruction in this process
is 18.9MW �the shaded area between the curves of Aed1 and Aea1�.
The heat exchanges of the HRSG unit in the COGP system �CC�
are represented by curves Aed2 and Aea2 in Fig. 6�b�, and the
exergy destruction of this was 18.0 MW �the shaded area between
the curves of Aed2 and Aea2�. In the IGCC system, the heat ex-
changes are represented by curves Aed3, Aed4, Aea3, Aea4, Aea5,
and Aea3. Curves of Aed3, Aea3, and Aea4 show the exergy destruc-
tion in the raw syngas cooling processes, which is 9.7 MW �the
shaded area between the curves of Aed3, Aea3, and Aea4�. Curves

of Aed4 and Aea5 represent the heat exchanges of the HRSG unit,
and the exergy destruction in this process is 7.2 MW �the shaded
area between the curves of Aed2 and Aea2�.

In Table 4, notice that the exergy destruction for the heat ex-
changes in the MES system is decreased by 16.4 MW �about 1.8
percentage points of input exergy� as compared with the reference
systems. Comparing Fig. 6�a� with Fig. 6�b�, the average energy
level difference between the energy donor and the energy acceptor
was decreased from 0.10 in heat exchanges of the reference sys-
tems to 0.09 in those of the MES system. Because the coking
process and the power plant are integrated into the MES system,
the IGCC system is not required, and the exergy destruction in
heat exchange processes of the IGCC system is eliminated. So the
energy quantities changes �H for heat exchanges are decreased
from 550 MW to 426 MW. Consequently, the total exergy destruc-
tion for heat exchanges is decreased.

4.3 Economic Benefit and CO2 Reduction. The MES sys-
tem proposed here is intended for a more effective utilization of
COG and coal. In the power subsystem, the conventional steam
turbine can be adopted without modification. The gas turbine
needs only a little modification in order to adapt to the purge gas,
and it is not a technology obstacle �9,18�. For the PSA subsystem,
the small and middle scales of the PSA unit are commonly used,
but there is still a need to develop a large-scale PSA unit.

For the whole system, the coal-fired coke oven is the key equip-
ment. The structure of the coal-fired coke oven is similar to that of
a conventional coke oven except that the fuel burned in the oven
is not COG but coal. We can change the structure of the conven-
tional oven to fit the variation in the fuel, or we only need to burn
the coal outside the oven, and then send the high-temperature gas
to the oven, which will transfer heat to the coking chamber, as
cited in Ref. �14�. Since the condition of the coking chamber �the
surface temperature of the oven walls� is the same as that in a
conventional coke oven, the coking process has no change, but the
high-temperature fouling on the wall should be taken into account.
Such techniques as the treatment of coal to remove most of the
components of sulfur and ash and the proper combustion needed
to minimize the fouling should be adopted.

The investment of the conventional coke oven with the output
of 2�106 tons of coke per year is about $42.9 million. The coal-
fired coke oven can be manufactured from the conventional coke
oven with little modification. Because of the differences between
conventional and coal-fired oven, such as the difference in high-
temperature fouling on wall, we assume that the coal-fired oven
costs approximately $55.8 million, which is higher by about 30%
than that of the conventional coke oven. In Table 5, the investment
of PSA, CC, and IGCC is $10.8 million, $89.6 million, and
$200.0 million, respectively �19�. Supposing that the scale factor
is 0.67 �19� and the cost to treat coal to remove sulfur and ash in
the MES system is the same as that in the IGCC, the investment of
the PSA subsystem and the CC subsystem in the MES is about
$17.8 million and $146.6 million, respectively. Since the invest-
ment of gasifier, cleanup unit, and air separation unit, which is
about $68 million, is avoided, the total investment of the MES
system will be decreased by about 35%, as compared with the
reference systems. Even compared with the coal-fired steam
power plant, which has lower investment and lower thermal effi-
ciency than the IGCC system, the total investment of the MES
system could also be decreased by nearly 14%. It must be noted
that the cost estimation is valid only for preliminary analyses.

Fig. 6 „a… EUD for heat exchanges in MES system and „b… EUD
for exchanges in reference systems

Table 5 Initial cost of the MES and reference systems

CP PSA CC IGCC Total

Ref. systems �$ million� 42.9 10.8 89.6 200.0 343.3
MES �$ million� 55.8 17.8 146.6 - 220.2
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Aside from this, with the same input the MES system can produce
more hydrogen and power compared with the conventional sys-
tems. Therefore, the MES system may gain high economic
benefit.

At present, about 300�106 tons of coke per year is produced
in China, which is more than half of the amount of coke produced
in the world. At the same time, about 140�109 m3 of COG per
year is produced. Almost half of it is burned through the coking
process, and most of the rest passes out to atmosphere directly, or
is discharged into air after combusting. Take a coke plant produc-
ing 2�106 tons of coke per year, for example. It generates 932
�106 m3 of COG per year, including 21% CH4. About 45% of
the COG is recycled back to the oven, and about 282,000 tons of
CO2 are generated in this process. If the rest of it passes out to the
atmosphere, about 91,500 tons of CH4 �the greenhouse effect of
CH4 is 21 times higher than that of CO2�, and 101,000 tons of
CO2 and CO are discharge into atmosphere, which are equivalent
to 2.02�106 tons of CO2. Therefore, about 2.31�106 tons of
CO2 are emitted into atmosphere in the utilization and discharge
of the COG.

In order to gain the same quantity of coke, hydrogen, and
power as the proposed system, the conventional methods dis-
charge about 4.39�106 tons of CO2 equivalents. However, the
proposed MES system only discharges about 1.16�106 tons of
CO2. Therefore, the CO2 emission in the proposed system will be
reduced by 3.23�106 tons per year as compared with that in the
conventional methods with the same outputs, which is shown in
Table 6. Besides, the cost of CO2 avoided is about $16–28/ton
CO2 in the IGCC systems, and the cost of CO2 avoided is about
$4–6/tons CO2 in coal-based hydrogen plants �19�. In order to
avoid that part of CO2, which is avoided without cost in the MES
system, some equipment for capture with high investment have to
be adopted, and the total cost of CO2 avoided in the conventional
systems is about $15.6–24.5 million per year.

If half of the coke plants in China are integrated with the pro-
posed system, the CO2 emission of them will be reduced by 243
�106 tons per year as compared with the conventional methods.
In order to avoid this part of CO2 emission, the total cost of CO2
avoided of the conventional methods is about $1.5 billion per
year. In other words, the strong reduction �about $1.5 billion per
year, which is the cost for CO2� could be achieved only by re-
placement of half of the existing plants for coke and the relative
systems, which are hydrogen production and combined cycle. The
reason for the reduction in CO2 emission is mainly due to energy
saving with the effective utilization of COG.

Furthermore, based on the new method �coal-fired coke oven�,
some different multifunctional energy systems, such as the
c-generation of coke, power, and other chemical products �metha-
nol or dimethyl ether�, can be synthesized. This kind of coking
process can be used as a new method for the utilization of coal.
According to cascade conversion of the composition of coal, it
gasifies coal partially. And then the COG produced by this process
is sent to a new type of MES system, and the coke can be fed to
a conventional boiler or burned by pure oxygen with CO2 capture.

This method can produce hydrogen from coal without conven-
tional gasification equipments and utilize coal more efficiently.
This will provide a new option for clean coal technology.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes a new kind of multifunctional energy sys-

tem, which can utilize COG and coal more effectively through the
synthetic utilization of COG and coal by the coal-fired coke oven.
With the same inputs of COG and coal, the new system provided
about 65% hydrogen more than that of the reference systems,
when almost the same quantity of coking heat and power was
generated. Based on the integration of chemical processes and the
power generation system, the fuel and thermal energy were uti-
lized efficiently from the viewpoint of the whole system. The
graphical exergy analyses �EUD methodology� revealed that the
COG and coal were utilized synthetically through the coal-fired
coke oven. The new method allows for the elimination of gasifi-
cation processes. Compared with the conventional methods, the
exergy destruction of gasification, which accounts for 6.1% cor-
responding to the input exergy of the system, is avoided. The
exergy destructions for heat exchangers were decreased by 30%,
which accounts for 1.8% corresponding to the input exergy of the
system. The proposed MES system provides a new method to
utilize coal and COG synthetically, which does not only simplify
the system and decrease the investment, but also improves the
thermal efficiency and reduces CO2 emission. Furthermore, it will
provide a promising option for sustainable energy systems.
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Nomenclature
A � energy level
G � mass flow rate
H � enthalpy
P � pressure

Ref. � reference systems
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Implications of Turbine Erosion
for an Aero-Engine’s
High-Pressure-Turbine Blade’s
Low-Cycle-Fatigue
Life-Consumption
Some in-service deterioration in any mechanical device, such as a military aero-engine,
is inevitable. As a result of experiencing any deterioration, an aero-engine will seek a
different steady operating point thereby resulting in a variation in the high-pressure spool
speeds in order to provide the same thrust to keep aircraft’s performance invariant. Any
increase in the high-pressure spool speed results in greater low-cycle fatigue damage for
the hot-end components and thereby higher engine’s life-cycle costs. Possessing better
knowledge (of the impacts of high-pressure turbine’s erosion upon the low-cycle fatigue
life-consumption of aero-engine’s hot-end components) helps the users to take wiser
management decisions. For a military aircraft’s mission profile, using bespoke computer
simulations, the impacts of turbine erosion for high-pressure turbine-blade’s low-cycle
fatigue life-consumption have been predicted. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078383�

1 Introduction and Background
High-performance aircraft, as used in modern aviation, espe-

cially for military purposes, are complex in design and are re-
quired to operate under severe stresses and temperatures �1�. Thus
designer and users of these aircraft continually seek greater reli-
ability, increased availability, enhanced performance, and im-
proved safety as well as low life-cycle costs. In-service costs con-
sist mainly of those associated with �2� �i� the fuel consumed
during the operation, and �ii� the replacement of the system’s
components. Therefore any extensions of life expectations or re-
ductions in fuel-usage of aero-engines directly lower the life-cycle
costs and depend on the types of operation or mission undertaken,
operating conditions experienced, and rate of in-service aero-
engine deterioration.

Some in-service deterioration in any mechanical device, such as
a military aero-engine, is inevitable. Several publications describe
engine-performance deterioration. A preliminary investigation re-
garding the impacts of aero-engine’s deteriorations on military
aircraft mission’s effectiveness established that there is a signifi-
cant adverse impact of aero-engine deteriorations. It also indicated
that the extent of adverse impacts varies with the type of aero-
engine’s component. Among the major aero-engine’s components,
low-pressure compressor �LPC� being the overall severest fol-
lowed by high-pressure turbine �HPT� �3�. This necessitated the
need for a comprehensive investigation for the impacts of LPC’s
fouling as well as of HPT’s erosion. Hence this investigation was
undertaken. The impacts of LPC’s fouling have already been in-
vestigated �4–6�.

There are many components in a gas-turbine engine, but its
performance is highly sensitive to changes in only a few. The
majority of these potentially sensitive parts are the rotating com-
ponents. Among these the HPT blades are the most sensitive com-
ponents, because they are subjected to both the highest rotating
speeds and gas temperatures �3� and so have been selected for
present investigation.

2 Performance Deterioration of Gas Turbines
In an ideal world, an engine would operate with the same per-

formance from the time it enters service until it is removed. This
of course does not happen in reality as the engine will deteriorate.
There is very little reliable quantitative data on the magnitudes of
performance deterioration of engine components as their service
lives are extended, except for that in the papers written by Grewal
�7�, Sallee and co-workers �8,9�, and Saravanmutto and co-
workers �10,11�. Sallee’s �8� paper pertains to studies conducted
on the “Pratt and Whitney JT9D family of engines.” Sallee �8�
produced several performance deterioration mathematical models
for the JT9D engine’s behavior. These models show that the
performance-loss mechanisms are associated with the following.

�a� The compressors cause reductions in both flow capacity
and efficiency.

�b� The turbines result in a flow capacity increase and an
efficiency fall.

3 Erosion
This, in the present context, is the abrasive removal of material

from the flow-path components by hard particles suspended in the
gas stream. As a result, the gas-turbine’s aerofoil blades become
eroded, some of the leading edges blunted, the trailing edges
thinned and the surface roughness increased. It also causes losses
of the blades’ camber and length, as well as of the seal material.
Erosion of the aerofoil also occurs as a result of the engine’s
ingestion of foreign particles. The rate of foreign particle entry
will be greatly influenced by the engine-intake design. This is
particularly evident with aircrafts such as the General Dynamics
F-16 whose intake acts as a large air scoop and is located below
the belly of the aircraft in contrast to the Russian MIG 29. When
the MIG 29 is on the ground, the main intakes are blocked off and
flow is directed to the engines through open doors located on top
of the aircraft �12�; these doors are shut after take-off.

The erosion of aerofoil’s profile leads to changes in the aero-
foil’s inlet angle and throat opening. The consequent widening of
the tip and seal clearances results in increased air-leakage losses
�2�.

Manuscript received May 6, 2008; final manuscript received December 1, 2008;
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4 High-Pressure Turbine Performance-Deterioration
The performance-loss mechanisms, which cause the majority of

HPT deteriorations, are �i� blade-tip clearance increases and �ii�
vane twisting and bowing. Increased clearances between the rotor
blades and the casing are caused predominately by centrifugal and
thermal loads imposed during engine transients and by distortions
of the engine casing as a result of changing flight loads �12�. Vane
distortion ensues as a result of both aerodynamic loads and from
stresses due to thermal gradients. As the vanes distort, coolant air
is allowed into the main gas stream resulting in a reduction in the
turbine’s efficiency �2�. Bowing of the HPT’s vanes causes the
flow area to increase and hence an increase in the flow capacity
�13�.

5 Potential-Failure Modes
The major ones for turbine components are creep, mechanical

fatigue, i.e., low-cycle fatigue �LCF� and vibration induced high-
cycle fatigue �HCF�, thermal fatigue, oxidation, and sulphidation.
At temperatures below approximately 800°C, mechanical fatigue
is usually the dominant failure mode. At higher temperatures, i.e.,
above about 1000°C, creep, oxidation, and thermal fatigue �acting
alone or together� usually cause failure. In the intermediate tem-
perature range, any of the several failure modes described can be
dominant, depending on the structure, the material, and the engine
cycle employed. Despite possible interactions of the major failure
modes, a region of available life of the component does exit �14�.

6 Low-Cycle Fatigue
This is caused by the imposition of varying loads �and hence

stresses� on a component of an aero-engine. LCF occurs after
relatively low numbers �typically �50,000� of cycles of high-
stress amplitude. Due to the high-stress levels implicit in LCF, it is
normally accompanied by plastic deformation and is often termed
“high-strain fatigue,” as plastic strain is the primary parameter
governing life. For a military-fighter aircraft’s engine, LCF is
probably the most significant life-reducing failure-mechanism and
is the direct result of the many throttle changes experienced dur-
ing this application. In general, the engine components that are
subject to LCF are also those that are unlikely to be contained
�because of the normally very high rotational speeds and thereby
damage occurring to components down stream� in the event of a
fatigue failure. It is these that are critical to flight safety and
should be monitored.

In the 1960s, most critical components were limited by creep
and stress rupture properties. Less than 1% of all rotating compo-
nents were life limited by LCF. However, today’s designs find
well over 75% of these components limited in life by LCF �15�.

7 Factors Affecting LCF Life Usage in Military Avia-
tion

There is a wider spectrum of usage for military aero-engines
because military aircrafts fly a greater variety of mission profiles
than civil airliners. It is rare for a modern military plane to be
restricted to a single role. This, together with the need to maintain
crew proficiency in various aspects of their roles, means that
many different mission profiles are flown regularly.

The large throttle movements necessary to exploit fully the per-
formance of military aircraft also have a dramatic impact on LCF
life consumption. It should be remembered that the relationship
between applied stress and remaining life is logarithmic, and that
mechanical stress imposed on the engine varies as the square of its
rotational speed. Therefore, a modest increase in the range of
throttle movement can have a drastic impact on the fatigue-life
consumed.

There can also be huge variations in the engine usage on what
are nominally-identical missions. In formation flying, the throttle
usages for the lead aircraft and the one at the rear of the formation
and also the LCF life usage between the engines of these two

aircrafts differ by an order of magnitude �16�. In addition, there is
evidence of large variations in throttle handling that may occur
between different pilots flying the same mission even using the
same aircraft type. May et al. �17�, after studying several United
States Air Force missions flown in F15, F5, and A10 aircrafts,
concluded that different pilots made significantly different usages
of the throttle while flying the same mission. This led to a varia-
tion by a factor of as much as 5 in the number of idle-maximum
power-idle throttle-excursions per sortie. Consequently, efforts to
develop LCF life-usage monitoring have primarily been focused
on military operations in order to achieve economic lives in this
highly-demanding environment without compromising safety.

8 Aircraft Gas-Turbine Engine LCF Life-
Consumption

It is necessary to carry out two steps to ensure that the useful
lives of critical components are not exceeded. The first is the
setting of an accurate life expectancy. The second is a means for
determining and controlling the rate of life consumption in actual
service.

The fatigue-damage calculation algorithm can be analyzed in
the following three discrete steps �2�.

�1� Determine the number of load cycles already completed
from the measured values of the pertinent engine param-
eters.

�2� Calculate the fatigue damage incurred during each indi-
vidual load-cycle.

�3� Estimate the total life consumed by summing up the dam-
age incurred during each individual load-cycle.

9 Cycle Counting Methods
LCF damage of an aero-engine results from the application of

varying loads. In order to determine these loads, it is necessary to
relate them to measurable engine parameters. For example, the
centrifugal stresses in a place can be determined �18� via

Si = Sref� �i

�ref
�2

�1�

An essential step in the prediction of fatigue life is the reduc-
tion of service strain or stress history to a series of cycles and
half-cycles. This process is known as the cycle-counting method.
Various methods have been developed to identify the individual
cycles from a complex loading-history. One of the early cycle-
extraction methods was the Range–Mean method. In an attempt to
overcome the problems inherent in the Range–Mean and similar
counting methods, as discussed in more detail by Dowling �19�,
various alternative methods have been proposed, which share the
following two characteristics.

�1� Each part of the overall history is counted only once.
�2� Smaller ranges are counted down to a predetermined

threshold.

Probably the most widely-used method is the rain-flow, or the
Pagoda-roof, method first developed by Matsuishi and Endo �20�
and then subsequently by others �19,21,22�. For a more complete
description of the rain flow method, the reader is referred to Refs.
�19,21�. The same method was used for the present investigation.

10 Low-Cycle Fatigue-Damage Calculation
The chosen cycle-counting technique will transform the com-

plex load history into a succession of stress ranges about a mean
stress. The next stage in the algorithm process is to calculate the
actual fatigue damage caused by each individual cycle.

Two important methods for calculation of LCF damage are the
stress-life and strain-life methods �2�. However, due to the con-
cept of LCF as high-strain fatigue, the strain-life method is gen-
erally considered to be more appropriate. First, the nominal cen-
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trifugal stress is calculated at each measured value of spool speed
using Eq. �1�. Then the local stress and strain at the notch for the
first applied nominal stress is calculated using Neuber’s rule �Eq.
�2�� and the cyclic stress-strain curve �Eq. �3��, which may be
combined to give Eq. �4� �23�, as follows:

Kt
2 =

�

S

�

e�
�2�

� =
�

E
+ � �

K�
�1/n�

�3�

��2

E
� + �� �

K�
�1/n�

=
�KtS�2

E
�4�

For subsequent load-applications, the local delta stress is calcu-
lated by combining Eq. �2� with the hysteris stress-strain rule of
Eq. �5� to give Eq. �6� �23�.

��

2
=

��

2E
+ � ��

2K�
�1/n�

�5�

����2

2E
+ ��� ��

2K�
�1/n�

=
�Kt�S�2

2E
�6�

The local notch stress can be deduced by adding �� to the
value of � at the origin of the hysteris loop, and the local strain
range �� can be determined from

�� =
�Kt�S�2

��E
�7�

This value of local strain range is then inserted into the strain-
life Eq. �8� to determine the cyclic life Nf, as follows:

��

2
=

��e

2
+

��p

2
=

� f

E
�2Nf�b + � f�2Nf�c �8�

Equation �8� can be modified to account for the mean stress
effects by including the mean stress �0 in the elastic strain term as
proposed by Morrow �24�. This leads to

��

2
=

�� f − �0�
E

�2Nf�b + � f�2Nf�c �9�

The final step is to sum up the damage arising during each
individual cycle. Several researchers have presented theoretical
syntheses for predicting the cumulative damage. The most com-
mon and well known is the Palmgren–Minor cumulative damage
law �25� expressed as

nf

Nf
=

n1

N1
+

n2

N2
+

n3

N3
+ ¯ �10�

When the value nf /Nf, becomes unity, the component is con-
sidered to have failed. In reality, component failure occurs at ra-
tios of between 0.61 and 1.49 �26�. As pointed out in the ESDU
paper on fatigue-life estimation �23�, although the Palmgren–
Minor law may be considered inaccurate in some respects, it is
simple and has been widely applied, and the reasons for its inad-
equacies are recognized and can be compensated for in the design
process.

11 Computer Modeling and Simulations
Because of the enormous cost reductions and rapid results

achieved relative to experimental/trial techniques, the use of vali-
dated computer-simulation techniques has attained recently the
status of an advanced engineering procedure. Many scenarios can
be simulated without incurring the major difficulties and expenses
of preparing and testing engines. Hence the implications of vari-
ous factors such as variations in deteriorations for engine as a
whole or either of its major components, changes in operating

environment, etc., on engine performance can be studied and ap-
preciated before they are encountered in service. The more accu-
rate the simulation, i.e., preferably being based on actual mea-
sured data, the more realistic will be the predictions achieved.

For the purpose of the present investigation the “Engine’s
Performance-Simulation Program �NAEEMPAK�,” “Aircraft’s
Flight-Path and Performance-Simulation Program,” “Aircraft and
Engine’s Performance-Simulation Program �NAEEMPAKA�,” and
“Low-Cycle Fatigue Life-Usage Prediction Program �NAEEM-

PAKB�” have been used. These programs were developed by the
author while completing his Ph.D. at the Cranfield Unversity, UK,
and are proprietary to the author. The programs were further en-
hanced and tailored to accomplish the present task.

NAEEMPAK is basically an updated version of the engine-
performance simulation program TURBOMATCH. TURBOMATCH has
been used widely at the Cranfield University for many years. It
facilitates design point and off-design performance calculations
and has the ability to simulate the behavior of an engine and the
effects of implanted faults in its components, for instance, a re-
duction in component efficiency or mass flow capacity. It is based
on the aero- and thermodynamic balancing of the gas turbines,
using the method of component matching in which the compat-
ibilities of the flow between the various compressors and turbines
are determined.

The Aircraft’s Flight-Path and Performance-Simulation Pro-
gram integrates the simulation of each flight stage to give a com-
plete mission profile for the military aircraft. Details regarding
aircraft’s performance throughout the mission profile, as described
in referred publications �2,27,28�, formed the basis for develop-
ment of this program.

NAEEMPAKA is basically a combination of NAEEMPAK and the
aircraft’s flight path and performance-simulation program. This
program simulates the flight path of the military aircraft. The NAE-

EMPAK supplies the engine’s net thrust and specific fuel-
consumption values to the aircraft’s flight path and performance-
simulation program, so enabling the pertinent flight parameters to
be evaluated for each flight-stage. It requires data for �i� the en-
gines, �ii� the geometric and aerodynamic characteristics of the
aircraft, and �iii� the mission profile. These inputs are defined by
the user through separate input files.

NAEEMPAKB has been used for the purpose of LCF life evalua-
tion �2�. The strain-life technique �as described �very briefly� ear-
lier� has formed the basis for the development of this computer
program. Program requires data for �i� the engine’s design and
blade material �defined by the user through a separate file� and �ii�
high-pressure spool speed �HPSS� history �obtained from the NAE-

EMPAKA�.

12 HPT Blade’s Material
Despite a wide literature review the author was unable to de-

termine the exact type and specification of the material used for
HPT’s blades of the F404 engine. Therefore, it was decided to
assume any of the typical materials �such as MAR M002, INCO
792, INCO 713, INCO 718, NIMONIC 75, NIMONIC 80A, NI-
MONIC 115, etc.� used for manufacturing of turbine’s blade. Dur-
ing literature review to determine the material properties required
for predicting the LCF life �for the method chosen�, the author
could only find the relevant data for INCO 718, hence this mate-
rial was used for the present investigation. The relevant LCF prop-
erties for INCO 718 are shown in Table 1.

13 Aircraft and Engines Chosen
For this investigation, the performance of a McDonnell Dou-

glas F-18 aircraft, powered by two nominally-identical F404-GE-
400 aero-engines, has been assessed. The reason for selecting the
F404 was twofold. First, the F404 engine is a typical new-
technology engine, and, as such, the results of the investigation
will be applicable to other similar new-generation engines. Sec-
ond, sufficient relevant data were available.
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14 Assumed Mission-Profile
In general, unlike those for civil aircraft, the mission profiles

for military aircrafts can be relatively complex. However, for the
purpose of the present analysis, the following �a relatively simple�
aircraft mission profile has been assumed:

�1� short take-off �TO� with reheat �RH� on, followed by
climbing after TO, from sea level to 6000 m �m�, while
accelerating to Mach number �M� 0.6 within 420 s �s�

�2� climbing from 6000 m to 8000 m while accelerating from
M 0.6 to 0.7 in 250 s

�3� climbing at a constant M 0.7, from 8000 m to 10,500 m in
100 s, followed by acceleration �ACC� from M 0.7 to 1.0
within 100 s

�4� cruising at 10,500 m and M 1.0 until a preset time �1800 s
from take-off� followed by deceleration to M 0.95 within
60 s

�5� enhancement of engines’ power to 80%, attaining and then
cruising at maximum M �for total time duration of 900 s�
followed by acceleration/deceleration to M 0.85 within 60 s

�6� cruising at 10,500 m and M 0.85 for a set time period of
900 s followed by cruising to cover a distance of 500 km
�km�

�7� accelerating as a result of RH for 60 s, followed by decel-
erating by switching off the RH, to M 0.85 within 200 s

�8� descending at a constant M 0.85, from 10,500 m to 8000 m
within 300 s, followed by cruising toward a set target at
3000 km from home base

�9� descending from 8000 m to 4500 m while decelerating to
M 0.5 within 250 s, followed by loitering for 100 s

�10� descending to land within 350 s, followed by landing ap-
proach, flare, touch down, ground roll, and finally
switch-off

15 Undertaking the Computer Simulation
The basic methodology is to fly the aircraft through a complete

mission-profile with �i� both engines functioning properly and �ii�
with both engines suffering identical prescribed degrees of HPT’s
erosion. Subsequently the NAEEMPAKB is run using the results of
the NAEEMPAKA along with relevant material data as inputs. Thus
the LCF life usage is predicted for each flight, so determining the
impacts of the HPT’s erosion on the LCF life usage as a function
of the aircraft’s flight path.

The relationship between physical degradation and simulated
degradation is realized by choosing certain ratios between compo-
nent efficiency and mass flow capacity degradations. Sallee and
co-workers �8,9� described how the efficiency and mass flow ca-
pacity are affected by the engine configuration and degradation.
Although several publications have described different HPT’s ef-
ficiencies to mass flow capacity deteriorations ratios, as yet, pre-
cise performance-parameters change due to typical faults in the
engine’s components and their inter-relationships are not known
accurately �29�. The exact ratios chosen can be open to some
individual subjectivity and so it was worthwhile establishing the
values of their ratios commonly concluded from the previous re-

search �2�. Hence, for this assessment, a single-term empirical
“erosion index �EI�” was defined to describe the effect of the
reduction in efficiency as well as the increase in mass flow capac-
ity of HPT. For example, for an erosion model �EM� 1:0.5 �i.e.,
HPT’s efficiency to mass flow capacity deteriorations’ ratio�, an
efficiency of 96% and a flow capacity of 102% of those for a
clean engine may be described as 4% EI. As the erosion usually
starts from irregular pits and crevices randomly distributed on the
blade contour, its effects on the turbine performance are insignifi-
cant initially. Therefore more severe erosion damages, which no-
ticeably influence enough the turbine performance, have been
considered. As such, for the purpose of the present analysis, the
effects of EM 1:0.5 for the following set of engine conditions
have been assessed:

• clean engines �i.e., a HPT’s EI of zero for the both engines�
• HPT’s EI of 1%, 2%, 3%, … or 6% for the both engines

The effects of varying proportions of HPT’s mass flow capacity
deterioration for a given HPT’s efficiency deterioration level have
been also assessed by considering EMs 1:0.25, 1:0.5, 1:0.75, 1:1,
1:1.5, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4.

For the purpose of the present analysis, HPT’s EI of 6% is
considered an outage for military operations, i.e., the breaking
down of a component and thereby stopping the further use of
machine �aero-engine in this case� until an appropriate replace-
ment or repair is undertaken �2�.

16 Discussions and Analysis of Results
The aim of the present investigation is to quantify the impacts

of a military aircraft’s turbofan HPT’s erosion on the blade’s LCF
life-consumption for a specified mission profile. An important fac-
tor, which needs to be realized when examining the results, is that
the numerical values for the effects of HPT’s erosion are not de-
finitive but nevertheless are considered good “ball park” figures.
In addition, the trends of the effects are important as they provide
insight into how the engine behaves.

The prime factor responsible for any change in the HPT blade’s
LCF life-consumption is the variation in the HPSS. A higher
HPSS results in greater LCF damage and thereby higher blade’s
LCF life-consumption. The variations in HPT’s erosion levels
would require the engine�s� to run at different HPSS and/or tur-
bine entry-temperatures �TETs� in order to meet the thrust require-
ment for achieving the same aircraft’s performance.

17 Aero-Engine’s Behavior
Any mission profile would always be a combination of altitude,

M, and engine power setting. Therefore, prior to an overall analy-
sis of HPT blade’s LCF life-consumption, it was considered ap-
propriate to first see how the concerned engine parameter is af-
fected by any variation in altitude/M/day temperature/engine
power setting or any combination of these. For the purpose of the
present investigation, day temperature variations have been ex-
pressed in terms of the international standard atmosphere devia-
tion �ISAD� �i.e., an ISAD of 0 K for a standard day temperature
of 15°C and ISAD of �15 K and 35 K for day temperatures of
0°C and 50°C, respectively�. All HPSS and maximum high-
pressure spool speed �MHPSS� values have been expressed as
percentage of its design point value. The results are analyzed in
subsequent paragraphs.

Figures 1–7 illustrate the variation in HPSS with increasing
altitude/M/ISAD/TET/HPT’s erosion, and at constant LPSS/NT
conditions �with increasing HPT’s erosion� for stipulated HPT’s
EMs, and with increasing HPT’s flow capacities for a given HPT’s
efficiency level, respectively. A critical analysis establishes the
significant and clear variation trends of HPSS for different sets of
stipulated conditions.

With increasing altitude, for the same levels of M, TET, and
ISAD, the HPSS increases very slightly but linearly within the

Table 1 Fatigue properties for the INCO 718

Fatigue property Numerical value

Young’s modulus 158�109

Cyclic strength coefficient 1433�106

Cyclic strain coefficient 0.0945
Fatigue strength coefficient 1311�106

Fatigue strength exponent �0.0596
Fatigue ductility coefficient 0.389
Fatigue ductility exponent �0.631
Endurance strain 0.001
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stratosphere. However, within the troposphere it varies signifi-
cantly following a clear variation trend �i.e., an almost linear in-
crease until reaching its peak at about 6000 m altitude and subse-
quently an almost linear reduction until the end of the
troposphere� �see Fig. 1�. With an increase in M/ISAD, the trend
in variations within the troposphere remains almost the same but
the whole pattern drifts toward the right, i.e., in the direction of
increasing altitude, whereas with an increase in TET, it drifts to-
ward left. At a given altitude, HPSS is significantly less at lower
TET levels �30�.

With increasing M, for the same levels of altitude, TET and
ISAD, the HPSS initially increases with slightly increasing rate,
then linearly followed by a decreasing rate reaching its peak at
about M 1.3 and subsequently reduces almost linearly �see Fig. 2�.
With an increase in altitude/TET, the whole pattern drifts toward
the right �i.e., in the direction of increasing M�, whereas with an
increase in ISAD, it drifts toward left �30�.

With increasing ISAD, for the same levels of altitude, M, and
TET, the HPSS initially increases almost linearly followed by a
decreasing rate until reaching its peak value and subsequently
reduces with slightly increasing rate �see Fig. 3�. With an increase
in altitude/TET, the trends of variation remain almost the same but
whole pattern drifts toward the right �i.e., in the direction of in-
creasing ISAD�, whereas with an increase in M, it drifts toward
left �30�.

With increasing TET, for the same levels of altitude, M, and
ISAD, the HPSS increases significantly and with slightly decreas-
ing rate �see Fig. 4�. At lower TET levels, the HPSS at lower
ISAD/M, at higher altitude, and for engines without RH are
higher, whereas at higher TET levels, the HPSS at higher
ISAD/M, at lower altitude, and for engines with RH are higher.
HPSS is higher for engines without RH at TET levels lower than
the design point, whereas it is lower for engines without RH at
TET levels higher than the design point �30�.

Fig. 1 HPSS at M 0.95, TET 1555 K, and ISAD 0 K for stipulated
HPT EMs with increasing altitude

Fig. 2 HPSS at an altitude 10,000 m, TET 1555 K, and ISAD 0 K
for stipulated HPT EMs with increasing M

Fig. 3 HPSS at an altitude 10,000 m, M 0.95, and TET 1555 K
for stipulated HPT EMs with increasing ISAD

Fig. 4 HPSS at an altitude 10,000 m, M 0.95, and ISAD 0 K for
stipulated HPT EMs with increasing TET

Fig. 5 HPSS at an altitude 10,000 m, M 0.95, TET 1555 K, and
ISAD 0 K for stipulated HPT EMs with increasing HPT’s erosion

Fig. 6 HPSS at an altitude 10,000 m, M 0.95, ISAD 0 K, and
constant NT for stipulated HPT EMs with increasing HPT’s
erosion
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With increasing HPT’s erosion, for the same levels of altitude,
M, TET, and ISAD, the HPSS decreases significantly and with
slightly increasing rate �see Fig. 5�.

With increasing HPT’s erosion, for the same levels of altitude,
M, and ISAD, the HPSS decreases with slightly increasing rate for
constant net thrust �NT� and low-pressure spool speed �LPSS�
conditions considered separately �see Figs. 6 and 7�. However,
this is accompanied with significant variations in TET.

At the same conditions, HPSS is significantly higher for higher
HPT’s flow capacities for a given HPT’s efficiency level �see Figs.
1–7�. However, with increasing flow capacity levels, its peak
value slightly drifts toward the left with increasing altitude,
whereas it slightly drifts toward the right with increasing M/ISAD
�see Figs. 1–3�.

18 Aero-Engine: Aircraft Combination’s Behavior
For the purpose of subject investigation, while the aircraft flies

through the assumed mission profile, in addition to the behavior of
fitted aero-engines in isolation, the behavior of aero-engines’ and
aircraft’s aerodynamic structure combination as a whole is of
greater importance. During flight segments such as TO and
combat/RH phases, the aero-engines’ peak performance plays the
dominant role and the aircraft performs according to the maxi-
mum available NT from the engines. Whereas during some other
flight segments, e.g., cruising at a specified altitude and M, the
aircraft’s aerodynamic characteristics play the dominant role and
aero-engines are run at a power setting such that the NT available
from the engines balances the aircraft’s drag. Therefore, the en-
gine parameter of concern, i.e., HPSS/MHPSS, has been also ob-
served during some important flight segments and results analyzed
in subsequent paragraphs. Finally the aero-engine’s HPT blade’s
LCF life-consumption has been predicted for the complete mis-
sion profile.

Figures 8–13 illustrate �i� HPSS during TO, RH, and ACC

phases for a given EM and HPT’s erosion; �ii� HPSS at the start
and end of TO, RH, and ACC phases for a given EM but with
increasing HPT’s erosion; and �iii� MHPSS during TO, ACC, RH,
and enhancement of power to 80% followed by cruising at con-
stant power setting flight phases for the stipulated EM but with
increasing HPT’s erosion, respectively. A critical analysis estab-
lishes a significant variation �with differing variation trends� in
HPSS/MHPSS during different flight phases as well as for differ-
ent points on the mission profile with varying EMs and HPT’s
erosion levels.

For the conditions assumed for the present investigation, for a
given HPT’s EM and with the same HPT’s erosion levels, HPSS
�i� increases initially with a decreasing rate, however, subse-
quently remains almost invariant during TO; �ii� increases with
slightly increasing rate during RH; and �iii� reduces initially with
a slightly decreasing rate, reaches minimum value, and then starts
increasing with slightly increasing rate �i.e., there is a dip� during
ACC �see Fig. 8�.

Fig. 7 HPSS at an altitude 10,000 m, M 0.95, ISAD 0 K, and a
constant LPSS for stipulated HPT EMs with increasing HPT’s
erosion

Fig. 8 HPSS during stipulated flight phase

Fig. 9 HPSS at stipulated conditions with increasing HPT’s
erosion

Fig. 10 MHPSS during TO for stipulated EMs with increasing
HPT’s erosion

Fig. 11 MHPSS during ACC for stipulated EMs with increasing
HPT’s erosion
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At any given point, with increasing HPT’s erosion, HPSS �i�
reduces almost linearly during RH; �ii� reduces almost linearly
�and with a slightly decreasing rate from start to end of TO� dur-
ing TO; and �iii� reduces almost linearly and with slightly increas-
ing rate in earlier and later parts of acceleration, respectively �see
Fig. 9�. For example at the start of TO, it is 100%, 98.8%, 97.6%,
and 96.4% with HPT’s EM �1, 0.50� and EI of 0%, 2%, 4%. and
6%, respectively, i.e., a reduction of 3.6% as a result of an in-
crease in HPT’s EI from 0% to 6%. Whereas at the end of TO, it
is 100%, 99.1%, 98%, and 96.8%, i.e., a reduction of 3.2%, re-
spectively.

With increasing HPT’s erosion, for various EMs, a clear varia-
tion trend is observed for MHPSS during TO. At lower flow ca-
pacity levels for a given efficiency level, e.g., EM �1, 0.25�, the
MHPSS reduces almost linearly with increasing HPT’s EI.
Whereas with increased flow capacities, the reduction in MHPSS
no more remains linear, rather it reduces with slightly increasing
rate. However, at any given EI, it is significantly higher for higher
flow capacities for a given HPT’s efficiency level. Also with in-
creasing flow capacities, the extent of reduction in MHPSS re-
duces with increasing EI. As a result, for an EM �1, 1.5�, the
MHPSS remains almost invariant from an EI of 0% to 2%
whereas for an EM �1, 4�, MHPSS even increases from 100% to
100.85% for an increase in EI from 0% to 3% and subsequently
MHPSS starts decreasing with slightly increasing rate �see Fig.
10�.

An almost similar variation trend is observed for MHPSS dur-
ing TO, ACC, and RH phases with only one exception. Unlike TO
and RH phases where at lower flow capacity level for a given
efficiency level, e.g., EM �1, 0.25�, the MHPSS reduces almost
linearly; during ACC phase, it reduces with slightly increasing
rate �see Figs. 10–12�. Like TO, ACC, and RH phases, a clear and

distinct variation trend of MHPSS is also observed for “enhance-
ment of engines’ power to 80%, followed by cruising at constant
power setting” flight phase �see Fig. 13�.

19 Representative Peacetime Training Mission Profiles
for a Military Aircraft

The details covered so far establish the significance of varia-
tions in altitude, M, engine power settings, etc., for HPSS of aero-
engine of a military aircraft. Also typical mission profiles for a
military aircraft vary significantly �dependent on their role� in
terms of altitude, M, and required engine power settings. There-
fore, instead of restricting the present investigation to the assumed
mission profile, it was considered appropriate to extend the analy-
ses by considering representative peacetime training mission pro-
files such as air superiority, simple cruise, low-level strike, and
strategic bombing for a military aircraft �5�.

20 HPT Blade’s LCF Life Consumption
For a given mission profile, an overall increase in HPSS as a

result of HPT’s erosion leads to higher LCF damage and thereby
affects the blade’s LCF life-consumption adversely, i.e., LCF life-
consumption increases. For the conditions assumed for the present
investigation �i.e., for a LPSS limiting of 100% of its design point
value and no TET limiting� and for the same EMs, blades’ LCF
life-consumption reduces significantly and with slightly decreas-
ing rate with increasing HPT’s erosion levels. For example for the
assumed mission profile �AMP�, for HPT’s EM �1, 0.50�, the
blade’s LCF life consumption with HPT’s EI of 2%, 4%, and 6%
is 7.59�10−4, 6.38�10−4, and 5.38�10−4, respectively, as com-
pared with 7.92�10−4 for clean engines �i.e., a reduction of
4.17%, 19.44%, and 32.07%, respectively�. With increasing
HPT’s erosion level, the rate of reduction in blades’ LCF life-
consumption is almost the same for all mission profiles except
AMP where it is significantly higher �see Fig. 14�.

Among the four representative mission profiles of a military
aircraft, air superiority is the severest in terms of blade’s LCF life
consumption whereas the simple cruise is the least severe. At
HPT’s EI of 6%, blade’s LCF life consumption for air superiority
mission profile is 28.78%, 67.02%, and 71.61% higher as com-
pared with strategic bombing, low-level strike, and simple cruise
mission profiles, respectively. The significant variation in the lev-
els of blades’ LCF life-consumption for different mission profiles
is due to the reason that it varies with any change in nature/extent
of flight segment�s� as well as their interarrangement in any given
mission profile.

As a result of the reduced blade’s LCF life consumption, before
the HPT blades’ are considered unsafe for further use, for HPT’s
EI of 6%, the aircraft can fly through air superiority, strategic
bombing, low-level strike, and simple cruise mission profiles
1600, 2061, 2568, and 2603 times as compared with 1242, 1505,

Fig. 12 MHPSS during RH for stipulated EMs with increasing
HPT’s erosion

Fig. 13 MHPSS during enhancement of power to 80%, attain-
ing maximum M and cruising at constant power setting for
stipulated EMs with increasing HPT’s erosion

Fig. 14 HPT blade’s LCF life-consumption „for stipulated mis-
sion profiles… with increasing HPT’s erosion
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1909, and 1928 for HPT’s EI of 0%, respectively �i.e., an increase
of 28.82%, 36.94%, 34.52%, and 35.01%, respectively, as a result
of an increase in HPT’s EI from 0% to 6%�.

For different conditions and flight segments discussed earlier,
the variation in HPSS/MHPSS for various EMs with increasing
HPT’s erosion levels is accompanied with significant variation in
TETs. For example at constant NT condition, and with EM �1,
0.50�, TET for HPT’s EI of 6% increases to 1628 K as compared
with that of 1555 K for clean engines. An increase in TET leads to
greater creep and thermal fatigue damages of HPT’s blades �areas
of future investigations�.

21 Conclusions
Bespoke computer simulations have been used to explore the

relative implications of turbine erosion for an aero-engine’s HPT-
blade’s LCF life-consumption. The turbine erosion has a signifi-
cant and favorable effect on the blade’s LCF life-consumption.
However, this is on the cost of a significant increase in TETs,
thereby an expected significant increase in levels of creep and
thermal fatigue damages of HPT’s blades. The blade’s LCF life-
consumption varies significantly with the type of mission flown
and is the severest for air superiority mission profile.

The results of such an investigation as the present for a variety
of mission profiles under various operating conditions/engine’s
deterioration levels will provide a wide database and can lead to
managers taking wiser decisions. Hence the engines’ utilization
and operational-effectiveness of the mission can usually be im-
proved. However, greater benefits will be achieved if the present
analysis is considered as an integral part of a more comprehensive
analysis including the aero-engine’s creep and thermal fatigue life
usages, fuel-usage/weapon carrying capability, aircraft’s mission
operational-effectiveness, and life cycle costs aspects. The de-
tailed investigations regarding the impacts of turbine erosion on
aero-engine’s HPT blades’ creep as well as thermal fatigue lives
are underway. The results of analyses and predictions would be
presented in the form of separate papers in near future.

Nomenclature
b , c � fatigue-strength and ductility exponent,

respectively
e� � nominal strain
E � elastic modulus

K� � cyclic strength coefficient
Kt � theoretical elastic-stress concentration factor
M � free stream Mach number
Nf � number of cycles to failure �i.e., to the onset

of crack-initiation life�
Ni � number of stress cycles to failure under condi-

tion i
ni � number of cycles applied at condition i
n� � cyclic strain hardening coefficient
S � stress imposed

�, � f � local notch root strain and fatigue-ductility
coefficient, respectively

�i, �ref � spool-speed at ith and reference condition,
respectively

�, � f � local notch root stress and fatigue-strength co-
efficient, respectively

�0 � mean stress
�S � blade stress range for cycle from blade speed

�L→�H→�L
��, ��e, and ��p � strain range, elastic strain range, and

plastic strain range, respectively
�� � local stress range
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Experimental Study of the Shaft
Motion in the Journal Bearing
of a Gear Pump
The movement of the shaft of a driven gear in a gear pump is experimentally studied.
Three different methods are considered, and the use of a laser micrometer measurement
method is validated. In order to use the laser micrometer, some modifications are made to
the gear pump. Experimental results for different working pressures and rotational ve-
locities are shown. For a low nondimensional working pressure, defined in a similar way
as the Sommerfeld load, experimental and numerical results agree very well for relative
eccentricity. Nevertheless, experimental results made clear that the role of the lateral
plate of the pump is very important for high nondimensional working pressure. A value of
100 is given for the critical nondimensional working pressure in order to avoid wear and
slant in the lateral plate. Frequency analysis of the outlet pressure, as well as the precise
measurement of the wear in the pump case, support experimental observation of the
inability of the journal to retain the shaft for high nondimensional pressure.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078202�

1 Introduction
Simple and inexpensive journal bearings are extensively used in

small gear pumps. Gear pumps are used to drive a liquid �usually
oil� against a rather large pressure, about 100–300 bars. Due to the
internal operation of the pump and this large pressure in the outlet,
the load on the shafts of the journal bearings in the pump under-
goes large variations and a rapid rate of change. In the present
work, the motion of the shaft in a gear pump is experimentally
studied. The objective is to establish, using also analysis via the-
oretical and numerical results, the correct parameter design in
order to obtain a simple and reliable journal bearing with hydro-
dynamic lubrication. The method used for this purpose is a pair of
laser micrometers acting in a real gear pump.

The first measurement of the motion of a journal using a laser
device was probably made by Ji-Bin et al. �1�, who observed that
other methods available were not suitable due to low acquisition
frequency and problems with calibration. However, their measure-
ments were performed on an experimental model.

In the work by Jaloszynski and Evers �2�, an optical sensor was
specially manufactured for measurement of the movement of the
crankshaft of a car. They were able to make this measurement
with a gap of 64 �m and a range of angular velocities from 350
rpm to 1100 rpm, under a maximum pressure of 55 bars. The
sensor was installed flush to the bearing surface in a model, and it
was found that the measured displacements were two and even
three times greater than that of the considered mathematic models.

Much more recently, Lu and Khonsari �3� published an experi-
mental study of journal bearings under oscillatory motion, but this
work was mainly concerned with friction hysteresis and did not
measure the position of the shaft with respect to the journal.

Measurement of the motion of the shaft in a gear pump is
complex, since the system consists of seven rigid solids, four of
them �gears and lateral plates� having six degrees of freedom. The
gear pump and its parts are shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the
pressure inside the case can reach a pressure of 200 bars, and the
case is hermetically sealed.

In order to register the position of the shaft inside the pump,
three types of measurement systems have been initially consid-
ered: an eddy current sensor, a noncontact inductive transducer,
and a laser micrometer.

The TR-102 inductive transducer, made by HBM �Darmstadt,
Germany�, was recently used by Cereska and Vekteris �4� for mea-
surement of the movement of the rotor in a hydrodynamic bear-
ing. Additionally, an inductive transducer was also previously
used by E. Christensen et al. �5�, showing that a hole up to three
times bigger than the radial gap does not have an important influ-
ence on the experimental results. However, the tests performed by
the authors on the TR-102 inductive transducer show that it is not
suitable for the purpose of this work, since it is very sensitive to
vibrations and, furthermore, can only properly work at pressures
of up to 25 bars.

The U105-12 eddy current sensor, made by Micro-Epsilon
�Dorfbach, Germany�, requires such a fine pump machining pre-
cision for installation that it has been removed from consideration.
Finally, it was decided that a Keyence LS-5041 laser micrometer
should be used, in spite of its higher cost. The main advantage of

Manuscript received July 15, 2008; final manuscript received October 23, 2008;
published online May 26, 2009. Review conducted by Patrick S. Keogh. Fig. 1 Parts of the gear pump used in the experimental study
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using a laser micrometer is that the measurement is external, and,
hence, the equipment is not exposed to contact with oil at high
pressures.

2 Experimental Setup
The Keyence LS-5041 laser micrometer consists of a transmit-

ter and receiver head. The main characteristics of this equipment
are summarized in Table 1.

In order to make the required measurements, some modifica-
tions are required. First, because the more loaded shaft is that of
the driven gear, as pointed out in Appendix B, and because it is
usually completely confined inside the body, it had to be taken
out. This was done by replacing the driven gear, which has a short
shaft, by a driving gear �but functionally still driven�, which has a
long shaft. The back cover was also replaced by a front cover, in
order to have an exit for the shaft to the outside. Also, a 3 mm bar
stick was installed in this cover in order to measure its position.
This stick will be referred to hereinafter as fixed stick �fs�, since it
will act as a reference for the rest of the positions.

After some preliminary tests, it was made clear that the lateral
plate moves as well, which was not initially expected. In order to
measure this movement, two more 3 mm bar sticks were added to
the lateral plate. These bars were installed in the suction zone, as
shown in Fig. 2, in order to avoid leakage by pressure difference
with the atmosphere. These sticks will be referred to as upper
stick �us� and lower stick �ls�. Two holes had to be made in the
back cover in order to measure the position of the upper and the
lower sticks from the outside using the laser micrometer. The
modified test pump is shown in Fig. 3.

Two pairs of transmitting-receiving heads were placed on a disk
able to rotate 360 deg for measurement of the position in the x-y
plane. The test rig with the two laser micrometers is shown in Fig.
4.

It will be assumed that the position of the fixed stick is invari-
able with time. The absolute position of the shaft and lateral plate
will be measured in reference to this stick. The position of the

lateral plate is measured with two sticks in order to calculate not
only the position, but also the rotation and the instantaneous cen-
ter of rotation.

The laser sensors are installed in a rotating disk with several
slots. With the slots and the rotational positions of the disk, all
ranges of measurement can be covered. The sensors are then put
into “segment mode” and the distances between shaft and sticks
are measured. In Table 1, some of the variables and the corre-
sponding segments are presented. A scheme of the segments is
shown in Fig. 5. �Also see Table 2.�

3 Experimental Results
All tests were performed with a real pump, with the modifica-

tions described in Sec. 2. The tests were performed with 5 bars, 50
bars, 100 bars, 150 bars, and 200 bars of working pressure. A
value of 5 bars is the lowest pressure allowable with the present
experimental rig due to the pressure drop in the components. The
pump velocities used in the test were 537 rpm, 1078 rpm, 1241
rpm, 1608 rpm, 1808 rpm, 2012 rpm, and 2417 rpm. Round num-
bers in rotational velocity have been avoided in order to minimize
possible interferences with electrical noise.

Figure 6 shows the eccentricity of the relative motion of the
shaft, or the motion of the shaft as seen by the bearing. Appendix
A briefly describes how these results were calculated from the
micrometer records. The eccentricity is larger than the clearance
stated by the manufacturer. It should be kept below 90 �m, but
reaches values close to 200 �m. The clearance between shaft and

Table 1 Specifications of the Keyence LS-5041 laser
micrometer

Laser type Visible red semiconductor, 670 nm, class II
Laser scan rate 1200 Hz
Laser scan velocity 121 m/s
measuring range Up to 40 mm
Repeatability �0.3 �m max
Resolution �0.05 �m
Minimum target width 0.2 mm

Fig. 2 Lateral plate with the two 3 mm bar sticks driven in

Fig. 3 Pump with two driver shafts and two front covers. The
driven sticks in the lateral plate come out the front cover
through two preformed holes. The bar stick driven in the front
cover is also shown.

Fig. 4 Test rig with the rotating disk, the two transmitter-
receiving pairs, and the test pump
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journal was measured before the test, giving a correct value
around 50 �m. After some operation time at high pressure, the
clearance was measured at 210 �m. It can be suggested that lu-
brication at the beginning of the journal operation may be insuf-
ficient for high pressure, and thus wear occurs. We consider that
the clearance of the journal in all presented tests is the measured
value of 210 �m.

Contrary to what is stated by the hydrodynamic theory or the
numerical simulations, eccentricity decreases when the pressure is
sufficiently high. Furthermore, the equilibrium angle is smaller
than such suggested by numerical results. Figure 7 shows the
equilibrium angle as a function of pressure. Its variation from 5
bars to 200 bars is four times smaller than the results obtained
with numerical simulations. This is also displayed in Fig. 10,
where the angle is plotted versus the rotational velocity for differ-
ent pressures. The theoretical prediction is only satisfied for low
pressure, below 50 bars. In Figs. 6, 8, and 9, the eccentricity
grows only from 5 bars to 50 bars, and in Figs. 10 and 11, the
angle also increases with velocity only for low pressures.

The reason for this disagreement among the experimental, the-
oretical, and numerical results is the motion of the lateral plate
�see Appendix A�. The slant of the lateral plate is shown in Fig.
12. The lateral plate usually acts to slightly reduce the slant angle
�i.e., rotates clockwise� when the pressure grows from 5 bars to 50
bars. Nevertheless, this rotation is inside the range of measure-
ment error and, hence, it is difficult to state that it actually exists,
or that the lateral plate maintains its position for so low a pressure.
For higher pressure, the slant angle increases. This implies a coun-
terclockwise rotation and, hence, a translation of the journal to-
ward the inlet zone. The shaft is also pushed toward this direction,

Table 2 Definition of segments in the laser micrometer. The segments are displayed in Fig. 5.

Variable Segment Description

Xrel HEAD 1 seg �3,6� x position of shaft referred to as the upper stick
Xabs HEAD 1 seg �7,8� x position of shaft referred to as the fixed stick
Xul HEAD 1 seg �3,4� x distance between upper and lower sticks
Yrel HEAD 2 seg �5,8� y position of shaft referred to as the upper stick
Yabs HEAD 2 seg �7,8� y position of shaft referred to as the fixed stick
Yul HEAD 2 seg �3,4� y distance between upper and lower sticks

Fig. 5 Segments in the Keyence Sensor

Fig. 6 Eccentricity of relative motion of the shaft as a function
of pressure, for different angular velocities

Fig. 7 Equilibrium angle of relative motion of the shaft as a
function of pressure for different angular velocities

Fig. 8 Polar graph with position of the journal for constant
angular velocity and operating pressure variables. Load mean
direction is indicated with a dashed line.
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but the effect is a reduction in the eccentricity if the shaft is not
allowed to follow the journal via the restraint of the pump case.
Movement of the shaft is denied by the contact of gears and case.
These two pieces are manufactured with a very low tolerance,
often even negative, in order to reduce the leakage between teeth
and case. The gap is obtained by working wear. The results pre-
sented show that the movement of the lateral plate can be so large
that the bearing is not able to lift the journal until the wear of the

case is very strong. This must be avoided because leakage can be
greatly increased when the pump works at lower pressure, due to
excessive wear of the case.

For the purpose of comparison with numerical results �see Ap-
pendix B or Ref. �6� for a description of the numerical simula-
tion�, the data have been nondimensionalized. Similar to the Som-
merfeld load �7�, the nondimensional pressure is defined as

P� =
P

��
� c

Rb
�2

�1�

and, as usual, the eccentricity is normalized with the clearance

� =
e

c
�2�

Also, following El-Shafei �8�, the Reynolds number is defined as

Re =
��c2

�
�3�

The Reynolds numbers obtained in the present work are much
lower than those in the El-Shafei paper �less than 0.5 in front of
up to 50�, most likely due to the difference of clearances in the
journal. This means that that the laminar regime is completely
dominated by viscosity. Because of this, the results presented in
this paper are not comparable with the results of El-Shafei.

Figure 13 shows the relative eccentricity versus the nondimen-
sional pressure, both for numerical simulations and for experi-
mental data. In Fig. 13, the error bars show the size of the orbits
from which it can be observed that these values are similar for

Fig. 9 Eccentricity of the shaft in the bearing as a function of
rotational velocity for different pressures

Fig. 10 Equilibrium angle of relative motion of the shaft as a
function of rotational velocity for different pressures

Fig. 11 Polar graph with position of journal for different pres-
sure. Load mean direction is indicated with a dashed line.

Fig. 12 Variation in slant of lateral plate with working pressure

Fig. 13 Relative eccentricity versus nondimensional pressure
for numerical simulation and presented experiments
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both numerical and experimental results. Due to the different val-
ues of the clearance, the nondimensional pressures are normally
larger for experiments than for numerical simulation. For low P�,
the agreement between numerical and experimental results is very
good. The numerical results of eccentricity can be approximated
by an exponential function, which is supported also by experimen-
tal results. The optimal exponential function for the limit eccen-
tricity of 0.85 is

� = 0.85�1 − exp�− 0.03P��� �4�
which is also plotted in Fig. 13. This allows for the definition of a
characteristic nondimensional working pressure equal to the in-
verse of the coefficient of P� in the exponential function Pch

�

�33 and a critical nondimensional working pressure

Pcr
� = 3Pch

� �5�

For this Pcr
� , the relative eccentricity will reach 95% of its limit

value. In conclusion, Pcr
� =100 should serve as a limit for the

working pressure for a gear pump in order to avoid wear in the
journal bearing. This value should be taken as an indicative esti-
mate; although it has been obtained with nondimensional results,
the experimental and numerical tests have been performed with
only one model of pump.

In the case of the attitude angle, displayed in Fig. 14, the values

obtained by numerical simulations are overestimated, principally
for low P�. Nevertheless, it seems that there is a tendency toward
a limit value of 20–25 deg for numerical results that is also sup-
ported by experimental data.

Due to the high value of c in the experimental tests, the values
of P� are much larger than in the numerical simulation. For these
high values of P� �not simulated� the unexpected displacement of
the lateral plate described above is found. The translation and
rotation of the lateral plate, measured from the position of the
upper and the lower sticks, are responsible for the eccentricity
reduction. The scenario is then as follows. For low P�, the journal
bearing behaves more or less as described by numerical simula-
tion, with a similar relative eccentricity and size of orbit. When P�

increases, although the eccentricity tends to increase as stated by
numerical simulations, the lateral plate is also pushed toward the
suction side. If the tolerance between the lateral plate and the
pump case is large enough, the journal may be unable to follow
the bearing and is sustained by the contact between gears and
pump case. The behavior of the lateral plate depends not only on
the tolerance, but also �and maybe more importantly� by the film
fluid between it and the case, which has a strong pressure distri-
bution. Thus, effects of the squeeze film are probably involved.
This scenario is supported by precise measurement of the case in
the gear zone after operation, which shows important wear due to
the incapability of the bearing to properly lift the journal.

This behavior of the journal bearing, gears, and lateral plates is
also experimentally supported by the frequency analysis. Experi-
mental reported works �9� and the numerical results �see Appen-
dix B�, as well as pressure measurements in the outlet made for
this purpose, show that the main frequency of the behavior of the
gear pump is the gearing frequency. Figure 15 displays the power
spectrum obtained from the pressure measurements in the outlet
for an experiment at 1500 rpm and 100 bars of working pressure,
with a similar pump with 12 teeth. The first peak �A� is placed at
300 Hz, which is the gearing frequency for 12 teeth and this
velocity. The second �B� and next peaks are the harmonics of the
gearing frequency. The first harmonic �B� is bigger than the gear-
ing frequency peak due to the configuration of gap, decompres-
sion slot, and total contact ratio in the contact path of the gears.
For some values of these parameters, two high pressure chambers
can be created for an interval of time in the contact path.

Figure 16 shows the spectrum of the horizontal movement of
the shaft from numerical simulation for 150 bars and 1500 rpm

Fig. 14 Attitude angle versus nondimensional pressure for
numerical simulation and presented experiments

Fig. 15 Spectrum of the pressure outlet for 100 bars of working pressure and 1500 rpm.
The first peak is related to the gearing frequency.
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�see Appendix B�. The first main peak is also located at 300 Hz.
The peak for the rotational frequency �25 Hz� is rather weak.

Figure 17 shows the spectrum of the horizontal relative move-
ment of the shaft for a pump with working conditions of 100 bars
and 1608 rpm, obtained by discrete Fourier transform of the x
coordinate of the relative orbit. The main peaks are related to the
rotational velocity of the shaft and the two first harmonics, but the
gearing frequency is not seen. It can be suggested that the move-
ment of the shaft is not greatly influenced by the gearing. It should
be explained by means of other phenomena, such as contact of
gears and case, or squeeze film, or other sources of unbalance that
always occur at the rotational speed �10�.

4 Conclusions
The movement of the shaft in a gear pump is investigated by

varying the working pressure and the rotational velocity. The mea-
surement of this movement is extremely complex, since the shaft
moves inside a journal bearing, which is not constrained in the
pump case. Hence, not only does the motion of the shaft need to
be measured, but also the motion of the lateral plate. These mea-
surements have been made outside the pump with two micrometer
lasers. This has been considered the best experimental method for
this study, due to the required features and the high pressure inside
the pump.

The tests have been performed with a commercial pump, duly
modified in order to take the journal and lateral plate out of posi-
tion for the purpose of measurement. For the sake of comparison
with previous numerical simulations described in the Appendix B,

pressure and eccentricity have been nondimensionalized and a
proper Reynolds number has been defined as well. For low non-
dimensional working pressure, the numerical relative eccentricity
values agree very well with numerical results. However, numeri-
cal simulations overestimate attitude angle even for low P�. For
large values of P�, an unanticipated phenomenon occurs; the lat-
eral plate moves appreciably. This forces the behavior of the jour-
nal bearing to change completely. If the movement of the lateral
plate is large enough �allowed by manufacturing tolerances�, it is
observed that the journal cannot be properly operated with the
current bearings. This is supported by precise measurement of
wear on the case done by the teeth, and frequency analysis, which
shows no influence of gearing.

Summarizing, the main conclusions of the present work are the
following:

• The use of a pair of laser micrometers is a suitable method
for measurement of motion of the shaft of a journal bearing
in a gear pump, providing that some modifications are made
to the pump.

• The lateral plate has a more important role in the hydrody-
namic behavior of the journal than expected. It is then im-
portant to measure not only the movement of the shaft but
also the movement of the lateral plate, in order to obtain the
relative motion.

• The spectrum of the relative motion of the shaft does not
show the gearing frequency and is dominated by the rota-
tional frequency. This suggests that, contrary to the numeri-
cal results, the journal dynamics are more greatly influenced
by phenomena other than gearing. A peak in the rotational
frequency is usually related to some kind of unbalance and,
in the present case, it seems plausible to attribute that to
contact, either of the journal and bearing or of the gears and
case.

• An estimated critical value of P�=100 has been found in
order to avoid reaching the limit value of eccentricity. This
value must be taken with caution, since although it has been
obtained in nondimensional form, the tests have been per-
formed only with one pump model.

• For high P�, the experimental and numerical results are not
comparable due to the lateral plate movement. This should
be considered in the numerical model in order to make it
suitable for use in the correct design of the journal bearing.

Nomenclature
c � clearance of the bearing �m�

bij � damping coefficients �N s /m�
dj � diameter of the journal �m�
ds � diameter of the stick �m�
e � eccentricity �m�

kij � stiffness coefficients �N/m�
mb � mass of journal-gear set �kg�

p � pressure around the journal �Pa�
w � load of pressure distribution around the journal

�N�
�x ,y� � reference system of upper stick �m�

FT � total load over the shaft �N�
P � working pressure �bar�

P� � nondimensional working pressure
Pch

� � characteristic nondimensional working pressure
Pcr

� � critical nondimensional working pressure
Rb � radius of the bearing �m�
Re � Reynolds number

�X ,Y� � reference system of laser micrometer �m�
� � relative eccentricity
� � slant of lateral plate
	 � angle of line lower-upper sticks in the �x ,y�

system

Fig. 16 Spectrum of the x movement obtained from numerical
simulations „see Appendix B… for an experiment with condi-
tions of 150 bars and 1500 rpm. The first main peak is at 300 Hz,
the gearing frequency. The rotation frequency is not visible.

Fig. 17 Spectrum of the relative x movement of the shaft for
an experiment at 100 bars and 1608 rpm. The main peak is in
the rotational frequency around 27 Hz.
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	0 � angle of line lower-upper sticks in the �
 ,��
system

� � attitude angle of the journal
� � angular coordinate around the shaft

�L � angle of load over shaft
� � viscosity of the fluid �Pa s�
� � density �kg /m3�

�,  � rotational velocity �1/s�
�
 ,�� � reference system of lateral plate �m�

Appendix A: Calculation of Eccentricity and Attitude
Angle From Raw Data

As noted in the paper, it is assumed that the stick installed in the
front cover is stationary. It will be referred to as fs, and will be
linked to the reference system �X ,Y�, where X and Y are the
directions determined by the laser micrometers. The sticks in the
lateral plate are named us and ls. Two more reference systems,
centered in the upper stick, are also adopted. The system �x ,y� is
parallel to the stationary system �X ,Y�, and the system �
 ,�� is
rotated by an angle � and is, therefore, fixed to the lateral plate,
both in position and in rotation, as displayed in Fig. 18.

In this system �
 ,��, the position of the bearing center is in-
variable:


b = 15.500 mm

�b = 26.500 mm �A1�
The rotation of the lateral plate �slant angle� is calculated as

� = 	0 − 	 �A2�
where

	0 = arctan
�
ls�
��ls�

�A3�

with �
ls�=4 mm and ��ls�=10 mm, and

	 = arctan
�Yul�
�Xul�

= arctan
�Yus − Y ls�
�Xus − Xls�

�A4�

The X and Y coordinates of ls and us are read from the segments
�3,8� and �5,8� in HEAD 1, and segments �5,6� and �3,6� in HEAD
2 �see Table 2 and Fig. 5�.

With the slant of the lateral plate �, the center of the journal can
be obtained with

xj =
ds

2 + Xrel +
dj

2

yj =
ds

2 + Yrel +
dj

2 �A5�

where dj =7.994 mm is the diameter of the journal and ds
=1.500 mm is the diameter of the stick. The position of the bear-
ing in the �
 ,�� system is then


 j = xj cos � + yj sin �

� j = − xj sin � + yj cos � �A6�
and the eccentricity and attitude angle are calculated with

e = 	�
 j − 
b�2 + �� j − �b�2 �A7�

� = arctan
�
 j − 
b�
�� j − �b�

− �L �A8�

where �L is the load angle. In the present case of a gear pump, it
is difficult to define �L, since the load is not only variable in
modulus, but also in direction. Based on the computational calcu-
lation of the load in the driven gearwheel of the gear pump �see
Appendix B�, an approximate mean value �L=60 deg has been
considered.

The measurements consist of 1024 samples acquired at a fre-
quency of 1200 Hz. The value considered for the calculations is
the mean value of the 1024 samples with the standard deviation as
an error estimation that can be taken as an estimation of the orbit
size.

Table 3 Example of measurements for the experiment with
conditions of 150 bars and 1808 rpm

Xus −15.755�0.002
Yus −11.301�0.002
Xls −11.620�0.003
Y ls −21.201�0.004
Xrel 5.494�0.003
Yrel 17.171�0.003

� � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �

� � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �
� � � � � �

ξ

η

ϕ0 ξ

η

θL Yrel

Yul

Yabs

Xrel

Xul Xabs

ϕ

Fig. 18 Scheme of lateral plate with sticks
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By way of example, let us consider the experiment for P
=150 bars and 1808 rpm. The measurements are displayed in
Table 3.

From these values,

	 = arctan
�Yus − Y ls�
�Xus − Xls�

= 67.328 � 0.017 deg �A9�

and

� = 	0 − 	 = 0.870 � 0.017 �A10�

The coordinates of the journal in the �x ,y�, calculated from the
�A5� system are

xj = 14.989 � 0.003 mm �A11�

yj = 26.666 � 0.003 mm �A12�

and, in the �
 ,�� system, Eq. �A6� yields


 j = 15.392 � 0.011 mm �A13�

� j = 26.435 � 0.007 mm �A14�
and, hence, the eccentricity and the attitude angle are

e = 0.126 � 0.013 mm �A15�

� = �59 � 5� − 60 deg = − 1 � 5 �A16�
The error due to the flexibility of the bars has been estimated by

means of the usual formulas for a cantilever beam �11�. It has
been estimated that the force at the end of the bars is the product
of mass and acceleration, calculated as the second order finite
difference of the absolute position. The maximum acceleration
calculated is of the order 500 mm /s2, and the mass of the bar is 2
g. This gives an inertial force of 10−3 N and a deflection at the
end of 0.05 �m, which is negligible compared with the size of
the orbits, even more so when the measurements have not been
taken at the end of the bar, but rather at the first quarter.

Appendix B: Brief Description of the Numerical Simu-
lations

Experimental data reported in the present work have been com-
pared with numerical results. These numerical results have been
computed by using Lund’s method �6,12� combined with the res-
olution of two-dimensional generalized Reynolds equations with
the finite element method.

The first step is to calculate the load on the journal. A specific
code has been developed to make this calculation. This program
calculates the load on each gearwheel from the geometrical pa-
rameters �number of teeth, modulus of gears, diameter, and width
of gears, etc.� and working conditions �pressure and rotational
velocity�. Figure 19 shows the instantaneous load as the sum of
the pressure contribution and the contact force. It can be observed
that the load is larger on the driven gear.

With the load, the equation of motion of the journal,


mb 0

0 mb
�
�ẍ

�z̈
� = 
FT cos �

FT sin �
� − 
wx

wz
� �B1�

is solved. In Eq. �B1�, mb is the mass of the journal-gear set, FT is
the load on the gear, and wi is the load due to the pressure distri-
bution on the bearing.

The force w on the journal due to the fluid film is linearized
with Lund’s method �6,12�.


wx

wz
� = 
�wx�0

�wz�0
� + 
kxx kxz

kzx kzz
�
�x

�z
� + 
bxx bxz

bzx bzz
�
�ẋ

�ż
�

�B2�

where �wx�0 and �wz�0 are the forces in the initial position, kij are
the stiffness coefficients, and bij are the damping coefficients.

The values of these coefficients are calculated with


�wx�0

�wz�0
� = �y


�

p0 cos �Rbd�dy


y


�

p0 sin �Rbd�dy � �B3�


kxx kxz

kzx kzz
� = �y


�

px cos �Rbd�dy 
y


�

pz cos �Rbd�dy


y


�

px sin �Rbd�dy 
y


�

pz sin �Rbd�dy �
�B4�

Fig. 19 Calculated load on the driving gear „left… and the driven gear „right….
Fp and Fp� are the loads due to the pressure distribution, considering that
suction is located below. The total load is the sum of the load due to pres-
sure and contact force.
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bxx bxz

bzx bzz
� = �y


�

pẋ cos �Rbd�dy 
y


�

pż cos �Rbd�dy


y


�

pẋ sin �Rbd�dy 
y


�

pż sin �Rbd�dy �
�B5�

where

p0 = �p�0, px = � �p

�x
�

0

, pz = � �p

�z
�

0

, pẋ = � �p

� ẋ
�

0

, pż

= � �p

� ż
�

0

�B6�

are the solutions of the Reynolds equations,


 1

Rb
2

�

��
� h3

12�

�

��
� + h3 �

�y
� 1

12�

�

�y
���

p0

px

pz

pẋ

pż

�
=�



2

�h

��

−


2
�sin �

3 cos �

h

�h

��
� −

h3

4�Rb
2

�p0

��

�

��
� cos �

h
�



2
�cos �

3 sin �

h

�h

��
� −

h3

4�Rb
2

�p0

��

�

��
� sin �

h
�

cos �

sin �

�
�B7�

where  is the angular velocity, � is the viscosity of the fluid, and

h is the fluid film height. A complete deduction in these equations
can be found in Ref. �12�.

With finite element software developed in-house, the two-
dimensional equations �B7� are solved for each timestep. Then,
the pressure and derivative distributions are integrated in order to
obtain the equilibrium load, the stiffness coefficients, and the
damping coefficients �Eqs. �B3� and �B4��, and, finally, the equa-
tion of motion �B2� is solved with a fifth-order Runge–Kutta
method.
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Controlling n-Heptane HCCI
Combustion With Partial
Reforming: Experimental Results
and Modeling Analysis
One potential method for controlling the combustion phasing of a homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCI) engine is to vary the fuel chemistry using two fuels with
different auto-ignition characteristics. Although a dual-fuel engine concept is technically
feasible with current engine management and fuel delivery system technologies, this is
not generally seen as a practical solution due to the necessity of supplying and storing
two fuels. Onboard partial reforming of a hydrocarbon fuel is seen to be a more attrac-
tive way of realizing a dual-fuel concept, while relying on only one fuel supply infra-
structure. Reformer gas (RG) is a mixture of light gases dominated by hydrogen and
carbon monoxide that can be produced from any hydrocarbon fuel using an onboard fuel
processor. RG has a high resistance to auto-ignition and wide flammability limits. The
ratio of H2 to CO produced depends on the reforming method and conditions, as well as
the hydrocarbon fuel. In this study, a cooperative fuel research engine was operated in
HCCI mode at elevated intake air temperatures and pressures. n-heptane was used as the
hydrocarbon blending component because of its high cetane number and well-known fuel
chemistry. RG was used as the low cetane blending component to retard the combustion
phasing. Other influential parameters, such as air/fuel ratio, EGR, and intake tempera-
ture, were maintained constant. The experimental results show that increasing the RG
fraction retards the combustion phasing to a more optimized value causing indicated
power and fuel conversion efficiency to increase. RG reduced the first stage of heat
release, extended the negative temperature coefficient delay period, and retarded the
main stage of combustion. Two extreme cases of RG composition with H2 /CO ratios of
3/1 and 1/1 were investigated. The results show that both RG compositions retard the
combustion phasing, but that the higher hydrogen fraction RG is more effective. A single-
zone model with detailed chemical kinetics was used to interpret the experimental results.
The effect of RG on combustion phasing retardation was confirmed. It was found that the
low temperature heat release was inhibited by a reduction in intermediate radical mole
fractions during low temperature reactions and during the early stages of the negative
temperature coefficient delay period. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078189�

1 Introduction

Diesel engine manufacturers are pursuing a variety of combus-
tion strategies for simultaneously achieving high fuel conversion
efficiency while producing near-zero engine-out NOx and particu-
late matter �PM� emissions, which is commonly referred to as
high efficiency clean combustion �HECC�. The mixing-controlled
HECC strategy involves the use of higher levels of exhaust gas
recirculation �EGR� than current diesel technology to reduce the
combustion temperatures. This technology appears to require very
high fuel injection pressures with small injector nozzle holes and
benefits from the use of an oxygenated diesel fuel �see Ref. �1��.
The premixed HECC or HCCI strategy involves the uncontrolled
auto-ignition of a homogeneous air/fuel mixture under highly di-
luted conditions with excess air and/or EGR. It has been shown to
produce very low NOx and PM emissions and has the potential to
have a high fuel conversion efficiency due to the short duration of
heat release. On the other hand, HCCI combustion suffers from
the lack of a direct method to control combustion phasing, as well
as high HC and CO emissions �2�.

HCCI combustion phasing may be controlled indirectly by
varying the in-cylinder temperature history or by altering the auto-
ignition properties of the fuel chemistry. Parameters that affect the
in-cylinder temperatures include the intake temperature, intake
pressure, compression ratio, engine speed, and coolant tempera-
ture. The fuel composition directly affects the auto-ignition pro-
cess, which is commonly specified in terms of cetane number for
diesel fuel or octane number �resistance to auto-ignition� for gaso-
line. Other parameters, such as relative air/fuel ratio ���, residuals,
and EGR affect both the in-cylinder temperatures and chemical
composition.

The dual-fuel approach to altering diesel fuel chemistry by
blending an appropriate quantity of a secondary fuel with a higher
resistance to auto-ignition is one way to control the combustion
phasing over a wide operating range independent of engine load.
Several previous studies have examined dual-fueled HCCI com-
bustion. Christensen et al. �3� examined a single-cylinder engine
in HCCI mode with various blends of n-heptane/iso-octane and
regular gasoline/diesel blends. In an experimental study by
Stanglmaier et al. �4�, fuel blending of additized F-T naphtha and
natural gas was effectively used to control the phasing of HCCI
combustion. Zheng et al. �5� examined dual-fuel HCCI combus-
tion using dimethyl ether �DME�/methanol blends to expand the
operating range.

Dual-fuel engines are not desirable due to the necessity of car-
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rying two fuels onboard. Instead, partial reforming of diesel fuel
with an onboard fuel reformer, which produces hydrogen rich
gases, as the secondary fuel seems to be an attractive solution.
This paper explores the possibility of HCCI combustion phasing
control of a diesel-type fuel using reformer gas �RG�.

RG or synthetic gas �syngas� is a mixture of light gases domi-
nated by H2 and CO. Steam reforming of natural gas is the main
industrial method to produce H2 in large quantities. Fuel reform-
ing can be done by partial oxidation, steam reforming, or auto-
thermal conversion. Details of reforming principles and tech-
niques may be found in previous literature such as Ref. �6� or Ref.
�7�.

Shudo �8� altered the HCCI combustion of DME by adding H2
and CO. The effect of RG on HCCI combustion of natural gas was
investigated by Tsolakis and Megaritis �9�. It was found that the
combustion phasing and duration were significantly changed by
RG addition, leading to reductions in NOx and PM emissions
using diesel and biodiesel fuels. Eng et al. �10� studied the effects
of partial oxidation RG on HCCI combustion of iso-octane and
n-heptane. The authors also investigated the detailed chemical ki-
netics of H2 enrichment on iso-octane and n-heptane auto-
ignition. Hosseini and Checkel �11–13� investigated the effects of
RG addition on HCCI combustion of a series of low octane pri-
mary reference fuels �PRFs�, high octane PRFs, and natural gas.

2 Experimental Setup
A single-cylinder cooperative fuel research �CFR� engine

manufactured by Waukesha Engine was used for the experiments.
The engine has a variable compression ratio, a pancake combus-
tion chamber with flat-top piston, and a bore�stroke of 82.6
�114.3 mm2. Compressed air was used to supply air to the en-
gine. An electrical heater �8� was installed inside the intake to
control the air temperature. Recirculated exhaust gas �EGR� was
controlled manually by adjusting a manual EGR gate valve �9� as
well as a butterfly valve �12� to set the exhaust back pressure.
Liquid �10� and gaseous �11� injectors were installed in the intake
plenum to fuel the engine. Figure 1 shows the main experimental
hardware. The component description is provided in Table 1.

3 Operating Conditions
The engine was operated under steady state conditions with a

constant speed of 800 rpm. The compression ratio was fixed at
11.8. The intake temperature of the air, fuel, RG, and EGR mix-
ture just prior to entering the engine, Tintake,mix, was maintained at
110°C. Intake absolute pressure was kept constant at 140 kPa.
The n-heptane mass flow rate was decreased as the RG blend
fraction increased to maintain a constant air/fuel ratio. For ex-
ample, if the engine was operated at 800 rpm, wide open throttle,
atmospheric intake pressure, and �=2.0, increasing RG blend
fraction from 0% to 30% corresponded to a 23% decrease in the
n-heptane mass flow rate. Since liquid fuel was being replaced
with gaseous fuel, the air mass flow rate to the engine was re-
duced by 3%, and the total energy flow rate to the engine was
reduced by 1%. Hence, RG was introduced to the intake mixture
as “RG blending” and not “RG enriching.”

4 Definitions
EGR was defined as the ratio of CO2 concentration in the intake

to CO2 concentration in the exhaust. RG blending as defined on a
mass basis as RG blend fraction=100� ṁRG / �ṁRG+ ṁn-heptane�,
where ṁ is the mass flow rate of n-heptane or RG.

Relative air/fuel ratio was calculated using the chemical va-
lence method as described in �14� due to the presence of oxygen
�CO� in the reformer gas. A more comprehensive method for cal-
culating the air/fuel ratio of oxygenated fuels �or when oxidizer
contains fuel� was described by Mueller �15�.

Heat release calculations were performed using a single-zone
well-stirred model using air as the working fluid, as described in
Ref. �16�. The Woscnhi heat transfer correlation for HCCI engines
�17� was used to calculate gross heat release �GHR� from net heat
release. Referring to the net rate of heat release �NRHR� graph in
Fig. 2�a�, the maximum low temperature net rate of heat release
�LTHRmax�, maximum high temperature net rate of heat release
�HTHRmax�, and negative temperature coefficient �NTC� duration
are defined. Using the cumulative gross heat release graph in Fig.
2�b�, the start of combustion �SOC� is defined as the crank angle
degree �CAD�, where 10% of GHRmax occurs and combustion
duration �CD� was defined as the time it requires to go from SOC
to 90% of GHRmax on a CAD basis.

An uncertainty analysis was performed to quantify the cyclic
variations of key combustion parameters. The key combustion pa-
rameters �SOC, CD, LTHRmax, HTHRmax, NTC, and indicated
mean effective pressure �IMEP�� were calculated for 100 indi-
vidual engine cycles and were averaged. In this paper, the error
bars that appear in the graphs represent �2�.

5 Fuels
n-heptane was selected for this study because it is a volatile

diesel fuel component with a high cetane number �54�. It was
injected into the intake plenum at a low pressure �413 kPa�. The
high volatility of n-heptane and the elevated intake temperature
ensured that complete fuel vaporization occurred even at low port
fuel injection pressures.

Simulated RG was provided from a high pressure tank. A natu-
ral gas injector supplied by alternative fuel systems was used. The
injection pressure was held constant at 689 kPa. Two simulated
RG compositions were examined. RG 75/25 was a mixture of
75% H2–25% CO, and RG 50/50 was a mixture of 50% H2–50%
CO by volume. RG 75/25 was representative of a high H2 content
RG �to intensify H2 effects� that is produced by steam reforming
of natural gas. Onboard reforming of gasoline or diesel fuels pro-
duces RG similar to RG 50/50 through partial oxidation or auto-
thermal reforming. The two RG cases of 75/25 and RG 50/50
represent the high and low limits for H2 content, respectively. A
comparison of the characteristics of RG 75/25 and RG 50/50 may
be found in Ref. �18�. In practice, RG contains inert gases such as

Fig. 1 Schematic of the CFR engine experimental setup, de-
scribed in Table 1

Table 1 List of the main components of the experimental
setup in Fig. 1

Item No. Description

1 Air supply main valve
2 Intake pressure regulator
3 High pressure relief valve
4 Low pressure relief valve
5 Hot wire anemometer
6 Intake pulsation damping barrel
7 Throttle valve
8 Intake heater
9 EGR valve
10 n-heptane injector
11 RG injector
12 Exhaust back-pressure valve
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N2, CO2, and H2O. A portion of the EGR may be considered to be
the inert component of RG. For example, at RGmass,frac=10% and
a stoichiometric mixture for n-heptane HCCI combustion, 10% of
fuel mass and less than 0.7% of intake mixture is occupied by RG.
If it is assumed that RG is a product of partial oxidation with air,
and 75% of RG mixture is made up of inert gases, the total
amount of EGR that should be considered to be the inert gas part
of RG is 0.5% of intake mixture. Hence, in this case 0.5% of EGR
�as EGR is also quantified by percent intake mixture� is consid-
ered to be the inert gas fraction of RG.

6 Experimental Results
Operating points. A series of experiments were performed at

constant � and EGR conditions, as indicated in Fig. 3. Each group
is labeled with capital letters A–F, and the symbols used in Fig. 3
remain unchanged throughout the paper. The majority of constant
� cases had high EGR rates, as the operating region was large
enough to group a series of constant � data. The variation between
� and EGR within each group is shown by an uncertainty value
indicated by a � sign. In each group, the RG blend fraction was
progressively increased from 0% to 30%.

Heat release characteristics. Figure 4 shows the NRHR and
gross cumulative heat release for data set B shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 5 shows that increasing the RG blend fraction effectively
retarded n-heptane HCCI combustion timing, while keeping all
other influential parameters constant. On average; a 10% increase
in the RG blend fraction retarded the combustion phasing by 4.4
CAD for the cases considered. It would require an increase in � of
0.88 to achieve a similar delay in the combustion phasing using �

control for the same operating region, which corresponds to an
IMEP reduction of 1.8 bar �see Ref. �19� for baseline experi-
ments�.

Figure 6 shows that increasing the RG blend fraction did not
significantly affect the combustion duration, which for the pur-
poses of this study was defined as the number of crank angle
degrees between 10% and 90% heat release. Since the RG blend
fraction affects low temperature heat release �LTHR�, which was

Fig. 2 Combustion characteristic definitions using „a… net rate
of heat release and „b… gross cumulative heat release curves

Fig. 3 Selected �-EGR constant cases, n-heptane HCCI com-
bustion, N=800 rpm, CR=11.8, and Tintake,mix=110°C

Fig. 4 Effect of RG on „a… net rate of heat release and „b… gross
cumulative heat release for data set B in Fig. 3
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typically less than 5% of the heat release, the RG did not change
the duration of the high temperature heat release �HTHR� stage
according to our definition.

Figure 7 shows the effect of RG on maximum low temperature
rate of heat release �LTHRmax�. Increasing the RG blend fraction
by 10% decreased LTHRmax by about 15%. The start of the LTHR
stage remained relatively constant. The gross heat release was
constant for all cases due to the constant energy flow to the engine
�see Fig. 4�b��, while HTHRmax was reduced due to the retardation
of HTHRmax,time �see Figs. 4�a� and 8�.

Replacing n-heptane with RG was expected to reduce the heat
capacity of the intake mixture and to increase the ratio of specific
heats resulting in higher compression temperatures. As the start of
the LTHR stage is highly temperature dependent, it was expected
that the LTHR timing might be advanced due to higher compres-

sion temperatures. However, the start of LTHR was not signifi-
cantly affected by RG addition. LTHR heat release was relatively
small compared with the HTHR heat release and it was difficult to
detect the start of LTHR.

Thus, the timing of the LTHR stage was characterized by the
location of peak heat release �LTHRmax�. Increasing the RG blend
fraction reduced LTHRmax by suppressing the low temperature
combustion reactions and consequently retarding LTHRmax,time.
The gross cumulative heat release �Fig. 4�b�� remained constant,
as energy flow to the engine was held constant. However, the
HTHRmax,time was retarded considerably by increasing the RG
blend fraction. Figure 8 shows that HTHRmax,time was retarded by
approximately 5.1 CAD when the RG blend fraction was in-
creased by 10%. This was slightly more than the 4.4 CAD delay
in the SOC for 10% RG blending, which may be related to the

Fig. 5 Effect of RG on start of combustion for operating points
in Fig. 3, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 6 Effect of RG on combustion duration for operating
points in Fig. 3, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 7 Effect of RG on maximum low temperature heat release
for operating points indicated in Fig. 3, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 8 Effect of RG on maximum high temperature heat re-
lease timing for operating points indicated in Fig. 3, error bars
indicate ±2�
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slight retardation in LTHRmax,time. Increasing the RG blend frac-
tion reduced LTHRmax, hence the required energy to initiate the
main combustion stage had to be supplied by the compression
process. Figure 9 shows that the NTC duration increases with
increasing RG blend fraction due to a relatively constant
LTHRmax,time and a delayed HTHRmax,time.

Power and efficiency. Stable HCCI combustion was achieved as
indicated by a coefficient of variation in IMEP of less than 3% for
all operating points investigated. As the RG fraction was in-
creased, IMEP increased due to the retardation of the combustion
phasing toward an optimal combustion phasing. Figure 10 shows
that a 10% increase in RG blend fraction led to an average IMEP
increase of 0.25 bar due to the more optimized combustion phas-

ing. This caused a 2.8% increase in thermal efficiency ��th� on
average for each 10% RG blend fraction increase, as indicated in
Fig. 11.

The combustion timings for all cases examined in this study
were advanced. The retardation of combustion timing by higher
EGR, lower intake temperature, lower compression ratio, or
higher � was not possible.

The peak cylinder pressure was close to top dead center �TDC�
for most of the baseline experiments �without RG blending�. RG
blending retarded the combustion timing toward a more optimized
value, which led to higher indicated thermal efficiencies.

RG composition effects. Two similar cases of RG 75/25 and RG
50/50 were chosen for comparison. The EGR rates for the two
cases were �52.3�1.8�% and �51.7�1.0�%, respectively. Figure
12 shows pairs of constant � and RG blend fraction for two cases
of RG 75/25 and RG 50/50. While � was identical in each pair,
differences in the initial conditions and EGR rates led to small
differences in the IMEP.

Fig. 9 Effect of RG on negative temperature coefficient dura-
tion for operating points indicated in Fig. 3, error bars indicate
±2�

Fig. 10 Effect of RG on indicated mean effective pressure for
operating points indicated in Fig. 3, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 11 Effect of RG on indicated thermal efficiency „�th… for
operating points in Fig. 3, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 12 Selected pairs of constant �, similar EGRs, and iden-
tical RG blending fractions
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Note that by increasing RG blend fraction, � is also increased
due to difficulties in finding constant � cases within the operating
range.

Figure 13 shows the effect of RG composition on retardation of
n-heptane HCCI combustion phasing. Despite identical � values,
Fig. 13 shows that RG 75/25 was more effective in retarding the
SOC than RG 50/50. At RG blend fraction=0%, the two operating
points were virtually the same and the starts of combustion were
identical. At RG blend fraction=10%, the difference between
SOCs were 2.4 CAD. At RG blend fraction=15%, the difference
between SOCs was 2.6 CAD, and at RG blend fraction=20% the
difference in SOCs increased to 4.8 CAD.

Figure 14 shows the effect of RG composition on net rate of
heat release for two cases of RG 75/25 �top� and RG 50/50 �bot-

tom�. As indicated, RG 75/25 was more effective at reducing low
temperature heat release than RG 50/50 and the retardation of the
high temperature heat release �HTHR� stage was larger in the RG
75/25 case.

7 Numerical Simulation
Model description. A MATLAB®-based stand alone thermody-

namic model with detailed chemical kinetics was developed to
investigate RG effects on HCCI combustion of n-heptane. The
model, described previously by Kongsereeparp and Checkel
�20–23�, simulates the closed portion of an HCCI combustion
cycle using a single-zone model �SZM� or multizone model
�MZM� configuration. The initial conditions are prescribed pres-
sure, temperature, and equivalence ratio ��� at intake valve clo-
sure, or mass flow rates of the intake mixture components.

ChemComb-SZM was used in this study to simulate the ther-
modynamics and detailed chemical kinetics of the combustion
process up until the point of ignition. This model was found to
predict the SOC to within the range of the measured engine cyclic
variations. Since ChemComb-SZM assumes homogeneity of tem-
perature, residuals, and �, it overpredicts Pmax, �dP /d��max,
IMEP, and other engine parameters. However, ChemComb-SZM
proved to be computationally efficient and reasonably accurate for
predicting the early stages of combustion. The n-heptane chemical
kinetic mechanism used for this study was adopted from a semire-
duced chemical kinetic mechanism developed by Golovichev �24�
with 57 species and 290 reactions.

Chemical kinetic model validation. Experimental data set F was
chosen for the purposes of validating the numerical simulation.
Cylinder pressure traces predicted by ChemComb-SZM were
compared with the corresponding experimental data at the start of
HTHR, which occurs just prior to the 10% cumulative heat release
location �SOC�. For each operating point, 100 consecutive cycles
of cylinder pressure data were processed, and the cycles with
maximum Pmax, minimum Pmax, and median Pmax were plotted.
For simplicity, these cycles were named Pmax �maximum Pmax�,
Pmin �minimum Pmax�, and Pmedian �median Pmax�.

Figures 15 and 16 compare ChemComb-SZM predictions with
experimental data for RG fractions of 0% and 30.4%, respectively.
The complete validation results can be found in Ref. �25�. Figure
17 shows that the numerical simulation correctly predicts the
trend of increasingly retarded SOC as the RG fraction increases.

Fig. 13 Effect of RG composition on n-heptane HCCI combus-
tion timing retardation, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 14 Effect of RG composition on net rate of heat release

Fig. 15 Comparison of experimental pressure traces of point
1, data set F with ChemComb-SZM, experiment: supercharged
n-heptane HCCI combustion, N=800 rpm, CR=11.8, Tintake,mix
=110°C, intake pressure=143 kPa, �=2.94, EGR=19.9%, and
RG blend fraction=0.0%
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The experimental results showed that 10% RG blend fraction in-
creased retarded SOC by 4.4 CAD, whereas ChemComb-SZM
predicted 3.1 CAD of SOC retardation for 10% RG blending.

The differences between the numerical simulation and experi-
mental data were reasonable given the assumptions inherent in the
single-zone model and the experimentally observed cyclic vari-
ability in the SOC.

Detailed analysis using ChemComb-SZM. Figure 18 shows the
cylinder temperature traces predicted by ChemComb-SZM for the
experimental data set F in Fig. 3.

The cylinder temperature history during the early stages of low
temperature heat release ��30 to �20 CAD� has been magnified
in the figure. The compression temperatures of the high RG blend
fraction blends were higher than those of the low RG blend frac-
tion blends before low temperature heat release is initiated. After

low temperature combustion starts, however, the trend reverses
with lower temperatures predicted as the RG blend fraction in-
creases.

The low temperature heat release behavior may be further in-
vestigated by looking at key species concentrations during the
LTHR and NTC combustion stages. Figure 19 shows the mole
fraction evolution of key intermediate radicals formed during the
combustion process: hydrogen peroxide �H2O2�, formaldehyde
�CH2O�, and hydroxyl �OH�. Both formaldehyde and hydrogen
peroxide are key radicals that accompany two-stage auto-ignition
behavior.

The radical pool formation is initiated during the LTHR stage
and continues during the NTC delay period. Before the main com-
bustion stage �HTHR�, all intermediate species are converted to
hydroxyl radicals.

Fig. 16 Comparison of experimental pressure traces of point
1, data set F with ChemComb-SZM, experiment: supercharged
n-heptane HCCI combustion, N=800 rpm, CR=11.8, Tintake,mix
=110°C, intake pressure=143 kPa, �=3.00, EGR=21.7%, and
RG blend fraction=30.4%

Fig. 17 A comparison of combustion timing „SOC… prediction
by ChemComb-SZM with actual experimental combustion tim-
ing for data set F in Fig. 3, error bars on experimental SOC
show the cyclic variation indicating ±2�

Fig. 18 ChemComb-SZM simulation results for in-cylinder
temperature during and after compression for data set F in Fig.
3

Fig. 19 Typical mole fraction traces of key species of OH,
H2O2, and CH2O compared with net rate of heat release in
n-heptane HCCI combustion
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The last stage is decomposition of the fuel molecules by OH
radicals, which is associated with nonreversible reactions and
abrupt heat release of the HTHR stage. Figure 20 shows the effect
of RG on the H2O2 mole fraction. Increasing RG blend fraction
decreased the molar fraction of H2O2 and retarded the timing of
radical production.

Analysis of reaction rates in the main mechanisms used in
ChemComb-SZM �24� indicates that Reaction 122 is the main
source of H2O2 production during NTC

Reaction 122: 2HO2 ↔ O2 + H2O2

Reaction 123 is the key reaction responsible for H2O2 destruction

Reaction 123: OH + OH�+ M� ↔ H2O2�+ M�
Figure 21 shows that increasing the RG blend fraction in-

creased both the production and destruction rates of the H2O2
radical during LTHR.

Figure 21�c� shows that increasing the RG blend fraction
caused an overall net destruction of H2O2 radicals. The alteration
of the key reaction rates happened during LTHR. Looking at the
LTHR stage, the concentration of H2O2 radicals was decreased, as
shown in Fig. 20. The mole fraction ratio of maximum OH to
maximum H2O2 was decreased considerably. This ratio shifted
progressively from �OH�=0.94�H2O2� to �OH�=0.08�H2O2�, as
the RG blend fraction increased from 0% to 30%, as shown in Fig.
22.

During LTHR, RG replaced most of the OH with H2O2 radicals
through the following series of reactions:

Reaction 101: H2 + OH ↔ H2O + H

Reaction 97: CO + OH ↔ CO2 + H

The H radical produced combines quickly with O2 to form
HO2, and then with another H atom to form H2O2. OH is a highly
active radical at low temperatures, while both HO2 and H2O2 are
almost inert during LTHR. Converting highly reactive OH radicals
to less reactive HO2 and H2O2 resulted in less chain branching
reactions during LTHR, thus leading to less heat release during
NTC and retardation of HTHR. These results are in agreement
with findings of previous modeling and chemical kinetic studies
such as Refs. �26,27�.

Figure 23 compares the SOC prediction of the numerical simu-
lation to the experimental data for the two cases of RG 75/25 and
RG 50/50.

ChemComb-SZM was able to predict the SOC to within the
cyclic variability of the observed SOC for both cases. For the case
of RG 50/50, the experimental results showed 2.4 CAD retarda-
tion in combustion timing with 10% RG compared with a predic-
tion of 1.7 CAD in SOC retardation by ChemComb-SZM. For the
case of RG 75/25, the experimental results showed 5.5 CAD in
SOC retardation for a 10% RG blend fraction increase, while the
numerical simulation predicted 5.1 CAD in combustion timing
retardation.

Figure 24 shows the mole fraction of hydrogen peroxide as a
function of crank angle for different RG blend fractions and RG

Fig. 20 Effect of RG on mole fraction of hydrogen peroxide
„H2O2…, n-heptane HCCI combustion simulated by ChemComb-
SZM for data set F in Fig. 3

Fig. 21 Effect of RG on the reaction rates of H2O2, „a… produc-
tion rate for Reaction 122, „b… production rate for Reaction 123,
and „c… total production rate „from all 19 reactions…

Fig. 22 Effect of RG on the ratio of maximum mole fraction
during LTHR for OH/H2O2 ratio
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compositions of 75/25 and 50/50. The graphs show that increasing
RG blend fraction for both RG compositions reduces the mole
fraction of intermediate radicals such as H2O2.

There was less delay in the formation of the H2O2 intermediate
radical for the case of RG 50/50. Based on H2O2 radical concen-
trations shown in Fig. 24, the timing of maximum H2O2 molar
concentration was retarded by 5 CAD for RG 75/25 and less than
3 CAD for RG 50/50. Thus, the RG 75/25 composition that con-
tains a higher concentration of hydrogen gas is more effective in
retarding the combustion timing.

8 Discussion
HCCI combustion timing is a complex function of several en-

gine operating parameters such as compression ratio, intake tem-
perature, EGR, air/fuel ratio, speed, and intake pressure. In this
study, the effect of RG blending fraction and composition on
n-heptane HCCI combustion timing was investigated, keeping

other influential parameters constant. It was found that RG blend-
ing was effective in retarding n-heptane HCCI combustion over a
wide range of conditions.

In the n-heptane experiments presented in this paper, � did not
have a large influence on HCCI combustion timing. In Fig. 5, �
variation between selected groups of operating points �Fig. 3� did
not significantly change the SOC. EGR altered n-heptane HCCI
combustion timing in distinct steps, as indicated in Fig. 5. On the
other hand, an increase in EGR from 30% to 50% retarded com-
bustion timing by an average of 5 CAD independent of �. These
results are comparable to those obtained by Peng et al. �28�, in
which a high compression ratio �CR=18.0� was used to operate a
HCCI combustion engine with n-heptane. The engine was oper-
ated with an extremely lean �6.0	�	14.0 at 0% EGR� and
highly diluted mixture �up to 70% EGR� with intake
temperature=30°C. The timings of the LTHR and HTHR com-
bustion phases were strong functions of EGR and independent of
�. � only affected HTHR timing when �
9.0. In the current
study, � reduced LTHRmax, prolonged NTC, and delayed
HTHRmax,time �see Fig. 7–9�.

Whereas � did not have a strong influence on n-heptane HCCI
combustion timing and EGR effects came with an IMEP penalty,
RG was shown to be capable of combustion timing control with
power and fuel conversion efficiency gains. For the selected cases,
the indicated power �IMEP� was increased by an average of 0.25
bar for each 10% RG blend fraction increase �see Fig. 10�, and
indicated that thermal efficiency was increased by an average of
2.8% for a 10% RG blend fraction increase �see Fig. 11�. Note
that the efficiency penalty of fuel reforming was not considered in
the indicated thermal efficiency calculation. If a 78% reforming
efficiency is assumed for partial oxidation reforming of a hydro-
carbon fuel �see Ref. �29��, and replacing 10% of n-heptane with
RG, a total cycle efficiency decrease of less than 1% is expected
for RG blend fraction=10%, which would be compensated by a
2.8% increase in indicated thermal efficiency due to RG blending.
Increasing indicated power and indicated thermal efficiency was
the result of more optimized combustion timing by RG blending.

A single-zone thermodynamic model with detailed chemical ki-
netics was used to interpret the experimental data. The numerical
simulation SOC predictions showed good agreement with the ex-
perimental data, and qualitatively predicted the SOC retardation
due to RG blending �see Fig. 17�. During the compression stroke,
the numerical simulation predicted higher temperatures as the RG

Fig. 23 A comparison of SOC prediction by ChemComb-SZM
and experimental results for two cases of RG 75/25 „left Y-axis…
and RG 50/50 „right Y-axis…, error bars indicate ±2�

Fig. 24 Effect of RG composition on H2O2 mole fraction for „a… RG 75/25 and „b… RG
50/50
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blend fraction increased �see Fig. 18�. Replacing n-heptane �spe-
cific heat of Cp=224.9 J /mol K �30�� with RG �specific heats of
Cp,H2

=28.84 J /mol K and Cp,CO=29.14 J /mol K �30�� led to
higher compression temperatures. When the low temperature re-
actions were initiated around 760 K, the higher RG blending frac-
tions produced lower temperatures after LTHR and during the
NTC delay period. This is an indication of lower heat release
during LTHR by the higher RG blend fractions that confirmed the
experimental observations.

Lower heat release during LTHR was associated with a lower
molar concentration of intermediate radicals as the RG blend frac-
tion increased. For example, increasing the RG blend fraction de-
creased the molar concentration of H2O2 during NTC �see Fig.
20�. However, lower H2O2 molar concentrations during the NTC
delay period were not a result of low reaction rates. In the chemi-
cal kinetics mechanism that was used in this study, 19 reactions
contributed to the production and destruction of H2O2. Among
them, Reactions 122 and 123 were the main H2O2 production and
destruction reactions, respectively. Increasing the RG blend frac-
tion increased the rates for Reactions 122 and 123 �see Figs. 21�a�
and 21�b��. However, the summation of all 19 reaction rates
showed a relative increase in the H2O2 radical destruction rate.
Increasing the RG blend fraction increased both the production
and destruction of H2O2 radicals, but the net effect was in favor of
lowering the H2O2 molar concentration �see Fig. 21�c��. The ef-
fect of RG blending was to progressively convert highly reactive
hydroxyl radicals formed during LTHR to less reactive H2O2 radi-
cals �see Fig. 22�.

In practice, the H2 to CO ratio in RG varies depending on the
hydrocarbon fuel, the reforming technique, and the fuel reforming
conditions. To investigate effects of RG composition on SOC re-
tardation of n-heptane HCCI combustion, two extreme cases of
RG were used. It was found that both RG compositions of RG
75/25 and RG 50/50 were effective in retarding n-heptane HCCI
combustion timing, but RG 75/25 was more effective �see Fig.
13�. The experimental results showed that LTHRmax reduction
with RG 75/25 was stronger than with RG 50/50 �see Fig. 14�.
Numerical simulations were performed to confirm the RG compo-
sition effects, which were in agreement with the findings of Shudo
and Yamada �27� and Shudo and Takahashi �31� for RG addition
on HCCI combustion of DME. Increasing the H2 fraction in RG
also increased the combustion retardation in their study. The cur-
rent results are also in agreement with the results of numerical
simulations performed by Subramanian et al. �26�. Using both
detailed and reduced chemical kinetic mechanisms, the authors
concluded that at temperatures around 600 K, the presence of CO
lengthens n-heptane HCCI ignition delay by 5–10%, while H2
addition lengthens the ignition delay by 10–15%.

Both H2 and CO suppress the formation of radical pools. In the
chemical kinetic mechanism used, Reactions 97 and 101 are re-
sponsible for OH radical consumption by CO and H2, respec-
tively. Similar to the discussion in Ref. �27�, Reaction 101 is 3–6
times faster than Reaction 97 in the temperature range of 700–
1000 K, where low temperature oxidation occurs. Migrating from
RG 75/25 to RG 50/50 favors Reaction 97, and radical consump-
tion by RG was reduced. The similarity of combustion suppres-
sion by H2 and CO makes the application of fuel reforming at-
tractive as a mean of combustion timing control for fuels with
two-stage combustion. Practically, it means that small variations
in onboard fuel reformer output during its operation will not have
a large effect on combustion timing control.

9 Conclusions
The effects of reformer gas blends �RG, binary mixture of H2,

and CO� on homogenous charge compression ignition combustion
of n-heptane were examined. It was found that RG blending was
effective in retarding the combustion phasing. The mechanisms
were reduction in the low temperature heat release followed by

prolongation of the negative temperature coefficient delay period
and a delay in the high temperature heat release. On average,
increasing RG blend fraction by 10% retarded combustion timing
by 4.4 crank angle deg.

Shifting n-heptane HCCI combustion timing toward a more op-
timized value increased indicated power at constant energy flow
rate, as well as indicated thermal efficiency. On average, increas-
ing the RG blend fraction by 10%, increased IMEP by 0.25 bar
and indicated thermal efficiency by 2.8%.

A single-zone chemical kinetics model confirmed the experi-
mental observations. It was found that RG initially increased com-
pression temperatures, but after the low temperature heat release
stage it reduced in-cylinder temperatures by lowering the energy
released during the low temperature reactions. The model also
showed that RG blending enhanced both the production and de-
struction of intermediate radicals during low temperature reac-
tions. The overall effect was to decrease the total concentration of
intermediate radicals.

Two extreme cases of RG compositions with 75% H2–25% CO
�RG 75/25� and 50% H2–50% CO �RG 50/50� were examined. It
was found that both RG compositions retarded n-heptane HCCI
combustion phasing, but the higher H2 content RG was more ef-
fective in retarding the combustion phasing.
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Nomenclature
ChemComb � thermodynamic model of HCCI combustion

with detailed chemical kinetics
GHR � gross accumulative heat release �J�

HTHR � high temperature heat release �J�
LTHR � low temperature heat release �J�

NRHR � net rate of heat release �J/CAD�
RG � reformer gas �H2 /CO� mixture

SOC � start of combustion �CA10�
Pmax � maximum cylinder pressure �bar�

�dP /d��max � maximum rate of pressure rise �bar/CAD�
Tintake,mix � intake mixture �air, fuel, RG, and EGR�

temperature
� � standard deviation of cyclic variation
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Modeling of Compressed Air
Hybrid Operation for a Heavy Duty
Diesel Engine
This paper presents the analysis and modeling of a 10.8 l heavy-duty diesel engine
modified for operating compressed air hybrid engine cycles. A lumped parameter model
is developed to first investigate the engine cylinder-air tank mass and energy interaction.
The efficiency of compressed air energy transfer is defined based on the second law of
thermodynamics. A high fidelity model is developed using commercially available soft-
ware (GT-POWER) to capture the effects of engine friction, heat transfer, gas dynamics, etc.
Engine valve timing for optimal efficiency in air regeneration and the corresponding
engine speed-torque maps are established using the detailed engine model. The com-
pressed air hybrid engine maps are then incorporated into vehicle simulation (ADVISOR)
to evaluate the potential fuel economy improvement for a refuse truck under a variety of
driving cycles. Depending on the particular driving cycle, the simulation has shown a
potential 4–18% fuel economy improvement over the truck equipped with the conven-
tional baseline diesel engine. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078788�

Keywords: air hybrid, regenerative braking, air compressing, air motoring, availability

1 Introduction
In 1999, Schechter proposed new engine cycles that lead to the

concept of “air hybrid” engines �1�. Three new engine cycles were
introduced: air compressor �AC�, air motor �AM�, and air power-
assist �APA�. In regenerative braking, the engine is configured to
run the AC cycle. In this mode, the vehicle kinetic energy drives
the engine to produce compressed air while the vehicle is slowing
down. The AC cycle works the same way as the engine brake
does, but the compressed air is collected and stored in an on-board
air tank instead of being discharged into the ambient. To recover
the energy subsequently during vehicle acceleration or launch, the
engine runs in either the AM or APA cycle. AM is a pure air
power cycle, while APA is a combination of air work and fuel
work.

In his second paper �2�, Schechter further discussed the energy
absorption and recovery process, supporting with preliminary
thermodynamic analysis of ideal cycles. Tai et al. �3� worked on
the modeling of an air hybrid gasoline engine using the commer-
cial software application GT-POWER. This was the first time that the
air hybrid concept was considered from a practical point of view
to evaluate its potential for fuel economy improvement. Anders-
son et al. �4� proposed a dual storage tank air hybrid configuration
for trucks and buses. The purpose is to increase AC mode brake
mean effective pressure �BMEP�, i.e., to absorb energy at a higher
rate, while still operating in thermodynamically efficient type I
compression braking as described by Schechter �1�. Trajkovic et
al. �5� conducted a demonstrative experimental study of air hybrid
operations on a Scania D12 single cylinder diesel engine equipped
with a prototype pneumatic valvetrain capable of variable valve
timing.

In this paper, we analyze the air cycles in a systematic way to
understand the physics of the air hybrid operations. Based on the
analysis, optimal system operating strategies are proposed. In the
application to heavy-duty diesel engine hybridization, the system

is modeled using GT-POWER in a more practical manner. In prin-
ciple, the model simulation results agree with the theoretical
analysis. The model is then used to generate optimal operating
maps for vehicle simulation.

2 AC and AM Cycles
In this study, we only consider the basic energy regenerative

cycles—the air compressing and air motoring cycles. The AC
cycle is the energy regeneration cycle and the AM cycle is the
energy reuse cycle. In this section, cylinder P-V diagrams are
utilized to develop conceptual understanding of the cycles.

Figure 1 shows the P-V diagram of the AC cycle. This is a
two-stroke cycle, consisting of intake �1→2�, compression �2
→3�, discharge �3→4�, and expansion �4→1� processes. Ideally,
these processes are considered as adiabatic �compression and ex-
pansion� or isobaric �discharge and intake�. Under these assump-
tions, the cycle work can be analytically calculated by

W =� Pdv �1�

The engine torque is then determined accordingly. It can be seen
that the cycle work is related to engine valve events. Intuitively,
by retarding or advancing intake valve close �IVC�, the amount of
air trapped in the cylinder varies and the compression line moves
horizontally. This provides a mechanism to change the cycle work
and, thus, engine torque by controlling IVC. Setting IVC at bot-
tom dead center �BDC� or slightly after BDC, the cycle work is
maximized. If exhaust valve open �EVO� is set when the cylinder
pressure is equal to the tank pressure Pt, the cycle is referred as
AC type I. To achieve more work or higher torque, EVO can be
advanced. Dashed line 2�→3� in Fig. 1 shows a case in which the
exhaust valve is opened much earlier than the equilibrium pres-
sure at 3 such that the enclosed cycle area is increased. Such a
cycle is called AC type II. However, the extra work comes with a
cost. Process 2�→3� involves air blowdown from the air tank
back into the cylinder and this process is highly irreversible. In
other perspective, work consumed increases while the amount of
high pressure air delivered does not. AC type II thus has lower
cycle efficiency.

1Corresponding author.
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The AM cycle is shown in Fig. 2. AM is the reverse cycle of
AC. The compressed air from the air tank is introduced to the
cylinder through the exhaust valves or intake valves, in this study,
the exhaust valves. The high pressure air expands in the cylinder
as the piston moves toward BDC to perform work. The air ex-
pands to the ambient pressure before or at BDC. Such cycles are
referred as AM type I. In situations when more work/torque is
needed, exhaust valve close �EVC� is retarded and the expansion
line �2→3� moves outward, as shown by the dashed lines �2
→2�→3��. The air does not fully expand when the exhaust
valves are opened to discharge. The cycle is called AM type II.
The residual energy of the compressed air is wasted and the cycle
is less efficient.

The cycle descriptions from the P-V diagrams give us an idea
how the cycles should be operated. In AC, IVC is used to control
the torque and is called the primary independent variable. In AC
type II, EVO becomes independent instead. In AM type I or type
II, EVC is the independent variable for torque control. In both AC
and AM modes, the torque control mechanism is regulating the
amount of air admitted during the intake phase through appropri-
ate valve timing. The torque is proportional to the cycle work,
thus is directly governed by the first law of thermodynamics.

3 Cycle Efficiency
In the work of Tai et al. �3�, air mass flow was used as an

indication of the cycle performance. In Sec. 4, an energy based
efficiency definition will be developed. The cycle efficiency indi-
cates the energy conversion performance of the air hybrid engine.
The energy consumed by an AC cycle or recovered by an AM
cycle is calculated directly from the P-V diagram as stated in Sec.
2. The compressed air energy in the storage tank can be quantified

by its availability. Here the internal energy is not a good measure,
since not all of the energy may be available to do the useful work
later on.

In thermodynamics, the availability of the system is defined as
the maximum useful work that can be obtained from the system.
In other words, a system’s total energy �or internal energy if ki-
netic and potential energy are negligible� may not be fully avail-
able to perform useful work. For thermal energy systems, it is true
that only a portion of the total energy can be extracted for useful
work, and the rest of the energy has to be wasted and rejected to
its environment. Using availability, the efficiencies of AC and AM
can be defined as

� � −
�B

W
for AC

�2�

� � −
W

�B
for AM

Because of the sign convention of W and B, negative signs are
added to define the efficiency as positive numbers. As AC and AM
cycle efficiencies are defined separately, they can be multiplied
together to get the so-called round-trip efficiency:

� � −
WAM

WAC
�3�

By definition, the round-trip efficiency directly tells the percent-
age of the vehicle kinetic energy during braking that is recovered
for vehicle acceleration.

The efficiency definitions, Eq. �2�, are very straightforward and
clear except that the availability B is a little involved. Given the
air states �P, V, or T� and the ambient states �P0, V0, or T0�, the
availability B is defined as �6,7�

B � �U − U0� + P0�V − V0� − T0�S − S0� �4�

According to this definition, the availability of a system at a speci-
fied state depends on the environment state. It is obvious that at
the environment state, the availability of air is 0 �“the dead state”�.
In our context, the environment state is the ambient atmosphere
state, usually taken as 1.013 bars and 300 K. The first term in the
definition is the internal energy change to bring the air to the dead
state. The second term is the environmental work, which cannot
be usefully extracted. The third term incorporates the entropy
change and represents the heat transfer in the process.

For a system to achieve its maximum useful work potential, i.e.,
availability, the system has to undergo a reversible process from
its initial state to its environment state. If the process is not re-
versible, there is another term that reduces useful work, i.e., the
T0Sgen term in Eq. �5�, which is called irreversibility. As stated by
the second law of thermodynamics, any practical process is irre-
versible and the generated entropy Sgen during a process is always
positive. Thus, the useful work is always less than the availability.
The associated irreversibility of a process reduces the process ef-
ficiency.

Wu = �U − U0� + P0�V − V0� − T0�S − S0� − T0Sgen �5�

In AC, the air availability during 1 cycle is the minimal piston
work required to bring air from the state of the ambient to the
state of the tank. In AM, the air availability during one cycle is the
maximal piston work that can be extracted to bring air from the
state of the tank to the state of the ambient.

The definitions in Eq. �2� give us a dimensionless quantity that
is convenient to compare with other cycles. It also indicates how
well the cycle compares with a perfect cycle. Because cycle irre-
versibilities reduce useful work, this definition encourages con-
trolling the cycles to be as close to reversible as possible. The
irreversibility increases if there is a significant pressure difference
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between the upstream and downstream pressures, such as air
blowdown when the engine valves are opened in type II cycles
�Figs. 1 and 2�.

In the ideal case, the valves are opened when upstream and
downstream pressures are equal; thus there is no blowdown. This
timing strategy is implemented in Ref. �5�. In practice, opening at
equal pressure is not the best choice for the following reasons: �i�
the valve opening process takes time, usually 2–6 ms; �ii� a pres-
sure differential is needed to generate flow. Thus, valve opening
timings should be optimized including these dynamic effects and
the cycle efficiency serves as the optimization index.

4 Cylinder-Tank Interaction
To help understand the AC and AM cycles, we need to look at

the in-cylinder processes, including the flow of air between the
tank and the cylinder while the tank is being charged or dis-
charged. The cylinder-tank system is illustrated in Fig. 3. The air
tank is connected to the cylinder through the exhaust valve. There
are three important components: the cylinder, the valves, and the
tank. In the following, the air within these major components are
modeled based on thermodynamics and piston kinematics.

4.1 In-Cylinder Process. The cylinder is modeled as an open
system that exchanges mass at any given instantaneous thermody-
namic state with the ambient or the air storage tank. Through
piston motion, its volume changes with respect to the crankshaft
position as a function engine speed. The quantities we are looking
for are the cylinder pressure versus time �or crank angle� and the
mass at its instantaneous thermodynamic state, which is delivered
or received from the tank or the ambient. The following equations
describe the mass, energy and states of the air in the cylinder:

dE

dt
= hiṁi − hoṁo − P

dV

dt

PV = mRT

dm

dt
= ṁi − ṁo

dV

dt
= 1

4�D2vp = f��,��

E = mcvT

h = cpT �6�

The energy change is caused by mass flow �enthalpy H�, mechani-
cal work, and heat transfer. The air is considered as an ideal gas
and the ideal gas equation is used to relate pressure, temperature,
volume, and mass. The mass flow takes place only when the in-
take or exhaust valve is open. When all the valves are closed, as
the piston moves, the air inside the cylinder undergoes polytropic
processes. If heat transfer is neglected, the process follows the
adiabatic compression and expansion lines as shown in Figs. 1
and 2.

4.2 Valve Flow. Valve flow is critical in AC or AM operations
because most of the losses and irreversibilities are associated with
air entering or exiting the cylinder through the engine valves.
Modeling of the gas dynamics is complicated and beyond the
scope of this work. We follow most of the approaches in the
literature, such as in Refs. �6,8,9�, to model it as one-dimensional
isentropic flow in a converging nozzle emptying into a large vol-
ume. Define the critical pressure

Pc = � 2

� + 1
��/��−1�

P1 �7�

If P2� Pc, the mass flow rate is given by

ṁis = �0Avc� 2

� − 1
��P2

P1
�2/�

− �P2

P1
���+1�/��	1/2

�8�

If P2	 Pc, the flow is choked, and the mass flow rate is given by

ṁis = �0Avc� 2

� + 1
���+1�/2��−1�

�9�

where P1 is the upstream pressure and P2 is downstream pressure.
c= ��RT1�1/2 is the upstream stagnation sound speed.

The valve discharge coefficient, Cd, is introduced to account for
the irreversibilities in the port flow. Since the valve flow area is
represented by Av, the cross area of the port, Cd also accounts for
the valve lift in calculating the effective flow area. Cd is experi-
mentally determined on a flow bench and the effective flow area is
given by

Aeff = CdAv �10�
And the actual flow rate is

ṁa = CdAṁis �11�

Cd is tabulated as a function of valve lift or L /D. Cd represents the
deterioration of actual mass flow rate from isentropic case under
the same upstream states and the same downstream pressure.

4.3 Air Tank. The air tank is modeled as a control volume,
which exchanges mass only with the cylinder. The tank has a fixed
volume VT. The tank is assumed to be well insulated so that the
heat transfer between the tank and the ambient can be considered
negligible. The mean-value model of its state is given by

dE

dt
= hoṁo

PVT = mRT �12�

E = mcvT

where h0 and ṁ0 are the enthalpy and mass flow through the
exhaust valves as in Eq. �6�. The pressure and temperature deter-
mined by Eq. �12� are used to calculate the tank air entropy S.

5 MD11 Air Hybrid Engine Model
MD11 is one of the current production engines of Volvo Pow-

ertrain NA. A simplified MD11 model is developed based on the
analysis in Sec. 4 using MATLAB Simulink. In this section, we
establish the air hybrid model of this engine using the GT-POWER

vp

Exhaust Intake

ω

θ

ccc TVP ,,

00 ,TP

TTT TVP ,,

Fig. 3 Cylinder-tank model
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engine simulation software from Gamma Technologies. GT-POWER

provides an excellent intuitive graphic user interface and facili-
tates a fast beginning in the construction of sophisticated engine
models. On the other hand, the governing physics of the phenom-
ena are embedded in the code and are not evident to the user. In
Sec. 4, the major physical relationships were revealed. GT-POWER

allows modeling the air hybrid engine in greater detail and in an
accurate way. The major specifications of the baseline MD11 en-
gine are listed in Table 1.

The air hybrid lends itself to many different configurations. Our
design is illustrated in Fig. 4. The air handling system of the
engine is modified to accommodate air flow in different directions
under different running modes. There are three air switching
valves: compressor bypass valve; intake three-way valve, and ex-
haust three-way valve. These components have to handle the pres-
sure and temperature range of the intended design. The air flow
direction is summarized as follows:

�a� AC mode: intake pipe→compressor by-pass→ intake
three-way→ intake manifold→ intake valves→cylinder
→exhaust valves→exhaust manifold→exhaust
three-way→air tank

�b� AM mode: air tank→exhaust three-way→exhaust
manifold→exhaust valves→cylinder→ intake valves
→ intake manifold→ intake three-way→exhaust pipe

The tank has a volume of 280 l, comparable to a truck onboard
fuel tank �75 gal�. As future work, the typical driving cycle of the
targeted vehicle application can be used to optimize the tank size.

Another important change to the baseline engine is the replace-
ment of the conventional mechanical valvetrain with a hydraulic
actuated camless valvetrain. The opening and closing timings of
each valve are specifiable. The intake valve takes about 5 ms to
open from 0 mm to 10 mm, and 5 ms to close. The exhaust valve
takes about 2.87 ms to open from 0 mm to 3.5 mm, and 2.76 ms
to close. The profiles are shown in Fig. 5 in the crank angle
domain. The valve traces are from the valvetrain design phase of
the program. Because of generally higher density of the exhaust
air in air cycle modes, the exhaust valve lift can be reduced with-
out restricting the flow. This was studied systematically using the
GT-POWER model, and the results indicated that with 3.5 mm lift

Table 1 MD11 Specification

Engine type 10.8 l in-line 6
Horsepower �hp at rpm� 300 at 2100
Torque �N m at rpm� 1672 at 1200
Bore
stroke �mm� 123
152
Compression ratio 16:1
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the exhaust flow restriction imposed by the reduced lift was neg-
ligible. Note that in internal combustion �IC� engine mode the full
10 mm lift is used for the exhaust valves.

6 Highlights of the Model
The air hybrid engine has special components and runs atypical

operating modes that are not usually seen in conventional engine
modeling. GT-Power itself is not designed to easily accommodate
these special requirements. Therefore, in the modeling there are
some novel treatments.

Valve actuation and fuel delivery. In the model, the valve can
be actuated once or twice per cycle to achieve either two-stroke
AC/AM modes or four-stroke IC mode. The valve timings can be
specified a priori or can be adapted cycle by cycle by a controller.
The fuel delivery and the engine valves can be deactivated for
each single cylinder independently. In AC or AM modes, the fuel
is deactivated for all the cylinders.

Air handling system. The air handling system ensures air flow
switching, air delivery, and storage. The compressed air it handles
has high pressure and high temperature. In steady-state simula-
tion, used primarily to obtain optimal timings for efficiency maps,
the storage tank has a semi-infinite volume tank so that the pres-
sure and temperature can be maintained at virtually constant val-
ues. In transient simulation, the storage tank has a realistic finite
volume of 280 l.

Efficiency optimization. The code was developed to include cal-
culation of AC or AM efficiency cycle by cycle according to Eq.
�2�. An optimization algorithm was also developed and imple-
mented as a user defined function to automatically search for the
optimal timings according to the timing strategies described ear-
lier.

7 Transient Simulation
As an example, for the conditions in Table 2, the GT-Power

model simulation results are compared with the Simulink model
and are plotted in Figs. 6–8. The simplified Simulink model is
able to capture the major characteristics of the air compression
and delivery process. The simplified model has slightly faster
charging rate and it needs less cycles �168 versus 180� for the tank
pressure to reach 15 bars. This is consistent with the fact that the
GT-Power model indicates a lower efficiency during the entire
process �Fig. 7�. Although the two models show the same trends
for the AC process, the differences in the results should be no-

ticed. The GT-Power model tries to represent the complete engine
system and, thus, has far more components, such as valve ports,
runners, manifolds, bends, flow splits, switching valves, etc. The
GT-Power model takes into account other factors, such as heat
transfer, flow friction, and flow momentum, which are not consid-
ered in the Simulink model. The simulation results verify the ana-
lytical modeling of the process, while the GT-Power model is
more inclusive and accurate.

Shown in Fig. 8, the cylinder compression and expansion
curves are very close from both models when all the valves are
closed, but the simplified model is not able to capture the cylinder
pressure pulsation during valve openings. This is because the
wave dynamics and pressure propagation are ignored in the sim-
plified model. In the GT-Power model, a 1D momentum equation
is used to capture the wave dynamics �10�. The pressure pulsation
causes the air flow direction to change during the exhaust valve
opening. The Simulink model only captures the average mass
flow. During intake valve opening, the air momentum helps to trap
more air. This is shown in the GT-Power model P-V curve that the
cylinder starts compression with a higher pressure. This explains
the slight difference between the two compression lines in Fig. 8.

8 Steady State Simulation
The GT-Power air hybrid engine model is used to optimize the

AC and AM operations. In order to achieve steady-state simula-
tion for a given external condition, the air tank assumes a suffi-
ciently large volume so that the pressure change due to air addi-
tion in AC or air usage in AM is extremely small. The
optimization problem is summarized in Table 3. The objective of
optimization is the cycle efficiency. There is only one independent
variable in each mode, which is used for engine torque regulation.
Note that the independent variable is interchangeable with depen-

Table 2 Running conditions: AC example

Speed IVO IVC EVO EVC Tank pressure

800 rpm 45° 180° 320° 355° 3–15 bar
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Fig. 6 Tank pressure versus engine cycles
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dent variables. For example, one can use EVO in AC type I for
torque regulation and set IVC to be optimized. The fixed angle
around top dead center �TDC� should avoid valve-piston collision.

In type I AC and AM, the optimization involves two variables.
From a physical point of view, valve timing affects the efficiency
only because of the pressure imbalance across that valve at the
valve event. In our setup, one timing would not significantly affect
the pressure imbalance at the second valve event. Thus the two
variables to be optimized can be assumed to be weakly coupled.
The two-variable optimization is then reduced to two one-variable
optimizations that proceed sequentially. We implemented the so-
called Brent method �11� for the one-variable search problem.

The steady-state simulation with valve timing optimization is
used to establish the AC and AM operation maps. The engine
hybrid operation space is defined by speed �600–2100 rpm�, load
�0–15 bar BMEP�, and tank pressure �3–15 bars�. The space is
discretized to form a grid of operation points. At each point, the
timings are searched for the best efficiency. As an example of the
map, the 900 rpm maps are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

From the plots, it can be seen that the maps do not span to the
entire design space. Some points in the maps are not achievable
under this speed, such as points with high load and low tank
pressure. Some points result in high tank temperature that exceeds
design limits and are not allowed. Those are generally high load
and high pressure points. Under different speeds, the realizable
space is different. Shown in Fig. 9, EVO is advanced as load
increases under the same pressure. When the load exceeds the
maximum load that AC type I can provide, the engine enters AC
type II. The extra load is contributed by the back flow of the air
from the tank not by the fresh air charge and thus has lower
efficiency, as shown in Fig. 10. The efficiency shown is the brake
efficiency, which includes the engine friction.

In controlling the hybrid operation, the requirements are as fol-
lows: �1� meet driver’s torque command and �2� ensure optimal

operation under that torque/load condition. Figure 10 tells that
under the same tank pressure, there is a load range in which the
process is more efficient. In general, the engine load can be
brought as close to the range as possible by the transmission while
the vehicle braking torque requirement is still met.

In the AM mode, the compressed air enters into the cylinder
through the exhaust valves and exits through the intake valves
after expansion. 900 rpm AM maps are shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
As in AC, the AM maps only partially occupy the design space.

Figure 11 shows that under light loads, intake valve open �IVO�
is early and before BDC. When the tank pressure is higher, IVO is
earlier for the same load. This agrees with the analysis from the
P-V diagram. As load goes up and exceeds the maximum torque
that AM type I can provide, the cylinder will enter into AM type

Table 3 Valve timing strategy

Timing variables AC type I AM type I

IVO To be optimized To be optimized
IVC Torque regulation To be optimized
EVO To be optimized Fixed at approximately TDC
EVC Fixed at approximately TDC Torque regulation

Timing variables AC type II AM type II
IVO To be optimized Fixed at approximately BDC
IVC Fixed at approximately BDC To be optimized
EVO Torque regulation Fixed at approximately TDC
EVC Fixed at approximately TDC Torque regulation
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II. In that case, IVO will be fixed at BDC. In AM type II, the
efficiency decreases, as shown in Fig. 12. This is because more air
is used to boost the torque but is not fully expanded in the cylin-
der before being discharged.

Both Figs. 10 and 12 show that the efficiency is low under light
engine loads. The main reason is due to the engine friction. In AC
mode, a portion of the vehicle kinetic energy is spent to overcome
the friction. In AM mode, a portion of the compressed air work is
used to overcome the friction. Thus, friction hurts the efficiency in
both modes. Under light loads, the friction portion becomes domi-
nant and thus reduces the brake efficiency. This is not significantly
different in concept from operation in normal IC engine mode.
The lighter the desired useful output load, the larger fraction of
indicated work is consumed by mechanical friction losses.

9 Vehicle Simulation
The vehicle simulation model is based on ADVISOR

2 Simulink
package. The package is a complete backward vehicle model. The
package is modified to incorporate the air hybrid engine model
and its control. The target baseline vehicle is a garbage refuse
truck.

10 Model Modifications
The air hybrid engine model is represented by three engine

maps for its IC, AC, and AM operation modes. AC and AM maps
are obtained from the steady-state simulations. The IC mode map
is supplied by the manufacturer. The air tank model is the same as
described by Eq. �12�. The air tank is assumed to be perfectly
insulated. It tracks two states—pressure and temperature. The
temperature is fed back to correct air flow rate from the map.

11 Engine Mode Scheduling
The mode scheduling strategy is aimed at minimizing fuel con-

sumption. Air compression and storage are allowed whenever pos-
sible in vehicle braking. The stored air energy is used as much as
possible during acceleration and cruising.

Launching/accelerating/cruising. The engine is scheduled to
run AM if the energy level, as indicated by tank pressure, is suf-
ficient. When the tank pressure drops below a minimum pressure
�3 bars in this study�, the engine switches to IC mode. Maintain-
ing a minimum pressure in the tank ensures an efficient air com-
pression and storage process when AC starts.

Idling. It is more fuel efficient if the engine is shut down during
idling. However, it is very challenging to start the engine with a
camless valvetrain. The difficulties include valve phase initializa-

tion and actuator power supply, if not electrically powered. In
addition, sometimes auxiliary equipment such as the hydraulic
pump or the air conditioner needs to be running during idling.
Considering these constraints, the engine is scheduled to run dur-
ing idling periods.

Braking. The engine runs in AC mode and if the command for
braking force exceeds the AC capacity, the service brake is ap-
plied. Through a regulator, the air tank discharges excessive air
for safety when its upper pressure limit �15 bars in this study� is
reached.

12 Driving Cycle Simulation Results
Various driving cycles are used to evaluate the fuel economy

improvement of the garbage refuse truck equipped with the air
hybrid engine. The fuel economy simulation results are summa-
rized in Table 4. The improvement ranges from 4% to 18% and is
strongly dependent on the driving cycle. Since the fuel economy
improvement simply comes from the regenerative braking, it is
generally true that city driving patterns, which have a great deal of
stop-and-go operation, benefit most from the hybrid operation.
City buses and refuse trucks are good potential applications. It is
worthy to point out that the 30 day cycle is recorded from a real
garbage truck during a month’s operation and 9% represents a
very good approximation of the real fuel savings that the driver
would get had the truck been equipped with the air hybrid engine.

13 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we present the framework to analyze and under-

stand the air hybrid cycles. Intake and exhaust valve timings are
identified as the major variables to operate the cycles and the
timing strategies are proposed for the AC and AM modes. The
independent valve timing is used to regulate the engine brake
torque to meet the driver’s demand, while the dependent timings
are optimized for cycle efficiency.

The strategies are applied to the modeling of a particular air
hybrid configuration of the MD11 engine using GT-POWER. The
simulation results agree with the analysis of the cylinder-tank in-
teraction and the differences are highlighted. For the refuse truck
application, the driving cycle simulation shows 4–18% fuel
economy improvement. Another advantageous consequence of
AC is the saving of the friction brake usage. When operating in
AM mode, the engine can output high torque at very low engine
speed, thus improve vehicle launching performance. High braking
or launching torque can be achieved by type II operations.

While current work focuses primarily on the understanding of
the cycles and fuel economy evaluation, the technology has the
potential to reduce emissions. This is an important area to be
addressed in future work.

Significant technical challenges are obvious in implementing
this technology. The major hurdles among them include the fol-
lowing: reliable and flexible valvetrain, switching and sealing of
high pressure and temperature air, etc. Starting of the engine is2Developed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory, U.S. DOE.
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Table 4 Driving cycle simulation results

Driving cycles
Base

�miles/gal�
APA

�miles/gal�
Efficiency

�%�

WVU city 3.51 3.87 10
WVU suburban 4.48 4.87 9
WVU interstate 6.62 6.98 5
CBD truck 3.37 3.8 13
City suburban 3.91 4.34 11
NY composite 2.96 3.48 18
NY bus 2.18 2.57 18
Manhattan bus 3.04 3.56 17
BAC coach 4.04 4.21 4
Simple refuse 1.09 1.23 13
30 days 3.04 3.31 9
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also challenging as in all camless applications. The authors have
started the experimental work on the MD11 air hybrid engine and
the initial results were presented by Kang et al. �12�
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Nomenclature
W � cylinder work
B � availability
V � volume
S � entropy
ṁ � mass flow rate
� � crank angle
R � gas constant
� � specific hear ratio

Cd � discharge coefficient
L � valve lift

Dv � valve diameter
vp � piston speed
cp � constant pressure specific heat
cv � constant volume specific heat

Aeff � valve effective flow area
P � cylinder pressure
� � efficiency
U � internal energy
T � temperature
m � mass

VT � tank volume

h � specific enthalpy
D � bore
E � total energy
� � density

Av � valve area
c � sound speed
� � engine speed
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A Stochastic Model for Piping
Failure Frequency Analysis Using
OPDE Data
The accurate estimation of piping failure frequency is an important task to support the
probabilistic risk assessment and risk-informed in-service inspection of nuclear power
plants. Although probabilistic models have been reported in the literature to analyze the
piping failure frequency, this paper proposes a stochastic point process model that incor-
porates both a time dependent trend and plant-specific (or cohort) effects on the failure
rate. A likelihood based statistical method is proposed for estimating the model param-
eters. A case study is presented to analyze the Class 1 pipe failure data given in the
OPDE Database. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3094027�

1 Introduction
The degradation and failure of piping systems can have adverse

effect on the safety and reliability of a nuclear power plant. Piping
failure frequency in a particular system or of a particular class is
an important input parameter to probabilistic safety assessment
�PSA� and risk-informed in-service inspection �RI-ISI� of systems
important to safety. Reliability and safety analyses conducted dur-
ing the design stage are generally based on generic failure rates
�1�. In the case of an operating plant, it is of interest to evaluate
plant-specific failure rates and investigate their departure from
generic reference values. For this purpose, the nuclear industry
collects and compiles pipe failure events in a database such as
OPDE Project Database.

In general, the piping failure frequency is defined as �2�

� =
1

N
� n

T
� �1�

where n is the number of pipe failure events, T is the total expo-
sure time, and N is the total population of pipes �length or number
of segments� vulnerable to failure. The typical unit of failure fre-
quency is number of failures per reactor year per meter length of
pipe.

The statistical estimation of pipe failure frequency from exist-
ing data regarding pipe failure events is not a straightforward task.
In general, pipe failure data for a particular plant/system tend to
be very limited, since nuclear piping systems are designed for a
very high reliability level. Piping reliability is dependent on many
attributes and influenced by many factors �3�. The reliability-
related attributes include, but not limited to, diameter and wall
thickness, metallurgy, configuration of piping �welds, bends,
branch connections, etc.�, and method of fabrications. The influ-
encing factors include process medium, water chemistry, flow
conditions, stress level, in-service inspection program, and oper-
ating procedures. If we categorize the data according to so many
attributes and influencing factors, a small data set will be further
subdivided into much smaller subsamples. For example, Fleming
and Lydell �2� showed that the failure data can be subdivided into
832 subsets, which correspond to four reactor vendors, eight sys-
tem categories, and 13 types of degradation modes.

The piping failure event can be mathematically modeled as a
stochastic process with a time variant intensity function. The rea-
son being that pipe degradation as a function of aging could in-
crease the failure frequency over time.

Several approaches applied to the estimation of piping failure
frequencies have been reviewed in detail in this paper. The as-
sumption of homogeneous Poisson process with a constant failure
rate is implied in many studies. This paper develops a stochastic
point process model to investigate the aging trend in the piping
failures. To illustrate the proposed method, the paper analyzes
Class 1 piping failure data collected from the U.S. nuclear power
plants �NPPs� and summarized in OPDE Database.

2 Literature Review

2.1 General. There are four major approaches that have been
used for estimating the piping failure frequency:

• probabilistic fracture mechanics �PFM�
• statistical analysis of service data
• expert elicitation
• synthetic approach that combines the above three

approaches

Probabilistic fracture mechanics has been developed to estimate
the probability of failure for a specific pipe under given loading
conditions. PFM is analytical because the probability of failure is
derived using the structural reliability methods �4� based on the
loading-resistance interference model in which the probability dis-
tributions of the loading and structural resistance are assumed. It
is an established method, especially for estimating the reliability
in fatigue crack growth in piping important to safety. Moreover,
the PFM can usually provide the aging trend of reliability. There-
fore, it has been deemed that the PFM approach is suitable for
RI-ISI. But the difficulty of applying the PFM is also obvious.
Being a microscopic technique, it requires much information that
may be hard and costly to obtain. It is also computationally ex-
pensive. Moreover, if the physical degradation mechanism is not
well known, this method is not applicable. Indeed, according to a
recent literature review by Gosselin et al. �5�, of more than 7500
open-accessed documents related to structural integrity of passive
components of pressurized water reactors �PWRs� and boiling wa-
ter reactors �BWRs� from 1980 to 2007, only a small fraction was
related to the probabilistic structural mechanics calculations. The
vast majority of the references addressed various mechanistic as-
pects of degradation mechanisms and applied deterministic rather

Manuscript received October 8, 2008; final manuscript received October 15,
2008; published online June 9, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper
presented at the Sixteenth International Conference on Nuclear Engineering
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than probabilistic models.
The most straightforward approach is to obtain statistical esti-

mates of piping failure frequencies from service data. In order to
resolve the difficulties �e.g., data scarcity and difficulty of defining
population� listed in Sec. 1, it has been proposed to estimate the
piping damage frequency first, as its occurrence is more frequent
and hence the estimates should be more accurate. Then a condi-
tional probability is used to estimate the piping rupture frequency.
The major limitation of the statistical approach is, as Fleming �6�
elaborated, “that attempts to segregate the data to isolate the im-
pact of key design parameters and properties of various damage
mechanisms that are expected to influence failure rates often leads
to subdividing the database into very sparse data sets.” That is to
say, a relatively small database, after considering the homogeneity
of the statistical population, becomes even smaller. This makes the
estimation less defensible. Another important drawback of the sta-
tistical approach. which is also pointed out by Fleming �6�. is that
the service data reflect only the history of the piping and “if
changes … are proposed, such changes may render the previous
failure rate estimates no longer relevant.” Bayesian technique has
been used to adapt to the scarce failure data and to the technology
change. The issues related to the selection of prior distribution in
Bayesian method have been addressed in recent research studies
to promote practical applications of this approach.

2.2 Review of Specific Studies. There were two major influ-
ential studies in which the piping failure frequencies were esti-
mated using the then most available data. They are the “Reactor
Safety Study” �WASH-1400� in 1975 �7� and Thomas’ paper in
1981 �8�. Many later studies were carried out to improve the
methodologies proposed and the estimates obtained in these two
references.

The piping failure rates used in the Reactor Safety Study were
derived from handbooks, reports, and nuclear power plant operat-
ing experience. Realizing the complexity of the problem, the
study maintained that in estimating the failure rates, only order of
magnitude accuracy would be generally feasible. The study con-
tinued, “these accuracies were sufficient for the risk calculations
since only order of magnitude results are required” �WASH-1400,
Appendix 3, Sec. 1.3�. When presenting the assessment results,
the study used the log normal distribution to describe the uncer-
tainty of the failure rates, and the estimated failure rates were
summarized by the median values and their lower and upper
bounds that cover 90% of range. The estimates of the pipe rupture
frequency used in the study are listed in Table 1 �Appendix 3,
Table III 4–1�. The direct nuclear experience behind these esti-
mates was three ruptures in PWR and nine pipe ruptures in BWR
within the 1 year time window from 1972 to 1973. The median
value was obtained by applying Eq. �1�, i.e., dividing the number
of failure 11 by the time 8760 h �1 year� and the total piping
length 595,000 ft. An error factor of 30 was further assigned to get
the 90% range.

The study also provided estimates for the frequencies of piping
rupture failures that initiate a LOCA event, as shown in Table 2
�WASH-1400, Appendix 3, Table III 6–9�. Note, however, that in
the 150 reactor years of commercial nuclear power plant experi-
ence upon which the study was based, there was no catastrophic
rupture observed. The estimates in Table 2 were mainly derived
from non-nuclear utility experience.

The Reactor Safety Study has a long-standing influence as it
was the first authoritative report that studied the nuclear power
plant safety in a quantitative fashion. In general, later PSA would

commonly use the failure frequencies in WASH-1400 and the va-
lidity of the frequencies as such often has been cited solely on the
basis of referencing the WASH-1400 without questioning the ar-
chival data and approach used in the study. More recently,
USNRC published a handbook of parameter estimation for proba-
bilistic risk assessment �NUREG/CR-6823, 2003�, in which both
Frequentist and Bayesian inference methods are discussed �1�.

Thomas �8� described a conditional probability approach to es-
timate the frequency of piping rupture, �R, based on piping leak-
age frequency, �L:

�R = �L Pr�R�L� �2�

in which Pr�R �L� is the conditional probability of catastrophic
rupture given leakage. Several different methods have been pro-
posed to estimate the conditional probability. Based on wide-
spread industrial experience, Thomas �8� gave a rough estimate
about 5–10% and this estimate was further refined and tabulated
for different failure causes such as fatigue, corrosion, and malop-
erations. He further suggested the application of fracture mechan-
ics to refine the estimation. Lydell �9� updated the estimation
based on SKI-PIPE database and cautioned that application of
specific estimates of the conditional probability should include
details about the service experience. Beliczey and Schulz �10�
recommended the following regression relationship for the condi-
tional probability in the range from DN25 to DN250:

Pr�R�L� = 1/�9.6DN/2.5 + 0.4DN2/25� �3�

where DN denotes the nominal diameter of the pipe in millimeter.
This correlation was later simplified as �11�

Pr�R�L� = 2.5/DN �4�

Nyman et al. �3� used a Bayesian approach to estimate the condi-
tional probability. In particular, they used a binomial likelihood
and the associated noninformative prior and suggested the follow-
ing:

Pr�R�L� = �2nr + 1�/�2nf + 2� �5�

where nr and nf are the number of ruptures and the number of
failures �including cracks, leaks, and rupture�, respectively. Lydell
�9� compared the Bayesian results with the PFM results for
IGSCC-susceptible welds in Barseback-1 reactor coolant pressure
boundary piping. Similar work has been done by Choi and Choi
�12� for Korean PWRs based on OPDE Database.

For the probability of leakage, Thomas �8� related a plant-
specific frequency with the generic frequency through several
modification factors. In particular, the relationship is expressed as

�L = �L,baseQFB �6�

in which, �L denotes the plant-specific frequency; �L,base denotes
the baseline or generic frequency of leakage, suggested to be in
the range from 1�10−9 /year to 1�10−7 /year; Q, F, and B are
multiplicative factors accounting for the change in reliability due
to piping dimension, plant age, and design learning curve, respec-
tively. The size and shape factor Q was analyzed and discussed in
great detail in Thomas paper. Equations were established to con-
sider the different risks to leakage of parent metal and weld zone.
For a pipe without welding, this factor is found to be proportional

Table 1 Piping rupture frequencies „per hour per foot…

Pipe diameter 90% range Median

�3 in. 3�10−11�3�10−8 1�10−9

�3 in. 3�10−12�3�10−9 1�10−10

Table 2 Frequencies of LOCA initiating pipe failures „per plant
per year…

Pipe diameter

LOCA initiating rupture rates

90% range Median

1 /2–2 in. 1�10−4–1�10−2 1�10−3

2–6 in. 3�10−5–3�10−3 3�10−4

�6 in. 1�10−5–1�10−3 1�10−4
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to mean diameter D and pipe length L but inversely proportional
to the square of wall thickness t, i.e.,

Qp = DLt−2 �7�

For a weld zone, the size and shape factor can be calculated using
Eq. �3� if the length L is replaced by 1.75t. Therefore,

Qw = 1.75Dt−1 �8�

Quite often, a pipe consists of both parent and weld zone materi-
als. In this case the equivalent size and shape factor equals

Qe = Qp + 50NQw �9�

in which N is the number of welds and the factor of 50 was
applied to account for the greater vulnerability to leakage than the
pipe parent material. In contrast, the estimation of plant age factor
F and design learning curve factor B are less accurate. Although
the time-related factor was categorized into long-term changes of
technology, shorter term design learning curves, and typical bath-
tub curves, the separation of the time-related facto as age factor
and learning factor is arbitrary and statistically unidentifiable.

Nyman et al. �3� argued that realistic parameter estimation
based exclusively on fault counts and exposure times is not fea-
sible. Instead, parameter estimation should be based on the thor-
ough understanding of the why-where-how of piping failures.
Moreover, the selection of an estimation method must reflect the
requirements of intended applications. They proposed a five-step
framework for estimating failure parameters from service data,
incorporating operational service data into Thomas’ approach.

In the evaluation of nuclear piping failure frequency using the
OPDE Database, Choi and Choi �12� used the information of Ko-
rean PWRs in the database to estimate the piping damage fre-
quency and the piping rupture frequency. For a specific diameter
pipe in a particular system, they used the following expression to
calculate the point estimate of the piping damage frequency, �:

� =
nf

	i=1

Np Nc,iTi

�10�

where nf is the number of damage events for a specific pipe di-
ameter in the system; Np and Nc are the number of plant and the
number of pipes of the specific diameter, respectively; Ti is the
operational year for each plant. Clearly, this method needs the
pipe population data, which can be accessed only from the piping
isodrawings of each plant involved and they are current not avail-
able to us. To evaluate the piping rupture frequency, the authors
employed both Bayesian approach and the conditional rupture
probability approach. Both approaches are found to give compa-
rable results.

When failure events are even rarer and the modeling of failure
is too complicated �e.g., large break LOCA�, both the PFM ap-
proach and statistical approach are not applicable. In this case, an
expert elicitation procedure can be used. In PSA, this procedure
was applied in NUREG/CR-1150 for estimating severe accident
risks for five nuclear power plants in United States. NUREG-1829
is one of the latest documents that provide the details of the expert
elicitation procedure �13�.

Time-dependent piping failures are usually modeled by a non-
homogeneous Poisson process �NHPP�. The NUREG Handbook
of Parameter Estimation discussed parameter estimation and
model validation of the NHPP model with log-linear law and
power law. The power law NHPP is also known as a Weibull
process and it has been extensively used in reliability growth
modeling. A log-log plot of number of failure events against cu-
mulative failure times, called Crow-AMSAA plot, or simply Crow
plot, can be used for estimating the parameters for the power law
model. Sun et al. �14� applied the Crow analysis to predict the
NPP equipment performance, while Barringer �15� provided more
examples of the application of the Crow plot to failure prediction.
The Crow plot is simple and straightforward. But it is applicable

only if the failure data come from a single homogeneous system.
Recently, Fleming �6� proposed a Markov model to describe the

aging dynamics of piping systems. But the proposed model is of
probabilistic nature. The transition rates of the model have yet to
be estimated and they are suffered from the same problems as the
piping failure frequency.

2.3 Analysis of Aging Effects. Choi et al. �16� presented the
first study of aging trend analysis using data from 212 PWRs
contained in the OPDE data until 2004. The total sample consisted
of 1424 records collected from January 1970 onwards, which is
equivalent to 4609 operating years.

In order to assess the aging trend they pooled, the data in three
different ways. First, they pooled pipe failure �leak� databased on
three reporting intervals: �1� 1970–1984, �2� 1984–1994, and �3�
1994–2004. The leak frequency in each interval was assumed to
be constant. The leak frequency exhibited a decreasing trend. It
decreases approximately from 0.6 leaks/year for 1984 group to
0.35 leaks/year for 1994 group to 0.3 leaks/year for 2004 group.

In the second method, the plants were categorized according to
the operating years. Three groups were formed as �1� young plants
with age 0–15 years �28 plants, 284.6 reactor years�, �2� interme-
diate plants of age 15–25 years �119 plants, 2427 reactor years�,
and �3� old plants of age 25–35 years �63 plants, 1863 reactor
years�. The leak frequency in older plants �0.4/year� was approxi-
mately four times than that in the young plant �0.1/year�. The
reasons for this were given as lower level of design, construction,
and maintenance in old plants as compared with the newer plants.

In the last method, starting dates for all the plants were moved
to a common origin: January 1, 1970. The entire data were cat-
egorized into six groups at an interval of five calendar years. This
analysis showed that the leak frequency typically decreases with
plant aging and then it increases slightly for old plants after 20
years of operation.

It should be noted that this method groups data in a heuristic
manner and adopts a constant frequency �homogeneous Poisson
process� model for each groups of the data. This approach cannot
be considered rigorous and statistically consistent. Nevertheless,
this study provides motivation for the current model as described
in this paper.

3 Data
The piping failure events have been recorded in an international

piping failure exchange database, the OPDE Project Database. It
is based on an existing database originally developed by the
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate �SKI� during 1994–1998. In
May 2002, member countries of the Nuclear Energy Agency
�NEA� and the OECD decided to establish the OPDE project,
based on the SKI-Pipe project �17�. The latest version of the da-
tabase collects piping failure data from 1970 up to June 2007. The
purpose of the project is manifold and a major one is to support
statistical analyses to determine pipe leak and rupture frequencies
and to support aging trend analysis.

Since the NPPs were built in different years, the data collected
within a plant belong to one of the four cases described below and
shown in Fig. 1.

• Case I. The NPP was built before 1970 and still in operation
as of June 30 2007. Failures before 1970 were not recorded.

• Case II. The NPP was built before 1970 and permanently
shut down before 2007. Failures before 1970 were not re-
corded.

• Case III. The NPP was built after 1970 and still in operation
as of June 30 2007. Failures recorded before the first reactor
criticality are ignored in the analysis.

• Case IV. The NPP was built after 1970 and permanently
shut down before 2007.

It should be noted that there are several nuclear plants from
which pipe failure data are not available.
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4 Proposed Model

4.1 General Approach. Although pipe failure is affected by
several factors, there are two time scales attached to each failure
data. One is the calendar date and the other is plant age. In this
paper, we aim at analyzing two global time dependent effects on
the failure rate, referred to as �1� aging effect and �2� cohort effect
�18�.

4.1.1 Cohort Effect on the Failure Rate. Nuclear plants con-
structed and operated during different time periods employ differ-
ent levels of technological sophistication. For example, newer
plants use more advanced technology, materials, construction
methods, and inspection tools than the older plants. For this rea-
son, the newly built plants are expected to have lower failure
rates. Thus, depending on the calendar date of construction,
nuclear plants can be categorized in different cohorts. This varia-
tion in the failure rate across the plants due to difference in the
cohort age is referred to as the cohort effect. It encompasses the
effects of the advancing technologies in the design, manufactur-
ing, inspection, and maintenances of nuclear power plants.

The cohort effect is quantified by the plant cohort age, denoted
by �, which is the time interval between the date of the first
reactor criticality and a reference date of January 1, 1960, as most
NPPs were built after 1960 �Fig. 1�. Theoretically, a larger cohort
age means a newer plant, employing a more advanced technology,
design, and materials with less vulnerability to failure.

4.1.2 Aging Effect on the Failure Rate. The other time scale
likely to affect the failure rate is the plant age, denoted by t, at the
time of a pipe failure. It is simply the time interval between the
date of the first reactor criticality and the time of a pipe failure
event. In general, it is known that failure events of a system fol-
lows a bath-tub pattern �19�, which includes burn-in phase, ran-
domly failing or service life and wear-out or aging stage. Depend-
ing on the plant age, the failure rate may be decreasing, constant,
or increasing. It is referred to as the aging effect on the failure
rate.

4.2 Point Process. For a single nuclear power plant, let 0
�T1�T2�¯ denote the failure times �i.e., plant age�. It is pro-
posed to consider these failures as a point process and N�t�
=	k=1

� I�Tk� t� records the cumulative number of failures gener-
ated by the underlying point process. I�Tk� t� is an indicator func-
tion, which equals 1 if Tk� t or 0 otherwise. Quite often, a point
process can be described uniquely by the so-called intensity func-

tion, defined as the instantaneous probability of an event occurring
at time t, conditional on the process history, H�t�. Formally, the
intensity is defined as �20�

��t�H�t�� = lim
�t↓0

Pr��N�t� = 1�H�t��
�t

�11�

where �N�t� represents the number of failures in the time interval
�t , t+�t�. When the intensity function is independent of the pro-
cess history, the point process becomes a Poisson process. If,
however, the intensity function is of the form

��t�H�t�� = h�t − tN�t−�� �12�

where tN�t−� is the time of the last event prior to t, then the process
is a renewal process. Note that for a Poisson process �either ho-
mogeneous or non-homogeneous�, the intensity function and the
rate of occurrence �ROC� function is the same �21�.

In this paper, we propose that the piping failures in a nuclear
plant follow a NHPP. A power law intensity function is adopted to
model the aging effects, i.e., ��t�	 t
−1, and the cohort effect is
modeled by a term e��. Finally, the intensity function takes the
form

��t� = �
t
−1e�� �13�

If 
�1, then the piping failure rate is decreasing, suggesting that
the NPP is in a burn-in stage. If 
=1, the piping failures follow a
homogeneous Poisson process and the NPP is in the random fail-
ing service life, whereas 
�1 implies that the NPP is aging.

4.3 Statistical Estimation. The proposed NHPP model in-
cludes three unknown parameters: �, 
, and �, which can be
estimated from the maximum likelihood method. Suppose a
sample for a plant consists of n failure times t0� t1� t2� ¯

� tn� te, where t0 denotes the starting time of observation, which
equals zero or the plant age on January 1, 1970, whichever is less,
and te denotes the end time of observation, which equals the plant
life or the plant age on June 30, 2007, whichever is less. Details
about the determination of t0 and te are listed in Table 3.

For the four scenarios in Fig. 1, the likelihood function is ex-
pressed as �20�

L = exp
−�
t0

te

��u�du�
j=1

n

��tj� �14�

If the plant has undergone no failure during the observed time
window from t0 to te, the likelihood function is

L = exp
−�
t0

te

��u�du� �15�

Assuming the failure events in one plant are independent of the
failures in another plant, then the total log-likelihood function is
just the summation of the log-likelihoods for each plant. There-
fore, taking the intensity function in the form of Eq. �13�, we have
for the ith plant, with failure times ti0� ti1� ¯ � tini� tie, the
log-likelihood function as

Fig. 1 Four cases of failure records

Table 3 Values of t0 and te

Case t0 te

I Plant age on 1/1/1970 Plant age on 6/30/2007
II Plant age on 1/1/1970 Total service life
III 0 Plant age on 6/30/2007
IV 0 Total service life
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li = ni�log � + log 
 + ��i� + �
 − 1�	
j=1

ni

log tij + �e��i�ti0

 − tie


 �

�16�
For the plant without any failure,

li = �e��i�ti0

 − tie


 � �17�
Further simplifications lead to

l = N log � + N log 
 + �	
i=1

m

ni�i + 
	
i=1

m

	
j=1

ni

log tij + �	
i=1

m

e��i�ti0



− tie

 � �18�

where N=	i=1
m ni is the total number of observed failures, and m is

the total number of NPPs under observations. Maximization of

Eq. �18� gives the maximum likelihood estimates �MLEs� of �, 
,
and �.

5 Case Study

5.1 Sample Data. The case study analyzes data concerning
leakage in ASME Class 1 pipings of 81 PWRs and 41 BWRs in
the U.S. NPPs. The data include leakage event under the time
“pinhole leakage,” “small leakage,” “leakage,” and “large leak-
age.” From January 1, 1970 to June 30, 2007, there are 113 leak-
ages recorded in 29 BWRs and 189 leakage events in 52 PWRs.
There are 12 BWRs and 29 PWRs that have never reported an
event of leakage in Class 1 piping during the collection period.

Initially, we pooled the calendar time of failure times and plot-
ted them in Fig. 2 in which the origin of x-axis represents January
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1, 1970. If the pooled data were modeled by a homogeneous Pois-
son process, then the constant failure rate, or failure frequency,
can be estimated as the ratio of the number of failures and the
total exposure time. The failure rate is estimated to be 0.096 and
0.104 per plant year for the BWRs and PWRs, respectively. This
simple model suggests almost no difference in the leakage fre-
quencies of the two reactor types.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.3, use of the Crow plot of the pooled
data to illustrate the aging trend would be misleading. Indeed, the
Crow plots of the BWRs and PWRs in Fig. 3 both would show an

obvious change in the failure pattern: an increasing failure rate in
the early stage followed by a decreasing rate after about 5–7 years
of plant operation. But this early increasing failure rate is only an
artifact due to the effect of pooling different plants with different
failure rates.

Figures 4 and 5 plot the plant age against the cohort age of
sample data for the PWR and BWR data, respectively. Such a plot
is called Lexis diagram in the field of population dynamics �20�.
These figures show large variability in the time of occurrence of
the failure events. Moreover, the scale variability is different in

Table 4 Maximum likelihood estimates for the NHPP model with standard errors in
parentheses

� 
 � Maximized log-likelihood

Without cohort effects BWR 0.2282�0.0600� 0.7634�0.0723� 0 130.3
PWR 0.3037�0.0519� 0.6286�0.0465� 0 286.5

With cohort effects BWR 0.5430�0.2053� 0.7208�0.0712� 0.0459�0.0154� 125.6
PWR 0.8380�0.2331� 0.5944�0.0454� 0.0508�0.0117� 276.8
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Fig. 5 Lexis diagram of sample data for U.S.-PWR-Class 1-Leakage. The
triangles denote a leakage event while the solid dots denote a permanent
shutdown of the NPP.
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different NPPs. Some plants demonstrate a more or less random
occurrence while other plants demonstrate a “burn-in” phenom-
enon. Some plants exhibit aging effect as well.

5.2 Results. Using the proposed likelihood method, we obtain
the estimates for both cases with and without considering cohort
effects, as summarized in Table 4. It should be emphasized that
this approach does not explicitly account for different inspection
and mitigation programs employed by different plant operators. In
a sense, it is assumed that all degradation management aspects are
reflected in the pipe failure rate.

For both the BWR and PWR, the cohort-effect coefficient � is
less than zero as expected. A statistical hypothesis test based on
likelihood ratio procedure can be used for testing �=0. The like-
lihood ratio statistics equals −2�l1− l0�, where l0 and l1 are the
log-likelihoods under the null and alternative hypotheses, respec-
tively. For BWRs and PWRs, the statistics are greater than 10,
which, for a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom,
implies significant statistical evidence against that hypothesis. In
other words, the cohort effects present in the data are statistically

significant.
The estimated aging trend and cohort effects are plotted in Figs.

6 and 7, respectively. Since neither effect alone could give an
absolute value of the failure rate, the figures show only the trend
of the effects along time. Figure 6 plots t
−1 for PWR and BWR
plants and it shows that the PWR plants have a relatively higher
failure rate in the early life than the BWR plants. Figure 7 plots
e�� and it shows that the cohort effect is quite strong in the data
for both BWR and PWR plants. For example, a plant built in 2005
�cohort age=45 years� would have one-tenth of the failure rate of
a plant built in 1960s.

The absolute value of the failure rate for a particular NPP de-
pends on both the plant age and its cohort age, and it can be
computed from Eq. �13�. Figures 8 and 9 plot the contours of
failure rates for BWRs and PWRs, respectively. For a BWR built
in 1970 with a cohort age of 10 years, its failure rate at a plant age
of 25 years is about 0.1 failure per plant year. But if the BWR is
built in 1985, its failure rate at the same plant age becomes only
0.05 failures per plant year. It is clear that the failure rate is very
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different from a previous estimate of 0.1 events per plant year
obtained by pooling the failure data and assuming a constant fail-
ure rate. For a plant �either BWR or PWR� built after 1985, the
failure rate is less than 0.1 per plant year. For an older plant
however, the failure rate can be higher than 0.1 failure per plant
year.

A comparison of the failure rate can be made with and without
considering the cohort effect. For the BWRs, the failure rate with-
out the cohort effects ��=0� is shown as the broken line in Fig.
10. Two additional curves are shown for cohort ages of �=0 and
�=40 years. For newer plants ��=40�, ignoring the cohort effect
will overestimate the failure rate, whereas the opposite is implied
for older plants. Similar trend is seen for PWRs, as shown in Fig.
11.

5.3 Remarks. In the database, the recorded time of a failure
event can be uncertain. Some flaws, such as cracks, are found at
the time of inspection. Therefore, the occurrence time times are
interval censored, i.e., we do not know the exact time, but we
know it should lie between two successive inspections. In such
cases, the likelihood function must be modified.

The decreasing trend of the failure rate should be interpreted
with caution. As pointed out by Thomas �8�, the burn-in stage of
pressure piping spans about 20 to 30 years. So we need to wait to
gain longer operating experience in order to quantify the increas-

ing rate in the wear-out stage. On the other hand, it can be also
interpreted as success of maintenance and mitigation programs.

6 Conclusions
This paper proposes a nonhomogeneous Poisson process model

for describing the piping failure events. A novel feature of the
model is that it considers the cohort effect in a statistically con-
sistent manner along with the aging effect on the failure rate. The
cohort effect is representative of the improvement in plant tech-
nology, design, and material. The proposed model is versatile and
it can be used to analyze any other stochastic event data. The
OPDE data set regarding leakage in Class 1 piping of BWRs and
PWRs in the United States are analyzed in detail. This paper
shows that statistically significant cohort effect is present in the
leak rate. In general, the leak rate exhibits a decreasing trend with
the plant age. It implies that the plants are not experiencing in-
crease in leak rates due to aging, or the inspection/maintenance
programs are effective in preventing leaks.
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A Method to Evaluate Fission Gas
Release During Irradiation
Testing of Spherical Fuel
The evaluation of fission gas release from spherical fuel during irradiation testing is
critical to understand expected fuel performance under real reactor conditions. Online
measurements of krypton and xenon fission products explain coated particle performance
and contributions from graphitic matrix materials used in fuel manufacture and irradia-
tion rig materials. Methods that are being developed to accurately evaluate fission gas
release are described here together with examples of evaluations performed on irradia-
tion tests HFR-K5, -K6, and EU1bis. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3097131�

1 Introduction
The activity of gaseous fission product release measured in pile

during fuel irradiation testing is a direct indicator of fuel perfor-
mance and a gauge to predict the release of radiological important
fission gas release from a power plant. The key nuclides are 88Kr
and 131I for safety analysis during normal operation and following
a loss of coolant accident, and 85Kr for long-term waste disposal
�1�.

The main sources of gaseous release are uranium and thorium
contamination in the fuel graphite �matrix contamination� and
defective/failed coated particles. The uranium and thorium con-
tamination that is in the outer pyrocarbon layer and the matrix
material is from two sources. Trace amounts of uranium are found
in all natural materials. Graphite used in the manufacture of ma-
trix material and pyrocarbon layers is no exception, and the fuel
element materials are contaminated by this naturally occurring
uranium and thorium. The second source is the enriched uranium
from the UO2 kernel that contaminates the subsequent coating
layers in the manufacturing facility.

Krypton and xenon have extremely low diffusion coefficients in
PyC and all the nuclides considered have relatively short half-
lives. Intact particles within the specification limits therefore are
not expected to contribute to the release of gaseous fission prod-
ucts under normal operating conditions �2�.

A third source that only pertains to irradiation test rigs is the
graphite cups in which the test elements are housed in the steel
capsules. These graphite cups contain significant uranium and tho-
rium contamination and their contribution to the total fission gas
released from an irradiation capsule can be considerable, espe-
cially if the test spheres contain a very low fraction of failed
particles.

The transport mechanisms of fission gases produced by the
finely distributed uranium and thorium contamination of the ma-
trix material are well understood through the irradiation experi-
ments done at the R2 test reactor at Studsvik �2�. The fission gas
release behavior from failed particles was studied in detail at the
FRJ2 test reactor at Jülich �3�. Fission gas transport data were
measured and calculated for each fuel component material. Kryp-
ton data are used for all small nuclides �krypton and bromine�, and
xenon values for the larger nuclides �xenon and iodine�. The use
of xenon transport data for the radiological important iodine nu-
clides was validated by several irradiation experiments, which

confirmed that at elevated temperatures, the halogen �bromine and
iodine� transport behavior is similar to noble gas behavior �kryp-
ton and xenon, respectively�.

The computer code NOBLEG �4� was developed to simulate the
operational conditions of high temperature reactor cores and irra-
diation experiments. The code is useful in describing fuel behav-
ior in the Jointly Operated Experimental Reactor �Arbeitsgemein-
schaft Versuchsreaktor-AVR� and thorium high temperature
reactor �THTR� and in the design and safety analysis of the
planned high temperature reactor-modular design �HTR-
MODUL�. It calculates the noble gas and halogen release frac-
tions from the core by solving Booth’s “equivalent sphere model”
�5�.

HTR fuel designs considered here are based on the German fuel
sphere design produced for the high temperature reactor 500
�HTR-500� and HTR-MODUL proof tests �6�. Fuel spheres are 60
mm in diameter, manufactured from high quality graphite matrix
material, in which low enriched uranium TRISO-coated particles
are embedded.

2 Modeling
The fission gas release from spherical fuel elements with coated

particles was described in detail previously �2�. The release from
matrix contamination and failed particles are described by a mul-
ticomponent system. The graphitic matrix material is treated as a
three-component system. Component 1 may be attributed to the
graphite grains of the raw material and component 2 to the amor-
phous nongraphitized binder coke between the grains. The open
pore system filled with helium constitutes the gaseous component
3. The primary fission products are distributed into the solid com-
ponents by direct recoil. The gas atoms diffuse from the recoil
sites in the grains of the solid components to the open porosity of
the fuel sphere.

The steady state fractional release due to this diffusion in each
solid component is described by Booth’s “equivalent sphere
model”

R/B = 3Uc�Dr

�
�1/2�coth�Dr

�
�−1/2

− �Dr

�
�1/2�

where R /B is the release to birth ratio, Uc is the fraction ura-
nium finely distributed in the matrix material. � is the decay con-
stant of gas nuclide �1/s�, and Dr is the reduced diffusion coeffi-
cient.

The two solid-state diffusion processes are followed by the
pressure and temperature-dependent gas phase transport through
the open porosity of the fuel sphere to the coolant. This process is
also described by a Booth equation where r equals the radius of
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the fuel element and D equals the effective diffusion coefficient
for the combination of Knudsen and binary gas diffusion given by
the Bosanquet equation �7�

1

D
=

1

�k1v�
+

1

�k2D12�

where k1 and k2 are the structural parameters of A3 matrix
material, describing functions of tortuosity, shape, diameter, and
volume fraction of the pores; v is the mean thermal velocity of gas
atoms �cm/s�; and D12 is the binary diffusion coefficient of xenon
or krypton in helium.

Parameters k1 and k2 were measured for unirradiated A3 matrix
material using a hydrogen permeation method. The binary diffu-
sion constant D12 can be calculated with Hirschfelder’s relation
using the total gas pressure P and real and reference temperatures
�T1 and T0� �8� as follows:

D12 =
const�T1/T0�3/2

P

Failed fuel particles embedded in the matrix are described by a
four-component system consisting of kernel “grains,” two mate-
rial components of the buffer layer �“grains” and “amorphous con-
stituents”�, and helium-filled open pores in the kernel and in the
porous buffer layer. The birth rates of primary fission products in
the four components are calculated with the known relations for
the recoil stopping ranges in different materials. The noble gas
release from the three solid components is treated in the same way
as the contamination-induced release. The retention capabilities of
the open porosity and the coating defects �e.g., hairline cracks� are
neglected.

The release from failed particles is followed by gas phase trans-
port through the open porosity of the fuel sphere. Retention of the
fuel sphere pore system is treated in the same way as above for
contamination.

In more than six irradiation experiments with R /B values of
133Xe in the range from 10−7 up to 10−2 covering both contami-
nation and release dominated by failed particles, an approximate
1:1 relation between the 133Xe �half-life: 5.3 days� and 131I �half-
life: 8.0 days� R /B values was found. For R /B values below 10−5,
the 131I data lie by a factor of about 3 below the 133Xe R /B
values. This indicates the effect of adsorption/desorption equilib-
rium on the surfaces of the open porosity at low iodine partial
pressures, which reduces the effective gas phase diffusion con-
stant of iodine. It can thus be concluded that it is conservative to
use the same diffusion data for iodine and xenon. The same ap-
plies to bromine and krypton.

The diffusion coefficients used by the model combine all pos-
sible transport mechanisms of a fission product species within one
material zone, depending on temperature according to the Arrhen-
ius relation, where D is the effective diffusion coefficient, EA is
the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature;

D = D0eEA/RT

3 Evaluation Methods
When evaluating fission gas release from fuel spheres in an

irradiation rig during an irradiation test, it is important to distin-
guish between release from contamination of the fuel and irradia-
tion rig materials and the release from defective or failed coated
particles. The difference lies in the fact that the fuel inside coated
particles is enriched compared with the natural uranium and tho-
rium found in contamination. This means that fission gases
formed in the fuel kernels are primarily formed from 235U fissions
and fission gases formed in the contamination from 233U and
239Pu �from 232Th and 238U breeding, respectively�. The fission
yields for each fissionable nuclide differ and, therefore, must be
accounted for.

3.1 Effective Contamination. During irradiation, the fertile
238U and 232Th in the fuel matrix and irradiation rig material
contamination capture neutrons to breed fissile 239/241Pu and 233U.
Therefore the effective uranium contamination increases with
burn-up, and the release of fission gases from the fuel elements
increases as well. The effective uranium contamination is there-
fore defined as the total fission power of the fissile nuclides 233U,
235U, and 239/241Pu in the contamination of the fuel sphere divided
by the total fission output from the fuel element.

The enrichment factor of natural uranium contamination is
0.72%, which leads to an effective uranium contamination value
of 7.2�10−8 at the beginning of the irradiation �i.e., 50 ppb U
�200 g C�0.72% enrichment/1 g U-235 in kernels=7.2
�10−8�. The rate at which the small fraction of 235U is consumed
is negligible against that at which 233U and plutonium are bred
from the large fraction 238U and also when compared with the
relatively large amounts of thorium available in the matrix mate-
rial. The contribution from thorium is still zero as no 233U breed-
ing from 232Th occurred at the start of irradiation. As an example,
the effective uranium contamination for HFR-K6/1 is shown in
Fig. 1. During irradiation the uranium contribution to the effective
uranium contamination increases to 4.89�10−7 at the end of irra-
diation �633.6 full power days �fpd��. The thorium contribution
shows a more remarkably increased contribution to the effective
uranium of 1.17�10−6 at the end of irradiation. The effective
contamination starts off with 7.2�10−8 �0.72% 235U in natural
uranium� and increases to 1.66�10−6 at the end of irradiation
�633.6 fpd�. The steps in the curve are caused by the radioactive
decay of the fission product precursors for 233U �233Pa� and 239Pu
�239Np� during the periods that the reactor was shut down between
irradiation cycles. The increase in effective contamination ex-
plains the general tendency of fission product release to increase
over irradiation time, and is therefore not necessarily a function of
fuel integrity degradation.

3.2 Contamination Release. When the fuel spheres contain
no failed particles, the measured release originates solely from the
contamination in fuel and irradiation rig materials.

During irradiation, fission products are formed from the nuclear
fission reaction of the fissionable material in the fuel elements:
235U, 239/241Pu, and 233U. As irradiation progresses, the plutonium
and 233U fission fraction increases, but has a different fission yield
for each fission product that differs significantly from 235U fission
yields. The original calculations to determine the fission product
birth rate are based on fission yields for 235U. The measured R /B
values must be corrected to include the plutonium and 233U fission

Fig. 1 Effective uranium contamination in the matrix material
for test element HFR-K6/1
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yields by weighing the fission yield ratios �e.g., 239Pu / 235U� with
the calculated effective contamination. This was done as follows:

Yield ratio =
�235Uef

235Ufy + 233Uef
233Ufy + 239Puef

239Pufy�
�235Uef + 233Uef + 239Puef�

where xxxAef is the effective contamination of xxxA, and xxxAfy is
the fission yield ratio of xxxA to 235U. A correction factor for each
irradiation period is determined by dividing the measured R /B
values by the yield ratios.

From the measurements of R2 test rigs, we know that graphite
cups contain much more heavy metal contamination than fuel ma-
terials and are a significant contributor to measured activity �9�.
Previous evaluation of HFR-K5/6 suggested that each cup contrib-
utes up to three times the amount of fission gases than the con-
tamination of one fuel sphere �10�. This contamination may be
accounted for by increasing the contamination in the fuel materi-
als as the graphite cups can be treated, as a first approximation, as
fuel matrix material. Of course, this is not completely satisfactory
and it becomes increasingly important to ensure that contamina-
tions in irradiation rig materials are specified in the future.

3.3 Failed Particle Release. The inventory of a single coated
particle exceeds the contamination in a fuel sphere by a factor of
35 �considering 14,000 coated particles and 1 g 235U per sphere�.
The release from a sphere containing one defective or failed par-
ticle will therefore dominate the measured activity, and effective
contamination corrections become less important. The contribu-
tions from contaminations outside the fuel sphere �irradiation rig
materials� also become less of an issue, and therefore the evalua-
tions of spheres containing one or more defective particles are
much more useful.

4 Results
Three irradiation tests have been evaluated in the past few years

at PBMR. All three irradiation tests have been performed at the
high flux reactor �HFR� at Petten, The Netherlands. Examples of
evaluations are shown and discussed in this section.

The fuel proof test HFR-K6 was originally designed to test the
fuel elements for the planned HTR-MODUL, and the proof test
HFR-K5 for the validation of fuel for the HTR-500. Before the
start of HFR-K5 irradiation it was decided to abandon the HTR-
500 project, and HFR-K5 was therefore performed with the same
fuel under the same conditions as HFR-K6. The fuel elements
were manufactured under similar conditions and standards as the
AVR 21–1 reload batch consisting of low enriched uranium
�LEU�-TRISO particles at NUKEM/HOBEG. Four 60 mm refer-
ence fuel elements with LEU-TRISO-coated particles were se-
lected and inserted into a three-capsule best-rig for irradiation in
the HFR at Petten, The Netherlands. Capsule A contained the test
element A1K6 �K6/1�, capsule B the test elements B1K6 �K6/2�
and B2K6 �K6/3�, and capsule C test element C1K6 �K6/4�. A
similar arrangement was applied to the irradiation test HFR-K5.

The irradiation temperature was automatically adjusted by the
gas mixture technique �He/Ne�. The heat transfer characteristics
for neon are lower than for helium, and the temperature of the test
elements can be regulated by adjusting the helium/neon gas mix-
ture. In order to simulate the multipass core circulation of the FEs,
the central fuel temperatures were planned to be set to �800°C
for one-third of the irradiation time and �1000°C for the remain-
der for each HFR cycle. A total of 36 thermocouples, 17 neutron
fluence detectors, 9 �-scanning detectors, and 4 self-powered neu-
tron �SPN� detectors were attached to the fuel elements and cap-
sules to determine the temperature distribution and history with
respect to neutron fluence and burn-up. The downstream gas from
each capsule was analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively by a
4096 multichannel analyzer with two Ge�Li� detectors. The re-

lease of noble gas nuclides 85 mKr, 87Kr, 88Kr, 89Kr, 133Xe,
135Xe, 135 mXe, 137Xe, and 138Xe was measured and reported dur-
ing irradiation for each capsule �11�.

The test element specification and irradiation data for two of the
test spheres for HFR-K6 are listed in Table 1. All nuclear, tem-
perature, and fission gas release measurement data were reported
in a series of progress reports for both HFR-K5 and HFR-K6.

The irradiation experiment HFR-EU1bis was performed by the
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre-Institute for En-
ergy �JRC-IE� in the HFR Petten to test five spherical HTR fuel
pebbles of former German production with TRISO-coated par-
ticles for their potential for very high temperature performance
and high burn-up �12�. The objective of the HFR-EU1bis test was
to irradiate five HTR fuel pebbles at conditions beyond the char-
acteristics of current pebble bed reactor designs, e.g., HTR-
Modul, HTR-10, and PBMR.

The central temperature of all pebbles was kept as closely as
possible to 1250°C and held constant during the entire irradiation,
with the exception of HFR downtime and power transients. This is
the expected maximum central fuel temperature of a pebble bed
very high temperature reactor �VHTR� with a coolant outlet tem-
perature of 1000°C. Originally a burn-up of 16% FIMA was
planned, but only 11% FIMA was realized. The fuel spheres were
of the type GLE-4/2 of the AVR batch 21–2. The five pebbles
were tested in the “full size HTR fuel element rig” �REFA-170�.
The irradiation rig is equipped with 24 thermocouples, a gamma
scan wire, and 3 fluence detector sets. Central fuel temperatures
cannot be directly measured, and therefore the irradiation was
conducted by controlling the surface temperature of the pebbles
such that the calculated central temperature remained as constant
as possible. Nuclear, temperature, and fission gas release data can
be found in Refs. �12,13�.

4.1 HFR-K5. Unfortunately, the available progress reports
from HFR-K5 are incomplete and only a limited evaluation has
been possible up to now. The expected calculated release from a
single failed particle exceeds the measured release from test ele-
ments K5/1, K5/2, and K5/3, significantly, and therefore it can be
deduced that no particle failure occurred—either through manu-
facture or operationally induced. Fission product releases for these
test elements therefore are determined by the uranium and tho-
rium contamination of the outer pyrocarbon layers of the coated
particles, the graphitic matrix material of the fuel element, and the
graphite cups in which the test spheres were housed in the irra-
diation rig.

Irradiation cycles 12 and 24 R /Bs at temperatures of 897°C
and 816°C are plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The
effect of corrections for fission yields for especially xenon nu-
clides are shown by plotting both raw results and corrected values.

Table 1 HFR-K6 test element /2 and /4 specification and irra-
diation data

Parameter Unit

Fuel element designation

K6/2 K6/4

Specification
Fuel element No. 2953–98 2953–26
Uranium content g 9.44 9.44
235U enrichment % 10.6 10.6
CP content 14,600 14,600
Failed CP content per FE 0 2

Irradiation data
Burn-up �FIMA� % 10.6 9.8
Neutron fluence ��0.1 MeV� 1021 cm−2 4.6 2.7
Maximum center temperature °C 1,130 1,040
Maximum power output kW/FE 2.51 2.1
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4.2 HFR-K6. Almost all the irradiation data for irradiation
test HFR-K6 are available and have been evaluated in detail �1�.
In the previous evaluation, the noble gas fission product 88Kr was
selected to represent the krypton and bromine gas release from
spherical fuel elements. The full irradiation experiment’s 88Kr re-
lease, simulated with NOBLEG for test element K6/2, is presented
in Ref. �10�. Test element K6/2 �see Fig. 4� was chosen as its
irradiation history had the most consistently available and coher-
ent measurements. There were no failed or defective particles in
this test sphere. The NOBLEG simulation matches the measured
release with a correlation of 0.94. The largest difference between
the measured and calculated values is a factor of 2.0, which is
well below the accepted PBMR design factor of 5. The surface

fuel temperatures range from 546°C to 820°C, with an average
temperature of 702°C. The gradual increase in R /B corresponds
to the gradual increase in the effective contamination of Fig. 1.

After investigating the fission gas release during irradiation, it
was concluded that test element HFR-K6/4 had failed particles as
its release exceeded the contamination based release significantly.
Comparisons with releases from compacts that contained known
numbers of failed particles suggested that two defective particles
existed in the sphere.

Since the R /B values do not significantly increase during irra-
diation, no particle failure occurred. The releases from this ele-
ment are thus dominated by defective particle release. Irradiation
cycles of 4 R /Bs are plotted at temperatures between 880°C in
Fig. 5 and irradiation cycle 24 R /Bs at a temperature of 800°C in
Fig. 6.

These two graphs present the fission gas release at both the
beginning and the end of the irradiation test. It appears as if there
were no systematic changes in the containment properties of the
UO2-buffer-matrix material system, but closer inspection of the
R /Bs of all the cycles suggest that some change did occur.

It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the release of the larger xenon
atoms over the irradiation time decreases relative to the calculated
values. This is also noted to a lesser extent for 88Kr from 300 fpd
to 500 fpd. This is possibly due to changes in buffer layer com-
position during irradiation.

After 500 fpd, the release of 88Kr and 138Xe drastically in-
creases from well below to very close to the calculated values. It
is most likely that this rapid increase at the end of the irradiation
experiment is caused by swelling of the kernel, so buffer material
retention becomes less important. However, the measured fission
product release still does not exceed the calculated values.

Fig. 2 R /B versus half-life graph, HFR-K5/2, cycle 12

Fig. 3 R /B versus half-life graph, HFR-K5/2, cycle 24

Fig. 4 Measured and calculated 88Kr R /B comparison for test
element K6/2

Fig. 5 R /B versus half-life graph, HFR-K6/4, cycle 4

Fig. 6 R /B versus half-life graph, HFR-K6/4, cycle 24
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4.3 HFR-EU1bis. A first evaluation of the fission gas release
during the HFR-EU1bis was performed. A burn-up calculation to
determine the effective contaminations in the fuel materials and
graphite cups was done according to the effective contamination
evaluation model above and according to available neutronic data
�13�. The fission gas R /B values were calculated for HFR-K5 and
-K6 with the exception that all five test spheres are in the same
purge gas stream, and just one measurement was taken for all five
test spheres. All five test spheres are evaluated at the same time
with the measured fission gas release data available �12�. It is
therefore not possible to determine individual fuel sphere perfor-
mance directly.

All three krypton isotopes for which R /B values were measured
have precursors with very short half-lives compared with mea-
surement times. This has the effect that no corrections need to be
made for release from precursors plated out in measurement lines,
which simplifies analysis considerably. The general trend of mea-
sured R /B values for krypton isotopes is illustrated in Fig. 8 for
88Kr. The center temperature of fuel sphere 4 is shown as
reference.

The R /B curve has some distinctive characteristics that need to
be taken into account during interpretation.

�1� It starts at a value of about 5�10−7, which is higher than
expected for fission gas released from contamination only,
but is lower than expected for a single failed coated particle
initially present in one of the five fuel spheres. The R /B
curve more or less follows center fuel sphere temperatures
in this region of the curve.

�2� Apart from a number of distinctive peaks, the R /B curve
generally shows an upward trend with increasing irradia-

tion exposure of fuel spheres indicating the important role
played by fission gas release from contamination.

�3� There are two distinctive R /B peaks at about 125 efpd and
200 efpd, which correspond to sharp increases in fuel
sphere center temperatures as calculated from input fuel
sphere surface temperatures and power production in the
fuel spheres.

�4� There is a sharp increase in R /B near the end of irradiation
that is considerably higher than the previous R /B peak
while the temperature increase is similar to the previous
temperature peak, which indicates failure of one or more
coated particles toward the end of the irradiation test.

Calculated fuel center temperatures are generally higher than
1250°C, which was the target temperature for the HFR-EU1bis
irradiation test.

NOBLEG calculations were performed separately for each fuel
sphere for two cases. In the first case only contamination was
taken into account while for the second case a failed coated par-
ticle was initially assumed to be present in each fuel sphere. Re-
sults obtained for 88Kr are shown in Fig. 9. As all five fuel spheres
were enclosed in the same irradiation container, contamination
values for individual fuel spheres were added to obtain a single
contamination R /B value per measurement.

It is clear from the graph that contamination R /B values alone,
as calculated from fuel sphere and irradiation rig material con-
tamination, could not provide an explanation for the R /B peaks
observed in the measured curve. This leads to consideration of the
possibility of a failed coated particle being present initially in one
of the fuel spheres. The presence of a failed coated particle would
explain the R /B peaks that correspond to temperature peaks in the
measured R /B curve. However, all the curves for one failed
coated particle lie above the measured R /B curve, except for the
R /B peaks in the curve.

Interpretation of Fig. 9 suggests the presence of a single failed
coated particle from start of irradiation. The initial coating failure
appears to extend through all three outer coating layers of a coated
particle, and is so small that it restricts release of fission gas at
lower temperatures while opening up sufficiently at higher tem-
peratures to allow free release of fission gas. It also appears that
an additional coated particle failed at the start of the last tempera-
ture peak during irradiation. The results shown in Fig. 10 for 88Kr
and in Fig. 11 for 85 mKr were obtained by applying the above
assumptions to each of the measured krypton R /B curves.

It was found that the contamination R /B contribution from ir-
radiation rig materials contributed a factor of 0.9 to the fuel ma-
terial contamination release, while R /B values for a failed coated
particle had to be reduced to approximately 40% of expected R /B

Fig. 7 Measured and calculated 135 mXe R /B comparison for
test element K6/4

Fig. 8 Measured 88Kr R /B and sphere /4 temperatures

Fig. 9 Measured and calculated 88Kr R /B for contamination
and one failed particle
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values for a totally uncovered kernel at lower temperature in order
to produce a good fit to R /B values measured for the three krypton
isotopes.

Iodine plates out in the gas lines that remove the purge gas from
the irradiation rig. Iodine fission gases 133I and 135I are important
gas precursors for 133Xe and 135Xe, respectively. The xenon and
krypton fission gases would be disposed of during irradiation
through an activated charcoal trap, but iodine would remain in the
gas lines. As iodine decays, xenon daughter products are released,
adding to the xenon activity. Due to the relative short half-lives of
133I and 135I, the inventory plated out on the cold gas lines come
into equilibrium with the release rate from the fuel spheres during
irradiation. The activity of iodine nuclides plated out on gas lines
can then be calculated and added to the xenon source term. The
contribution of 133I to the 133Xe source term amounts to between
47% and 50% of the 133Xe activity released from the fuel spheres.
The exact percentage depends on contributions from different fis-
sile materials �i.e., Fig. 1� and the mean fuel temperature. The
measured 133Xe activity in the grab sample holder is therefore
47–50% higher than the actual release activity from the fuel
spheres. Similarly, the contribution of 135I to the 135Xe activity is
between 155% and 170% of the 135Xe activity released from the
fuel spheres. This additional activity must be accounted for in the
measured R /B values.

The full irradiation experiment’s 135Xe release simulated with
NOBLEG by including the neutron absorption of 135Xe and contri-
butions from 135I precursor is presented in Fig. 12. Similarly, fuel
performance assumptions were used in the same way as for the

88Kr and 85 mKr calculations.
Both the xenon and krypton R /B curves suggest that a coated

particle has a single crack through all the three coating layers. At
steady temperatures below 1300°C only 40% of the kernel-
released fission gas is released through coating failure. During a
relative fast temperature transient above 1300°C the crack is
forced open by fission gas pressure in the kernel and the coated
particle acts as a completely failed particle releasing all available
fission gas already released from the kernel. When the tempera-
ture drops below 1300°C the crack closes again and only a frac-
tion of the available fission gas is released.

To test this mechanism R /B versus half-life plots were made for
cases below and above 1300°C. Cycle 13, which had a relatively
low irradiation temperature, is plotted in Fig. 13. The center fuel
temperature was below 1300°C and only �40% of a failed par-
ticle’s release and contamination was used as a source of fission
products. The slopes of the measured krypton and xenon curves
are well matched with the calculated slopes.

Cycle 10, which had a relatively high irradiation temperature, is
plotted in Fig. 14. The center fuel temperature was above 1300°C
and a completely failed particle was used with contamination as
sources of fission product release. The slopes of the krypton and
xenon curves appear less steep for the measured data compared
with the calculated curves, but this could be due to measurement
errors and the small number �three and two� fission gases mea-
sured for each curve.

5 Conclusion
Evaluations of fission gas release during irradiation tests of

spherical fuel elements are important to monitor fuel performance

Fig. 10 Measured and calculated 88Kr R /B

Fig. 11 Measured and calculated 85 mKr R /B

Fig. 12 Measured and calculated 135Xe R /B

Fig. 13 R /B versus half-life graph for HFR-EU1bis, cycle 13
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and to evaluate fission gas transport parameters. The steady state
release of fission gas from fuel spheres in pile during irradiation
testing can be modeled by a modification of “Booth’s equivalent
sphere” model.

It is important to distinguish between releases from contamina-
tion and defective/failed particle sources. If no defective or failed
particles exist in a fuel sphere then the release is caused by con-
tamination of the fuel and irradiation rig materials. Burn-up cal-
culations are required to determine the effective contamination in
these materials as the majority of fissile contamination is bred
during irradiation. Corrections may then be required to ensure that
the correct fission yields are used in the production calculation.

If a defective or failed particle exists in a fuel sphere it will be
the dominating release source. Water ingress will only signifi-
cantly affect fuel spheres containing defective or failed particles,
and simple relations exist to evaluate the effect of water vapor on
fission gas release.

The described model was used to do an in-depth evaluation of
the HFR-K6 irradiation test and some irradiation cycles of HFR-
K5. Good simulations of both tests were achieved, showing its
usefulness in understanding irradiation test results.

A first evaluation of the HFR-EU1bis irradiation test was per-
formed. It was found that for center fuel temperatures below
1300°C, the main contributor to the fission gas release is contami-
nation in fuel and irradiation rig materials and only a fraction of a
coated particle’s release. For temperatures above 1300°C the fis-
sion gas release increases beyond what can be expected from con-
tamination only and a failed particle is the only possible explana-
tion. R /B versus half-life graphs suggest that the high releases at
temperatures above 1300°C may be from a failed coated particle
that does not release its full kernel-released inventory of fission
gases below 1300°C.

It appears that an additional in-pile coated particle failure oc-
curred during the second to the last irradiation test as the fission
gas release for all nuclides significantly exceed the release of con-
tamination and one failed particle only. Whether the two �or more�

failed particles occurred in the same fuel sphere or different
spheres cannot be deduced from the data. Postirradiation exami-
nation of the test spheres should be able to explain the observed
release rates.
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Nomenclature
� � decay constant �s−1�
v � mean thermal velocity �cm/s�
D � effective diffusion coefficient �cm−2 /s�

Dr � reduced diffusion coefficient �s−1�
D12 � binary diffusion coefficient �cm−2 /s�
EA � activation energy �kJ/mol�
R � universal gas constant �8.314 J /K mol�

R /B � steady state ratio of fission products released to
fission products produced

T � absolute temperature �K�
TRISO � tristructural isotropic
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Ways to Increase Efficiency of the
High-Temperature Gas Reactor
Coupled With the Gas-Turbine
Power Conversion Unit
This paper deals with the issue of increasing efficiency of nuclear power plants with the
modular high-temperature gas reactor (HTGR) and direct gas-turbine cycle. It should be
noted that only this combination can highlight the advantages of the HTGR, namely, the
ability to heat helium to about 1000°C, in comparison with other reactor plants for
electricity generation. The HTGR has never been used in the direct gas-turbine cycle. At
present, several designs of such commercial plants are at the stage of experimental
validation of main technical features. In Russia, OKB Mechanical Engineering together
with General Atomics (United States) are developing the GT-MHR project with a reactor
power of 600 MW, a reactor outlet helium temperature of 850°C, and an efficiency of
about 45.2%; the South African Republic is developing the RBMR project with a reactor
power of 400 MW, a reactor outlet helium temperature of 900°C, and an efficiency of
about 42%; and Japan is developing the GTHTR-300 project with a reactor power of 600
MW, a reactor outlet helium temperature of 850°C, and an efficiency of about 45.6%. As
it has been proven by technical and economic estimations, one of the most important
factors for successful promotion of reactor designs is their net efficiency, which must not
be lower than 47%. A significant advantage of a reactor plant with the HTGR and
gas-turbine power conversion unit over the steam cycle is considerable simplification of
the power unit layout and reduction in the required equipment and systems (no steam
generators, no turbine hall including steam lines, condenser, deaerator, etc.), which
makes the gas-turbine power conversion unit more compact and less costly in production,
operation, and maintenance. However, in spite of this advantage, it seems that in the
projects currently being developed, the potential of the gas-turbine cycle and high-
temperature reactor to more efficiently generate electricity is not fully used. For example,
in modern reactor plants with highly recuperative steam cycle with supercritical heat
parameters, the net efficiency of electricity generation reaches 50–55%. There are three
methods of the Brayton cycle carnotization: regeneration, helium cooldown during com-
pression, and heat supply during expansion. These methods can be used both separately
and in combination, which gives a total of seven complex heat flow diagrams. Besides,
there are ways to increase helium temperature at the reactor inlet and outlet, to reduce
hydraulic losses in the helium path, to increase the turbomachine rotation speed in order
to improve the turbine and compressor efficiency, to reduce helium leaks in the circula-
tion path, etc. The analysis of GT-MHR, PBMR, and GTHTR-300 development experi-
ence allows identification of the main ways of increasing the efficiency by selecting
optimal parameters and design solutions for the reactor and power conversion unit. This
paper estimates the probability of reaching the maximum electricity generation efficiency
in reactor plants with the HTGR and gas-turbine cycle with account of the up-to-date
development status of major reactor plant components (reactor, vessels, turbocompressor,
generator, heat exchange equipment, and structural materials).
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3097133�

1 Introduction

One of the top-priority goals at the current stage of nuclear
power plant construction is high efficiency of electricity genera-
tion. The rise in fuel costs and the requirements to environmental
parameters bring about the necessity of introducing high effective
electricity generation technologies with an efficiency of 50% and
above. Most promising in this respect are nuclear power plants
based on HTGRs generating electricity in the direct closed Bray-
ton cycle using helium as a coolant. A significant advantage of
such nuclear power plants is the potential to achieve efficiency of

electricity production as high as 50% combined with the maxi-
mum possible safety level, which would allow their arrangement
in direct proximity to settlements and industrial sites. Successful
implementation of the HTGR technology for electricity generation
will encourage their nonelectrical application, including large-
scale production of hydrogen and other technological processes.
The most effective way to enjoy all the advantages of a HTGR
coupled with the gas-turbine cycle is to use them for cogeneration
of electricity and waste heat for desalination and district heating
purposes.

Advantages of reactor plants with the HTGR and gas-turbine
power conversion unit �PCU�, as compared with steam cycle
plants, include considerable simplification of the power unit dia-
gram and, especially if the integral PCU layout is used �turboma-
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chine �TM�, recuperator, and coolers in one high-pressure vessel�,
reduction in the number of needed equipment and systems �steam
generators, turbine hall, including steam pipelines, condenser, de-
aerator, etc.�. For such nuclear power plants the prime cost of
produced electricity, including capital investments in construction,
fuel costs, and operation and maintenance costs, is estimated at
about 2 ¢ /kW h, which allows them to compete with steam cycle
nuclear power plants or fossil fuel electric plants. At the same
time, for successful promotion of these plants in the world, in
accordance with technical and economic evaluations, they must
have a net efficiency of not lower than 47–48%. Such level is
already achieved by modern steam turbine plants with supercriti-
cial steam parameters: temperature of 540–560°C and pressure of
24–26 MPa �1�. For comparison, application of gas-turbine power
plants as extensions to the steam units of existing cogeneration
plants, as it is often done in the countries of the Commonwealth of
Independent States, makes possible to raise the plant efficiency to
52–60% �2�.

Meanwhile HTGRs with the direct gas-turbine cycle have never
been used anywhere in the world. At present, designs of such
commercial plants are at the stage of experimental validation of
main technical solutions. The Russian Federation �OKB Mechani-
cal Engineering� and the USA �General Atomics� are jointly de-
veloping the GT-MHR project featuring a modular reactor of 600
MW, a reactor outlet helium temperature of 850°C, and an effi-
ciency of 45.2%. The South African Republic is developing the
RBMR design with a reactor of 400 MW, a reactor outlet helium
temperature of 900°C, and an efficiency of �42%. Japan is de-
veloping the GTHTR-300 project with a reactor of 600 MW, a
reactor outlet helium temperature of 850°C, and an efficiency of
�45.6%.

One of the major factors of successful development of nuclear
power plants based on HTGRs coupled with the gas-turbine cycle
is optimal selection of cycle thermodynamic parameters and
achievement of maximum efficiency of PCU equipment.

2 The Analysis of Ways to Increase Efficiency
This paper analyzes the possibilities of increasing the net effi-

ciency of such nuclear power plants based on the state-of-the-art
research and technologies. It seems that the key factors for achiev-
ing the competitive level of 48% are as follows:

• carnotization of the Brayton cycle
• reduction in the compression ratio in the cycle
• improvement of the efficiency of turbomachine components

�turbine, Efft; compressor, Effc; and generator, Effg�

Besides that, it is necessary to consider the effect of reducing
the hydraulic losses in the helium path, as well as other param-
eters, which together can make quite a noticeable contribution to
the plant efficiency.

The analysis was performed on the basis of GT-MHR nuclear
power plant �NPP� development experience and with account of
the PBMR and GTHTR-300 experience. Table 1 gives comparison
of main gas-turbine cycle parameters and PCU equipment charac-
teristics of the above mentioned projects.

Carnotization of the Brayton cycle. At present, the economi-
cally acceptable way of Brayton cycle carnotization in order to
increase its efficiency is regenerative heating of the helium di-
rected from the compressor to the reactor inlet with the helium
leaving the turbine, and intermediate cooling of the gas at the
stage of compression in the compressors. These measures require
development of respective heat exchange equipment �recuperator
and intercoolers� in addition to the precooler.

As per the analysis of recuperation effectiveness on cycle effi-
ciency, it was determined that the recuperator efficiency shall be
95% minimum. This efficiency is accepted in all projects under
consideration. Modern processes of compact heat exchanger fab-
rication afford grounds for development of recuperator of such
effectiveness and for arrangement in the most severe conditions of
heat exchange equipment and TM integral layout in a single ves-
sel of reduced dimensions �up to 7 m�. These fabrication technolo-
gies have been mastered in Japan and South Korea. The necessity
of intermediate gas cooling in contrast to recuperative heating is
not so indisputable. For example, the GT-MHR project applies
one intercooler of �94% efficiency between high-pressure com-
pressor �HPC� and low-pressure compressor �LPC�. This inter-
cooler increases efficiency by �4% �Fig. 1�. The presented GT-
MHR efficiency is equal to the ratio between TC shaft power and
reactor power �without loss for reactor cavity cooling and shut-
down reactor cooling system�.

The introduction of the second cooling stage increases the effi-
ciency by �1% more, but the design becomes more complicated
and the PCU cost increases. The precooler and intercooler influ-
ence the removed heat temperature in the gas-turbine cycle, in-
creasing the plant efficiency by 0.7% for each 5°C of gas tem-
perature decrease at the compressor inlet.

In the GTHTR-300 project, intermediate cooling is eliminated
�3� based on economic estimations substantiating the benefit from
simplification of the PCU design and layout, decrease in the capi-
tal costs component in the electricity costs, and reduction in pipe
leak accident probability. NPP efficiency decrease is estimated at
2% �instead of 4%�. Lower efficiency decrease is explained by the

Table 1 Gas turbine cycle parameters and PCU equipment characteristics

Parameter

Project

GT-MHR GTHTR-300 �3� PBMRa �4�

Net efficiency 46.7 45.2 45.6 47.6 42
Reactor inlet/outlet temperature �°C� 490/850 587/850 536/900
No. of intermediate cooling stages during compression 1 None 1 1
Cycle recuperation effectiveness �%� 95 95 95 96
Cycle compression ratio 2.86 2.0 2.4a 2.7
Shaft rotation speed �rpm�

3000 4400 3000
-high-pressure TC 15,200
-low-pressure TC 14,200
-turbogenerator 3,000
Adiabatic efficiency �%�

93.0 93.8 93.5-generator turbine 90
-compressor turbine 89
Adiabatic efficiency LPC/HPC �%� 88.0/87.0 89.5 89.0 89
Relative hydraulic losses in the helium circuit �%� 7.49 8.1 6.4 7.1 �5
Generator efficiency/frequency converter �%� 98.65 97.7/98.5 98.7 98.5

aThere are no published detailed data on a new PCU.
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decrease in the corresponding parameters and characteristics of
cycle components caused by design changes and by the optimal
selection of compression ratios for both GTHTR-300 options.
Nevertheless, in compliance with the goal to investigate the pos-
sibility of maximum NPP efficiency increase, single cooling stage
is preferable.

Decrease in compression ratio in the cycle. Position of maxi-
mum efficiencies as a function of compression ratio �Figs. 2 and
3� depends on recuperation effectiveness in the cycle and does not
depend �for other equal status� on helium temperature at the reac-
tor outlet �turbine inlet�. Thus, for a recuperation effectiveness of
0.95 the optimal compression ratio is equal to �2.25. The maxi-
mum temperature of the cycle, which is the temperature at the
reactor outlet, influences the cycle efficiency considerably �Fig.
3�. The temperature change by each 50°C leads to the correspond-
ing efficiency change of 1.5–2%. Helium temperature at the reac-
tor outlet is limited by the allowable temperature of structural
materials of the turbine and hot gas duct and maximum fuel tem-
perature. The value of 850°C accepted in the GT-MHR reflects
the current status of high-temperature materials research and gas-
cooled reactor operation experience. For a helium temperature of

850°C and a recuperation effectiveness in the cycle of 0.95 in the
range of optimal compression ratios of the cycle, the efficiency is
49%.

The temperature drop and, correspondingly, expansion ratio in
the turbine influence the helium temperature at the turbine outlet
and reactor inlet and, from the viewpoint of the design, they in-
fluence the quantity of turbine stages. For a compression ratio of
2.25 and a reactor outlet temperature of 850°C the helium tem-
perature at the reactor inlet shall be about 550°C. In the GT-MHR
project the helium temperature of 490°C at the reactor inlet was
determined by the allowable vessel temperature and was obtained
by the increase in compression ratio to 2.86 and the corresponding
decrease in net efficiency of the cycle to 48.6%.

To increase the GT-MHR NPP net efficiency to the maximum
value corresponding to the reactor outlet temperature of 850°C,
the structural-design solutions for the reactor and PCU with de-
creased �to 2.24� compression ratio and increased �to 560°C� tem-
perature at the core inlet with no exceeding of allowable tempera-
ture limits for fuel and reactor vessel materials were analyzed and
mastered.

3 Possible Improvements
As a result of the performed investigations the following prin-

cipal technical solutions on PCU �Table 2� are recommended to
increase the efficiency of the gas-turbine cycle, repairability of
PCU elements, to decrease their technical risk, and to improve
their operation conditions.

The performed design analysis confirms that the required reac-
tor vessel temperature of 370°C in normal and emergency modes
at the reactor inlet helium temperature up to 562°C can be
achieved by optimal heat removal from the vessel to the reactor
cavity cooling system. Several technical solutions are proposed,
which, if implemented, will allow decreasing the reactor vessel
temperature, in particular, arrangement of heat insulation near the
reactor support belt and installation of graphite sleeves with low
heat conductivity coefficient into coolant channels of the replace-
able side reflector.

Fig. 1 Efficiency as a function of cooler number with a helium
temperature of 850°C at the turbine inlet

Fig. 2 Influence of helium temperatures of 950°C „1…, 900°C
„2…, 850°C „3…, 800°C „4…, and 750°C „5… at the reactor outlet
„turbine inlet… on the GT-MHR efficiency at a recuperator effec-
tiveness of 0.95

Fig. 3 Influence of compression ratio and recuperator effec-
tiveness of 0.95 „1…, 0.9 „2…, and 0.85 „3… on the GT-MHR effi-
ciency at a helium inlet turbine temperature of 850°C
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In accordance with operation conditions of reactor core materi-
als, the allowable helium temperature at the reactor outlet amounts
to 850–950°C. This is a potential margin for improving the NPP
economy. However, advantages of helium can be considerably
reduced or even eliminated at coolant temperature increase when
changing over to gas-turbine structures subject to cooling. In a
closed cycle, helium supplied from circuit sections with lower
temperature to cool disks of the first turbine stages considerably
decreases the turbine temperature and increases circuit leaks,
thereby decreasing the cycle efficiency. It is assessed that 1% of
the coolant used for turbine cooling leads to a 1.5% decrease in
plant electric power.

At cooling the turbine, heat removal from working helium
stream increases due to high heat transfer properties of helium, in
comparison, for example, with air. Increasing the inlet turbine
temperature becomes ineffective starting from some value, as
shown in Fig. 4. It should be taken into account that turbine com-
ponents to be cooled can experience high-temperature stresses due
to high heat transfer capacity of helium that is a serious design
problem �3�, which can be solved by using helium with higher
temperature and higher flow rate. Cooling shall be selected by
taking into account the relative contribution of the organized leak
to the overall decrease in cycle efficiency.

In accordance with estimates, at an inlet helium temperature of
850°C, turbine disk cooling by HPC helium mixed with helium
coming from the recuperator on high-pressure side will be the
most acceptable and effective method. The estimated total flow
rate of gas with a temperature of �300°C to be used for turbine
cooling amounts to 1.7%.

Proposed technical solutions, if implemented, will allow in-
creasing the NPP net efficiency up to 47%. For this purpose it is
necessary to prevent the deterioration of other basic cycle param-
eters and equipment performance. Preliminary developments have
confirmed such a possibility. Thus, relative hydraulic losses for
the GT-MHR project will amount to 7.5%, and total relative leaks
in helium circuit will amount to 0.82.

Improvement of TM component efficiency. Current achieve-
ments in this field are of great interest because of NPP net effi-
ciency dependence on TM component efficiency.

With account of actually achieved maximum TM component
efficiency �see Table 3�, excluding frequency converter and cur-
rent status of development of NPP main components �reactor, ves-
sels, and heat exchange equipment and materials�, it is possible to
increase the projected net efficiency of the NPP up to 48%. In
particular, at the reactor inlet/outlet helium temperature of
850 /560°C, the net efficiency of the GT-MHR NPP can be in-
creased up to 48.5%. It should be noted that the decreased effi-
ciency and increased generator weight in the GT-MHR NPP �as
compared with foreign designs, for example, to generators pro-
duced by ALSTOM� are conditioned by higher deviation range of
electric main frequency, which is applicable in Russia.

4 Conclusion
Thus, the analysis of GT-MHR, PBMR, and GTHTR-300 de-

sign experience can serve as the basis for determining ways for
improving efficiency of plants with HTGR and gas-turbine cycle
by adopting optimal solutions on parameters and main compo-
nents of the reactor and the power conversion unit. Similar analy-
sis can be a basis of design specification for components and
systems guaranteeing high efficiency of NPP as a whole.

Further prospective improvement of electricity generation effi-
ciency up to 50% at plants with HTGR and gas-turbine cycle
relates to application of TC ceramic materials capable to with-
stand long-term operation at the temperature of 1000°C and
higher.

Nomenclature
Efft � turbine efficiency
Effc � compressor efficiency
Effg � generator efficiency

E � recuperator effectiveness
P � pressure �Pa�
T � temperature �K�

Subscript/Superscript
in � inlet
t � turbine

Table 2 Recommended technical solutions

Technical solutions Advantages

Decrease in compression ratio in
the cycle up to optimal value Increased NPP ��1%�

and TC efficiency, lower
the number of TC stages,

pressure losses and bearing loads
Analyze possible replacement of
the last axial compressor stages
with the centrifugal ones

Analyze possible decrease in
mass and size characteristics of
the generator, catcher bearings, and
electromagnetic bearings at a
TC rotation speed of 3000 rpm

Assign a TC rotation speed of
3000 rpm equal to the frequency of
the grid and exclude the frequency
converter

Increased NPP ��1,5%�
and TM efficiency and improved

plant controllability

Change circulation circuit to
ensure helium supply from the
HPC discharge line directly to the
PCU cavity

Decreased temperature
and improved reliability

of PCU invessel metalwork

Optimize layout of components
and pipelines inside the PCU,
exclude the complicated
recuperator support

Decreased hydraulic
losses and improved

plant reparability

Fig. 4 Cycle efficiency dependence on turbine inlet gas tem-
perature with account of leakage for turbine cooling

Table 3 NPP net efficiency dependence on TM component
efficiency

Component

Value
�%�

NPP efficiency increase
�%�GT-MHR Max.

Turbine �adiabatic� 93 93.5 �3� 0.3
LPC �adiabatic� 88 89 �3,5� 0.25
HPC �adiabatic� 87 89 �3,5� 0.5
Generator 97.7 98.7 �3� 0.49
Frequency converter 98.5 Excluded 0.7
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Density Change of an Oxidized
Nuclear Graphite by Acoustic
Microscopy and Image
Processing
The strong correlation between the density and the physical and mechanical properties of
graphite suggests that the method of nondestructive density evaluation could be devel-
oped into a characterization technique of great value for the overall improvement of the
safety of graphite moderator reactors. In this study, the oxidation-induced density
changes in nuclear graphite for very high temperature reactor were determined by a
conventional destructive bulk density measurement method (BM) and by a new nonde-
structive method based on acoustic microscopy and image processing (AM). The results
were compared in order to validate the applicability of the latter method. For a direct
comparison of the results from both measurements, two specimens were prepared from a
cylindrical graphite sample (1 in. diameter and 1 in. height, oxidized to 10% weight loss
at 973 K in air for 5 h). The specimens were used for characterization by BM and AM
methods, respectively. The results show that, even with a large standard deviation of the
AM, the density changing trend from both methods appeared the same. The present
observation may be attributed to the fact that AM images reflect characteristic density
changes of the graphite sample through the acoustic impedance changes. This study
demonstrates the possibility of using AM as a nondestructive technique for the evaluation
of density changes in graphite when a database is prepared through a systematic series of
experiments. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3098415�

1 Introduction
Currently, a graphite-moderated very high temperature reactor

�VHTR� is being developed as one of six nuclear reactor systems
within the Generation IV International Forum �GIF� �1�. Also, as
part of the Generation IV program in the United States, the Next
Generation Nuclear Plant �NGNP� demonstration project is under-
way focusing on VHTR technologies. In this reactor, the overall
structural safety of the core and the core support structures are
supposed to be determined by the structural integrity of graphite
components.

Numerous graphite studies are being designed or performed
throughout GIV member countries, and most of the studies are
related with the design of the graphite component, or with under-
standing, evaluating, and monitoring the degradation of the graph-
ite components during operation under high temperature and high
neutron irradiation environment. The long term oxidation of the
nonreplaceable graphite components and the resultant physical
and mechanical property changes are among the critical research
subjects that should be monitored throughout the reactor lifetime.

A range of evaluation methods and techniques have been devel-
oped, or are being developed, for the characterization of the oxi-
dation damage in graphite for VHTR; they have variable merit
levels and limits �2–4�. An ASTM graphite oxidation test method
is being developed for the characterization of the air oxidation of
graphite �2�. The micro-indentation method and the ultrasonic
wave method are being developed for the evaluation of stress
conditions and the stress and inner porous conditions of the graph-
ite component �3�. A method based on X-ray tomography has also
been examined for the evaluation of thermal oxidation of the pile

grades A �PGA� graphite through local density measurements �4�.
Of these methods, the methods using micro-indentation and X-ray
tomography are nondestructive.

Graphite has complicated acoustic properties due to its hetero-
geneous structure, and because of that, the attempts to character-
ize this material by conventional nondestructive ultrasound tech-
niques were very scarce �5�. Thus, if a viable nondestructive
method applicable for graphite is available, it is believed that the
method could be developed into a characterization technique of
great value for the overall improvement of the safety of the graph-
ite moderator reactor.

On the other hand, scanning acoustic microscopy �SAM� is a
viable technique for the nondestructive evaluation of various ma-
terials including graphite �6�. The technique is based on the prin-
ciple of propagation and reflection of acoustic waves at interfaces
where a change in acoustic impedance �AI=density�velocity�
occurs. As a result, it is expected that the intensity images from
SAM could be processed for density information of the materials.

In the present study, based on the previous discussion, the
oxidation-induced density changes in nuclear graphite for VHTR
were determined by a conventional destructive bulk density mea-
surement method and by a new nondestructive method based on
acoustic microscopy and image processing. The results from the
two methods were compared in order to validate the applicability
of the latter method.

2 Experiment

2.1 Materials, Oxidation, Specimen, and Step Machining
Bulk Density Measurement. The graphite specimen used for the
present study was prepared by machining a specimen with stan-
dard size and shape recommended by the draft ASTM method for
graphite oxidation test �cylinder, 25.4 mm diameter and 25.4 mm
in height, about 22 g weight�. The sample was machined from an
extruded, pitch coke NBG-10 nuclear graphite block manufac-
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presented at the Fourth International Topical Meeting on High Temperature Reactor
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tured at SGL. The specimen was oxidized at 973 K in air for 5 h
�10% burn-off� using a three-zone vertical tube furnace �90 cm
long� and an analytical balance �resolution: 0.001 g� with weigh-
below port feature. The details of the oxidation procedure are
reported elsewhere �2�.

After oxidation, the specimen was cut into two portions �H
=6 mm and 16 mm� �Fig. 1�. The smaller portion �H=6 mm�
was embedded by using an epoxy and was polished for density
measurement by AM with image processing method; the larger
portion �H=16 mm� was dried at 383 K for 2 h for a step ma-
chining BM. In BM, by referring to ASTM C 559 �7�, the density
profile was measured by machining off a thin layer �0.5–1 mm�
from the outer surface of the sample �H=16 mm� and by accu-
rately weighing �10−3 g� and measuring �10−3 mm� the residual
core dimension after each machining step. The density of the layer
removed was calculated by comparing with the previous measure-
ments as follows. The density of the removed ith layer �di� is

di = �mi
/�vi

�1�

where �mi is mi−1-mi, and �vi is vi−1-vi.
This operation was repeated until the density of the removed

layer di reaches the density of the unoxidized sample ��1.81 g /
cm3�.

2.2 Scanning Acoustic Microscopy. SAM was performed by
using the scanning acoustic microscope available at the High
Temperature Materials Laboratory �HTML� at Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory �ORNL� �Oak Ridge, TN� �8�.

Figure 2 shows the schematic of SAM �model: KSI 2000� used
in the present study. The KSI SAM 2000 has working frequencies

from 100 MHz to 2 GHz. In the present study, based on the prior
examination of the image quality due to frequencies and depths of
the sample, all the acoustic images �i.e., subsurface defocused
images� were obtained at 5 �m in depth at 400 MHz by C-scan.
Assuming the velocity of the wave in graphite is at 4260 m/s, the
maximum resolution was 2.50 �m.

Prior tests on density profile measurements for a series of oxi-
dized graphite samples showed that most of the density change
will occur near the surface within �10 mm at maximum. Based
on this observation, the specimen surface area per image was
selected at 1�1 mm2. This choice was made by considering the
distances of interest for the gradient estimation and the specimen
volume requirements for the density estimation. In order to ac-
quire reasonable intensity information representing the density
changes from the limited area, three images were obtained from
the surface inward at three intervals in depth, i.e., 0–1 mm, 1–2
mm, and 2–3 mm, on three radial directions from the specimen
surface oriented at 0 deg, 90 deg, and 180 deg angles. Figure 3
shows schematics of the acoustic microscopy plan for density es-
timation via acoustic intensity images. Before acoustic micros-
copy, the specimen surface was thoroughly examined by optical
microscope to avoid possible unusually larger pores.

2.3 Image Processing. Image processing on the AM images
was conducted by using a commercial image processing software
IMAGE PRO-PLUS, version 5.0 for Windows �9�. In this study, all the
obtained image intensities were converted to gray scale 8 image
class. The image had 512 pixels in the X and Y directions with 256
gray level from 0 �=black� to 255 �=white�. Intensity calibration
was performed using the SAM result, where gray level 0 was set
to density 0, and the gray level 255 was set to the density level
obtained from the unoxidized center portion of the sample used in

Table 1 Results of density measurements by BM for a NBG-10
specimen oxidized to 10% weight loss at 973 K in air for 5 h
„g cm−3

…

Decrease in radius
�mm�

Depth from surface
�mm�

Density
�g cm−3�

12.715 0
12.515 0.10 1.54
12.220 0.35 1.32
11.970 0.62 1.32
11.735 0.86 1.52
11.505 1.01 1.58
11.005 1.46 1.52
10.505 1.96 1.63
10.005 2.46 1.65

9.005 3.21 1.74
8.005 4.21 1.75
6.005 5.71 1.79
5.005 7.21 1.79

Fig. 1 Schematics of specimen preparation for AM and BM

Fig. 2 Schematic of scanning acoustic microscopy. Acoustic
waves generated by the transducer pass through the sapphire
rod. The curvature at the end of the rod focuses the plane
waves to a point on or below the sample surface. Blue ray is
incident at Rayleigh angle „�R… on the sample. These rays gen-
erate Rayleigh waves, which travel along the blue line to the
transducer. The axial ray „green… is a normally reflected ray.
These two rays together contribute to the impedance informa-
tion. The AM microstructural image is produced from the inter-
ference patterns between normally reflected longitudinal waves
and the Rayleigh waves †8‡.

Fig. 3 Schematics of the acoustic microscopy plan on the AM
specimen cross section for density estimation
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the present study �i.e., 1.79 g cm−3, Table 2�. In order to obtain a
reliable, reproducible, and reasonable density information as pos-
sible from SAM images, the images were processed for three to
four times by a combination of routes including histogram analy-
sis and line profile analysis, with some adjustments on the se-
lected area. The objective was to increase the processing area if
possible.

3 Results and Discussion
Density values obtained by BM and AM are shown in Tables 1

and 2, respectively, and compared in Fig. 4. Examples of acoustic
microscope images used for image processing are shown in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 4, the intensity values, i.e., densities, from AM were ex-
pressed as a function of distance from the surface to the center of
the images: 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2.5 mm.

First, Fig. 4 shows that, while the data are limited for the AM
method, the density changing behavior obtained by two methods
are nearly the same. It appears that there are no large differences
between the BM and the AM for density determination. These
observations may be attributed to the characteristics of AM inten-
sity images, which are determined by density-dependent acoustic
impedance changes �10�. Present observation implies that even no
direct comparisons are possible due to the lack of data obtained by
other methods or techniques of nondestructive graphite density
measurements, there is a clear possibility of using AM as a non-
destructive technique for the evaluation of density changes in
graphite, provided a database is prepared through a systematic
series of experiments.

On the other hand, Table 1 and Fig. 4 show that, in case of
NBG-10 with 10% weight loss by oxidation in air at 973 K, all the

Table 2 Results of density measurements by AM for a NBG-10 specimen oxidized to 10%
weight loss at 973 K in air for 5 h „g cm−3

…

Distance from surface
�mm�

AM image obtained positions around the specimen cross section

Average0 deg 90 deg 180 deg

0–1 1.35�0.78 1.24�0.48 1.49�0.80 1.36�0.69
1–2 1.66�0.75 1.77�0.11 1.11�0.10 1.51�0.32
2–3 1.68�0.59 1.79�0.47 1.72�0.67 1.73�0.58

center 1.79a

aThe density value obtained by BM for the present specimen.

Fig. 4 Density gradient determined by BM and AM machining
methods in the 10% burn-off NBG-10 nuclear graphite in air at
973 K

Fig. 5 „a… Acoustic microscope images obtained at 180 deg
surface „W0… and „b… at the center of specimen in Fig. 3. Differ-
ences in the intensity are observed. It is seen that „b… of the
center is brighter „higher intensity… than „a… of the surface.
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oxidation damages occur within 6 mm from the specimen surface.
When compared the observation with those of grade R4-650
graphite at 973 K �11�, where all the oxidation damages occur
within 2.5 mm from surface even at a higher weight loss of 15%,
a higher oxidation damage depth may be noted for NBG-10.

Finally, a discussion may be needed regarding the standard de-
viation of the measurement, especially of the AM with image
processing method. Figure 6 is reproduced after Fig. 4 and shows
the specified standard deviations of the AM measurements. The
observed large standard deviations in the AM method, i.e., 20–
50%, may be attributed to the characteristics of the AM method
and to the higher heterogeneity of the graphite microstructure. The
AM method includes a large degree of freedom during the density
determination process. For comparison, the typical standard de-
viation for the bulk density measurements on 80 NBG-10 speci-
mens is 0.93% �12�. Present observation strongly suggests that a
thorough consideration should be given to the reduction in devia-
tion and standardization of procedures in order to develop the AM
method into a nondestructive technique for the evaluation of den-
sity changes in graphite.

4 Conclusion
Even with a large standard deviation, similarities in the trends

in oxidation-induced density changes obtained by the bulk density
measurement and the acoustic microscopy with image processing
show the possibility that the latter method could be developed into
a characterization technique of great value for the overall im-
provement of the safety of graphite moderator reactors when a
database is prepared through a systematic series of experiments.
The observed possibility for the use of the latter method for
graphite density determination may be attributed to the fact that

acoustic images reflect characteristic density changes of the
graphite sample through the acoustic impedance changes.
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Nomenclature
di � density of the removed ith layer of mass �mi

and volume �vi
�g cm−3�

m � mass �g�
v � volume �cm−3�

Greek
�mi � finite mass removed between i−1 and ith ma-

chining pass �g�
�vi � finite volume removed between i−1 and ith

machining pass �cm3�

Subscripts
mi � mass removed per ith pass �g�
vi � volume removed per ith pass �cm−3�
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Results of Tests to Demonstrate a
6-in.-Diameter Coater for
Production of TRISO-Coated
Particles for Advanced Gas
Reactor Experiments
The next generation nuclear plant (NGNP)/advanced gas reactor (AGR) fuel development
and qualification program includes a series of irradiation experiments in Idaho National
Laboratory’s advanced test reactor. Tristructural isotropic (TRISO)-coated particles for
the first AGR experiment, AGR-1, were produced at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) in a 2-in.(5-cm)-diameter coater. A requirement of the NGNP/AGR program is to
produce coated particles for later experiments in coaters more representative of indus-
trial scale. Toward this end, tests have been performed by Babcock and Wilcox (Lynch-
burg, VA) in a 6-in.(15-cm)-diameter coater. These tests have led to successful fabrication
of particles for the second AGR experiment, AGR-2. While a thorough study of how
coating parameters affect particle properties was not the goal of these tests, the test data
obtained provide insight into process parameter/coated particle property relationships.
Most relationships for the 6-in.-diameter coater followed trends found with the ORNL
2-in. coater, in spite of differences in coater design and bed hydrodynamics. For example,
the key coating parameters affecting pyrocarbon anisotropy were coater temperature,
coating gas fraction, total gas flow rate, and kernel charge size. Anisotropy of the outer
pyrolytic carbon layer also strongly correlates with coater differential pressure. In an
effort to reduce the total particle fabrication run time, silicon carbide (SiC) was depos-
ited with methyltrichlorosilane (MTS) concentrations up to 3 mol %. Using only hydro-
gen as the fluidizing gas, the high concentration MTS tests resulted in particles with
lower than desired SiC densities. However, when hydrogen was partially replaced with
argon, high SiC densities were achieved with the high MTS gas fraction.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3098424�

Keywords: TRISO-coatings, nuclear fuel, coater, pyrocarbon, silicon carbide, particle
properties

1 Introduction
Production of tristructural isotropic �TRISO� particles using an

industrial-scale coater must be demonstrated in order to develop
and qualify fuel for the NGNP reactor �1�. High quality TRISO-
coated particles for the AGR-1 irradiation experiment were pro-
duced by ORNL in a 2-in.�5-cm�-diameter coater. For AGR-2, an
existing 6-in.�15-cm�-diameter coater was chosen to demonstrate
industrial-scale coated particle production �2�. A separate study
evaluated coater crucible and gas distributor designs and recom-
mended initial designs to test �3�.

Following modifications to the coating process at the B&W
�Lynchburg, VA� facilities �4�, 21 partial or full coating tests were
performed using 400 �m yttria stabilized zirconia �YSZ� surro-
gate kernels and then 16 tests using 520 �m YSZ kernels �5�. The
larger surrogate kernel was used so that after applying a buffer
layer of about 50 �m, hydrodynamic similarity to uranium oxy-
carbide �UCO� kernels would be achieved for the final three coat-
ing layers. In the final phase of testing, natural uranium UCO
kernels were coated so that SiC defects in resulting coated particle
batches could be determined using the burn-leach method.

Twenty-one TRISO-coating runs were made with natural uranium
UCO kernels prior to coating low-enriched uranium kernels to
obtain particles for the AGR-2 irradiation experiment.

The coater tests had three purposes. The first purpose was to
demonstrate a coater design and determine coating conditions that
produce particles meeting all AGR-2 fuel specifications. The sec-
ond purpose was to provide data for selection of variant coating
conditions for AGR-2 fuel. Fuel for the AGR-1 experiment in-
cludes particles made with the inner pyrolytic carbon �IPyC� layer
applied at two temperatures and two coating gas fractions, and the
SiC layer applied with and without argon dilution. Plans for the
AGR-2 test also include fuel with particles having SiC layers
produced with methyltrichlorosilane �MTS� in hydrogen only and,
in a separate capsule, fuel with particles having SiC deposited
with MTS in an argon-hydrogen mixture. Substituting argon for a
portion of the hydrogen during silicon carbide coating has been
reported in coating literature to offer advantages of less severe
coating conditions without compromising SiC layer properties �6�.
The third purpose of the coater tests was to obtain and evaluate
pressure fluctuation data as a real-time indicator of coater fluid
dynamics and to determine if pressure data could be correlated
with particle properties.

Two other papers presented at the HTR2008 conference fo-
cused on B&W coater test results that achieved these three pur-

Manuscript received November 14, 2008; final manuscript received November
25, 2008; published online June 10, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal.
Paper presented at the Fourth International Topical Meeting on High Temperature
Reactor Technology �HTR2008�, Washington, DC, September 28–October 1, 2008.
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poses and included descriptions of the coater �7,8�. This paper
reviews all of the test data and compares coating parameter trends
with those from the AGR-1 coater.

2 Experimental
The coater tube used to produce AGR-1 particles was 2 in. in

diameter and had a conical gas distributor. The gas inlet was water
cooled. Further details of the AGR-1 coater are given in Ref. �9�.

The B&W coater has a 6-in.-diameter tube and a multiholed gas
distributor. A liquid cooled inlet was used in some early tests but
showed no significant benefits and so was not used in later tests.
Additional details of the B&W coater are given in Ref. �7�. Total
gas flow rates for the B&W coater were approximately 19–20
times the flow rates of the 2-in. coater for the buffer and IPyC
layers and 11–13 times the flow rates of the smaller coater for the
SiC and outer pyrolytic carbon �OPyC� layers.

For both coaters, coatings were applied without interruption,
that is, without stopping at any intermediate point to cool, unload,
and sample the partially-coated particles to obtain quality control
�QC� measurements. The B&W coater has a hot sampler that can
be used to take two 2 cm3 samples per run. Typically two samples
of either buffer-coated or IPyC-coated particles were taken during
a coating run.

Layer thicknesses and particle aspect ratios were measured us-
ing photographs of ceramographic mounts of coated particles and
image analysis software developed by ORNL �10�.

Two methods were used to determine densities of the buffer
layer. In both methods mercury porosimetry was used to deter-
mine the volume or density of a sample of buffer-coated particles.
In early tests B&W calculated the buffer density using measure-
ments of buffer particle density, kernel diameter, buffer thickness,
and kernel density. For ORNL-produced particles and later buffer
density measurements at B&W, the average weight of buffer-
coated particles was determined using multiple samples. Using
this average weight and the mass of the porosimeter sample, an
average number of particles in the buffer-coated sample was cal-
culated. From the sample volume measured by the porosimeter
and the number of particles in the sample, the volume per particle
was calculated. The same measurements were made on uncoated
kernels. The mass per particle and volume per particle of the
buffer coating were determined by subtraction, and the buffer den-
sity then calculated from these differences.

Pyrocarbon and SiC densities were determined using sink-float
density columns. Pyrocarbon anisotropies were measured using an
ellipsometry method developed at ORNL �11�. Pyrocarbon surface
connected porosities were determined by mercury porosimetry
over a pressure range of 250–10,000 psi. The burn-leach method
was used to determine SiC defects. SiC inclusions and the missing
OPyC layer defect fraction were determined by visual examina-
tion of ceramographic mounts and loose particles, respectively.

3 Buffer Layer
Specifications for the buffer layer of AGR-2 particles include a

density of 1.05�0.10 g /cm3 and a thickness of 100�15 �m.
For a given coater charge and coating gas, the primary coating
parameter that determines the buffer layer density is the partial
pressure of coating gas �6,12,13�. The buffer layer was applied to
AGR-1 fuel particles using an acetylene to total gas �acetylene
plus argon� ratio of 0.6, a coating gas flow rate of 8.5 slpm �stan-
dard liters per minute�, and a temperature of 1450°C. These con-
ditions gave an average coating rate of 21 �m /min and a buffer
density of 1.1 g /cm3. The laboratory AGR-1 coater had the ca-
pability to control the temperature with a cooling jacket during the
exothermic reaction of buffer coating.

Similar conditions in the B&W coater gave similar densities.
Using the same coating gas fraction �0.6� and a total gas flow rate
of typically 162 slpm �corresponding to about the same average
coating rate �22–24 �m /min��, particles with buffer densities of

0.94–1.1 g /cm3 were obtained. Typically, the bed temperature
for the B&W coater increased by about 130°C during buffer coat-
ing, from a temperature of 1370°C at the start of buffer coating to
a temperature near 1500°C at the end of the coating. Temperature
in the B&W coater is controlled by a thermocouple located near
the outer surface of the coating tube. The above typical tempera-
ture rise during buffer coating corresponds to a control tempera-
ture of 1470°C.

Buffer-coated particle samples were taken for density analysis
from 22 B&W coating runs. For these runs the coating gas frac-
tion varied from 0.54 to 0.60, the total gas flow rate from 102
slpm to 186 slpm, the average coating rate from 12 �m /min to
25 �m /min, and the control temperature from 1400°C to
1520°C. For three runs in which the buffer layer was applied with
low coating rates and low temperatures, the buffer density was
found to be 0.88–0.90 g /cm3. However, at all other conditions,
buffer densities were in the range of 0.94–1.16 g /cm3.

4 Pyrolytic Carbon Layers
AGR fuel specifications for pyrocarbon layers include layer

densities �1.90�0.05 g /cm3�, thicknesses �40�4 �m�, and
anisotropies �mean equivalent BAFo�1.045 for IPyC and �1.035
for OPyC�. The mean equivalent BAFo, calculated as 1+3 times
the diattenuation, is used in order to compare results to historical
German particle anisotropy values. Although not a specification,
the surface connected porosity of the pyrocarbon layers is also an
important property and was measured for samples from many of
the coating tests.

AGR-1 fuel includes particles with IPyC layers deposited at
three different coating conditions:

Fuel Coating temperature Coating gas fraction
Baseline 1265°C 0.3
Variant 1 1290°C 0.3
Variant 2 1265°C 0.45

Due to the IPyC layer being applied at a higher temperature,
variant 1 particles have a lower IPyC density and a lower aniso-
tropy than baseline particles. Increasing the coating gas fraction,
as was done for variant 2 particles, is an alternative means of
increasing the coating rate and generally results in a lower aniso-
tropy �14�. However, for the AGR-1 particles, the anisotropies of
baseline particles and variant 2 particles were nearly equivalent
�0.0074 diattenuation for baseline particles compared with 0.0075
for variant 2 particles�.

Prior to fabrication of AGR-1 particles, a study was performed
in which IPyC coating temperatures and gas fractions were sys-
tematically varied �15�. Consistent with previous fuel coating lit-
erature in Refs. �6,12,13�, pyrocarbon density was found to be
primarily dependent on bed temperature. A comparison of the
trends of pyrocarbon density versus temperature for the 2-in.- and
6-in.-diameter coaters is shown in Fig. 1.

Interestingly, for the IPyC layer, the trend lines for the two
coaters intersect very near to a density of 1.9 g /cm3, which is the
target density for AGR fuel. The trend line for the IPyC density of
particles produced in the 6-in.-diameter coater has a lower slope
than the IPyC density trend line for the 2-in. coater; hence accept-
able IPyC densities can be obtained with the larger coater over a
wider temperature range. The same is true for the OPyC layer.
These trends likely reflect differences in temperature profiles be-
tween the two coaters.

Figure 1 also shows that to achieve the same OPyC density as
IPyC density, a higher temperature is required, at least up to a
temperature of about 1325°C. The scatter in the data shown in
Fig. 1, such as the range of OPyC densities for the 2-in.-diameter
coater at 1300°C, illustrates the fact that coater temperature mea-
surements have uncertainties. Internal thermocouples, external
thermocouples, and pyrometers all have limitations.
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Figure 2 shows data only for the B&W coater. Densities plotted
against bed temperature are the same as shown in Fig. 1. The
other two data sets shown in Fig. 2 are densities plotted versus
coater control temperatures. Figure 2 shows that to have high
confidence in meeting the density specification, a control tempera-
ture in the range of 1175–1340°C is needed for the IPyC layer,
while the narrower range of 1335–1365°C is needed for the
OPyC layer.

Past studies have shown that the anisotropy of pyrocarbon lay-
ers decreases with increasing coating temperature and increasing
coating rate �12,14,16�. Figure 3 shows trends of equivalent an-
isotropy versus temperature, coating gas fraction, and average
coating rate1 for the 2-in.-diameter coater used to produce AGR-1
particles. The AGR-1 coating data confirm the trend of decreasing
anisotropy with increasing coating temperature, but indicate that
for any temperature, there is an optimum coater rate that gives a
minimum anisotropy. Furthermore, there is an optimum coating
gas fraction that appears to be nearly independent of temperature.
For the AGR-1 coater, this optimum coating gas fraction is about
0.35.

Figure 4 shows equivalent anisotropy plotted against tempera-
ture. With two exceptions, all data plotted in Fig. 4 are for par-
ticles produced with a coating gas fraction in the range of 0.28–
0.32.

At all temperatures, the IPyC anisotropy is greater for particles
produced in the 6-in. coater than those produced in the 2-in.
coater. Increasing the coating gas fraction �to 0.40� or total gas
flow rate �by 14%� during IPyC coating increased the layer aniso-
tropy for the large coater. However, these alternative conditions

were tested in only one run each; hence caution is advised in
drawing any conclusions from these limited data.

Figure 4 also compares IPyC and OPyC anisotropies for the
6-in. coater. At temperatures lower than about 1250°C, the OPyC
anisotropy is clearly lower than that for the IPyC layer. At higher
temperatures, there appears to be only a small difference between
IPyC and OPyC anisotropy. For AGR fuel, pyrocarbon anisotropy
specifications push coating temperatures to the maximum that will
still result in acceptable layer densities. Since the upper tempera-
ture limit for acceptable density is higher for the OPyC layer than
the IPyC layer, the OPyC layer is typically deposited at a higher
temperature than the IPyC layer, and anisotropies are thus lower
for the OPyC layer than for the IPyC layer. Hunn et al. �17� also
reported that IPyC exposure to the higher temperature SiC coating
results in an increase in IPyC anisotropy. Contrary to the results
for the IPyC layer, an increase in the coating gas fraction for
OPyC resulted in a decrease in the layer anisotropy.

While most anisotropy results for the 6-in. coater can be ex-
plained based on coating conditions, results for two runs �tests
93046 and 93055� do not fit trends for variation in anisotropy with
temperature, coating gas fraction, or coating rate. In an effort to
explain these results, the anisotropy data were plotted against ad-
ditional coating parameters. When plotted versus coater differen-
tial pressure �Fig. 5�, one of the anomalous points fell in line with
much but not all of the remaining data. Plotted versus the coater
inlet pressure at the end of the run �Fig. 6�, both anomalous data
points fit the general trend, although the correlation �r2� is not as
good. These data suggest that coater pressure parameters may af-
fect pyrocarbon anisotropy.

A third important pyrocarbon property is the surface connected
porosity. An IPyC surface connected porosity greater than about
1.3 ml /m2 is desired to ensure a good bond between the IPyC and
SiC layer. An OPyC porosity of the same magnitude is desired to
minimize OPyC failure during irradiation �18�. AGR-1 coating

1Coating rate varies with time during any coating. Coating rates plotted in Fig. 3
and later figures have not been adjusted for small variations in layer thicknesses
observed in the difference tests.

Fig. 3 Pyrocarbon anisotropy versus coating parameters

Fig. 4 Pyrocarbon anisotropy versus coating temperatures

Fig. 1 Comparison of pyrocarbon density versus temperature
for 2-in.- and 6-in.-diameter coaters

Fig. 2 Pyrocarbon densities versus bed and control tempera-
tures for 6-in. coater
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tests showed that the IPyC surface connected porosity increased
with increasing temperature and increasing coating gas fraction
�15�. Figure 7 compares IPyC surface connected porosities versus
coating rate for the 2-in. and 6-in. coaters. Trend lines for the two
sets of data intersect at a porosity of 1 ml /m2. The increase in
porosity with increasing coating rate is slightly greater for the
6-in. coater than for the 2-in. coater, which will result in a higher
IPyC surface connected porosity for AGR-2 particles than for
AGR-1 particles. The IPyC porosity of AGR-2 particles is about
2.5 ml /m2.

Figure 8 shows surface connected porosity data for both the
IPyC and OPyC layers and for both coaters. The effect of coating
gas fraction on IPyC porosity can be seen in comparing data for
the 2-in. coater at coating gas fractions of 0.15, 0.3, and 0.45. The
comparison of OPyC layer surface connected porosity for the two
coaters is less straightforward than the comparison for the IPyC
layer. An OPyC layer coating rate of about 4.0 �m /min was
achieved for the 2-in. coater by using a coating gas flow rate of
about 170% of that used for the IPyC layer. The coating gas frac-
tion for both pyrocarbon layers was the same �0.30�, while the
OPyC coating temperature was 25°C higher than that for the
IPyC layer. These conditions resulted in porosities of
0.95–1.3 ml /m3 for each pyrocarbon layer for particles produced
in the 2-in. coater.

The OPyC data for particles produced in the larger coater show
more scatter, in part reflecting variations in OPyC flow rates, tem-
peratures, and coating gas fractions used in the various tests.
However, for both coaters it is clear that at equivalent coating
rates, OPyC surface connected porosities are significantly lower
than those for the IPyC layer at equivalent coating conditions, and
increasing OPyC temperature alone is not sufficient to increase
the OPyC porosity to values above 1.3 ml /m2. In three tests of
the 6-in. coater, OPyC samples were taken from the coater bed
after OPyC coating but prior to cooling. The hot samples of OPyC
particles were analyzed to see if post-coating activities �cooling,
unloading, sieving, and tabling� modify the particle surface so as
to reduce the OPyC surface connected porosity. In all three cases,
the porosity of the hot sample was higher than that of the bulk
particle sample. These results are shown in Table 1.

5 Silicon Carbide Layer
Specifications for the silicon carbide layer include the thick-

ness, the density, a maximum defect fraction as measured by the
burn-leach method, the SiC-coated particle aspect ratio, the SiC
grain size, and the “gold spot” defect fraction. The usual method
for gold spot analysis, optical analysis of particles burned back to
the SiC layer, was found inadequate to accurately detect these SiC
anomalies for particles with small-grained microstructure. So to
evaluate particles against this specification, particles were sec-
tioned and examined for soot inclusions in the SiC layer.

Fig. 5 OPyC diattenuation versus coater differential pressure

Fig. 6 OPyC diattenuation versus coater inlet pressure

Fig. 7 Comparison of IPyC surface connected porosities for
the two coaters

Fig. 8 Pyrocarbon surface connected porosity versus average
coating rate

Table 1 Comparison of surface connected porosities of hot
and bulk OPyC samples

Test

Porosity
�ml /m2�

Hot sample Bulk sample

93063 0.9 0.8
93065 0.7 0.4
93069 0.9 0.6
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Figure 9 shows SiC density results for a number of 6-in. coater
tests made at different concentrations of MTS, concentrations of
argon, and coating temperatures. For tests using hydrogen only as
the fluidization and dilution gas, the SiC layer density decreased
with increasing MTS concentration. Higher MTS concentrations
have the economic advantage of reduced coating times.

High density ��3.19 g /cm3� SiC was obtained with 3% MTS
when a hydrogen-argon mixture was used to fluidize the particle
bed and the control temperature was greater than 1550°C. Near
theoretical density SiC was obtained using a gas mixture of 20%
Ar /80%H2 containing 3% MTS and a coater control temperature
of 1600°C. At a control temperature of 1550°C, particles with
SiC densities near 3.2 g /cm3 were obtained with gas mixtures of
20–30% argon. At this temperature, the SiC density for the test
with 30% argon was slightly higher than the test with 20% argon.
Lowering the control temperature to 1400°C resulted in particles
with SiC densities of only 3.145 g /cm3. Low density SiC from
the test at 1400°C was not analyzed for the presence of free Si or
free C. Compared with the traditional method of depositing SiC
with hydrogen only, partial substitution with argon both allowed
for using higher MTS concentrations and reduced coating tem-
peratures to achieve the desired SiC density.

Figures 10�a�–10�d� compare the SiC microstructure of par-
ticles from both coaters. The largest grains are seen for particles
produced in the 2-in. coater at a temperature of 1500°C, a MTS
concentration of 1.5%, and hydrogen only as the fluidization gas.
Partial replacement of hydrogen with argon resulted in achieving
the same desired SiC density at a temperature of 1425°C and a
smaller grain size.

For the 6-in. coater, it was found that a slightly lower tempera-
ture ��1470°C� than used in the small coater could achieve ad-
equate layer density and a smaller grain size for the hydrogen-
only case. The SiC grain size for particles from the two coaters is
similar when argon dilution is used.

Lenticular flaws in SiC coatings have been reported in particles
from ORNL, General Atomics �San Diego�, and Japanese coaters
�9,19–21�. Typically observed as gold-colored areas on particles
burned back to the SiC layer, examination of cross-sectioned par-
ticles shows that these flaws are circumferential inclusions of low
density SiC or carbon. Minimizing these flaws in AGR-1 particles
involved controlling gas flow rates within a very narrow range.
However, while an occasional SiC inclusion has been seen in
images of particles coated in the B&W 6-in. coater �Fig. 11�,
examination of samples of about 12,000 particles from two later
runs by cross sectioning showed only 1 particle with an inclusion.
It is believed that the design of the B&W coater with a relatively
long tube is the primary cause for the significant reduction in SiC
flaws for this coater compared with the AGR-1 coater. The longer
tubes prevent particles from contact with cooler surfaces where
SiC soot is deposited during coating.

SiC defects include radial cracks in the SiC layer, broken par-
ticles, missing SiC layers, or other anomalies that compromise the
structural integrity of the layer. AGR particle specifications allow

only 1 defective particle in a sample of 50,000 particles, 6 defec-
tive particles in a sample of 120,000, or 14 defects in a sample of

Fig. 9 SiC density versus coating parameters

Fig. 10 „a… SiC microstructure of particle produced in 2-in.
coater with H2 only, 1.5% MTS, and 1500°C bed temperature.
„b… SiC microstructure of particle produced in 2-in. coater with
50% Ar, 2% MTS, and 1425°C bed temperature. „c… SiC micro-
structure of particle produced in 6-in. coater using H2 only,
1.5% MTS, and 1600°C coater control temperature „È1470°C
bed temperature…. „d… SiC microstructure of particle produced
in 6-in. coater using 30% Ar, 3% MTS, and 1550°C coater con-
trol temperature „È1425°C bed temperature….

Fig. 11 Example of SiC inclusion in particle from B&W coating
run 93019
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220,000. SiC defects for the AGR-1 particles were very low, with
0 or 1 defect found in samples of 120,000 particles for three of the
AGR-1 fuels and 1 defect found in a sample of 50,000 particles
for the fourth fuel.

The level of defects in particles from the 6-in. coater has varied
widely. The specification for SiC defects has been met for par-
ticles from 12 out of 20 runs. The level of SiC defects does not
correlate with any coating parameter, but, as shown in Fig. 12,
most coating runs resulting in particles with higher levels of SiC
defects had thinner SiC layer thicknesses. Low levels of SiC de-
fects were achieved in the final five consecutive coating tests by
ensuring that the layer thickness was at least 35 �m and also by
careful particle upgrading �sieving and tabling�.

A final characteristic of the SiC layer, while not a specification,
relates to the bonding of the layer with the IPyC layer. As identi-
fied by Petti et al. �22� and Miller et al. �23�, interlacing of these
two layers is desired in order to achieve a strong bond. Localized
debonding can lead to stress intensification during irradiation and
possible failure. Figure 13 shows an example of this interface for
a particle coated in the 6 in. furnace by B&W. The relatively high
IPyC surface porosity results in SiC infiltration during coating,
which gives the desired strong interface.

6 Conclusions
Demonstration tests of a 6 in. fluidized bed chemical vapor

deposition �CVD� coating furnace have provided data that have
been used to prepare for coating particles for AGR-2 fuel. The
tests have demonstrated a coater design and coating process pa-
rameters needed to meet particle specifications. Most trends of

particle property relationships with coating parameters were found
to be very similar to those determined for a 2-in. laboratory coater,
but a few exceptions were found. Besides determining specific
coating parameters for AGR-2 baseline and variant particles, the
test data have provided information as to how tightly these param-
eters must be controlled.
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1 Introduction
This paper is focused on feasible autonomous control strategies

for Generation IV very high temperature reactors �VHTRs�-based
systems for hydrogen production. Various burnable poison distri-
butions and fuel compositions are considered. In particular, utili-
zation of TRUs in VHTRs is explored as the core self-stabilization
approach. The resulting configurations should also have an inher-
ent potential for autonomous operation with minimized mainte-
nance. It is expected that light water reactors �LWRs� will even-
tually be replaced by Generation IV VHTRs. At that time,
sustainable nuclear systems consisting of fast reactors �FRs� and
VHTRs will become possible. Both direct cycle and indirect cycle
energy conversion approaches are discussed. It is assumed that
small-scale VHTRs may be considered for international deploy-
ment as grid-appropriate variable-scale self-contained systems ad-
dressing emerging demands for hydrogen.

Behavior of the advanced nuclear energy systems such as Gen-
eration IV VHTRs is difficult to predict due to inherent safety
features resulting in tight coupling between energy production,
transport and conversion, and system behavior during normal op-
eration and off-normal situations �14,15�. The systems should
have satisfactory performance characteristics in several inherently
noncommensurable areas simultaneously �2�.

A Monte Carlo-deterministic analysis methodology has been
implemented for coupled design studies of VHTRs with TRUs
using the ORNL standardized computer analyses for licensing
evaluation �SCALE� 5.1 code system �16�. The developed modeling
approach provides an exact-geometry 3D representation of the
VHTR core details properly capturing VHTR physics. Searches
for acceptable performance domains are handled as trade-off op-
timization problems with multidisciplinary design criteria includ-
ing output requirements, safety characteristics, system longevity,

waste minimization, environmental impacts, economics, and other
characteristics.

Evidently, there is no unique system configuration that equally
meets all criteria at the same time. Only equally acceptable �pref-
erence nondominated� end-configurations can be found. Such con-
figurations form a set of Pareto-optimal solutions representing a
compromise between postulated design criteria. Promising multi-
objective optimization �MO� strategies can be developed using
stochastic search mechanisms of sufficiently robust genetic algo-
rithms �GAs� that allow surveying the entire space of performance
characteristics. Existing sensitivities and uncertainties in input pa-
rameters and performance characteristics are taken into account.

The discussed studies are being performed within the scope of
the U.S. DOE Nuclear Energy Research Initiative �NERI� project
on utilization of higher actinides �TRUs and partitioned minor
actinides �MAs�� as a fuel component for extended-life VHTR
configurations. Based on the initial evaluations of the VHTR with
TRUs/MAs, the major thrust is the detailed analysis of configura-
tion variation capabilities to achieve prolonged operation without
refueling, maximize burnup, and minimize reactivity swings
�5,20,22,23�.

The TRU-fueled VHTR systems are developed and analyzed
accounting for controllability, dynamics, and safety margins dur-
ing the entire reactor lifetime. The resulting configurations should
have inherent capabilities for utilization of TRUs from spent LWR
fuel �5�.

2 VHTR Core Model
To create advanced nuclear energy systems it is desirable to

have a high fidelity modeling-based design development that re-
lies on simulating features of the entire life cycle of the system
before actual physical prototyping—from concept development to
detailed design, prototyping, and safety analysis. This approach
would provide consistency between neutronics and other perfor-
mance aspects such as thermal hydraulics, mechanical integrity,
plant heat transfer, and conversion balances. It is convenient to
consider both requirements and constraints as objectives with spe-
cial characteristics. The multi-objective optimization process can

Manuscript received November 29, 2008; final manuscript received December 7,
2008; published online June 11, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal. Paper
presented at the Fourth International Topical Meeting on High Temperature Reactor
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be developed as shown in Fig. 1. The framework requires solving
specialized multilevel nonconvex optimization problems with
large numbers of variables. These problems involve objectives
with certain hierarchical structure imposed by the specifics of pos-
tulated constraints �8,12,21�.

The design development begins with the inception of a system
concept. The system concept helps defining objectives. The rep-
resentative stochastic model with assumed uncertainty distribu-
tions for model parameters initiates the optimization process. Pos-
tulated uncertainty distributions at the model parametrization
stage lead to the corresponding uncertainties in system perfor-
mance characteristics. Ultimately, once Pareto optimality criteria
are met under the defined set of objectives, the end-system con-
figuration can be finalized. Because solving multi-objective opti-
mization problems is a very difficult task, in addition to Pareto-
based techniques, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms can be
applied. Some of the vector evaluated genetic algorithms could
also facilitate the solution process. There are no universal optimi-
zation techniques, the optimization step should be an intelligent
combination of several algorithms such as nondominated sorting
genetic algorithm, niched-Pareto genetic algorithm, multi-
objective genetic algorithm, strength Pareto evolutionary algo-
rithm, Pareto archived evolution strategy, and nondominated sort-
ing genetic algorithm �12�.

The suggested integrated/hybrid Monte Carlo-deterministic
modeling approach offers the desirable analysis capabilities for
the VHTR design studies. The use of Monte Carlo codes creates a
potential for explicit 3D whole-core/reactor studies of the VHTR
configurations addressing the key reactor physics areas such as the
double and multilevel heterogeneities, neutron streaming in the
low-density regions, and neutron spectrum transitions at the inter-
faces �13�. The 3D whole-core exact-geometry VHTR model has
been developed for use in calculations with SCALE 5.1 code sys-
tem. The model takes into account tristructural isotropic �TRISO�
microparticles, fuel compacts, fuel assembly blocks, control rod
blocks, replaceable reflectors, and a permanent outer reflector. The
project uses the actual test results and benchmark problems of the
high temperature test reactor �HTTR� program �prismatic core de-
sign, reactor experiments� �1,22�.

The VHTR model is a nearly explicit representation of the ex-
isting HTTR core configuration. The model was created in the
SCALE code system utilizing the CSAS6/KENO-VI module. The
obtained benchmark results are in agreement with the available
HTTR data and confirm applicability of the chosen modeling

methodology. Each of the benchmark cases is within 0.25% of the
experimental values and fall within experimental error �1�.

As shown in Fig. 2, the basis configuration has been developed
using the Generation IV VHTR core specifications and the HTTR
hexagonal block geometry data �4,6�. The HTTR is currently the
only operating VHTR prismatic core design, making it a focal
point of VHTR related research �3,4,17�.

The prismatic whole-core 3D model was adjusted from the
original cylindrical core of the HTTR to that of an annular core.
The annular core is one of the promising core types for the future
VHTRs because of its high inherent safety characteristics follow-
ing a loss of coolant accident. The decay heat removal is enhanced
by the introduction of the annular core because the heat transfer
path will be shortened due to the relatively thin active core region.
As a result, the fuel temperature in a loss of coolant accident can
be maintained at less than the fuel temperature limit of 1600°C.

The transition from the HTTR basis to the small-scale VHTR
configuration included changing the fuel in the core from a mix-
ture of uranium enrichments �12 types� to just one enrichment
throughout the entire core �8 wt %�. To create the annular core

Fig. 1 Design development and optimization

Fig. 2 Small-scale VHTR configuration „HTTR basis…
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the model was reconfigured by replacing the fuel assembly block
columns located in the inner region of the core with the replace-
able reflector block columns in the outer region, and vice versa.
An exact representation of the configuration adjustment is pro-
vided in Fig. 2.

3 Safety and Control of Small-Scale VHTR-H2

The VHTR systems achieve their safety through their design
approach, the materials used, and the fuel form. The key safety
features of VHTRs, in addition to the radionuclide retention capa-
bility of the TRISO fuel particle, is a small operational excess
reactivity, a large negative temperature coefficient, and a passive
heat removal capability of the reactor design. The combination of
the small excess reactivity and large negative temperature coeffi-
cient stops the nuclear fission process with only a moderate tem-
perature increase in the core even if the control and shutdown
systems fail.

In addition, the introduction of an annular core allows fuel de-
cay heat to be conducted through the reactor structures to the
vessel cavity and then to the atmosphere without outside interven-
tion. This provides the reactor with a high degree of inherent
safety, in turn, making the temperature coefficient a major com-
ponent for safety analysis of VHTRs.

Table 1 shows the calculated values obtained for the isothermal
temperature coefficients for the HTTR basis and the correspond-
ing cylindrical and annular configurations of the small-scale
VHTR. The isothermal temperature coefficients for each core con-
figuration are within the standard deviation limits of one another.

Table 2 summarizes basic reactor physics characteristics ob-
tained for the fuel loadings in the �a� cylindrical core configura-
tion and in the �b� annular core configuration. The VHTR configu-
rations include conventional fuels like UO2 as well as advanced
fuels with compositions containing UC, mixed oxide fuel �MOX�,
and/or TRUs.

The corresponding initial excess reactivity values and the iso-
thermal temperature coefficients for each fuel loading are given in
Table 3. The coefficients in all cases are negative. Achievability of
small initial excess reactivity values suggests potential reduction
options for control system requirements assuming that desirable
configuration longevities are attainable.

The VHTR power unit configurations can have sufficiently high
energy conversion efficiencies of up to 57% even for simple Bray-
ton cycles that allow for multiple simultaneous applications of
produced high temperature heat assuming operating temperatures
around 800°C. Consequently, accounting for H2-production com-
ponents, control options include flow/temperature �heat removal
control�, burnable poisons, solid control rods, core configuration,
and burnable poison gas ejectors. Each of these options can be
designed to function in an autonomous configuration with mini-
mized external actions.

4 Autonomous Control Strategies
The VHTR configurations can be designed with smaller initial

excess reactivity values by adjusting graphite content in the sys-
tem. It is possible to optimize systems varying the carbon-to-
heavy metal atom ratio through adjustments in fuel characteristics
such as TRISO content per compact.

There is a relative trend for fast fluence to dominate effective
multiplication factor as a factor limiting core lifetime. Because of
material properties �graphite and SiC� and neutron flux spatial
distributions, core lifetime is defined by fast fluence limitations
and not as strongly by effective multiplication factor. Changes to
ZrC and reductions in power density help increasing core lifetime
values by shifting dominance to effective multiplication factor
from fast fluence limitations �10�. Flux peaking reductions facili-
tate this trend. Figure 3 illustrates behavior of the VHTR core
lifetime as a function of fast fluence.

Table 1 Isothermal temperature coefficients of small-scale
VHTR configurations

VHTR configuration
Isothermal temperature coefficient, 10−5

�1 / °C�

HTTR −9.626�2.409
Cylindrical core −6.670�1.415
Annular core −7.817�1.474

Table 2 Basic reactor physics of the small-scale VHTR cylindrical and annular core
configurations

Fuel keff

Fission-inducing energy
�eV�

System mean free path
�cm� Fission neutron yield

Cylindrical core configuration
UO2, 8% 1.099�0.001 0.2504�0.0004 2.6897�0.0006 2.43859�0.00001
UC, 8% 1.110�0.001 0.2639�0.0004 2.6914�0.0006 2.43871�0.00001
TRU 1.014�0.001 9.43�0.05 2.7218�0.0007 2.90387�0.00004
RGPu 1.205�0.001 9.32�0.04 2.7250�0.0008 2.90006�0.00004

Annular core configuration
UO2, 8% 1.078�0.001 0.2409�0.0004 2.6409�0.0004 2.43861�0.00001
UC, 8% 1.090�0.002 0.2530�0.0004 2.6424�0.0005 2.43870�0.00001
TRU 1.015�0.001 7.29�0.04 2.6669�0.0006 2.90356�0.00004
RGPu 1.196�0.001 7.32�0.03 2.6668�0.0006 2.89993�0.00004

Table 3 Initial excess reactivities and isothermal temperature
coefficients of the small-scale VHTR cylindrical and annular
core configurations

Fuel
Initial excess
reactivity �%�

Isothermal
temperature

coefficient, 10−5

�1 / °C�

Cylindrical core configuration
UO2, 8% 9.90 −6.670�1.415
UC, 8% 11.0 −7.699�1.508
TRU 1.40 −7.097�1.148
RGPu 20.5 −3.526�0.978

Annular core configuration
UO2, 8% 7.80 −7.817�1.474
UC, 8% 9.00 −6.445�1.627
TRU 1.50 −5.085�1.228
RGPu 19.6 −3.279�1.080
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Fissile fuel inventory requirements are shown in Fig. 4 for vari-
ous TRU-fueled VHTR configurations relative to the low-enriched
uranium �LEU�-fueled VHTR configuration. �9� Trade-offs be-
tween loading operations, fuel activity, and other factors will ul-
timately constrain the VHTR design with respect to its TRU con-
tent �7,8,10�.

Taking advantage of three burnable poison locations in the
HTTR fuel block design, it is possible to reduce initial excess
reactivity values in the VHTR configurations. The same three lo-
cations also allow controlling reactivity swings during operation.
Figure 5 shows the HTTR fuel block model and burnable poison
locations as they are used in the present analysis �1,18,19�.

The VHTR system response on burnable poison distribution
variations is shown in Fig. 6. For one of the considered LEU-
fueled VHTR configurations, one, two, and three burnable poison
locations �see Fig. 5� have been utilized sequentially to evaluate
distribution effects during operation and to identify potential con-
trol system needs and requirements �11�.

Reactivity swings can passively be controlled and optimized
during operation by using burnable poison distributions. In the
present analysis, heterogeneous distributions are considered using
dedicated absorber locations in the HTTR fuel block design. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates observed self-adjustments in the operation char-

Fig. 3 Longevity analysis of the VHTR design configurations as a function of fast fluence

Fig. 4 Fissile content requirements for various TRU-fueled VHTR configurations operating at
600 MW„th… relative to the corresponding LEU-fueled VHTR system
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acteristics of the LEU- and TRU-fueled VHTR systems as a result
of system response variations triggered by different burnable poi-
son distributions.

5 Conclusions
In the present analysis, performance characteristics of various

burnable poison distributions and fuel compositions in the VHTR
core have been evaluated. The basis configuration is developed
using Generation IV VHTR core specifications and the HTTR
hexagonal block geometry data. Utilization of TRUs in VHTRs is
explored as the core self-stabilization approach. The resulting con-
figurations have an inherent potential for autonomous operation
with minimized maintenance. Adjustments of heterogeneous burn-
able poison distributions in the VHTR core leads to substantial
reductions in initial excess reactivity levels and allows to pas-
sively control reactivity swings during operation. Both outcomes
facilitate studies of potential deployment options for autonomous
control in the VHTR systems with LEU and/or TRUs.
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TRU-Fueled Very High
Temperature Reactors for
Applications Requiring an
Extended Operation With
Minimized Control and No
Refueling
This paper presents an analysis of transuranium nuclide (TRU)-fueled very high tempera-
ture reactor (VHTR) systems focusing on applications requiring an extended operation
with minimized control and no refueling (single-batch mode). As an example of such
applications, international deployment opportunities for grid-appropriate VHTR systems
could be mentioned addressing demands for electricity, industrial heat, and co-
generation in those regions where minimized servicing is desirable for various reasons.
The study is performed for the hexagonal block core concept within the framework of the
ongoing U.S. DOE Nuclear Energy Research Initiative project on utilization of higher
actinides (TRUs and partitioned minor actinides (MAs)) as a fuel component for
extended-life VHTRs. The up-to-date analysis has shown reasonable reactivity swings,
core life limits with respect to fast fluences, and criticality. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3098428�

Keywords: transuranics, VHTR, refueling, extended operation

1 Introduction
New approaches to nuclear waste management are being devel-

oped. They involve recovery and re-use of TRUs in thermal and
fast reactors to reduce the amount of wastes requiring permanent
geological disposal options and to facilitate nuclear energy sus-
tainability �1�. Multiple studies explore TRU-bearing fuels for use
in next generation nuclear systems �2�. In this context, it is viable
to consider pressurized water reactor �PWR� spent fuel vectors as
being reprocessed and recycled for further utilization as transmu-
tation fuel �TF� feeds of VHTRs �3�. As generation III+ reactors
phase out, the TRU-fueled VHTRs would become a dominant
thermal reactor transmutation option taking advantage of the
unique characteristics of TRUs �4�.

The study is performed for the hexagonal block core concept
within the framework of the ongoing U.S. DOE Nuclear Energy
Research Initiative �NERI� project on utilization of higher ac-
tinides �TRUs and partitioned MAs� as a fuel component for
extended-life VHTRs �5�. Researchers analyze TRU-fueled
VHTR configurations and their capabilities to approach the ex-
tended operation with minimized reactivity swing and no refuel-
ing. The TRU-fueled systems are compared with the VHTR cases
with low enriched uranium �LEU�. The up-to-date analysis has
shown reasonable reactivity swings, core life limits with respect to
fast fluences, and criticality.

To assure comprehensive and realistic assessment of the VHTR
design parameters and performance characteristics targeting safety
confirmation, the adequacy of the applied computational methods
and models is justified through validation and verification �V&V�
comparison series with experimental data covering appropriate

ranges of conditions �6,7�. The use of Monte Carlo codes creates
a potential for explicit 3D whole-core/reactor studies �8�.

Depending on the neutron spectra, neptunium, americium, and
curium may contribute to small reactivity swings �self-
stabilization� over prolonged irradiation periods. As a result, under
certain spectral conditions TRUs would be able to contribute to
the VHTR core neutron balance compensating for fuel depletion
effects through their chain transformations. Self-stabilization fea-
tures of advanced actinide fuels should facilitate capabilities of
VHTRs to sustain a single-batch mode operation. The resulting
configurations should also have an inherent potential for autono-
mous operation with minimized maintenance. Their implementa-
tion will allow worldwide deployment including developing coun-
tries and remote areas.

Flexibility of VHTRs with respect to their fuel cycle choices is
one of the well-known features of high temperature gas-cooled
reactors �HTGRs�. Tolerance to potential variations of fuel load-
ing vectors is especially important for binary systems with signifi-
cantly varying characteristics of their constituents such as PWRs
and VHTRs. As envisioned in the present analysis, Fig. 1 shows a
symbiotic quasisustainable system consisting of PWRs and TRU-
fueled VHTRs that takes advantage of this feature. Because of
fissile feeds �like LEU �fresh� in Fig. 1�, only quasisustainability
can be claimed for asymptotic configurations where external
LEU-feeds of PWRs approach zero NLEU

�0� →0 as internal transmu-
tation fuel feeds of VHTRs �while PWRs phase out� move toward
equilibrium NTF

�0,0�→¯→NTF
�0,i�→NTF

�0,��.
In the present analysis, potential PWR spent fuel vectors NSNF

�0�

were determined using the IAEA’s nuclear fuel cycle simulation
system �VISTA code system�. To evaluate potential perturbations in
NSNF

�0� and their influence on the TRU-fueled VHTR performance
characteristics, fuel burnup and load factor values for PWRs were
perturbed. The reference NSNF

�0� was determined from the analysis
of legacy spent fuel vectors of PWRs �9�.

Manuscript received November 30, 2008; final manuscript received December 7,
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2 High Fidelity Modeling Approach
To create advanced nuclear energy systems it is desirable to

have a high fidelity modeling-based design development that re-
lies on simulating features of the entire life cycle of the system
before actual physical prototyping—from concept development to
detailed design, prototyping, and safety analysis. This approach
would provide consistency between neutronics and other perfor-
mance aspects such as thermal hydraulics, mechanical integrity,
plant heat transfer, and conversion balances. The suggested
integrated/hybrid Monte Carlo-deterministic modeling approach
offers the desirable analysis capabilities for the VHTR design
studies. The use of Monte Carlo codes creates a potential for
explicit 3D whole-core/reactor studies of the VHTR configura-
tions addressing the key reactor physics areas such as the double
and multilevel heterogeneities, neutron streaming in the low-
density regions, and neutron spectrum transitions at the interfaces.

The 3D whole-core exact-geometry VHTR model has been de-
veloped for use in calculations with SCALE 5.1 code system �10�.
As shown in Fig. 2, the model takes into account tristructural
isotropic �TRISO� microparticles, fuel compacts, fuel assembly
blocks, control rod blocks, replaceable reflectors, and a permanent
outer reflector. The fuel assembly blocks are based on the high
temperature test reactor �HTTR� fuel block configuration. The
SCALE 5.1 double-heterogeneity treatment supports quasi-explicit
representation of TRISO microparticles within a compact fuel re-
gion.

The adequacy of the applied computational methods and mod-
els used to evaluate performance has been assessed and confirmed
by comparisons with experimental data covering appropriate
ranges of conditions. Validation data are available from research
reactors and zero-power critical assemblies. The project uses the
actual test results and benchmark problems of the HTTR program
�prismatic core design, reactor experiments�. Observed differences
are taken into account at the implementation and interpretation
stages of the present analysis. The modeling results are obtained
using general material properties and standard SCALE cross section
libraries without any special tailoring to specific systems.

3 Neutron Spectra in VHTR Configurations
Figure 3 illustrates 3D spectral effects in VHTRs due to fuel

vector variations. In all cases, there are noticeable neutron leakage
effects at the core ends contributing to decreasing thermal and fast
flux peak magnitudes. To produce a distinct thermal neutron peak
in TRU-fueled VHTR configurations, much larger carbon-to-
heavy metal �C/HM� ratios should be chosen. For comparable
C/HM ratios in the critical LEU- and TRU-fueled configurations,
the VHTR system with TRUs does not have a distinct thermal
peak.

4 VHTR Configurations in a Single-Batch Mode
The use of coated microparticles gives flexibility in fuel selec-

tion, management, core performance, and adaptability. The VHTR
multiheterogeneity features allow material separation by using
different types of microparticles and graphite blocks. The degree
of heterogeneity and the moderator-to-fuel ratio �C/HM atom ra-
tio� can be adjusted to achieve desirable spectrum shifting.

Several TRU-fueled VHTR configurations have been analyzed
to determine the effect of the C/HM atom ratio on the single-batch
core lifetime. Figure 4 illustrates the TRU-fueled VHTR operation
in a single-batch mode as a function of the C/HM atom ratio per
compact.

In these studies, all considered TRU-fueled VHTR configura-
tions were analyzed assuming their operation at 103 MW/MTHM.
As shown in Fig. 4, the core lifetimes of up to 9 years are possible
if attained fast fluence levels can be tolerated by TRISO particles.
Furthermore, by simply adjusting the C/HM atom ratio inside a
compact, the corresponding compact adjustment can extend core
lifetime from less than 3 years to 9 years. Figure 5 shows the fast
fluence levels attained by TRISO particles in the LEU- and TRU-
fueled VHTR configurations with the longest lifetimes with re-
spect to criticality. According to Fig. 5, the highest fast fluence
level is approximately 7�1022 n /cm2. Therefore, expected fast
fluences in the longest-operating VHTR configurations approach
and may potentially exceed the traditional TRISO fast fluence
limitations of about 1026 n /m2 �2,7,12�. These results clearly in-
dicate the need for radiation-tolerant materials to facilitate a
single-batch mode extended operation without refueling. Ad-
vanced coating configurations and materials such as ZrC offer
promising performance characteristics including reductions in
coating failure probabilities yielding fission product �FP� releases

Fig. 1 Symbiotic quasisustainable PWR-VHTR system

Fig. 2 3D whole-core exact-geometry VHTR model
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�11,12�. Consequently, higher fast fluence limits, and hence longer
core lifetimes, may become acceptable approaching criticality
core lifetime limitations �5�.

5 Potential Variations of TRU Vectors
Figure 6 illustrates potential variations of TRU vectors due to

some anticipated variations of the PWR performance characteris-
tics. These variations will ultimately affect the TRU-fueled VHTR
performance characteristics.

The corresponding equilibrium neutron balance is shown in
Fig. 7. The neutron balance calculations for systems with thermal
and fast neutrons indicated excess neutrons for all considered
TRU vectors. The thermal neutron balance shows increasing val-
ues with increasing scalar flux. In the fast spectrum, the TRU
vectors showed a small variation in neutron balance as scalar flux
increases.

6 Conclusions
As presented in this paper, the studies of TRU-fueled VHTR

configurations indicate promising performance characteristics.
The symbiotic quasisustainable PWR-VHTR system has been es-
tablished. Its feasibility and performance characteristics will be
explored further in future studies.

The up-to-date results have been analyzed and compared taking
into account the existing systems and the Generation IV VHTR
concepts with estimated characteristics. Substantial differences
between the traditional LEU- and advanced TRU-fueled VHTR
configurations have been observed.

Evidently, the use of TRU vectors in VHTRs leads to prolonged
single-loading lifetimes. Nine year core lifetimes were found to be
possible for single-batch TRU-fueled VHTR configurations with-

Fig. 3 Fuel effects in VHTRs–spectral variations „fluxes in the
innermost fuel ring of the three-ring VHTR…

Fig. 4 TRU-fueled VHTR lifetime as a function of C/HM

Fig. 5 Fast fluence levels in the longest-operating VHTRs

Fig. 6 Variations of TRU vectors due to PWR data
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out intermediate refueling. Four year core lifetimes were found to
be possible for single-batch LEU-fueled VHTR configurations
without intermediate refueling. The attained fast fluence levels
represent a significant challenge and a strong indication of the
need for radiation-tolerant materials to facilitate a single-batch
mode extended operation without refueling.
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Thermodynamic Analysis and
Comparison on Oxy-Fuel Power
Generation Process
In this paper, pressurized oxy-fuel combustion power generation processes are modeled
and analyzed based on a 350 MW subcritical reheat boiler associated with a condensing
steam turbine. The performance results are obtained. Furthermore, the influences of
slurry concentration and coal properties on power plant performance are investigated.
An oxy-fuel configuration operating at ambient pressure is studied to compare the per-
formance with pressurized oxy-fuel configuration. Thermodynamic analysis reveals the
true potentials of the pressurized oxy-fuel process. Based on the system integration, an
improved configuration is proposed in which plant efficiency of pressurized oxy-fuel
process is increased by 1.36%. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078204�

1 Introduction
Oxy-fuel combustion is one of three main approaches �post-

combustion, oxy-fuel combustion, and precombustion� to capture
CO2 to address the global warming issue, for power plant appli-
cations. Oxy-fuel combustion uses oxygen instead of air for com-
bustion, producing a flue gas that is mainly H2O and CO2 and
which is readily captured �1,2�. In terms of thermal efficiency, it is
typically acknowledged that precombustion is the most efficient
approach and postcombustion is the least efficient �3�. Precombus-
tion capture typically features fuel gasification associated with a
combined cycle, which is most favorable to efficiency. Oxy-fuel
combustion, by burning with pure oxygen, eliminates additional
energy consumption by physical or chemical CO2 absorption pro-
cesses, thus has higher efficiency than the postcombustion CO2
capture process.

There is an assortment of techniques, which takes advantage of
the exothermic nature of the reaction, resulting in a variety of
power cycles with substitution of oxygen, yielding a similar vari-
ety of oxy-fuel systems. Generally it can be distinguished into two
main categories: direct and indirect heating. Direct heating re-
quires that the working fluid be in direct contact with the fuel.
Direct heating is usually associated with a gas turbine and a com-
bined cycle is employed, and thus it results in higher thermal
efficiency. But direct heating methods need to develop new gas
turbines suitable to oxy-fuel combustion. Indirect heating via oxy-
fuel involves heat transfer across a surface from the combustion
chamber to the working fluid used in process heating or power
generation. Typically, the indirect heating process is based on the
Rankine cycle resulting in lower efficiency, but it is close to con-
ventional combustion with less technical difficulties �4�.

For indirect heating oxy-fuel processes, there are two different
configurations: ambient combustion and pressurized combustion.
An ambient combustion system has been studied extensively.
Laboratory researches and pilot-scale testing have been conducted
and well documented in various publications, and demonstration-
scale projects are currently under development �5–10�.

The pressurized oxy-fuel combustion process was proposed
only recently �11–13�. The advantage of a pressurized process is
to improve the energy potential of the fuel by condensing out the
water vapor in the flue gas and recovering the latent heat, making
the water vapor in the flue gas a useful heat source. As a result, the
heat of condensation can be used to reduce the requirements for
the extraction of steam from the turbine used for the boiler feed-

water heating system requirements, and the thermal efficiency of
the boiler is significantly improved. It is indicated that a pressur-
ized oxy-fuel process is slightly more efficient than IGCC with
CO2 capture �11�.

In addition, the pressurized oxy-fuel process enables collection
of particulates, acid gases, and mercury into a condensed phase
that is an order of magnitude smaller than the volume of gas
treated by conventional atmospheric pressure flue gas clean-up
systems. The energy consumption and capital cost of pollutant
treatment could be less than the atmospheric pressure combustion
system that requires particulate collection, desulfurizers, de-NOx,
and mercury abatement equipment �11�.

The existing pressurized oxy-fuel process uses slurry as fuel
feed. The high operating pressure, typically 80 bars, is achieved
by using a slurry pump. Slurry concentration is defined as the ratio
of dry solids of coal to total slurry in this study �12�.

Two coals, Wyoming PRB subbituminous and Illinois No. 6
bituminous, are selected for this study. Wyoming PRB coal has
very high moisture content, making its heating value small com-
pared with most other coals. Illinois No. 6 coal is a typical bitu-
minous coal with high volatile.

In order to carry out a comprehensive study, an oxy-fuel con-
figuration operating at ambient pressure is compared. Based on
the simulation results, quantitative analysis is performed to look at
thermal performance, and it reveals the true potentials of the pres-
surized oxy-fuel process. In addition, influencing factors such as
slurry concentration and coal properties are investigated.

A new configuration is proposed based on process integration to
optimize utilization of condensation heat from flue gas. The simu-
lation is carried out to identify the effect of the improvement.

This study is based on process modeling using ASPEN PLUS™
�for boiler� and GATECYCLE™ �for steam turbine and auxiliary
systems� software tools. Detailed models are set up for the whole
power plant including boiler, steam turbine and flue gas recycling,
condensing heat exchanger �CHE�, etc. Five cases in total are
modeled and investigated; they are as follows:

• Case 1: base case, pressurized process, PRB coal, slurry
concentration of 55%

• Case 2: pressurized process, Illinois No. 6 coal, slurry con-
centration of 55%

• Case 3: pressurized process, Illinois No. 6 coal, slurry con-
centration of 66.5%

• Case 4: ambient process, PRB coal, dry-fed
• Case 5: improved case, pressurized process, PRB coal,

slurry concentration of 55%
Manuscript received July 30, 2008; final manuscript received November 11, 2008;
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2 Pressurized Oxy-Fuel Process

2.1 Process Description. Figure 1 shows a flow schematic of
a typical coal-fired pressurized oxy-fuel power generation process
�11,12�. The general arrangement is similar to conventional power
plants with the following differences.

• The boiler is fired by coal slurry with pure oxygen.
• A large quantity of flue gas is recycled to control furnace

outlet temperature.
• A cryogenic air separation unit �ASU� produces pure oxy-

gen.
• A slurry preparation system replaces solid coal pulveriza-

tion.
• No regenerative feedwater heat exchangers.
• No extraction steam from the steam turbine resulting in the

same flow rate for all three turbine cylinders.
• Feedwater is heated up by a CHE.
• Liquid CO2 is recovered while pollutants are removed

through a dedicated process.

Oxygen from a cryogenic ASU is compressed by a three-stage
compressor with intercoolers. Water is added to coal mills to pro-
duce slurry at a specific concentration. The furnace, operating at
high pressure, is fired by coal slurry with pure oxygen. The steam
produced inside the boiler drives high pressure �HP�, intermediate
pressure �IP�, and low pressure �LP� steam turbines in sequence
generating electricity. The exhaust steam from the LP turbine is
cooled by a surface condenser that is further cooled by a mechani-
cal draft cooling tower. The flue gas coming out of the boiler is
cooled by feedwater through a dedicated CHE to low temperature
at which almost all moisture is condensed out. The moisture of the
flue gas condensed in the CHE is knocked out in a drum, which is
sent to a waste water and ash treatment facility. The majority of
the cooled dry flue gas is recycled to keep the furnace outlet
temperature below fuel ash fusion temperature, and the balance is
further cooled down close to ambient temperature and all CO2
becomes liquid.

2.2 Process Modeling. The gross output of the power plant is
350 MW, which is based on burning Wyoming PRB subbitumi-
nous coal in a boiler at subcritical parameters with reheat. The
base case uses a slurry concentration of 55% solids by weight
�12�. A sensitivity review of slurry concentration is also presented.
Ambient conditions are 1.013 bars, dry bulb temperature is 25°C,

and relative humidity is at 60%. The specific power consumption
of oxygen is selected as 0.23 kWh/kg �12�. The major assumed
parameters are listed in Table 1. Property data of PRB and Illinois
No. 6 coals are listed in Table 2.

The boiler including oxygen compression, flue gas cooling, and
recycling processes is simulated with the ASPEN PLUS™ software.
The steam turbine and cooling system are simulated using GATE-

CYCLE™. The auxiliary loads of power plant include the following
three main groups:

Fig. 1 Pressurized oxy-fuel combustion power plant schematic

Table 1 Main assumptions for pressurized oxy-fuel process

Furnace pressure �gas side� �bar� 80
Slurry concentration �%� 55
Excess oxygen �%� 3
Oxygen purity �vol %� 99.5
Oxygen compressor efficiency �%� 85
Main steam pressure �bar� 180
Main steam temperature �°C� 540
Hot reheat steam pressure �bar� 32
Hot reheat steam temperature �°C� 540
Feed water temperature �°C� 242
Condenser pressure �kPa� 6.9

Table 2 Properties of coals

Proximate analysis �wt %� PRB Illinois No. 6

Moisture 31.63 12.00
Fixed carbon 34.08 39.00
Volatile matter 29.73 33.00
Ash 4.56 16.00

Ultimate analysis �wt %� DAF PRB Illinois No. 6
Carbon 73.03 76.98
Hydrogen 5.30 5.56
Nitrogen 0.97 1.50
Sulfur 0.58 5.56
Oxygen 20.13 10.39

Heating value, kJ/kg PRB Illinois No. 6
HHV 18,955 23,492
LHV 17,443 22,326
Ash softening temperature �°C� 1,135 1,182
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• CO2 capture �ASU, oxygen compression, slurry pump, and
flue gas recycling fan�

• boiler �fuel delivery, fans, ash handling, etc.�
• steam turbine �feed water pump, cooling tower fans, etc.�

The performance results of the pressurized oxy-fuel firing
power plant are summarized in Case 1 of Table 3.

The results indicate that the plant net efficiency of the pressur-
ized oxy-fuel process of Case 1 is 27.54%, which is much lower
than conventional power plant. This is mainly due to energy con-
sumption by CO2 capture, which leads to an auxiliary load rate of
about 33%. Boiler efficiency reaches as high as about 99% due to
the utilization of latent heat of flue gas. The duty of CHE is very
big, 197.5 MWth, equivalent to 23% of fuel heat input to boiler. It
indicates that almost all generated CO2 can be recovered at purity
of about 95%.

It is noted that the pressurized oxy-fuel process removes all
feedwater heaters and does not have a deaerator. The water quality
needs to be managed by a deaeration facility for a practical power
generation system. This issue will be addressed by an improved
configuration in Sec. 4 of the paper.

2.3 Impact of Slurry Concentration. The pressurized oxy-
fuel power plant firing with PRB slurry of different concentrations
is modeled with the same methodology as described above. The
slurry concentrations considered range from a low of 40% solids
by weight to an equivalent fuel feed using raw as-received coal
only with no slurry system. The results are presented in Fig. 2.

It shows that power plant efficiency decreases from 27.63% to
26.57% as concentration of slurry water increases. The reason is

that more water is added to the boiler for lower slurry concentra-
tion. To evaporate additional water, more fuel needs to be burned.
Although the latent heat is recovered in the downstream CHE, the
energy gains cannot compensate for the efficiency penalty because
the recovered latent heat is utilized at a lower grade use �heating
feedwater� but the consumed fuel is a higher grade source �heating
steam inside boiler�.

When the slurry concentration reduces, moisture content of the
flue gas will be increased. The pinch point of the CHE will shift to
a higher temperature. When the concentration is lower than 55%,
it will result in a higher exit temperature of flue gas of CHE, in
order to maintain the minimum temperature difference at the

Table 3 Performance data of oxy-fuel power plant cases

Case 1 2 3 4 5
Process type Pressurized Pressurized Pressurized Ambient Pressurized
Fuel PRB Illinois No. 6 Illinois No. 6 PRB PRB
Slurry concentration �%� 55 55 66.5 55
Plant gross output �MW� 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0 350.0
Plant net output �MW� 235.8 233.6 233.9 221.7 238.6
Auxiliary load of CO2 capture �MW� 88.0 89.2 89.0 95.8 84.8
Auxiliary load of slurry pump �kW� 462 480 396 442
Total auxiliary load �MW� 114.2 116.4 116.1 128.3 111.4
Fuel heat input, HHV �MWth� 856.2 855.2 853.3 904.2 825.5
Steam cycle efficiency �%� 41.34 41.34 41.35 45.86 43.00
Net plant efficiency �with CO2 capture�,
HHV �%� 27.54 27.31 27.41 24.52 28.90
Boiler efficiency, HHV �%� 98.88 98.97 99.2 84.41 98.61
Furnace outlet temperature �°C� 1135.8 1166.0 1166.0 1141.0 1135.6
Recycle rate �%� 70.9 70.3 73.9 75.1 73.9
Coal feed rate �kg/s� 45.2 36.4 36.3 47.7 43.6
Slurry water flow rate �kg/s� 11.0 21.8 11.7 10.6
Slurry feed rate �kg/s� 56.1 58.3 48.1 54.1
Oxygen flow rate �kg/s� 64.9 65.8 65.6 69.1 62.6
CHX duty �MWth� 197.5 197.5 197.5 119.0 92.9
Duty of recycled gas and slurry preheater
�MWth� 91.2

Final flue gas �entering PRTa� property
Flow rate �kg/s� 80.0 78.8 78.7 96.6 77.2
Temperature �°C� 52.0 52.0 52.0 37.8 52.0

Composition
CO2 �mol %� 94.93 93.29 93.26 76.46 94.91
H2O �mol %� 0.39 0.40 0.40 6.72 0.39
O2 �mol %� 3.28 2.50 2.50 6.05 3.27
N2 �mol %� 0.54 0.78 0.78 9.98 0.54
SO2 �mol %� 0.27 2.41 2.44 0.23 0.27
Ar �mol %� 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.56 0.62

CO2 recovery rate �%� 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.8 99.7

aPRT—the process to recover CO2 from final flue gas.

Fig. 2 Power plant net efficiency versus slurry concentration
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pinch point. Figure 3 compares the heat transfer profiles of CHE
for two different slurry concentration cases �45% versus 55%�. It
shows that the exit temperature of flue gas is higher for lower
slurry concentrations. As a result, the trend of efficiency drop is
accelerated at low slurry concentrations. This explains the effi-
ciency variation in the curve in Fig. 2.

2.4 Impact of Coal Property. A pressurized oxy-fuel process
burning Illinois No. 6 coal is simulated to investigate the influence
of coal property on the thermal performance of a power plant. As
discussed earlier, slurry concentration will influence the whole
power plant performance. Two cases, Cases 2 and 3, with slurry
concentration of 55% �same as Case 1� and 66.5% �typical value
for Illinois No. 6 �14��, respectively, are studied. The plant perfor-
mance data are listed in Table 3.

In comparison, between Cases 2 and 1 in Table 3, the plant net
efficiency of Case 2 is lower than Case 1 by 0.23%. The water
content of Illinois No. 6 is significantly lower than PRB �12%
versus 31.63%�. Slurry concentration is defined as the ratio of dry
solids of coal to total slurry. Therefore, to reach the same slurry
concentration �55%�, more water needs to be added into Illinois

No. 6 than PRB. The slurry water quantity of Case 2 is almost
double than of Case 1 �21.8 kg/s versus 11.0 kg/s�. This is the
main reason why Case 2 is less efficient than Case 1.

Case 3 has a typical slurry concentration for Illinois No. 6. The
net efficiency is higher and close to Case 1. The reason why Case
3 is still slightly less efficient than Case 1 is due to the difference
in coal properties. PRB has less ash content �resulting in less heat
loss� but has more oxygen content �resulting in less oxygen con-
sumption� than Illinois No. 6. Both noted factors will make the
PRB case more efficient than the Illinois No. 6 case.

The efficiency difference between Cases 1 and 3 is small. It
demonstrates that there is no significant performance difference
for pressurized oxy-fuel process between two coals.

3 Comparison With Ambient Oxy-Fuel Process
Ambient oxy-fuel process has been well studied and is viewed

as a simple and elegant method to solve the CO2 emission prob-
lem for power plants. Furthermore, the key technology compo-
nents in ambient oxy-fuel combustion are mostly “off the shelf”
technologies that have been widely used for a long period of time.
The study will simulate the ambient oxy-fuel process and compare
the performance with the pressurized case, so that the true poten-
tial of the pressurized oxy-fuel process can be explored.

3.1 Simulation of Ambient Oxy-Fuel Process. The ambient
oxy-fuel process is similar to the pressurized process in terms of
boiler firing with pure oxygen and flue gas recycling.

However it is different in the following aspects.

• The boiler operates at ambient pressure �gas side�.
• Pulverized coal is directly fed to boiler.
• Air heater heats up the recycled flue gas before entering the

furnace.
• Steam turbine has extraction steam with regenerative heat

exchangers, similar to conventional power plant.
• More complex product recovery train �PRT� is used to re-

cover CO2.

Figure 4 shows a flow schematic of a typical coal-fired ambient

Fig. 3 T-Q diagram of CHE for two different slurry concentra-
tion cases

Fig. 4 Ambient oxy-fuel combustion power plant schematic
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oxy-fuel power generation process �12�.
The dry recycle configuration, in which the flue gas coming out

of the recycled gas preheater is cooled to a selected temperature
�typically close to the ambient temperature�, is selected for the
ambient oxy-fuel case study. The flue gas water vapor is con-
densed and the dry flue gas is split into recycle gas and raw
product gas for the PRT process.

In this ambient oxy-fuel process study, the latent heat of vapor
condensation from flue gas is typically not used, as it is recog-
nized as low grade heat �12�. It is assumed that the infiltration air
is 3% and is distributed in both the furnace and the backend
system.

The steam turbine has seven uncontrolled extraction ports to
provide feedwater heating steam. There are six feed water heaters
and one deaerator. The steam parameters are the same as for the
base case.

Based on the simulation, the performance of the ambient oxy-
fuel process is outlined in Case 4 of Table 3.

The net efficiency of Case 4 is 24.52%. In comparison with
base Case 1, it indicates that the efficiency of the pressurized
oxy-fuel process is higher than the ambient oxy-fuel process by
3.02%.

3.2 Thermodynamic Analysis. To identify the performance
difference between the ambient and pressurized processes, it is
necessary to introduce the following parameters.
Boiler efficiency can be defined as

�b =
Qst

mfHu
�1�

Steam cycle �Rankine cycle� efficiency can be defined as

�st =
Pg

Qst
�2�

Auxiliary load rate is defined as

Ra =
Paux

Pg
�3�

As a result, power plant net efficiency will be

�net = �b�st�1 − Ra� �4�
Based on mathematic deduction, the difference of net efficiency
can be described as

��net = kb��b + kst��st + ka�Ra �5�
The above parameters for both Cases 1 and 4 are calculated and
listed in Table 4.

According to Table 4, the net efficiency increase in pressurized
oxy-fuel process of 3.02% is attributed to three major items:
4.14% from boiler efficiency increase, �2.73% from steam cycle
efficiency decrease, and 1.61% from auxiliary load decrease.

Although boiler efficiency increases significantly �14.47%� for
the pressurized oxy-fuel process due to latent heat utilization, the
contribution to plant efficiency is only 4.14% because of its small
influencing coefficient �kb=0.286�. The reason is that the steam
energy output of the boiler needs to be converted into mechanical
power through the steam cycle and the value of �st is relatively
small.

In order to utilize the latent heat of the flue gas, the pressurized

oxy-fuel process removes all regenerative heat exchangers, which
are displaced by preheated condensate directly entering the boiler
�at the CHE�. This results in a reduction in boiler feedwater tem-
perature from 242°C to 50°C. The impact of the reduction in
feedwater temperature is a significant decrease in the steam cycle
efficiency due to the elimination of the regenerative feedwater
heaters. Without regenerative feedwater heating, the change in
steam cycle efficiency ��st is �4.52%. The influencing coeffi-
cient of the steam cycle efficiency is relatively high �kst=0.603�.
Therefore, the contribution to net efficiency reduction reaches
2.73%. This is the main drawback of pressurized oxy-fuel process.

Because the pressurized oxy-fuel process does not need a dedi-
cated flue gas cleanup process �to remove SOx, particulates, etc.�
and a complicated PRT, the auxiliary load is reduced. As a result,
it contributes to a net efficiency increase of 1.61%.

4 Improvement on Pressurized Oxy-Fuel Process
Based on the above discussion, the major drawback of the pres-

surized oxy-fuel process is a lower steam cycle efficiency due to
removing all regenerative feedwater heaters. The authors propose
to utilize the latent heat of the flue gas by heating up recycled flue
gas and slurry. The flow schematic of the improved pressurized
oxy-fuel power generation process is shown in Fig. 5.

In the case presented, the quantity of heat duty of the flue gas
cooling �mainly from latent heat� is larger than the duty of heating
up recycled flue gas and slurry. To solve the problem, the heat of
flue gas cooling is first utilized to heat up the recycled flue gas and
slurry, and then the balance is utilized to heat up condensate from
the condenser.

For the improved configuration, there will be two HP heaters
and one deaerator in which feedwater will be heated by the ex-
traction of steam from the steam turbine before entering the boiler.
Similar to Case 1, the steam cycle will have reheat and the con-
denser cooling system will be the same.

The components with dotted lines are additional to the existing
pressurized oxy-fuel process. The heat duty of flue gas cooling
will be distributed in both the recycle gas and slurry preheater and
the CHE.

With PRB coal and a slurry concentration of 55%, the improved
case �Case 5� is simulated �all assumptions are the same as for
Case 1�. The performance data are outlined in Table 3.

It indicates that the net plant efficiency of the improved case
increases by 1.36% �from 27.54% of Case 1 to 28.90% of Case 5�.
The boiler efficiency is almost same because of the same exit
temperature at CHE, but the steam cycle efficiency increases from
41.34% to 43.00%. The reason for the steam cycle efficiency in-
crease is that three feedwater heaters are added resulting in higher
boiler feedwater temperature.

In addition, the improved case has a dedicated deaerator that
will provide a better measure to manage water quality resulting in
higher operational reliability of power plant.

The above study to improve the existing pressurized oxy-fuel
process is preliminary. It would be expected that the potential to
further improve the plant performance still exists. It will be pre-
sented in forthcoming papers.

Table 4 Performance parameters of Cases 1 and 4

Case 1 Case 4

�b 98.88% 84.41% ��b 14.47% kb 0.286 kb��b 4.14%
�st 41.34% 45.86% ��st �4.52% kst 0.603 kst��st �2.73%
Ra 32.64% 36.67% �Ra �4.03% ka �0.400 ka�Ra 1.61%
�net 27.54% 24.52% ��net 3.02%
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5 Discussion
The pressurized oxy-fuel combustion process is more efficient

than the ambient oxy-fuel combustion process. In order to inves-
tigate the technologies more comprehensively, a comparison in
capital cost between the two processes needs to be carried out.
Table 5 presents an indicative comparison in equipment cost be-
tween the two processes.

According to the above table, the pressurized oxy-fuel combus-
tion process could have higher equipment cost than ambient com-
bustion process, which mainly results from the very high opera-
tional pressure of the boiler. More detailed economic analysis will
be carried out at the next stage of the study.

6 Conclusions
This study is based on system modeling and thermodynamic

analysis for various cases of oxy-fuel combustion power genera-
tion processes. It indicates that the efficiency of a 350 MW pres-
surized oxy-fuel power plant with a reheat and subcritical boiler
firing PRB coal can reach 27.54% �higher heating value �HHV��.

The findings indicate that the efficiency difference between am-
bient and pressurized cases is 3%. Thermodynamic analysis re-
veals the root causes of the performance difference between the
two configurations. It is pointed out that the steam cycle efficiency
decrease due to removing all feedwater heaters is the major draw-
back of the pressurized oxy-fuel process.

The assessment indicates that a higher slurry concentration will
benefit plant efficiency and coal properties will not have signifi-
cant influence on plant efficiency.

Based on the analysis, an improved configuration is proposed in
which the plant efficiency of the pressurized oxy-fuel process is
increased by 1.36%. Further study is expected to optimize the
existing configuration to improve power plant efficiency and ex-
amine capital and operating costs.

Nomenclature
Hu � HHV of fuel, MJ/kg
kb � influencing coefficient of boiler thermal

efficiency

Table 5 Equipment cost comparison between two processes

Major equipment Ambient process Pressurized process Notes

Pulverizer versus slurry preparation � +
Pressurized process needs to prepare slurry and pump to
very high pressure

Boiler � ++ Pressurized process boiler operates at very high pressure

ASU + �
Ambient process consumes more oxygen due to lower
efficiency

Recycling gas fans � ++
Recycling gas fans of pressurized process operates at
very high pressure

Flue gas treatment + �
Ambient process has more complicated pollutant
treatment system

Flue gas ducts � +
Ducts of pressurized process operate at very high
pressure

O2 versus CO2 compressor + �
Ambient process needs to compress CO2; pressurized
process compresses O2

Steam turbine +
Pressurized process features nonconventional steam
turbine

Deaerator ++ � Pressurized process does not have a deaerator

Water quality control � +
Without a deaerator, pressurized process needs additional
equipment to control water quality

Condenser and cooling tower � + Pressurized process has more turbine exhaust steam

HP/LP heaters versus CHE + �
For similar heat duty, condensing heat exchanger could
be less expensive

Fig. 5 Improved pressurized oxy-fuel combustion power plant schematic
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kst � influencing coefficient of steam cycle
efficiency

ka � influencing coefficient of auxiliary load rate
mf � fuel feed rate, kg/s
Qst � absorbed heat of steam cycle, MW

Paux � total auxiliary load of power plant, MW
Pg � gross output of power plant, MW
Ra � auxiliary load rate of power plant
�b � boiler thermal efficiency
�st � steam cycle efficiency

�net � power plant net efficiency �HHV basis�
� � difference of parameter values
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Improving Performance of
Refrigerant Cooled Steam Power
Plant by Using Cooling Thermal
Storage
It is proposed in the current paper to combine the steam plant with two refrigeration
cycles and a cooling storage container. Throughout the time of a day, the steam plant is
made to work at full power, where the excess power generated over the electric power
demand is used to drive the compressors of the refrigeration cycles. The stored cooling is
used for dissipating the heat absorbed by the cooling refrigerant in the steam condenser
during the period of peak-loads, while the two refrigeration machines are stopped. In this
way, the energy used for driving the refrigeration machine is saved so that the whole
power generated by the steam plant is exported to the grid. Energy analyses of the
proposed combined system has led to inferring that the net power of the steam plant
during the period of exclusive direct cooling of the steam condenser (only the first re-
frigeration machine is running) is about 70–86% of the whole power generated by the
steam plant when the coefficient of performance of the first refrigeration cycle lies in the
range of 4–10. Also, it has been found that relatively small coefficients of performance of
the first and second cycles, less than 6 and 1.5, respectively, result in low net power of the
steam plant over the period of charging the cooling storage container (both refrigeration
machines run in unison). In this case, the net plant power amounts to less than 26% of
the total generated plant power when the time of storing the cooling is lower than double
the time of the peak-loads. This necessitates increasing the storing time to assure rea-
sonable available power to be exported to the grid. Economical analyses of the proposed
system have showed that both the capital cost and energy charges are less for the pro-
posed system than that of the steam plant without cooling storage for practically possible
operating conditions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078385�

Keywords: steam power plant, steam cycle, refrigeration cycle, refrigerant cooled
condenser, cooling thermal storage, combined system

1 Introduction
Steam power plants represent the largest segment of the world

electricity production. These plants rely on a fuel source �fossil or
nuclear� to heat water to steam that is used to drive a turbine
generator. Steam exhausted from the turbine is condensed and
recycled to the steam generator or boiler. The steam condensation
occurs in a steam condenser. Cooling water mass flow rates of
greater than 25 times the steam mass flow rate are necessary de-
pending on the allowable temperature rise of the cooling water—
typically 8–14°C. There are basically two types of cooling water
system designs: once-through �open loop� and recirculating
�closed loop�. Plants equipped with once-through cooling water
systems have relatively high water use in the range of 3 m3 /min
for each MWe, and they cause detrimental impact on aquatic eco-
system �1�.

The most common type of recirculating system uses wet cool-
ing towers to dissipate the heat from the cooling water to the
atmosphere. This type requires a supply water make-up rate of
about 5% �2�. In addition, cooling water is the major source of
wastewater generated by most thermal power plants. For each
MWe of a facility about 7.5 m3 per day of waste water are gen-
erated, with about 70% of this wastewater coming from cooling
tower blow-down �3�.

Due to enhanced concern about water supplies and water use
priorities, dry cooling systems for thermal power plants are re-
ceiving increased consideration, even though electric power from
dry-cooled power plants currently costs 10–15% more than power
from wet-cooled plants �4�. There is little current research and
development work being reported in literature on dry cooling sys-
tems for power plants. A few important exceptions include im-
proved heat exchanger geometries for finned tube bundles in air-
cooled condensers �5,6�; enhancement of air-cooled condenser
performance with the use of limited water �7,8�; the use of evapo-
rative condenser �9�; optimization techniques �10�; and using
double wet and dry condenser, where the heat of the wet con-
denser is dissipated into a cooling storage container �11�.

The concept of ammonia dry cooling system is reported in Ref.
�12�. The system is an indirect type, in which the usual circulating
water loop is replaced by a phase-change ammonia loop, where
ammonia is evaporated in the tubes of the steam condenser and
condensed in an air-cooled condenser. This concept was tested and
well documented �12–15�, with the participation of several major
equipment vendors �Baltimore Air Coil �Baltimore, MD�, The
Trane Co. �Piscataway, NJ�, Curtiss-Wright �Cleveland, OH�,
CB&I �Denver, CO�, and Union Carbide �Danbury, CT��. To date,
the concept has not been pursued commercially but may bear
reexamination in light of increasing interest in economical dry
cooling.

Considering the approach proposed in Ref. �12�, it should be
noticed that, in a conventional steam plant, nearly double the rate
of net power generation is rejected as waste heat through the
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steam condenser �16�. Accordingly, most of the generated power
during peak-loads �highest ambient temperature� is used for driv-
ing the refrigerant compressor. This results in a great deficiency in
the net generated power available to be fed to the grid so that the
demanding load would not be covered during this period. For
overcoming this problem, it is proposed in the present paper to use
a cooling thermal storage system with the combined steam plant
and refrigerating cycle described in Ref. �12�. This proposal al-
lows utilizing the discounted rates for energy during off peak
loads to produce cooling that is stored in the cooling storage con-
tainer. Over the period of the peak-loads �standard energy rate�,
the refrigeration machine is stopped and the cooling refrigerant
dissipates the heat absorbed from the steam condenser into the
cooling storage system. This allows the whole power generated by
the steam plant to be exported to the grid.

2 Description of the Proposed Combined System
The configuration of the proposed combined system is shown

schematically in Fig. 1. This system consists of three cycles and a
cooling storage container. The three cycles are a steam power
plant cycle and two vapor compression refrigeration cycles. The
steam cycle can comprise the components of which a modern
steam power plant is composed. Of these components only the
boiler �a�, steam turbine �b�, refrigerant cooled condenser �c�, feed
water pump �d�, and generator �e� are shown in Fig. 1. The first
refrigeration cycle is referred to as �dc�. It is made up of a com-
pressor �f1�, driven by an electric motor �g1�, a refrigerant con-
denser �h1�, a throttling valve �i1�, and an evaporator �c�, which
acts at the same time as the condenser of the steam plant. In this
cycle, the low pressure refrigerant vapor is compressed by the
compressor �f1� and transferred to the refrigerant condenser �h1�.
The heat absorbed from the condensing steam and the heat of
compression are removed by the air-cooled refrigerant condenser
�h1�, where the high pressure vapor refrigerant is condensed. The
condensed refrigerant liquid is transferred to the refrigerant ex-

pansion valve �i1�. This valve has the function to reduce the pres-
sure of the liquid refrigerant, and in turn, the boiling point of the
refrigerant is lowered. The low pressure liquid refrigerant flows
through the tubes of the evaporator condenser �c�, absorbing heat,
changing into vapor, in turn condensing the steam. The water
condensate and low pressure vapor refrigerant leaving the evapo-
rator condenser �c� complete the steam and the first refrigeration
cycles, respectively.

The second refrigeration cycle is designated by �st�. It consists
of a compressor �f2�, operated by an electric motor �g2�, a refrig-
erant condenser �h2�, a throttling valve �i2�, and an evaporator �j�.
This cycle functions quite similar to the first refrigeration cycle
except that the low pressure liquid refrigerant leaving the throttle
valve �i2� evaporates as it flows through the evaporator �j� by
absorbing heat from the cooling storage container �k�, where the
cooling is stored.

The two refrigeration cycles have three different operating pe-
riods along the time of a day: the period of exclusive direct cool-
ing of the steam condenser, the period of charging, and the period
of discharging the cooling storage container. The first period oc-
curs at part-loads when the steam plant can generate excess power
over the electric power to be exported to the grid �it is referred
hereafter to as power demand�, which is adequate or larger than
that needed for running the refrigerant compressor of the first
refrigeration cycle but less than the power required to operate the
compressors of both refrigeration cycles. The second period takes
place at part-loads �charging the cooling storage container� when
the excess power of the steam plant suffices to drive the compres-
sors of both refrigeration cycles. The cooling produced by the first
cycle serves to directly condense the exhaust steam of the turbine
�b� at this period, while the cooling produced by the second cycle
is stored in the cooling storage container �k�. During this period
the valves �o� and �o�� are closed, whereas the valves �n� and �n��
are opened. The refrigerant vapors coming out of the evaporator
condenser �c� and evaporator �j� are compressed in the compres-
sors �f1� and �f2�, respectively, and complete the refrigeration
cycles.

The third period comes about throughout the peak-loads. Dur-
ing this period, the refrigeration compressors �f1� and �f2� are set
out of operation, and the valves �n� and �n�� are closed, while the
valves �o� and �o�� are opened. The cooling refrigerant of the
steam condenser changes its loop, in which it no longer flows
through the first refrigeration cycle. Rather, the refrigerant vapor
exiting the evaporator condenser �c� flows through the heat ex-
changer �l �, where it rejects the heat absorbed from the condens-
ing steam to the cooling storage container �k� and is condensed. It
is then repumped by the circulating pump �m� to the evaporator
condenser �c� for condensing the exhaust steam of turbine �b�. The
refrigerant is vaporized in the evaporator condenser �c� and re-
peats this cooling loop until the power demand gets low enough
so that the first refrigeration cycle is reactivated.

Fixation of the lengths of the second and third periods depends
mainly on the amount of the plant energy to be exported to the
grid and electricity price during each of the two periods. The plant
is caused to work according to the second period only when the
cost of the total energy consumed to drive the compressor of the
refrigeration cycle �st� during the second period is less than the
cost of the excess energy added to the grid by the plant during the
third period as a result of using the cooling storage container.

Optimal operation of the steam plant is achieved when the tur-
bine exhaust steam is cooled to its design point, which is in the
range of 15–30°C. Accordingly, the temperature of the steam
condenser cooling refrigerant can be in the range of 10–25°C. As
a result, the evaporator temperature of the first refrigeration cycle
�used for direct cooling of the steam condenser� is high enough to
effect large coefficient of performance for direct cooling.

As to the second refrigeration cycle �st�, which serves to charge
the cooling storage container, it is worth mentioning that cooling
is stored as ice, chilled water, or some other materials. As a tre-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the proposed combined system: „a…
boiler, „b… steam turbine, „c… steam condenser, „d… boiler feed
water pump, „e… generator, „f… refrigerant compressor, „g… mo-
tor, „h… refrigerant condenser, „i… throttling valve, „j… evaporator,
„k… cooling storage container, „l … heat exchanger, „m… refriger-
ant circulating pump, „n…, „n�…, „o…, and „o�… valves, —— water/
steam, – – refrigerant, and – • – electricity
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mendous amount of heat must be removed from the steam con-
denser, ice storing is preferred in this case to limit the volume of
the storing container. Production of ice forces the second refrig-
erating machine to operate at inevitably low evaporator tempera-
ture and cause low coefficient of performance. Fortunately, the
storing process takes place when the power demand is minimum,
which occurs at night hours and early morning, where the ambient
temperature has its lowest value. This makes the temperature of
the condenser of the refrigerating machine relatively low that par-
tially compensates for the low temperature of the evaporator by
fairly improving the coefficient of performance. As the condensers
of the both refrigeration cycles �dc� and �st� are air cooled, their
coefficients of performances are 77–85% lower than those of the
refrigeration cycles with water cooled condensers �17�. Accord-
ingly and concerning the performance of the large industrial cool-
ing refrigeration cycles given in Ref. �18�, it is expected for the
coefficient of performance of the refrigeration cycle �dc� to be
greater than 4 and for the coefficient of performance for the re-
frigeration cycle �st� to lie in the range of 1.5–3.

3 Energy Analyses
The aim of the energy analyses presented in this section is to

predict the energy output of the proposed combined system at the
different operating periods. It is to be mentioned here that the
studied steam plant is illustrated in Fig. 1 by a simple steam
Rankine cycle. However, the overall and thermal efficiencies of
this cycle are modified in the following analyses to take into ac-
count the complexity of the actual modern cycle. Also, it is as-
sumed that the steam condenser temperature remains constant for
the three operating periods. This is brought about by the refrigera-
tion cycles and the cooling storage container. Since the steam
plant in continuously running at full power and according to the
above mentioned assumption, it follows that the maximum power
Pp generated by the steam plant is constant for the three operating
periods explained in Sec. 2. The steam plant with maximum gen-
erated power Pp is referred hereafter to as basic plant.

In order to be able to calculate the power of the refrigeration
machine �dc� during the first period �exclusive direct cooling of
the steam condenser�, it is first necessary to determine the rate of
heat it removes from the steam condenser. The overall efficiency
�o of the steam plant and the thermal efficiency of the steam cycle
are defined as

�o =
Pp

Qb
�1�

�th =
Qb − Qc

Qb
�2�

Solving Eqs. �1� and �2� to get Qc results in

Qc =
Pp

�o
�1 − �th� �3�

Given the coefficient of cooling loss �dc for direct cooling, the
rate of heat Qev,dc to be removed by the evaporator �steam con-
denser� of the refrigeration machine �dc� during this period may
be given in combination with Eq. �3� by

Qev,1 = Qev,dc =
Pp

�o
�1 − �th��1 + �dc� �4�

As only the refrigerant compressor �f1� of the first refrigeration
cycle �dc� is operating during this period, the total power Pr1 of
the refrigerant compression is equal to the power Prdc,1 of the
refrigerant compressor �f1�. Accordingly, the average coefficient
of performance COPdc,1 of the refrigeration machine �dc� during
this period is defined as

COPdc,1 =
Qev,dc

Prdc,1
=

Qev,1

Pr1
�5�

Combination of Eqs. �5� and �4� results in

Pr1

Pp
=

Prdc,1

Pp
=

�1 − �th��1 + �dc�
COPdc,1�o

�6�

The net power Pn,1 generated by the power plant and is avail-
able for feeding the grid during the first period is given by

Pn,1 = Pp − Pr1 �7�

Dividing both sides of Eq. �7� by Pp and combining the resulted
equation with Eq. �6�, the following equation can be derived:

Pn,1

Pp
= 1 −

�1 − �th��1 + �dc�
COPdc,1�o

�8�

Concerning the third period �discharging the cooling storage
container�, it is worth mentioning that no energy is consumed for
driving the refrigerant compressors. As a result, the net power
output of the steam plant Pn,3 for this period is equal to the maxi-
mum power Pp. Therefore, the reciprocal of Pn,1 / Pp gives the
power ratio Pn,3 / Pn,3�. Hence, it follows that

Pn,3

Pn,3�
=

COPdc,3�o

COPdc,3�o − �1 − �th��1 + �dc�
�9�

where Pn,3� is the net power output of the steam plant without
cooling storage during the third period, and COPdc,3 is the coeffi-
cient of performance of the refrigeration cycle �dc� over the third
period.

During the second period �charging the cooling storage con-
tainer�, both refrigeration machines �dc� and �st� are working in
unison. The cooling generated by the refrigeration machine �dc�
serves to cool the steam condenser directly, whereas the cooling
produced by the refrigeration machine �st� is stored in the storing
container to be used during the third period. Accordingly, the total
heat rate Qev,2 removed by the evaporators of the refrigeration
machines �dc� and �st� and the total power Pr2 of their refrigera-
tion compressors are given by

Qev,2 = Qev,dc + Qev,st �10�

Pr2 = Prdc,2 + Prst,2 �11�

where Qev,dc is given by Eq. �4� and Pdc,2 is expressed by analogy
to Eq. �6� as

Prdc,2

Pp
=

�1 − �th��1 + �dc�
COPdc,2�o

�12�

The average coefficient of performance COPst of the refrigera-
tion machine �st� during the second period is given as

COPst =
Qev,st

Prst,2
�13�

Given that the duration time of the second period is �t2, the
total thermal energy Eev,st to be removed by the evaporator of the
refrigeration cycle �st� during this period can be expressed in com-
bination with Eq. �13� as

Eev,st = Qev,st�t2 = COPstPrst,2�t2 �14�

Eev,st equals the sum of the thermal energy to be removed from the
steam condenser through the third period and the heat transferred
from the surroundings to the cooling refrigerant and the cooling
storage container. Given that the duration time of the third period
is �t3, Eev,st is calculated similar to Eq. �4� by

Eev,st =
Pp

�o
�1 − �th��1 + �st��t3 �15�

where �st is the cooling loss coefficient during storing the cooling
and conveying it to the steam condenser.

Equating the right hand sides of Eqs. �14� and �15� and solving
for Prst,2 / Pp, the following equation is obtained:
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Prst,2

Pp
=

�1 − �th��1 + �st�
COPst�o

�t3

�t2
�16�

Insertion of Eqs. �12� and �16� into Eq. �11�, it follows that

Pr2

Pp
= �1 − �th

�o
�� 1 + �dc

COPdc,2
+

�t3

�t2
�1 + �st

COPst
�� �17�

The net power Pn,2 of the steam plant during the second period
is given by

Pn,2 = Pp − Pr2 �18�

Dividing both sides of Eq. �18� by Pp and substituting Eq. �17�
into the resulted equation leads to obtaining the following equa-
tion:

Pn,2

Pp
= 1 − �1 − �th

�o
�� 1 + �dc

COPdc,2
+

�t3

�t2
�1 + �st

COPst
�� �19�

4 Economical Analyses
The analyses presented in Sec. 3 have shown that the net power

output of refrigerant cooled steam plant with cooling storage con-
tainer at peak-loads is always equal to the maximum generated
power Pp of the basic plant. This comes from stopping both re-
frigeration machines �dc� and �st�, while using the stored cooling
to condense the steam in the plant condenser rather than the re-
frigeration cycle �dc�. In this case, the cost of the steam plant with
cooling storage container exceeds the cost of the plant without
cooling storage container. The additional cost comprises the capi-
tal cost of the cooling storage container with its refrigeration ma-
chine and the charges of energy used for producing the cooling to
be stored. In the following analyses, the steam plant with cooling
storage container is referred to as plant A.

For the steam plant without cooling storage container, to give
the same net power output Pp at peak-loads, it should be modified
so as to generate the power Pp beside the power required to drive
the compressor of the direct cooling refrigeration cycle �dc� at
peak-loads. Hence, the maximal rating of the modified plant Pp�
becomes higher than Pp and it can be expressed by a similar
derivation of Eq. �8� as

Pp�

Pp
=

COPdc,3�o

COPdc,3�o − �1 − �th��1 + �dc�
�20�

Also, the compressor power Prdc� of the refrigeration cycle �dc�
gets greater. It can be determined by analogy to Eq. �6� and in
combination with Eq. �20� by

Prdc�

Pp
=

�1 − �th��1 + �dc�
COPdc,3�o − �1 − �th��1 + �dc�

�21�

The steam plant without cooling storage container, which de-
velops a net power output equals to the maximum power Pp of the
basic plant, is designated in the following analyses as plant B.

Both plants A and B are composed of the same components of
the basic steam plant cycle without cooling storage container. But,
they differ in the supplemental components, which enable each
plant accomplishing its function. Hence, it is clear that the costs of
the two plants vary only in the additional costs of the supplemen-
tary components. To be able to evaluate the economy of using the
cooling storage container with refrigerant cooled steam plant, a
comparison between the additional costs of plants A and B is to be
made. Consequently, the additional costs are adopted as the ob-
jective function for economical evaluation of plants A and B. It is
composed of the capital cost of the supplementary equipment and
energy charges of utilities. The operation and maintenance costs
are not considered explicitly since they are small as compared
with the energy charges and they are assumed to be included in
the capital costs.

The capital cost CA and daily energy charge ECA of the supple-
mental equipment of plant A can be estimated by

CA = �scEev,st + �rPrst,2 �22�

ECA = �de�t2Prst,2 �23�

Eev,st and Pst,2 are determined by aid of Eqs. �15� and �16�, re-
spectively.

For plant B, the additional capital cost CB and daily energy
charge ECB can be expressed as

CB = �p�Pp� − Pp� + �r�Prdc� − Prdc,1 or Prdc,2

whichever is greater� �24�

ECB = �se�t3�Pp� − Pp� �25�

where Prdc,1, Prdc,2, Pp�, and Prdc� are given by Eqs. �6�, �12�,
�20�, and �21�, respectively.

Concerning Eq. �24�, it is to be mentioned that the first operat-
ing period of the refrigeration machines takes often place at higher
atmospheric temperature than the second period does. As a result,
the power Prdc,1 is frequently greater than Prdc,2. Hence, Prdc,1 is
considered in Eq. �24� for the calculation carried out in Sec. 5.

5 Results and Discussion
The energy analyses developed in Sec. 4 have been used for

predicting the energy output of the proposed combined system and
energy required for operating the refrigerating compressors for the
three operating periods. The data of the proposed combined sys-
tem required for carrying out the computations are given in Table
1. The results presented hereafter are based on these data. It is to
be noticed that the values of �o and �th given in Table 1 are
approximately close to those of a real modern steam plant. Also,
the value �st in Table 1 is valid for ice storage container used for
inlet air cooling of gas turbines �18�. �dc is assumed to be half the
value of �st since heat transferred from the surroundings to the
cooling refrigerant during direct cooling is considerably less than
that when the cooling is stored. Condensation temperature Tc of
the steam in the plant condenser is assumed to be 20°C. The
values of �o, �th, �dc, �st, and Tc were kept unchanged as listed in
Table 1 for the whole calculations carried out in this study.

The power ratio Pr1 / Pp determined by aid of Eq. �6� is plotted
against the coefficient of performance COPdc,1 of the first refrig-
eration cycle in Fig. 2. Pr1 is the power required for driving the
refrigerant compressor of the direct cooling refrigeration cycle to
generate cooling for direct use in the steam condenser. Figure 2
shows obviously that Pr1 / Pp is greatly dependent on the coeffi-
cient of performance COPdc,1. It is decreased sharply with grow-
ing COPdc,1. The rate of decrease in Pr1 / Pp with COPdc,1 declines
gradually as COPdc,1 grows up. Pr1 / Pp amounts to 0.366, 0.244,
0.183, and 0.146 at COPdc,1 of 4, 6, 8, and 10, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, the net power ratio Pn,1 / Pp calculated by aid of Eq. �8�
reaches 0.634, 0.756, 0.817, and 0.854 for COPdc,1 of 4, 6, 8, and
10, respectively. This indicates the significance of having the
highest possible COPdc,1 for this period.

In Fig. 3, the power ratio Pn,3 / Pn,3� determined by using Eq. �9�
is plotted versus the coefficient of performance COPdc,3. Figure 3
reveals that the effect of using cooling thermal storage on the
power ratio Pn,3 / Pn,3� is very remarkable when COPdc,3 is less

Table 1 Basic design data of the studied combined system

Steam plant overall efficiency �o � 0.35
Average thermal efficiency of the steam cycle �th � 0.5
Cooling loss coefficient for direct cooling �dc � 0.025
Cooling loss coefficient for cooling through the cooling
storage container �st � 0.05
Steam condenser temperature Tc °C 20
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than 7. Pn,3 / Pn,3� amounts to 1.58, 1.42, 1.32, and 1.26 at COPdc,3
of 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Mostly, the peak-load period is
characterized by high ambient temperatures, and in turn, COPdc,3
has medium values in a range less than 7. As a result, the power
ratio Pn,3 / Pn,3� would be great. This enhances the role of cooling
thermal storage during peak-loads; i.e., the third period �discharg-
ing the cooling storage container�.

During the second period �charging the cooling storage con-
tainer�, both refrigerant compressors �f1� and �f2�, see Fig. 1, are
brought in unison into operation to produce cooling for both direct
cooling of the steam condenser and charging the cooling storage
container. This entails consumption of a considerable portion of
the power generated by the steam plant for driving the refrigerant
compressors. In Fig. 4, the power ratios Pr2 / Pp is plotted versus
the time ratio �t2 /�t3 for coefficient of performance COPdc,2 of 4,
6, 8, and 10. The curves in Fig. 4 represent coefficient of perfor-
mance COPst of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3. It is seen from Fig. 4 that, in
some cases, the power of the refrigerant compressors is greater
than the whole power generated by the steam plant. This occurs at
low values of COPdc,2, COPst, and �t2 /�t3; e.g., Pr2 / Pp is greater
than 1.0 for COPdc,2 of 4 and COPst of 1.5 and 2.0 when �t2 /�t3
is less than 1.45 and 1.3, respectively. For COPdc,2 equal to 6,
Pr2 / Pp exceeds 1.0 as COPst and �t2 /�t3 are less than 1.5 and
1.27, respectively. Pr2 / Pp decreases with rising COPdc,2, COPst,
and �t2 /�t3 and thus Pn,2 / Pp grows up. For �t2 /�t3 of 2.0 and
COPdc,2 equal to 4.0, Pn,2 / Pp is estimated by aid of Eq. �19� to be
0.14, 0.26, 0.34, and 0.39 at COPst of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0, re-
spectively. As COPdc,2 is increased to 10.0 for the same �t2 /�t3
of 2.0, Pn,2 / Pp becomes 0.36, 0.48, 0.56, and 0.61 at COPst of 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, and 3.0, respectively. The values of COPdc,2 and COPst
are imposed by the environmental conditions and temperature of
the steam condenser. In the cases of having unfavorable values of
COPdc,2 and COPst, which cause high values of Pr2 / Pp and low
values of Pn,2 / Pp, it is recommended to increase the time ratio
�t2 /�t3 to a reasonably high value that can effect the availability

of enough power for covering the power demand. Accordingly,
�t2 /�t3 is fixed by the power demand and coefficients of perfor-
mance COPdc,2 and COPst. In general, �t2 /�t3 less than 2.0 leads
to relatively great compressors’ power and low net power output
of the steam plant. As a result, �t2 /�t3 should be selected larger
than 2.0 to assure the availability of enough power covering the
power demand.

The economical analyses presented in Sec. 5 are used to evalu-
ate the economical utilization of cooling storage container with
refrigerant cooled steam plant. The unit capital costs of the
supplemental equipment and electrical energy charges of utilities,
needed for conducting this evaluation, have been cited from Ref.
�19� as given in Table 2. The cost of the steam turbine generator
has been taken as the same as that of the gas turbine generator as
both costs are very close to each other. The energy charges illus-
trated in Table 2 are valid for Osaka in Japan �19�.

Investigating Eq. �21�, it can be inferred that the power Prdc� of
the direct cooling compressor for plant B during the third period
depends on only the coefficient of performance COPdc,3. For bet-
ter understanding the results presented hereafter, Prdc� is plotted
in Fig. 5 versus COPdc,3. Figure 5 shows that Prdc� is strongly
affected by the value of COPdc,3. It decreases steeply with increas-
ing COPdc,3, especially at low COPdc,3.

Figure 6 illustrates the additional capital cost CA / Pp per kilo-
wattt of the maximum power of the basic steam plant for plant A
versus the duration time �t3 and for time ratio �t2 /�t3 of 1.0, 2.0,
and 3.0. The curve parameter COPst has the values of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
and 3.0. CA grows up with increasing �t3 as a result of growing

Fig. 2 Direct cooling refrigeration power during the first
period

Fig. 3 Net power of the steam plant during peak-loads „third
period…

Fig. 4 Effect of storing time interval on the refrigeration ma-
chines’ power during the cooling storage period: ———
COPst=1.5, — — — COPst=2.0, ……….. COPst=2.5, and — • —
COPst=3.0

Table 2 Unit capital costs of supplemental equipment and en-
ergy charges of utilities

Equipment/utility Unit cost
Steam turbine generator �p 1850 $/kW
Electric compression refrig �r 280 $/kW
Ice storage container �sc 16$ /kW h

Standard rate �se 10¢kW h
Electricity charge

Discounted rate �de 4¢ /kW h
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capacity of the cooling storage container, as indicated by Eq. �15�.
Also, CA is raised as �t2 and COPst decline due to the rising value
of Pst,2, as suggested by Eq. �16�.

Examining Eq. �24� along with Eqs. �6� and �21�, it can be
inferred that CB is dependent on only COPdc,1 and COPdc,3. Figure
7 shows CB / Pp against COPdc,3 for COPdc,1 of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and
3.0. Figure 7 reveals that CB recedes steeply as COPdc,3 rises due
to the excessive drop in Prdc�, and in turn, in Pp�. A comparison
between Figs. 6 and 7 leads to deducing that for the studied ranges
of �t2, �t3, COPdc,1, COPdc,3, and COPst, CA is far less than CB
except for high values of COPdc,3 �greater than 8� and low values
of �t2 /�t3 in the range of 1.0. Mostly, peak-loads take place at
high ambient temperatures, which lead to low values of COPdc,3.
Besides, �t2 /�t3 has to be quite greater than 1.0 so that Prst,2 is
small enough to allow sufficient net power of the steam plant
available to cover the power demand. So, high values of COPdc,3
�greater than 8� and low time ratios �t2 /�t3 �in the range of 1.0�
are improbable to occur.

A test of Eq. �23� together with Eq. �16� leads to conclude that
the value of ECA is affected by the duration time �t3 as well as the
coefficient of performance COPst. Equations �21� and �25� suggest
clearly that ECB depends only on �t3 and COPdc,3. ECA / Pp and
ECB / Pp are plotted in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�, respectively, versus
�t3. The curves in Fig. 8�a� are drawn for COPst of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
and 3, while the curves in Fig. 8�b� represent COPdc,3 of 4, 6, 8,
and 10, respectively. It is seen from Fig. 8 that ECA is less than
ECB when COPst is greater than 2 and COPdc,3 is lower than 6. As
the cooling storage process �the second period� is conducted at
night and early morning hours, where the ambient temperature is
relatively low, COPst is expected to exceed 2. Furthermore, the
third period �peak-loads� is characterized by relatively high ambi-
ent temperature, which results in a low COPdc,3; it is anticipated in
most cases to be less than 6. These make plant A more attractive
concerning energy charges than plant B for the range of COPst

greater than 2 and COPdc,3 less than 6. Out of this range, the
comparison depends on the values of �t3, COPst, and COPdc,3;
e.g., if �t3=3 h and COPdc,3=8, ECAe is greater than ECB when
COPst is less than 2.5 and vice versa when COPst is larger than
2.5.

6 Conclusions
It is proposed in the present work to combine steam power

plant using refrigerant cooled condenser with two vapor compres-
sion refrigeration cycles and a cooling thermal storage container.
Energy analyses have been developed for predicting the energy
consumed by the refrigeration machines and net energy output of
the steam plant. Besides, economical analyses have been con-
ducted to economically evaluate the use of cooling storage with
refrigerant cooled steam plants. The results of this study led to
drawing the following conclusions.

1. During the period of exclusive direct cooling of the steam
condenser, the power of the first refrigeration machine de-
pends essentially on its coefficient of performance. It
amounts to 35–14.6% of the total power generated by the
steam plant for average coefficient of performance 4–10.

2. The power generated by the steam plant over the period of
discharging the cooling storage container �peak-loads of the
steam plant� is greater when the steam condenser is cooled
through the cooling storage container than that if a refrigera-
tion machine is used directly for this purpose. The increase
in steam plant power is adversely proportional to the average
coefficient of performance of the direct cooling refrigeration
cycle during this period. It comes up to 17–58% for coeffi-
cient of performance 10–4.

3. To minimize the average power needed for driving both the
refrigeration machines during charging the cooling storage

Fig. 5 Power of the direct cooling compressor during peak-
loads „third period…

Fig. 6 Additional capital cost of plant A per kilowatt of the maximum power of the basic
steam plant: ——— COPst=1.5, — — — COPst=2.0, ………. COPst=2.5, and — • —
COPst=3.0

Fig. 7 Additional capital cost of plant B per kilowatt of the
basic steam plant maximum power: ——— COPdc,1=4.0, — —
— COPdc,1=6.0, ……….. COPdc,1=8.0, and — • —COPdc,1=10.0
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container, the time interval of this process is fixed in accor-
dance with the values of the refrigerating machines’ coeffi-
cient of performance during this process. In general, the time
interval of charging the cooling storage container should be
greater than twice the time of discharging the container. This
would assure relatively low power of the refrigeration com-
pressors’ power and thus high enough power would be avail-
able for covering the electric power demand of the grid.

4. Both the capital cost and energy charges of the steam plant
with cooling storage are always less than that of the steam
plant without cooling storage for practically possible operat-
ing conditions.

Nomenclature
C � capital cost �$�

COP � refrigeration cycle average coefficient of
performance

E � energy �kJ�
EC � daily energy charge �¢ /kW day�

P � power generated by the steam plant �kW�
Pr � power of the refrigerant compressor �kW�
Q � heat rate �kW�
T � temperature �°C�

Greek Letters
�t � time period �s�
�o � power plant overall efficiency
�t � steam turbine internal efficiency

�th � steam cycle thermal efficiency
� � cooling loss coefficient
� � unit capital cost �$/kW� and energy rate of the

utility �¢ /kW h�

Subscripts
A, B � plant designation

b � boiler
c � condenser

dc � direct cooling of the steam condenser
de � discounted energy rate
ev � evaporator
n � net power of the steam plant
p � maximum power of the basic steam plant
r � refrigeration machine

sc � cooling storage container
se � standard energy rate
st � cooling thermal storage

1, 2, 3 � refrigeration machines operating periods
� � basic steam plant without cooling storage

� � steam power plant without cooling and its net
output equals to the maximum power of the
basic plant
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Improved Discharge
Measurement Using the
Pressure-Time Method in a
Hydropower Plant Curved
Penstock
One of the basic flow rate measurement methods applied in hydropower plants and
recommended by the International Standard IEC 60041–1999 and American National
Standard ASME PTC 18–2002 is the pressure-time method, generally known as Gibson
method. The method consists in determining the flow rate (discharge) by integration of
the recorded time course of pressure difference variations between two cross sections of
the hydropower plant penstock. The accuracy of measurement depends on numerous
factors and, according to the International Standard, generally is confined within the
range 1.5–2.3%. Following the classical approach, the pressure-time method applicabil-
ity is limited to straight cylindrical pipelines with constant diameters. However, the
International Standard does not exclude application of this method to more complex
geometries, i.e., curved pipeline (with elbows). It is obvious that a curved pipeline causes
deformation of the uniform velocity field in pipeline cross sections, which subsequently
causes aggravation of the accuracy of the pressure-time method flow rate measurement
results. The influence of a curved penstock application on flow rate measurements by
means of the considered method is discussed in this paper. The special calculation pro-
cedure for the problem solution has been developed. The procedure is based on the
FLUENT computational fluid dynamic solver. Computations have been carried out in order
to find the so-called equivalent value of the geometric pipe factor F required when using
the pressure-time method. An example of application of this method to a complex geom-
etry (two elbows in a penstock) is presented. The systematic uncertainty caused by ne-
glecting the effect of the elbows on velocity field deformation has been estimated.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078794�

Keywords: hydraulic machines, flow rate measurements, efficiency measurements,
pressure-time method, Gibson method

1 Introduction
The current-meter �velocity-area�, pressure-time �Gibson�, and

tracer techniques belong to the primary methods of discharge
measurement through hydraulic machinery �1,2�. The ultrasonic
method, as a no primary method according to Ref. �1�, is recently
the subject of numerous researches focusing on its progress and
accuracy. Mainly, because of its capability for continuous flow
rate monitoring, nowadays the ultrasonic method is ever more
frequently applied in hydraulic flow systems. However, the basic
flow measurement methods in efficiency tests of large hydraulic
machines �especially in guarantee tests� are still the current-meter
and pressure-time methods. Moreover, the current-meter method,
very frequently applied in hydropower plants, has been lately sub-
stituted by the pressure-time method in powerplants of medium
and high heads. This is mainly the result of a number of advan-
tages over the current-meter method, for instance, lower costs of
using the pressure-time method, which is related to the develop-
ment of computer techniques that simplify the process of data
acquisition and processing and are more likely to provide higher
accuracy. The increased accuracy of the devices used for pressure
measurements and the use of computer techniques for collecting
recorded data and their numerical processing make this method

more attractive than the outdated versions, which employed opti-
cal techniques to record pressure variations combined with
manual graphics.

The classical approach to the pressure-time method application
is limited to straight pipelines with constant diameters. However,
Ref. �1� did not exclude application of this method to more com-
plex geometries, i.e., curved pipeline �with elbows�. It is obvious
that a curved pipeline causes deformation of the velocity field in
pipeline cross sections, which subsequently aggravates the accu-
racy of the pressure-time method flow rate measurement results.

In this paper a special numerical procedure is proposed for
considering the influence of a penstock elbow �or elbows� on the
pressure-time method results. The procedure is based on the com-
putational fluid dynamic �CFD� simulation using a commercial
software. Its application may enable improvement of flow mea-
surement results achieved from the pressure-time method. As an
example, the measurements of the flow rate through a 180 MW
hydraulic turbine are described including a discussion of the par-
ticular conditions of a penstock containing two pipeline elbows.

2 Theoretical Principles of the Pressure-Time Method
The pressure-time method utilizes the effect of hydraulic tran-

sients �water hammer phenomenon� in a pipeline �1–5�. The
method requires recording of static pressure difference, which oc-
curs between two cross sections of a pipeline as a result of the
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change in momentum. This situation takes place when the liquid
flow in a pipeline is stopped using a cut-off device, for instance,
turbine wicket gates. The flow rate is determined by integrating,
within a proper time interval, the measured pressure difference
time-variation caused by the water hammer phenomenon.

According to the theoretical principle of the pressure-time
method, the volumetric flow rate Q0 under initial conditions �be-
fore the water flow stoppage was initiated� can be calculated from
the following well-known integral formula:

Q0 =
1

�F�
t0

tk

��p�t� + �pd�t� + �Pf�t��dt + qk �1�

where qk is the flow rate in the final conditions, t is the actual
time, �t0 , tk� is the time interval in which the flow conditions
change from initial to the final ones, �p is the static pressure
difference between pipeline sections 2–2 and 1–1, �pd is the dy-
namic pressure difference between pipeline sections 2–2 and 1–1,
�Pf is the pressure drop caused by friction losses between sec-
tions 1–1 and 2–2, � is liquid density, and, finally, F is the geo-
metrical factor of the examined pipeline segment between pipeline
sections 2–2 and 1–1 of length L and defined by the following
formula:

F =�
0

L
dx

A�x�
�2�

The flow rate in the final conditions �qk�, if different from zero
due to leakage in the closing device, has to be measured or as-
sessed using a separate method.

It is worthwhile to state that the pressure-time method can be
used in cases in which the liquid density change and the pipeline
wall deformation resulting from the pressure increase caused by
stopping the stream of liquid are negligibly small. On the one
hand, the objects of interest are rather nonelastic pipes, for in-
stance, steel or concrete pipelines �penstocks�, and incompressible
liquids, such as water, for instance. On the other hand, pressure
rises caused by the stopped stream of liquid in a pipeline should
be relatively small—smaller than the possible maximum values,
which are observed in the conditions of a so-called “simple water
hammer” caused by a very fast closure of cut-off devices, i.e., in
the time shorter than that of the pressure wave passage from one
pipeline end to the other one and backward. In other words, when
this method is used, the closure duration for the devices cutting
off the flow should be at least several times longer than the wave
passage time �6�.

The integral formula �1� reveals that in order to determine the
flow rate Q0, the pressure drop �Pf caused by hydraulic loss in
the examined pipeline segment and the dynamic pressure differ-
ence �pd in the hydrometric sections of the pipeline should be
extracted from the measured static pressure difference �p be-
tween these sections. The values of �pd and �Pf can be calculated
using their dependencies on the flow rate square. The need for
calculating these quantities unfavorably affects the measurement
accuracy. However, since the nature of water flow in large-
dimension penstocks is strongly turbulent, the use of these depen-
dencies �functions� returns good results, especially for steady-state
and for unsteady, slowly changing flows. Moreover, Refs. �7,8�
showed that dissipation of mechanical energy during flow decel-
eration �taking place when the pressure-time method is applied� is
slightly less than that obtained from the quasisteady hypothesis,
which is in opposite to accelerating flow where energy dissipation
is much larger. Some of unsteady friction loss models in the
closed conduits use these features �9�. These models have been
confirmed experimentally—there is a high conformity between
experimental and numerical results of water hammer course
�10,11�.

Besides the simplifications discussed above, other main sources
of inaccuracy of the considered flow measurement method include

the inaccuracy of the measuring devices used �12�, the numerical
calculations applied, and the determination of the F factor. The
problem of determining the F factor �Eq. �4�� in case of the
pressure-time method applied to a curved pipeline measuring seg-
ment is the main topic of this paper.

3 Proposal for the Problem Solution
The geometrical factor F �Eq. �2�� for a pipeline segment of

length L, consisting of K subsegments with different dimensions,
can be calculated using the following formula:

F =�
0

L
dx

A�x�
= �

k=1

k=K
lk

Ak
with �

k=1

i=K

lk = L �3�

with lk and Ak denoting the length and internal cross-sectional area
of the kth subsegment, respectively.

The value of the geometrical factor F, as determined from Eq.
�3�, is generally correct for a straight pipeline segment with no
irregularities. It does not account for changing the velocity pro-
files in a curved pipe flow element. Therefore, in order to take into
account the influence of the irregular shape of a considered flow
element on the Gibson method results, the authors of this paper
propose the following procedure of calculation �see Fig. 1�:

Step 1. Determine the boundary conditions �geometry of the
considered pipeline flow system, discharge Qj, etc.� and assume
the computational control space.

Step 2. Divide the computational control flow space in n nu-
merical segments using cross sections normal to the axis of the
considered ith �i=1,2 , . . . ,n� pipe segment.

Step 3. Simulate velocity distributions �velocity field V�x ,y ,z��
in the flow elements of the considered pipeline within the frame of
the computational control space by means of a relevant computer
software �for instance, FLUENT™�.

Step 4. Compute average values of flow velocity Vai for each
ith numerical cross section from the previously derived CFD re-
sults �Step 3� and the assumption of equal kinetic energy resulting
from the simulated and the uniform flow velocity distribution

ėkCFDi = ėkai, � = const �4�

ėkCFDi =�
Ai

� 1

2
Vi

2��VidA� =
1

2
��

Ai

� Vi
3dA �5�

ėkai = 1
2ṁVai

2 = 1
2�AiVai

3 , ṁ = �VaiAi �6�

⇓

Fig. 1 A pipeline elbow with marked computational space
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Vai = ��Ai

� Vi
3dA

Ai

�
1/3

�7�

where Vi denotes the flow velocity axial component �perpendicu-
lar to the ith cross section�.

Step 5. Basing on the continuity equation Qj =VaiAei=const,
compute the equivalent value of cross-sectional area Aei for each
numerical cross section �i=1,2 , . . . ,n�

Aei =
Qj

Vai
, i = 1,2, . . . ,n �8�

Step 6. Compute coordinates of flow velocity centers in all
chosen ith numerical cross sections i=1,2 , . . . ,n

xCi =

�
Ai

� xV�x,y,z�dA

VaiAei

yCi =

�
Ai

� yV�x,y,z�dA

VaiAei

zCi =

�
Ai

� zV�x,y,z�dA

VaiAei
�9�

Step 7. For the considered flow rate Qj through the analyzed
pipe element, compute the equivalent value of the factor FeQj
from the following formula:

FeQj = �
i=1

n−1
li→i+1

0.5�Aei + Aei+1�
�10�

where li→i+1 is the distance between the resultant velocity centers
for computational sections i and i+1, and Aei and Ae i+1 are
equivalent areas of computational cross sections i and i+1, re-
spectively.

The above computation should be conducted for several dis-
charge values �Qj, j=1,2 , . . . ,m� from the whole scope of its
variation �0�Qj �Qmax�. The average value of equivalent F fac-
tor, calculated as follows:

Fe =
1

m�
j=1

m

FeQj �11�

is recommended to be used in the pressure-time method.
In the calculation procedure presented above, it has been as-

sumed that the changes in the velocity profiles are the same during
steady and unsteady �transient� flow conditions. This assumption
is close to reality for not very fast closure of turbine wicket gates
during Gibson method tests. Practically, such conditions occur in

all hydraulic turbines, because it is necessary to protect turbine
flow systems from the water hammer destructive effect.

Taking the equivalent value of Fe instead of the value F calcu-
lated directly from the pipeline segment geometry, it is possible to
increase the pressure-time method accuracy in cases when pipe-
lines are curved.

4 Example
Flow measurement conditions. Figure 2 shows an example of

flow rate measurements using the pressure-time method in the
hydraulic turbine penstock with two elbows. The flow rate was
measured using the pressure-time method in the version based on
separate pressure measurements in two hydrometric sections. In
each of these sections, four pressure taps were installed and con-
nected by impulse tubes to the manifold and a pressure transducer.
A typical manifold was used in the lower penstock section 2–2.
The whole system of pressure collection and measurement in this
section used the access from the outside of the penstock.

Since there was no access from outside to the upper section 1–1
�the penstock was buried in a rock mass and surrounded by con-
crete�, a special instrumentation for pressure reception and mea-
surement was installed inside the penstock, using a manhole for
access �13–16�.

The length of penstock subsegments between cross sections 1–1
and 2–2 was determined by direct measurement. The penstock
diameters were read from the technical drawings and experimen-
tally verified. The resulting penstock geometry data are presented
in Table 1. These data enable determining the F geometrical fac-
tor, needed in the Gibson method application, without taking into
account the velocity profile changes caused by two elbows in the
analyzed penstock segment.

Flow simulation. The flow simulation was conducted using the
FLUENT™ 6.3 commercial software �solver�. This software employs

Fig. 2 A schematic of the tested turbine flow system

Table 1 Geometrical data of the penstock segment measured between cross sections 1–1 and
2–2

Segment name
Segment length,

L �m�
Diameter,

D �m�
Cross-sectional

area, A �m2�
F factor,
F=L /A

Cylinder No. 1 14.390 6.5 33.18315 0.433654
Elbow No. 1 �R=23,894 mm� 16.681 6.5 33.18315 0.502700
Cylinder No. 2 68.940 6.5 33.18315 2.077560
Elbow No. 2 �R=25,800 mm� 20.263 6.5 33.18315 0.610649
Cylinder No. 3 19.440 6.5 33.18315 0.585839
Total 139.714 4.210402
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a cell-centered finite-volume method �17�. The flow was simulated
by solving the steady-state Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes
equations in the full three-dimensional coordinate system.

The geometry of the considered penstock segment was taken
from Table 1 and the available design drawings. A computational
grid, representing the penstock geometry, was created using the
GAMBIT™ 2.4 commercial software. The flow boundary conditions
were assumed from the operating parameters of the tested hydrau-
lic turbine.

The k-� shear stress transport �SST� turbulence model was cho-
sen for computation of the analyzed cases. This turbulence model
is very suitable for nonoblique �parallel� flows and also for flow
without stagnation regions and strong acceleration. Otherwise, it
produces too large turbulence.

Six values of mass flow �or discharge� from the entire range of
the flow rate variation �up to 200,000 kg/s to 	200 m3 /s� were
taken for computations.

The numerical grids with about 1.8�106 of hexahedral ele-
ments were generated. Basing on the preliminary analysis it was
stated that the density of the created grids was satisfactory for the
chosen turbulence model and for the analyzed flow cases.

The F factor was calculated between the 1–1 and 2–2 cross
sections �Fig. 2�. In order to determine the velocity profile with
boundary layer at the 1–1 cross section the virtual inflow segment
was created. The virtual outflow segment was also created down-
stream the 2–2 cross section for reducing the effect of outlet sec-
tion on the simulated back field flow. The flow boundary condi-
tions at the inlet section were assumed in the form of uniform
velocity and pressure distributions �with no boundary layer� and
the flow boundary conditions at the outlet section were deter-
mined by the given turbulence intensity and static pressure.

To obtain the equivalent value of F factor, the penstock seg-
ment between 1–1 and 2–2 cross sections was divided numerically
into subsegments for which the average velocities were calcu-
lated. It is worthwhile to stress that each elbow was divided with
higher density than the straight penstock part.

In Fig. 3, the simulation results obtained can be generally char-
acterized as follows. The inflow to the first elbow �Elbow No. 1�
is uniform. Elbow No. 1 introduces nonuniformity �disturbance�
in the flow pattern, which propagates along the straight penstock
segment with decreasing intensity to the second elbow �Elbow
No. 2� introducing some additional disturbance to the flow field.

The numerical results so obtained were used to calculate the
equivalent factor Fe �according to Steps 4–7 in the procedure
presented above�. In order to present the results, a deviation factor
�f was introduced. This represents a relative difference between
the equivalent factor Fe and the geometrical factor F, calculated as
follows:

�f =
Fe − F

F
�12�

The quantity �f , determined as a function of discharge, is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The average value of �f is about 0.45%. The
value �f =0.45% was taken to correct the flow rate values follow-
ing from the preliminary calculation, in the efficiency tests of the
considered hydraulic turbine. It is worthwhile to notice that the
values of �f deviation factor are positive and do not change sub-
stantially versus flow rate.

It can be concluded that disregarding this correction may result
in overestimation of the discharge value by 	0.45% and conse-
quently too small value of the measured hydraulic turbine effi-
ciency.

Experimental results. The experiment, described below, was
conducted at several power values ranging between 80 MW and
190 MW.

After setting the electric power value, constant guide vane
opening was kept for about 240 s in order to stabilize the flow
conditions in the entire hydraulic system. After this time period,
the hydraulic turbine parameters were recorded for at least 180 s.
Then the flow rate measurement was performed using the Gibson
method. For this purpose the flow was cut off using the turbine
guide vanes. The speed of the closure was close to that applied in
emergency turbine stoppage cases. Following the Gibson method
requirements, the generator was not disconnected from the electric
grid even after the guide vanes were in closed position for a time
period of about 60 s required for stabilization. It caused absorp-
tion of small power from the electric grid. After this procedure the
turbine guide vanes were reopened and measurement at another
test point was performed.

In order to measure the pressure at cross sections 1–1 and 2–2,
semiconductor pressure transducers with technical data as de-
scribed below were applied:

�1� measurement range: upper cross section 1–1 �0–1100 kPa�
absolute, and lower cross section 2–2 �0–1600 kPa� relative

�2� accuracy class �basic error�: 0.1%
�3� linear error: 0.04%

Flow rate values were computed using the GIB-ADAM code �18�.
The input data consisted in the recorded time-variations of pres-
sure difference between 1–1 and 2–2 penstock cross sections and
factor F, calculated basing on the geometry measurement and the
numerical simulation.

Figure 5 shows the time-histories of �1� the recorded wicket
gate closure, �2� the static pressures measured in sections 1–1 and
2–2, �3� the static pressure difference resulting from �2�, and �4�
the flow rate calculated using the GIB-ADAM code. The quantities
were recorded with sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The input data
files to calculations using GIB-ADAM code were prepared in the
ASCII format, applying the sampling frequency of 100 Hz.

The leakage through the closed guide vanes was calculated
from the rate of water level fall in the cylindrical penstock seg-

Fig. 3 The velocity magnitude distributions in the penstock
cross sections within the elbow no. 2 for mass flow of 200,000
kg/s „Q= È200 m3/s…

Fig. 4 The values of �f deviation factor determined for the
assumed flow rate values
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ment �with the inlet valve open�. The leakage �at low head� was
recalculated to the values corresponding to the flow cut-off pro-
cess �as described above�.

Basing on the results following from the executed tests, the
efficiency characteristics were derived. For instance, two effi-
ciency curves are presented in Fig. 6. The first curve represents
efficiency calculated using the geometrical factor F without cor-
rection. The second one represents efficiency calculated using the
equivalent value of factor F=Fe obtained according to the above
proposed procedure. The correction shows that the F factor in-
creases by 0.45%, which means a decrease in the flow rate and an
increase in the hydraulic turbine efficiency.

5 Conclusions
The special, innovative numerical procedure has been devel-

oped for evaluating the influence of a penstock elbow �or elbows�
on discharge values measured by means of the pressure-time
method �Gibson method�. The procedure is based on the CFD

simulation. It allows calculation of the equivalent value of the
geometry factor F for a measuring penstock segment with an el-
bow �or elbows�. The value can improve the discharge measure-
ment results of the standard pressure-time method.

Basing on the developed procedure, for the example of using
the pressure-time method for a 180 MW rated power hydraulic
turbine fed by penstock with two elbows, it was stated that cor-
rection of F factor reduced the discharge results of about 0.45%
and, consequently, increased the turbine efficiency of the same
value.

The proposed procedure of a flow rate measurement improve-
ment using correction of F factor in the pressure-time method is
recommended for cases of penstocks with elbows.
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Nomenclature
A � area �m2�
D � internal diameter of a pipeline �m�
ėk � kinetic energy �J�
F � geometrical factor of pipeline element �m−1�

L , l � pipe length �m�
ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�
n � total number of numerical cross sections in a

pipeline
K � total number of subsegments with different

dimensions in a considered pipeline segment
p � pressure �Pa�

Q ,q � volumetric flow rate �m3 /s�
t � time �s�

V � flow velocity in a pipe �m/s�
x � distance along pipe axis �m�

x ,y ,z � linear measures �coordinates� �m�
Y � turbine guide vane opening
z � vertical coordinate of pipe cross-section loca-

tion �m�
�f � relative deviation factor of F factor �%�
� � efficiency coefficient �%�
� � liquid density �kg /m3�

Indices
a � average value
d � dynamic pressure value
e � equivalent value
f � friction losses

Gib � discharge determined according the pressure-
time method

i � number of a numerical cross section in the
pipe

k � final value
max � maximum value

n � rated value
t � water turbine
0 � initial value
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This paper describes the results of an experimental study to un-
derstand the influence of inlet flow disturbances on the dynamics
of combustion process in bluff body stabilized diffusion flames of
liquid petroleum gas and air. The results show the influence of
weak disturbances created by the change in incoming pipe length
on the amplitude of pressure oscillations and the phase angle
between pressure and heat release. It is seen that the phase delay
increases as the entry length increases. The rms value of pressure,
however, generally falls with the increase in length. The phase
angle is seen to be in the second quadrant, showing that the heat
release oscillations damp the pressure oscillations. Therefore, the
decrease in the phase angle results in the reduction in damping
and hence an increase in pressure fluctuations. The dominant fre-
quencies of combustion oscillations are found to be the low fre-
quency oscillations, and the frequency of oscillations increases
with a decrease in the inlet pipe length and an increase in the flow
Reynolds number. It is suggested that such low frequency oscilla-
tions are driven by vortex shedding at the wake of the bluff body,
which energizes the diffusion and mixing process.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078387�

Keywords: combustion instability, bluff body stabilization, diffu-
sion flames

1 Introduction
Combustion instabilities are characterized by large amplitude

pressure oscillations driven by heat release oscillations that can
occur in a wide range of combustion systems. Combustion insta-
bilities are particularly hazardous when they crop up in high per-
formance propulsion systems �1,2� and perturb the normal opera-
tion and in extreme cases may lead to devastating effects �3�. A
general feedback loop leading to the combustion instability was
described by Zinn and Lieuwen �4�. Yu et al. �5� studied low
frequency pressure oscillations in a model ramjet combustor
driven by periodic vortex shedding at the instability frequency.
Pressure and heat release oscillations showed the Rayleigh crite-
rion �6� to be satisfied to drive the instability. Poinsot et al. �7�
investigated vortex driven acoustically coupled combustion insta-
bilities and studied the vortex shedding, growth, interaction, and
burning and showed that the heat release rate is closely related to

the vortex history and the instability follows Rayleigh’s criteria.
The review paper on combustion instability by Schadow and Gut-
mark �8� summarized the vortex shedding and vortex-combustion
interactions driving the combustion instability. They showed that
the vortex shedding in the cold flow is magnified by acoustic
modes or the external forcing, and in view of the reduced acoustic
emission from nonreacting vortices, a closed feedback loop was
not possible. However, the periodic heat release due to the vortex
shedding in reacting flows closed the loop. Bakrozis et al. �9�
studied the turbulent structure of reacting diffusion flame over
bluff bodies and showed that the combustion affects the vortex
formation and shedding by directly interfering with the process of
shear layer interaction initiating double vortex sheet instability.

In the present study, an attempt was made to create weak dis-
turbances in the incoming flow in a bluff body stabilized diffusion
flame of air and liquid petroleum gas �LPG� to understand the
effect of these disturbances on combustion oscillations. The re-
sults reported in this paper suggest a strong influence of the vortex
shedding from the edge of the conical flame holder on combustion
oscillations. The results obtained in this study would provide in-
puts for designing an active feedback loop to suppress combustion
instabilities through the incoming flow perturbation, which can be
readily implemented in practical combustion systems.

2 Experimental Details
The experimental setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 1.

Air was supplied to the cylindrical settling chamber from a com-
pressor. A 21 mm diameter feed line is connected to the settling
chamber, which delivers the air into the inlet pipe with a 57 mm
diameter and a 460 mm length. The length of the inlet pipe can be
varied between 140 mm and 300 mm by moving the feed line
inside the inlet pipe using a traverse arrangement, operated by a
screw, on which the settling chamber and feed line are mounted.
The inlet pipe is attached to the combustion chamber inlet that has
a rectangular cross section of 10�40 mm2. This area is gradually
tapered to the combustion chamber, which is of a rectangular
cross section of 34�51 mm2 with a length of 191 mm. A quartz
window is provided on the combustor for optical access to the
flame. Fuel �LPG� is passed into the combustor through the coni-
cal flame holder placed inside the combustor to stabilize the
flame.

The air and the fuel flow rates were measured using calibrated
rotameters of appropriate ranges. The combustor pressure was
measured using a strain gauge based water-cooled pressure sensor.
A National Instruments �Texas� SC 2043 SG eight-channel strain
gauge signal conditioner having an inbuilt low pass filter with a
cutoff frequency of 1600 Hz was used to condition the signal from
the sensor. The heat release rate was estimated using CH chemi-
luminescence. The light emitted from the flame was passed
through an optical filter of 431 nm and then focused onto a pho-
todiode through a biconvex lens. Calibration of the heat release
rate was not carried out, and only the relative values of the heat
release rates were used in this study. The signals from the sensors
were acquired to a personal computer using a PCI 6036E National
Instruments® 16 bit data acquisition card. The data were acquired
using LABVIEW 7.0® at a rate of 213 samples/s for 4 s. The phase
angle between pressure fluctuations and heat release fluctuation
was determined from their cross correlation function.

The mixture of fuel and air was ignited using a spark plug. For
a given air and fuel flow rate, the inlet pipe length was varied
from 300 mm to 140 mm at a step of 20 mm, and the combustion
chamber pressure and heat release rates were measured. The air
flow rate was varied from 80 lpm �liters/min� to 150 lpm, which
correspond to Reynolds numbers �Re� between 4.8�103 and 9.2
�103, respectively. The Reynolds number was defined for the
height of the effective annular passage of air between the combus-
tor walls and the flame holder, which was equal to 36 mm. The
fuel flow rate was held constant at 0.077 g/s, so that the overall
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heat addition in the process is constant. The global equivalence
ratio corresponding to different air flow rates therefore varied
from 0.35 to 0.18.

3 Results and Discussion
The experiments were conducted for the variations in the inlet

length and Reynolds number over the range mentioned in Sec. 2.
Figure 2 shows the variation in the pressure fluctuations with the
change in inlet pipe length. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the mag-
nitude of the oscillations is much higher for a shorter inlet length
than for a longer inlet length, even though the equivalence ratio
and the flow Reynolds number are the same. To find the reason for
the observed changes with the inlet length, the phase angles be-
tween pressure and heat release oscillations with the change in
entry length were estimated and are also shown in Fig. 2. It is seen
that the phase delay increases as the entry length increases. Fur-
thermore, the phase angle ��� is seen to be in the second quadrant
�90 deg���180 deg� showing that the heat release oscillations
damp the pressure oscillations. Therefore, the decrease in the
phase angle results in the reduction in damping and hence an
increase in pressure fluctuations according to Rayleigh’s criterion
�6�.

In order to estimate the frequency of the oscillations seen in the
pressure and the heat release rates, the time series data were con-
verted into frequency domain using fast Fourier transform �FFT�,
and the representative results are shown in Fig. 3. The data pre-
sented in Fig. 3 show that for the given conditions, the most
dominant frequencies of oscillation in both the sound pressure
level and the heat release exactly coincide at a value of 29 Hz.
The dominance of such low frequency oscillations suggests that

the combustion oscillations in such diffusion flames are not con-
trolled by the standing wave modes �which are of the order of 1
kHz for the present system� present in premixed flames, as re-
ported by Logan et al. �10�. Such low frequency oscillations in jet
diffusion flames have been reported by Grant and Jones �11�.
Later, Eickhoff and Winandy �12� showed that the low frequency
oscillations are governed by the vortex formation, and the subse-
quent effect of diffusion on the vortex dynamics is responsible for
such low frequency oscillations. Similar low frequency oscilla-
tions were reported by Uhm and Achraya �13� and Chatterjee et al.
�14� in a liquid fueled combustor and a Rijke tube, respectively,
leading to amplitude modulation of the pressure spectrum, which
they attributed to the bulk mode. The bulk mode oscillations in
tubes are primarily governed by the fluid mechanics, and only
highly energetic oscillations can lead to the dominance of standing
wave modes.

The dominance of low frequency oscillations in the data re-
ported in this paper reveals that the disturbances are fluidic or
convective in nature, affecting the diffusion and mixing process,
which can be related to the vortex shedding at the edges of the
flame holder. In order to further elucidate this feature, the effect of
variation in the inlet length on the dominant low frequency oscil-
lation for different Reynolds numbers is presented in Fig. 4. The
data in Fig. 4 show that for a given Re the low frequency oscil-
lations remain invariant with a reduction in the pipe length for a
while, and then, below a certain length, it starts to increase with a
decrease in the inlet pipe length. This may be due to the increase
in the frequency of vortex shedding behind the flame holder. A
conjecture for the increase in the vortex shedding frequency is
given as follows: The tube connecting the settling chamber and
the inlet of the combustor has a diameter of 2.1 cm, and the

Fig. 1 Diagram of experimental setup: „1… settling chamber, „2… inlet pipe
with ram, „3… cylindrical pipe housing the inlet pipe for air supply, „4… com-
bustor inlet, „5… bluff body, „6… quartz window opening, „7… combustor, „8…
location of pressure sensor, „9… combustion chamber, „10… supporting
plates, and „11… exhaust section

Fig. 2 Variation in the rms pressure and the phase angle be-
tween the heat release oscillations and the pressure oscilla-
tions with inlet length for Re=4.8Ã103 and an equivalence ratio
of 0.35

Fig. 3 Frequency domain representation of pressure and heat
release oscillations for an inlet length of 14 cm and the flow
Reynolds number of 4.8Ã103

„equivalence ratio of 0.35…
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diameter of the inlet is 1.156 cm. There is an abrupt expansion in
the junction, which creates a flow separation region. At the junc-
tion between the inlet and the combustor, there is a sudden con-
traction as the area changes from a circle of diameter of 1.16 cm
to a rectangle of area of 4�1 cm2. Thus, a vena contracta will be
formed at the combustor entry plane. The flow at the combustor
entry plane will be uniform only when the separated flow at the
entry of the inlet reattaches inside the inlet pipe. However, the
reattachment length corresponding to the pipe diameter is 16.8 cm
�15�. If the inlet length is less than 16.8 cm, the flow will not
reattach, the velocity of the flow entering the combustor will not
be uniform, and the local variation in the velocity will be high. In
other words, the momentum distribution from the central jet to the
surrounding air inside the inlet will be less and the core jet will
have higher momentum when the length of the inlet is decreased.
This results in higher velocity regions at the entry of the combus-
tor for the smaller inlet length. Calvert �16� studied the effect of
incoming flow velocity on the vortex shedding frequency for a 60
deg inverted cone immersed in a uniform flow stream and re-
ported a constant Strouhal number �St= fs

�D /V� of 0.171, where
fs is the frequency of vortex shedding, V is the average flow
velocity, and D is the cone diameter. According to the definition of
St, the vortex shedding frequency would be proportional to the
inlet velocity. Hence, the vortex shedding frequency will be
higher for lower inlet lengths and lower for higher inlet lengths.

The data presented in Fig. 4 further show that for a given inlet
length, an increase in the incoming flow Re causes an increase in
the dominant frequency, which is exactly in accordance to the
discussion in the previous paragraph regarding the increase in
vortex shedding frequency and its effect on the combustion oscil-
lation frequency. However, the increase in the dominant frequency
with Re is not linear, as should have been the case according to
the definition of St, as shown in Fig. 5. This confirms the obser-
vation made by Grant and Jones �11� that the boundary layer
instability is not enough to explain the behavior of low frequency
oscillations unless one considers the effect of diffusion and mix-
ing. The reacting flow results reported in this paper are bound to
be different from that reported by Calvert �16�, which was for cold
flow studies. The increase in the flow Re is accompanied by a
decrease in the equivalence ratio as the fuel flow rate was kept
constant. This leads to a decrease in the flame temperature. The
increase in flow velocity results in an increase in mass diffusion.
The increased mass diffusion rate improves mixing and hence
leads to faster combustion, causing an increase in the combustion
frequency. However, the decreasing temperature leads to a de-
crease in the rate of thermal diffusion, resulting in a delay in
combustion. Furthermore, the chemical reaction is also delayed

due to the drop in temperature. These cumulative and opposing
effects introduce the nonlinearity in the variation in combustion
frequency, as seen in Fig. 5.

4 Conclusions
The experimental results presented in this paper show the influ-

ence of weak disturbances created by changing the incoming pipe
length on the amplitude of pressure oscillations and the phase
angle between pressure and heat release. It is seen that the phase
delay increases as the entry length increases. The rms value of
pressure, however, generally falls with the increase in length. Fur-
thermore, the phase angle is seen to be at the second quadrant
�90 deg���180 deg� showing that the heat release oscillations
damp the pressure oscillations. Therefore, the decrease in the
phase angle results in a reduction in damping and hence an in-
crease in pressure fluctuations. The dominant frequencies of com-
bustion oscillations are found to be the low frequency oscillations
�order of 30 Hz�. The frequency of oscillations increases with an
increase in flow Reynolds number. It was seen that the frequency
of such oscillations is quite close to the frequency of vortex shed-
ding from a conical body immersed in a nonreacting turbulent
flow, as reported in the literature �16�. Therefore, it is suggested
that such low frequency oscillations in bluff body stabilized dif-
fusion flames are driven by vortex shedding from the bluff body,
which energizes the diffusion and mixing process.
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An optimization method for controller parameters of a gas turbine
based on probabilistic robustness was described in this paper. As
is well known, gas turbines, like many other plants, are stochastic.
The parameters of a plant model are often of some uncertainties
because of errors in measurements, manufacturing tolerances and
so on. According to model uncertainties, the probability of satis-
faction for dynamic performance requirements was computed as
the objective function of a genetic algorithm, which was used to
optimize the parameters of controllers. A Monte Carlo experiment
was applied to test the control system robustness. The advantage
of the method is that the entire uncertainty parameter space can
be considered for the controller design; the systems could satisfy
the design requirements in maximal probability. Simulation results
showed the effectiveness of the presented method in improving the
robustness of the control systems for gas turbines.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2981174�

Keywords: gas turbine, probabilistic robustness, Monte Carlo
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1 Introduction
Gas turbines are now extensively used in aerospace, marine,

and industrial applications. With this increasing use in a diverse
range of applications, designing controllers for an optimal perfor-
mance is an important consideration. However, most controllers
were designed based on the nominal condition �1–4�. All parts of
a gas turbine were considered as ideal systems, and the designed
controllers provided a single point consideration of the system
response or behavior. In reality, engineering systems are stochastic
because of the disturbances and errors in system modeling and
identification or due to manufacturing tolerances, so the param-
eters of models are often of some uncertainties. Without consid-
ering the entire uncertainty parameter space, the design method
based on nominal conditions can hardly satisfy the requirements
when parameters vary. Confronted with this problem, some re-
searchers attempted to design H� based controllers for gas tur-
bines to improve the system’s robustness �5,6�, which means
achieving excellent performance under a wide range of operating
conditions. However, such determined design method based on
the worst condition encountered some difficulties hardly con-
quered with the development of robust control technologies. For
example, parameter bounds can usually be obtained from physical

considerations, while it is often difficult to define meaningful
bounds; the underlying assumption is in agreement with conven-
tional modeling and manufacturing practices that consider uncer-
tainties as unstructured, with all directions equally likely, and
make small perturbations more likely than large perturbations.
This leads to great conservatism. In addition, it is often necessary
to transform the real analysis and design problems to fit the design
framework in deterministic worst-case approaches. This transfor-
mation is always not easy. Some analysis and designing methods
are NP hard.

To overcome these deficiencies, such as NP hard complexity
and the conservatism associated with the deterministic worst-case
framework of robust control, probabilistic robustness gets increas-
ing attention, whose heart is the idea of sacrificing the extreme
instances of uncertainty. It is in sharp contrast to the deterministic
robust control, which approaches the issue of uncertainty with a
“worst-case” philosophy.

References �7,8� showed that the proportion of the systems
guaranteeing the robustness requirements can be close to 1 even if
the radii of uncertainty set are much larger than the worst-case
deterministic robustness margin. Reference �9� qualified the risk
worst-case analysis takes and probabilistic analysis takes, and the
result illustrated that the deterministic worst-case analysis is not
necessarily more reliable than the probabilistic analysis. It is not
uncommon for a probabilistic controller �which guarantees only
most instances of the uncertainty bounding set assumed in the
design� to be significantly less risky than a deterministic worst-
case controller. Reference �10� applied the adaptive importance
sampling method to the probabilistic robustness analysis problem
of an uncertain control system in order to overcome the difficulty
that the standard Monte Carlo simulation method cannot effi-
ciently deal with rare events. Probabilistic robustness analysis and
design have been applied to the search of a robust AFL controller
for a system with uncertainties �8,11–14� and to linear-quadratic-
Gaussian regulators �8,12�, control of a high-performance aircraft
�13�, and control of an integrated vehicle �14�.

In this paper, probabilistic robustness analysis was applied to
optimize controllers for a gas turbine to improve the robustness,
maximizing the probability of the system to satisfy requirements
under some certain control configuration when the model of gas
turbines varies. Simulation examples for two automotive gas tur-
bine models were carried out to show the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the optimizing method for controllers based on probabilistic
robustness. Two simulation examples for automotive gas turbines
are given in Sec. 3. Finally, some concluding remarks are pre-
sented in Sec. 4.

2 Optimization Method for Controllers Based on
Probabilistic Robustness

Denote a plant structure as H�q�, where q is a random vector of
parameter uncertainties in the parameter space Q. The probability
density function of q is denoted as pr�q�. The probabilistic robust-
ness characterize a controller, C�d�, with d�Rs as the design pa-
rameters of the controller, with the probability that the closed loop
system will have acceptable stability and performance in the pres-
ence of possible parameter variations. When all uncertain param-
eters and adjustable controller parameters are defined, the perfor-
mance of the controller can be evaluated by examining whether or
not it satisfies design requirements. For design requirements on
stability and performance, define a corresponding binary indicator
function I. The value of I is determined as follows:

I = �1 design requirements are satisfied

0 design requirements are not satisfied
� �1�

The dependency of I on q and d is represented functionally as
Manuscript received January 28, 2008; final manuscript received May 11, 2008;
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I= I�H�q� ,C�d��. The probability P that the controller satisfies de-
sign requirements can be defined as the integral of the binary
indicator function over the parameter space,

P�d� =�
Q

I�H�q�,C�d��pr�q�dq �2�

Many different aspects of performance can be examined using this
probabilistic framework.

The goal of the design is to find the optimal controller param-
eters d� that maximizes the satisfaction probability P�d��. The
final design will provide a direct answer on how likely it is that
design requirements will be satisfied.

However, in most cases, Eq. �2� cannot be integrated analyti-
cally. The Monte Carlo simulation is a practical and efficient way
to estimate the satisfaction probability P. The estimate of the
probability based on N samples is

P̂�q� =
1

N�
k=1

N

I�H�q�,C�d�� �3�

The estimated P̂�q� approaches the actual P in the limit as N
→�.

However, a finite N brings an estimation error while simulating.
A minimal N that guarantees a certain confidence level to a risk
parameter could be calculated by Massart inequality.

2.1 Massart Inequality. For given risk parameter � and con-
fidence level 1−�, the sample size is chosen as �15,16�

N �

2	1 − � +
��

3

	1 −

�

3

ln

2

�

�2�

with �� �0,1�. Such a sample size ensures Pr��Px−K /N����
�1−�, where Px is the probability of the system to satisfy the
design requirements, K /N is the estimated value, and K is the
number of the design requirements satisfaction in N simulations.
The confidence interval is �K /N−�� K /N+�� �.

There are two fundamental difficulties in the optimization of
the satisfaction probability in Eq. �3�: the evaluation of the prob-
ability by Monte Carlo simulations is not deterministic, and the

satisfaction probability is nonconvex, with the possibility of mul-
tiple minima and large plateau areas �12,13�. Therefore, conven-
tional gradient-based randomized algorithms are not effective in
minimizing such a nonconvex satisfaction probability as Eq. �3�.
In this paper, a genetic algorithms �9,14� is adopted to optimize
the controller parameters. The genetic algorithm does not use gra-
dient or Hessian information. In additon, as addressed in Ref.
�14�, genetic algorithms are less likely to become trapped in a
local minimum and are more likely to have probabilistic conver-
gence. The structure of the probabilistic optimization based on
genetic algorithm is show in Fig. 1.

3 Application to Gas Turbine Plants
A gas turbine consists of an axial compressor, a combustion

system, and a turbine. The air sucked into the engine is com-
pressed by the compressor. Then in the combustion chamber, the
compressed air mixed with fuel, which is injected continuously
into the chamber, is ignited. The hot gas is expanded through the
turbine where energy is extracted. In controlling a gas turbine in
their steady state, stabilizing the turbine rotor speed and exhaust
temperature to a rated value is very important. The rotor speed is
directly related to the quality of the generated power, and the
well-controlled exhaust temperature contributes to the energy ef-
ficiency of a connected steam turbine. In this paper, we take au-
tomotive gas turbines for example. As far as automotive gas tur-
bine power plants are concerned, to improve fuel efficiency at less
than full load, they have variable geometry power turbine nozzles.
So automotive gas turbine power plants have manipulatable in-
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puts, which comprise the power turbine nozzle area and the fuel
flow rate to the combustion chamber. The outputs to be regulated
are the gas temperature at the nozzle exit and the gas generator
speed. Considering the uncertainties presented in Sec. 1, an opti-
mization method based on probabilistic robustness was adopted to
optimize the controller parameters to improve the robustness. In
the following examples, a scatter of 5% independently around the
nominal parameter by uniform distributions was specified for all
the elements of the transfer function matrix.

The genetic algorithm used in this paper is developed based on
the basic frame of genetic algorithm optimization toolbox
�GAOT� �17�, and is implemented in MATLAB6.5 environment.
Each optimized controller is obtained by choosing the best result
out of three independent GA runs. An elitist strategy is also intro-
duced, which means that the optimum individual in the ith gen-
eration will enter the �i+1�th generation directly and will replace
the worst one of it. It has been proven that a genetic algorithm
with an elitist strategy has global convergence �18,19�. During the
process of optimization, each candidate control law is evaluated
by 500 Monte Carlo simulations; the initial population contains
500 chromosomes. After 20 generations, the genetic algorithm
produces control parameters.

While estimating the value of P, the estimated value is fully
close to the real value only if N is big enough. In order to improve
the calculation efficiency, a small N was adopted in the genetic
algorithm. After optimized parameters were obtained, an N big
enough determined by the Massart inequality according to risk
parameter � and confidence level 1−� was used to test the prob-
ability that the system satisfies the design requirements. We
choose risk parameter �=0.01, confidence level 1−�=0.99, and
�=0.2. By the Massart inequality, the minimum number of Monte
Carlo simulations needed was obtained as N=24,495 to describe
the performance of the controller more exactly.

3.1 Example 1. Reference �1� has designed a control system
for a presented model of gas turbine, which is described as fol-
lows:

�y1

y2
� = G�u1

u2
�

where u1 and u2 are the fuel mass flow and turbine nozzle area,
respectively, and the outputs y1 and y2 are the turbine inlet tem-
perature and gas generator speed, respectively.

The plant transfer function is

G�s� = �
1.3 � 106s + 3.36 � 108

s2 + 392s + 13,900

− �5.6s2 + 246s + 744�
s2 + 28.9s + 24.6

9.04 � 106s + 2.84 � 108

s3 + 233s2 + 8610s + 11,900

83.4s + 6300

s2 + 115s + 195
�

The control structure is shown in Fig. 2, where

F1�s� =
1

s + 400

F2�s� =
1

�s + 50��s + 600�

K1�s� =
Kp1s + Ki1

s

K2�s� =
Kp2s + Ki2

s

The control system is supposed to take into account the following
specifications:

�1� response time to a step change in turbine temperature de-
mand less than 0.01 s

�2� response time to a step change in gas generator speed de-
mand less than 0.05 s

�3� maximum excursion in the gas generator speed of magni-
tude 0.05 in response to a unit step change in turbine tem-
perature demand

�4� maximum excursion in the turbine temperature of magni-
tude 1 in response to a unit step change in gas generator
speed demand

The adjustable parameters of the controller are listed in Table 1.
By using the optimization method proposed in this paper, another
set of parameters is acquired. The comparison of the correspond-

Table 1 Parameters and satisfaction probability for the plant
in Ref. †1‡

Method Kp1 Ki1 Kp2 Ki2 p

Ref. �1� 0.232 5.8 56,700 56,700 0.271
Proposed 0.34751 2.0465 58,367 36,209 0.846
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Fig. 3 Response of the controller by the method proposed in
this paper
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Fig. 4 Response of the controller proposed in Ref. †1‡
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ing satisfaction probabilities P between them is in Table 1 as well.
A step change in temperature r1�s� of magnitude 1 is applied at

t=0.05; a step change in gas generator speed r2�s� of magnitude 1
is applied at t=0.2. The responses of the turbine temperature �T�
and the gas generator speed �W� are given in Figs. 3 and 4.

3.2 Example 2. Reference �2� has designed a control system
for another model of gas turbine, which is described as follows:

�y1

y2
� = G�u1

u2
�

where u1 and u2 are the fuel mass flow and turbine nozzle area,
respectively, and the outputs y1 and y2 are the turbine inlet tem-
perature and gas generator speed, respectively.

The plant transfer function is

G1�s� = �
1.3 � 106�s + 258.46�

�s + 39.4241��s + 352.5758�
− 5.6�s + 3.2674��s + 40.6617�

�s + 28.001��s + 0.95�
9.04 � 106�s + 31.412�

�s + 187.3925��s + 44.1697�2

83.4�s + 75.5395�
�s + 113.2745��s + 1.7214�

�
The control structure is shown in Fig. 5, where

R1�s� = 1.3592

R2�s� = 1

F1�s� =
K3

0.0002s2 + 0.05s + 1

F2�s� =
K4�s + 500�

�s + 50�

K�s� =
K2�s + 40�
�s + 400�

H�s� =
K1�s + 0.95�

�s + 1.55��s + 187.4�

The control system is supposed to take into account the following
specifications:

�1� response time to a step change in turbine temperature de-
mand less than 0.05 s

�2� response time to a step change in gas generator speed de-
mand less than 0.08 s

�3� maximum excursion in the gas generator speed of magni-
tude 0.1 in response to a unit step change in turbine tem-
perature demand

�4� maximum excursion in the turbine temperature of magni-
tude 0.5 in response to a unit step change in gas generator
speed demand

The adjustable parameters of the controller are listed in Table 2.
By using the optimization method proposed in this paper, another
set of parameters is acquired. The comparison of corresponding
satisfaction probabilities P between them is in Table 2 as well.

A step change in temperature r1�s� of magnitude 1 is applied at

t=0.005; a step change in gas generator speed r2�s� of magnitude
1 is applied at t=0.1. The responses of the turbine temperature �T�
and the gas generator speed �W� are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

From Tables 1 and 2 we can find that the value of the satisfac-
tion probability by the method presented in this paper is much
larger than that in the reference. It could be found by the simula-
tion results that considering the entire uncertainty parameter space
as a whole, the proposed method could optimize the controller
parameters to enable the system to satisfy the design requirements
in a maximal probability when parameter uncertainties exist.
When plant parameters vary, the step response curves are more
concentrative, which indicates better robustness.

4 Conclusion
Facing the uncertainties of gas turbines, this paper proposed an

optimization method for controllers to maximize the probability

Table 2 Parameters and satisfaction probability for the plant
in Ref. †2‡

Method K1 K2 K3 K4 p

Ref. �2� 2.8757 1 0.04 0.06666 0.783
Proposed 5.1372 1.5107 0.0693 0.0707 0.978

G

+
-

-+

-
+

��

��

��

��

� � � �

��

��

Fig. 5 Control structure for the model in Ref. †2‡
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Fig. 6 Response of the controller by the method in this paper
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that the systems satisfy the design requirements. By taking prob-
ability distribution and probability density into account, this
method has overcome the deficiencies of controllers based on the
nominal condition that the parameter uncertainties were not fully
considered and global robustness could not be assured and defi-
ciencies such as NP hard complexity and the conservatism asso-
ciated with the deterministic worst-case framework of robust con-
trol. Giving attention to every condition in the uncertainty
parameter space, this method has better robustness. Simulation
results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method in
improving the robustness in the presence of parameter uncertain-
ties.
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Spent driver fuel from the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II is cur-
rently being treated in the Mark-IV electrorefiner in the Fuel Con-
ditioning Facility at Idaho National Laboratory. The modeling
approach to be presented here has been developed to help under-
stand the effect of different parameters on the dynamics of this
system. The first phase of this new modeling approach focuses on
the fuel basket/salt interface involving the transport of various
species found in the driver fuels (e.g., uranium and zirconium).
This approach minimizes the guessed parameters to only one, the
exchange current density �i0�. U3� and Zr4� were the only species
used for the current study. The result reveals that most of the total
cell current is used for the oxidation of uranium, with little being
used by zirconium. The dimensionless approach shows that the
total potential is a strong function of i0 and a weak function of
wt % of uranium in the salt system for initiation processes.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078776�

1 Introduction
The Experimental Breeder Reactor-II �EBR-II� is a sodium

cooled fast breeder reactor developed at Argonne National Labo-
ratory �ANL� that first went critical in 1965 �1,2�. The spent driver
fuel from EBR-II is currently being treated in the Mark-IV �Mk-
IV� electrorefiner �ER� in the Fuel Conditioning Facility �FCF� at
Idaho National Laboratory �INL� �3�. The Mark-IV ER is a stain-
less steel vessel with an inside diameter of 100 cm. At the bottom
of the ER lies a roughly 10 cm thick layer of molten cadmium
�Cd� with 32 cm of a molten LiCl–KCl eutectic containing ap-
proximately 10% UCl3 above the Cd layer �4�.

The spent driver fuel containing primarily uranium, zirconium,
sodium, and fission products is chopped and placed in stainless
steel fuel dissolution baskets �FDBs�, which become the anode.

Within this ER the spent fuel is separated into four different
streams:

1. pure uranium on the solid stainless steel cathode
2. group actinides �U/TRU� �uranium/transuranic elements� in

the liquid Cd pool
3. metallic high-level metal waste form containing the cladding

and noble metal fission products from what was remaining
in the anode basket

4. ceramic high-level waste forms containing sodium and ac-
tive metal fission products from the molten salt

The Mk-IV ER is currently used for low throughput systems
designed to treat the relatively small amount of spent EBR-II fuel.
In order to optimize the design of future systems, an accurate
model of electrorefining based on chemical kinetics, chemical
thermodynamics, and transport phenomena is needed.

The electrochemical device simulated is comprised of a number
of different regions �e.g., fuel baskets, cathode, walls, and electro-
lyte salt� and interfaces �e.g., basket/salt, pool/salt, wall/salt, and
salt/cathode�. Each region contains a mixture of chemical species
and is separated from other regions by an interface at which a
number of different mass transport processes take place. It can be
described by a set of parameters, such as species, mole number,
size, density, viscosity, etc, as a function of time. The interface
reactions between the regions can be driven by mass transport
processes under concentration gradients or by electrochemical re-
actions under electrical potential differences.

The focus area of this study is the initiation at the interface
between the fuel basket/anode and the eutectic salt mixture �see
Fig. 1�.

The fundamental theory is applied and the new implemented
mathematical routine is developed to increase the robustness of
the initiation and to reduce the complication of several unknown
parameters.

2 Fundamental Theory
The equilibrium potential of the half-cell reaction relative to a

reference electrode �as shown in Fig. 1� can be given by the ap-
proximation of the equilibrium potential, Ei

0, plus concentration
overpotentials at the fuel basket/salt interface �5�

Ei = Ei
0 +

RT

niF
ln��i,sXi,s� �1�

where R is the ideal gas constant �8.314 J /mol K�, T is the ER
operating temperature �K�, ni is the number of electrons of species
i in the half-reaction, F is Faraday’s constant �96,480 C/eq�, �i is
the activity coefficient of species i, and Xi,s is the mole fraction of
species i in the salt next to the fuel basket.

From Eq. �1�, it is possible to solve for Xi,s, which is then used
to solve for the concentration of species i at the basket/salt inter-
face

Ci,s = CsaltXi,s �2�

where Csalt is the sum of the concentration of all the species
within the bulk salt �mol /m3�.

The molar mass transfer of species i, Ni �mol/s�, can then be
determined given the total surface area of the fuel basket/salt in-
terface, At.

Ni = kiAt�Ci,s − Ci,salt� �3�

where ki �m/s� is the mass transfer coefficient of species i at the
interface and Ci,salt is the bulk concentration of species i in the
salt. If Ni�0, mass is transported from the basket to the salt,
while if Ni�0, mass transfer occurs in the opposite direction �6�.

The current arising due to species i, Ii �A�, can then be calcu-
lated.
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Ii = niFNi �4�
This current should be equal to that which passes through the
interface due to the surface overpotentials, as calculated using the
Butler–Volmer equation �7�:

Ii = i0At�eni�F�i,s/RT − e−ni�1−��F�i,s/RT� �5�

where i0 is the exchange current density �A /m2�, � is the anodic
transfer coefficient, and �i,s is the surface overpotential of species
i at the anode surface.

In the end, the sum of the currents arising due to each species
must equal the total ionic current at the electrode, or in this case
the overall cell current, Icell, that is,

�
i

Ii = Icell �6�

3 Mathematical Methods
The new approach is to focus on the different variables in all

proposed theoretical equations and all possible constraints, as
shown in Fig. 2. Here, we determine the guessing variables and
variables that can be obtained from thermodynamics data and/or
operating conditions. From this aspect, there will be two more
constraints aside from Eq. �6�, which are

Ii�Ei� = Ii��i,s� �7�

Et = Ei + �i,s �8�

where Ii is the current arising due to salt species, Ei is the equi-
librium potential drop of the fuel half-cell reaction relative to
some reference electrode just outside of the electrode, and Et is
the total anode potential.

For N species, the three constraints will have N, N, and 1 equa-
tions, respectively. Therefore, the zero of the system of 2N+1
equations and 2N+1 unknowns is simply

F�E1, . . . ,EN,�1,s, . . . ,�N,s,ET� = 0 �9�
This system of equations can be solved using the Gauss–Newton
optimization method. This new method minimizes the guessed
variables down to one, the exchange current density, i0. This al-
lows the user to alter other variables �e.g., initial wt % of species
in salt, mass transfer coefficient, and surface area of the anode
basket/salt interface� without affecting the overall solving scheme.

Different case studies can be investigated for each separate in-
terface, while not affecting the solving scheme for the other inter-
faces and allowing the solution to converge without propagating
errors throughout the full simulation.

4 Computational Procedures
The numerical scheme was executed using MATLAB. Results

were generated for the following values of i0 �1 A /m2,
2.5 A /m2, 5 A /m2, 10 A /m2, 50 A /m2, 100 A /m2,
500 A /m2, 1000 A /m2, and 5000 A /m2� and wt % of uranium
initially in the salt phase �0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20�.
Here, Icell is fixed at 100 A and other known parameters were
obtained from the experimental condition at 450°C with Ag/AgCl
reference electrode �4,5,8–11�. U3+ and Zr4+ were the only species
used for the current study because they were the most prevalent
species in the system �12�. Thus, in this study, N is 2 and the
system has five equations and five unknowns. The general param-
eters at 450°C are listed in Table 1.

5 Results and Discussion
The current plots of U3+ and Zr4+ are shown in Fig. 3 as a

function of wt % of uranium. They show that at high i0, wt % of
uranium has negligible effect on the current of each species. Fig-
ure 3 also shows that IU is dominant over IZr in the system. The
surface overpotential for U3+ ��U,s� ranges from 0.0022 V to 0.32
V, while Zr4+ surface overpotential ��Zr,s� ranges from 0 to 0.13 V.

Fig. 1 Focus area of this study

Fig. 2 New modeling approach organization
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The dimensionless analysis is employed to determine the simi-
larity of the system and to determine the trend and effect of each
parameter on the dynamics of this system. Figure 4 shows the plot
of dimensionless surface overpotential ��U,snU�F /RT� versus di-
mensionless current exchange density �i0At / Icell� of U3+. The nu-
merical result shows that wt % of uranium has no effect on sur-
face overpotential. This behavior suggests that the surface
overpotential value is fixed at any uranium concentration in the
salt and is mainly a function of i0.

Figure 5 shows the dimensionless current �Ii / Icell� plots. It ap-
pears that as the initial wt % of uranium in salt increases, its

control of the species’ partial currents decreases. It is interesting to
note that as i0 increases more current is carried by the uranium.
The figure shows that at i0At / Icell�0.1 �i0�50 A /m2� the partial
currents reach the limit of all the current oxidizing uranium. It can
be seen that if uranium is of primary interest to be dissolved from
the anode basket, it is better to operate at higher i0.

Figure 6 illustrates the total anode potential plot �Et�. It can be
seen that all curves are almost lying on top of each other, indicat-
ing that Et is a strong function of i0, and a weak function of the
initial wt % of uranium in salt.

6 Conclusions and Recommendations
A new optimization routine has been developed that helps in

reducing the global guess parameters. All unknowns have now
been based on the value of i0. Another parameter, wt % of ura-
nium, was used as an additional adjusting variable to show its
significant effect in the system. The simulation reveals that �1� IU
is dominant over IZr in the system, which is the goal of the ER
process, �2� Ei is a function of wt % U in salt, and �3� Et is a
strong function of i0 and a weak function of wt % U in salt. For
the future work, other nodes of the ER �e.g., Cd pool/salt inter-
face, vessel walls/salt interface, etc.� will be examined, the num-
ber of species will be increased, a time dimension will be added,
and an attempt will be made to measure i0 experimentally in order
to validate the computational work.

Table 1 Important parameters for calculation at 450°C

Variables Formula/values

Vmix 0.251 m3

Csalt �molU+molsalt� /Vmix

� 0.4
�U, �Zr 0.000647, 0.00308
EU

0 , EZr
0 �1.287 V, �1.088 V

k 1.9�10−5 m /s
CU,salt molU /Vmix

CZr,salt 0 mol /m3

nU, nZr 3, 4
At 0.193 m2

Fig. 3 U3+ and Zr4+ current plots

Fig. 4 Dimensionless surface overpotential of U3+

Fig. 5 Dimensionless U3+ and Zr4+ current plots

Fig. 6 Total anode potential plot
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Nomenclature
At 	 total surface area of the fuel basket/salt

interface
Ci,s 	 concentration of species i at salt/electrode

interface
Ci,salt 	 concentration of species i in the salt phase
Csalt 	 sum of the concentration of all salt species in

the bulk
Ei 	 potential of species i
Et 	 total cell potential
Ei

0 	 standard potential of species i
F 	 Faraday’s constant
Ii 	 current arising due to salt species i

Icell 	 cell current
i0 	 exchange current density
ki 	 mass transfer coefficient of species i
ni 	 electron number of species i
Ni 	 molar mass transfer of species i
R 	 universal gas constant
T 	 absolute operating temperature

Xi,s 	 mole fraction of species i at the salt/electrode
interface

� 	 anodic transfer coefficient

�i,s 	 activity coefficient of species i
�i,s 	 surface overpotential of species i
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Plugging material in some of the film cooling channels of a failed
aero-gas turbine engine first stage turbine blade is analyzed using
the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in an environmental
scanning electron microscope. The objective of the analysis was to
identify the nature and source of the plugging material that ap-
pears to have caused overheating and eventual failure of some of
the blades. The results of the analysis indicate that the plugging
material, which occurs as a dense aggregate of 0.1 m diameter
fibers, is mainly composed of Zr, Y, and O. In addition, the mate-
rial shows presence of micron size particles dispersed between the
fibers. The analysis of the particles indicates they are fluoride-rich
compounds, possibly of yttrium or calcium. Small or trace
amounts of Ca, Na, and Mg are also observed in the plugging
material. The analysis of the areas surrounding the plugged cool-
ing channels shows presence of Cr–Co–Ni–aluminide bond coat
and a discontinuous platinum coat over the bond coat. In contrast,
the areas surrounding the fractured surface and melted edge show
significant presence of calcium fluoride and Mg–Al–silicate. The
analysis of melted edge shows presence of all the elements repre-
senting various coating layers as well as the impurities; however,
Zr and Y were not detected in the melted areas.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3078782�

Keywords: aero-engines, turbine blade, cooling channels

1 Introduction
It is a recognized fact that contaminations and suspended par-

ticles in the environment affect aero-gas turbine engine perfor-
mance and the engine internal parts adversely. Aero-gas turbine
engines have always experienced some amount of environmental
contamination in certain areas of the world. The main areas af-
fected are North Africa, China, and the Middle East. The dust,
dirt, and sand in the air stream can enter the inner liners of the
combustors after passing through the compressor stages and accu-
mulate in the internal parts such as high pressure compressor
�HPC� rear stages and high pressure turbine �HPT� blade cooling
cavities. The supply of air from the compressor for blade film

cooling is thus blocked by the accumulated material, which in turn
can cause failure of thermal barrier coatings �TBCs� followed by
overheating, thermal stresses, and eventual failure of the blade.
Moreover, it is also widely believed that plugging of cooling cavi-
ties in the blades adversely impacts combustion chamber, which
can lead to cracks, holes, burns, and overheating of fuel nozzles.

Thus, it is essential that for internal cooling and film cooling to
be effective, the cooling channels need to be kept clean and clear
of any obstacles that might block the flow of air. Failure to keep
the cooling air flow channels clear will lead to cooling air starva-
tion at the blades, which in turn can result in catastrophic failure
of the blades and turbine.

Few research studies could be found in public domain regard-
ing investigations of the hot gas path components of aero-engines
and, in particular, turbine blades. Some of the reported studies
include fracture characteristics of the blades, effects of flow rate
on the blade cooling system �1,2�, Auger microprobe study of the
distribution of the microstructure/composition in Co–Cr–Al–Y
coatings and a modified Rene’80 substrate of gas turbine blades
�3�, and the current and future applications of the TBCs in IGTs
�4�. It is generally accepted that the TBC can act as thermal insu-
lator reducing the heat transmitted to the component, and the tem-
perature gradient across the coating to allow for higher operating
temperature without degradation or distortion of the base metal
�5�.

The turbine blade under study was from a twin-spool aero-gas
turbine engine. The main parts of the engine include one low
pressure compressor, four booster stages and nine high pressure
compressor stages, one annular combustion chamber, one high
pressure turbine stage, and four low pressure turbine stages with a
24,200 lb �107.6 KN� International Standard Atmosphere Sea
Level Standard �ISA SLS� maximum take-off thrust. The turbine
section of the engine has one stage high pressure turbine stage,
which contains 80 blades. In contrast, the low pressure turbine
consists of four stages, the first stage with 162 blades, the second
and third stages with 150 blades, and the fourth stage with 134
blades. The engines first high pressure turbine blades are air
cooled internally in addition to the film cooling technique. The
protection of the blade material is further augmented with TBC.

During a routine borescope inspection of an aero-gas turbine
engine, material loss in one of the first stage HPT blades was
detected. Upon further borescope inspections more damaged
blades were found. The engine manufacturer and other operators
of the same engine type confirmed that this is a common problem
shared by many users. Upon each subsequent borescope inspec-
tion it was noted that the problem was spreading all over the fleet.
The objective of this study was to determine the identity of the
plugging material found in some of the cooling channels of a
failed aero-gas turbine engine first stage turbine blade to identify
the source of this material.

The analysis was conducted in an environmental scanning elec-
tron microscope �ESEM� using backscattered electron imaging
and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy �EDS�. The results on
the nature of the plugging material, its possible source, and rec-
ommendations to minimize plugging of cooling channels are pre-
sented in this paper.

2 Background
Data collected from the operational history record of the con-

cerned fleet showed that there were higher than normal rates
��50%� of unplanned engine removal from service with the
midlife inspection �i.e., hot section inspection, HIS� at 7000
�500 cycles and the full-life inspection at 14,000�500 cycles
as the target operational life. In addition, about 89% of the un-
planned removals were due to missing HPT blade material, and
among the failures that occurred due to the blade cooling cavity
plugging—100% occurred above the 2000 cycle mark, and 37%
occurred above the 4000 cycle mark with none of the engines
reaching the target life cycles on-wing.
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3 Experimental
A failed blade was first photographed to record the location and

the nature of the plugged cooling channels, fractures, and melted
areas. The blade was then examined in the “as received condition”
in an ESEM without any conductive coating. The ESEM was
operated in the low vacuum mode at 30 kV acceleration potential
and 30 Pa �0.23 torr� chamber pressure. In the ESEM backscat-
tered electrons �BSE� and EDS were used to acquire images and
elemental compositions of the plugging material and the coating
layers.

The failed areas of the blade were also examined in cross sec-
tion. Backscattered electron images, EDS X-ray spectra, and el-
emental X-ray maps were acquired from polished sections to de-
termine the nature and origin of cracks and characteristics of the
coating layers.

4 Results and Discussion
The photomicrographs, backscattered electron images, and EDS

X-ray spectra of the failed blade are shown in the following fig-
ures. Figure 1�a� shows whitish material plugging some but not all
the cooling channels. Moreover, near the blocked channels the
blade shows hot spots, fractures, and melted edges �Fig. 1�b��.

Figures 1�c� and 1�d� show backscattered electron images of the
plugging material in the blocked cooling channels. The material
appears to have accumulated or grown in the channel as a thick
deposit and its surface appears smooth and in some instances
seems to be coated with platinum. Also, the material shows nu-
merous polygonal and/or perpendicular cracks but has not disin-
tegrated. This suggests the material is well bonded on the under-
side with the surface of the cooling channels. The higher
magnification images of the plugging material shown in Figs.
2�a�–2�c� indicate that the material occurs as an aggregate of 50
�0.1 �m2 diameter fibers that appear to have grown �accumu-

lated?� vertically inside the channels. The images also show
1 �m size particles that are interdispersed between the fibers
�Fig. 2�c��.

The EDS X-ray spectra shown in Figs. 2�b�–2�d� indicate that
the fibers are mainly composed of Zr and Y. The EDS spectra also
indicate that the micron size particles between the fibers seem to
be fluoride-rich and are probably yttrium and/or calcium fluoride.
Beside, Zr and Y, the EDS X-ray spectra also show small or trace
amounts of Ca, Na, and Mg as impurity in the plugging material.

Figures 3�a� and 3�b� shows backscattered electron images and
EDS X-ray spectra of the areas surrounding the plugged channels.
The spectra indicate that these areas have the composition of a
Cr–Co–Ni–aluminide bond coat with a top layer of platinum. In
contrast, areas surrounding the fractured surface and the melted
edges show significant presence of calcium fluoride and Mg–Al–
silicate �Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�. In addition, the analysis of the melted
edge shows presence of all the elements representing various coat-
ing layers as well as the impurities; however, Zr and Y were not
detected in the melted areas.

The ESEM-EDS results from the cross-sectional sample analy-
ses are shown in Fig. 4. The results indicate that the integrity of
the thermal barrier coating layer was damaged to the extent that it
completely failed over most of the blade surface. Also, cracks
extending to the base metal were observed. However, in some
parts of the blades the coating is still intact as shown in Fig. 4�c�.

5 Conclusions and Recommendations
It is widely believed that the problem of blade film cooling

channels plugging in aero-gas turbine engines and its adverse ef-
fects on the engine parts, components, and performance are due to
environmental contaminants deposited inside the engine parts.
However, the failure investigation of a first stage failed blade
conducted in this study indicates that the above assumption is not

Fig. 1 „a… Photo micrograph showing whitish material plugging the cooling channels „red
circle…, „b… photo micrograph of the fractured surface of the failed turbine blade, „c… ESEM/BSE
image of a plugging material in a cooling channel showing thick growth and fibrous fence
surrounding the channel 101�, and „d… ESEM/BSE image of another plugged cooling channel.
Notice the bright Pt-rich surface and polygonal cracks in the plugging material 134�.
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Fig. 3 „a… BSE image of a plugged cooling channel surrounded by bright particles on a gray
matrix 40�, „b… EDS X-ray spectrum of the gray matrix in „a… indicating it is Cr–Co–Ni–
aluminide bond coat on the blade. The bright areas are platinum on top of the bond coat. „c…
ESEM image of an area near the melted edge of the blade showing accumulation of dark
material 134�; „d… EDS X-ray spectrum of the dark material near the melted edge of the blade
indicating it is most likely calcium fluoride with minor amounts of Mg–Al–silicate.

Fig. 2 „a… BSE image of the plugging material showing aggregate of fibers underneath the
smooth surface 502�; 2B EDS X-ray spectrum of fibers in „a… indicating they are mainly com-
pounds of Zr and Y. The Ca and F peaks indicate the presence of Ca–F and/or Y–F compounds
with the fibers. „c… BSE image of fibers and micron size particles in the plugging material
4000�; „d… EDS X-ray spectrum of fibers in „c… indicating the presence of Zr and Y. Notice the
presence of strong fluorine peak probably originating from small particles with fibers.
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true, at least in this case. The results of the ESEM/EDS X-ray
analysis showed that the failure occurred due to hot spots and
melting, which apparently resulted from insufficient cooling of the
blade. The cause of insufficient cooling was mainly from plugging
of some of the cooling channels with material that has composi-
tion and morphology similar to that of yttria stabilized zirconia in
TBC. Thus, it appears that the source of the plugging material is
most likely the failed TBC on the blade and not any environmen-
tal contaminants.

In order to minimize the effects of the film cooling channel
plugging, the following recommendations are made.

1. Even though the borescope inspections are conducted as per
the intervals guidelines given in the aircraft maintenance
manual �AMM� and in line with the industry practices, the
frequency of inspections needs to be increased and the time
intervals reduced to closely monitor changes in the TBC on
turbine blades.

2. The TBC process procedure needs to be reviewed to tighten
up the quality assurance process.

3. Rear HPC stages core compressor washing procedures need
to be adopted. Also, for fan washing approved detergent

rather than water only �as mentioned in standard procedure�
should be used. In addition the time intervals for fan wash-
ing need to be reviewed.

4. The monitoring of data system to capture any changes in the
turbine behavior and performance parameters as indicators
of internal engine condition need to be optimized.
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Fig. 4 „a… BSE image of a failed blade cross section showing formation of cracks through the
Al–Pt–Ni rich layer 144�, „b… EDS X-ray spectrum of the base metal in the cross-sectional
image shown in „a…, „c… BSE image of the cross-sectional sample showing partial removal of
the TBC from the surface 500�, „d… EDS X-ray spectrum of the Ni–Al–Pt rich layer shown as
bright band in the cross-sectional image in „c…
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Multileaf foil bearing has various advantages including long-life,
high-speed, low power loss, etc. Oil lubricated multileaf foil bear-
ing compared with gas lubricated foil bearing is more favorable
to greatly decrease foil performance requirements, foil surface
coating technology, and foil processing. The special oil lubricated
five-leaf foil bearing test-bed is designed and established, and a
speed of 30,000 rpm is achieved primarily. The experiments in-
cluding the influence of different radial clearances on rotor dy-
namical characteristics, speed run-up and coastdown, etc., are
implemented on the test-bed. The experimental results indicate
that oil lubricated multileaf foil bearing can offer high-speed,
long-life, and lower friction loss. Radial clearance plays an im-
portant role to rotor dynamical characteristics. Moreover, oil lu-
bricated multileaf foil bearing represents strong adaptive capacity
of speed run-up and coastdown, and the capacity of withstanding
impact and vibration. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078703�

Keywords: oil lubrication, five-leaf foil bearing, test-bed design,
radial clearance, experiment

1 Introduction
Gas foil bearing is a compliant, self-acting, elastic foil hydro-

dynamic gas bearing. It has many advantages including long-life,
high-speed, low energy loss, well hydrodynamic characteristics
�1�, etc. Multileaf foil bearing was developed by Allied Signal
Aerospace Co. �ASAC� under the support of U.S. Air Force and
NASA between 1960s and 1970s in the 20th century. The struc-
ture of the multileaf foil bearing is shown in Fig. 1�o�, which
includes journal, bearing sleeve, and multileaf foils. The inner
surface of the bearing is comprised of leaf foil or foil unit. One
end of a leaf foil is rigidly fixed or articulated at the longitudinal
groove; the other end freely overlaps on the adjacent foil surface.

For multileaf foil bearing, up to now, the lubricant was mainly
focused on gas. Multileaf foil gas bearing was successfully ap-
plied to air refrigeration system in the turbo expander of the DC-
10, commercial aircraft 727/757/767, air force F-4/15/18, and
even A200B, A-7E �1�, etc. Between 1971 and 1976, multileaf foil
bearing had been installed into small aeronautic gas turbines. In
theory and experiment, Sudheer Kumar Reddy et al. �2� estab-
lished a foil deformation theoretical analysis model, coupled the

elastic deformation equation and Reynolds equation, and dis-
cussed stiffness and damping coefficients. Radil et al. �3� analyzed
the influence of radial clearance of load capacity by experiment
and indicated that the optimal radial clearance resulted in the
maximal load coefficient. Gu �4� finished the multileaf foil bear-
ing turbopump test with liquid oxygen lubrication in NASA Mar-
shall Space Flight Center �MSFC� and pointed out that multileaf
foil bearing had high durability, high reliability, and good stability.

Material, coating, and processing are the key technologies and
difficulties for gas foil bearing development �5,6�. However, oil
lubricated foil bearing compared with gas foil bearing is favorable
to decrease foil material performance requirements, foil surface
coating, and foil processing. There was no relevant report about
the research of oil lubricated multileaf foil bearing.

The special oil lubricated multileaf foil bearing test-bed is de-
signed and established, and the speed is more than 30,000 rpm.

1Corresponding author.
Manuscript received August 25, 2008; final manuscript received September 8,

2008; published online June 9, 2009. Review conducted by Dilip R. Ballal.
Fig. 1 Multileaf foil bearing configuration „o…, journal foil „a…,
and thrust foil „b… design
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Experiments including the influence of different radial clearance
on rotor dynamical characteristics, speed run-up and coastdown,
etc., have been done on the test-bed. The experimental results
show that radial clearance is an important factor to influence rotor
dynamical characteristics. Oil lubricated multileaf foil bearing can

offer high-speed, long-life, and low friction loss and also repre-
sents strong adaptive capacity of speed run-up and coastdown, and
the capacity of withstanding impact and vibration.

2 Test-Bed and Five-Leaf Foil Design

2.1 Test-Bed Design. The structure of five-leaf foil bearing
test-bed is designed in Fig. 2. The maximum axial vibration am-
plitude is given by axial clearance between thrust bearing surface
and thrust disk of shaft. The graphite seal disk is applied to seal
the leakage air coming from the turbine. Structural parameters of
the test-bed are listed in Table 1.

2.2 Journal and Thrust Five-Leaf Foil Design. All bearings
are designed as oil lubricated five-leaf foil bearings. The common
beryllium bronze is used for foil material. Journal and thrust foils
are designed in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. Each foil has an oil inlet hole
at the foil geometrical center. All design parameters of the journal
and thrust foils are given in Table 2.

3 Results and Discussion
At both nondrive and drive ends, displacement sensors are ap-

plied to measure the vertical and horizontal vibrations of the rotor.
Speed sensor is installed for measuring the rotating speed. Figure
3 depicts Bode diagrams in vertical motion at nondrive �c� and
drive �d� ends with a speed of 20,069 rpm. It shows that the
fundamental frequency vibration is the main mode, the maximum

Table 1 Structural parameters of the test-bed

Parameter Magnitude

Diameter of cylindrical shell, Dc 106 mm
Length of cylindrical shell, L 119 mm
Diameter of shaft, Ds 10 mm
Thickness of thrust disk, Td 3 mm
Diameter of thrust disk, Dd 30 mm
Shaft length, Ls 160 mm
Diameter of turbine moving blade, Db 35 mm
Radial clearance of foil journal bearing, Cj 0.10 mm
Maximum axial clearance, Cs 0.20 mm
Radial clearance of graphite seal disk, Cd 0.20 mm

Table 2 Design parameters of the journal and thrust foils

Parameter Magnitude

Length of journal foil, L0 10 mm
Length of journal foil fixed end, L1 4 mm
Radius of journal foil, R 7 mm
Angle of journal foil, �1 75 deg
Angle of oil hole of journal foil, �2 37.5 deg
Angle of fixed end of journal foil, �3 45 deg
Diameter of oil hole, � 2 mm
Inner radius of thrust foil, R1 7.5 mm
Outer radius of thrust foil, R2 12.5 mm
Fixed hole radius of thrust foil, R3 0.5 mm
Angle of thrust foil, �4 102 deg
Angle of oil hole of thrust foil, �5 51 deg
Angle of thrust foil bending, �6 170 deg
Height of thrust foil bending, h 1.2 mm
Foil thickness, t 0.10 mm
Foil Young’s modulus, E 1.34�107 N m2

Fig. 2 Structure of five-leaf foil bearing test-bed

Fig. 3 Bode diagrams in vertical motions at the nondrive „c…
and drive „d… ends with a speed of 20,069 rpm
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amplitude of the fundamental frequency vibration is not more than
52 �m, and meanwhile there exists small half-frequency whirl,
frequency doubling, and frequency tripling at the nondrive end,
and small frequency doubling at the drive end, whose amplitudes
are under 5.5 �m. In general, the half-frequency whirl is nearly
related to the oil film itself and foil design, and high frequency
vibrations may be excited by compressed air acting on the drive
turbine. In Fig. 4, orbits at both 20,069 rpm and 27,224 rpm
remain clear and regular, and fine periodic rotor motion remains
stable.

Figure 5 displays waterfall plots in vertical motion from 8000
rpm to 20,000 rpm �g� and from 21,000 rpm to 8000 rpm �h� at the
drive end. Besides the main fundamental frequency vibration,
both waterfall plots have frequency doubling and tripling, and
high frequency vibrations during speed up are more obvious than
that during speed coastdown. It indicates that compressed air ex-
citation greatly influences the rotor dynamic response. Further-
more, foil friction acting on the thrust disk or rotor surface may be
one of the reasons to excite the high frequency vibration.

Fig. 6 Bode diagrams at the drive end with speeds of 20,134
rpm „q… and 30,368 rpm „s…; radial clearance of 20 �m

Fig. 4 Axis orbits at the drive end with speeds of 20,069 rpm
„e… and 27,224 rpm „f…

Fig. 5 Waterfalls in vertical motion from 8000 rpm to 20,000
rpm „g… and from 21,000 rpm to 8000rpm „h… at the drive end
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By comparing the foil working surface with the initial foil sur-
face, some slight abrasion appears on both journal and thrust foil
surfaces, and foil elasticity almost keeps unchanged. It proves that
the oil lubricated multileaf foil bearing is favorable to decrease the

foil abrasion and to improve the foil cooling because of higher
viscosity of oil than air. Besides, the oil lubricated multileaf foil
bearing represents the strong adaptive capacity of speed run-up
and coastdown, and the capacity of withstanding impact and vi-
bration.

Different radial clearances can be implemented by the change
in the inner diameter of the bearing sleeve. Herein, the radial
clearance is designed as 20 �m, and foils are the same ones as
before. As shown in Fig. 6, many high and low frequency vibra-
tions emerge simultaneously under the speeds of 20,134 rpm and
30,368 rpm; the rotor response is quite complicated. In Fig. 7, axis
orbits are confusing. Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 with Figs. 6 and 7,
it indicates that the radial clearance greatly influences the dynamic
characteristics of the rotor-multileaf foil bearing system. For oil
lubricated multileaf foil bearing, there were not any design rules
and computing equations to decide the best radial clearance.
Therefore, experiment is more important and necessary.

4 Conclusions
This paper designs and establishes the oil lubricated multileaf

foil bearing test-bed and implements the experiments including
different radial clearances, speed run-up and coastdown, etc. The
experimental results indicate that the oil lubricated multileaf foil
bearing can offer high-speed, long-life, and low friction loss. Also,
this oil lubricated bearing represents strong adaptive capacity of
speed up and down, and the capacity of withstanding impact and
vibration. Moreover, different radial clearances greatly influence
the rotor dynamic characteristics, and radial clearance is one of
the most important tasks in oil lubricated multileaf foil bearing
design.
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The wave rotor combustor can significantly improve gas turbine
engine performance by implementing constant-volume combus-
tion. The periodically open and closed combustor complicates
thermodynamic analysis. Key cycle parameters depend on com-
plex gas dynamics. In this study, a consistent air-standard aero-
thermodynamic model with variable specific heat is established.
An algebraic model of the dominant gas dynamics estimates fill
fraction and internal wave compression for typical port designs,
using a relevant flow Mach number to represent wave amplitudes.
Nonlinear equations for thermodynamic state variables are solved
numerically by Newton–Raphson iteration. Performance mea-
sures and key operating conditions are predicted, and a quasi-
one-dimensional computational model is used to evaluate the use-
fulness of the algebraic model. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078790�

1 Introduction
Significant efficiency improvement is theoretically possible us-

ing pressure-gain combustors for gas turbines and jet engines �1�.
Pressure gain can be achieved by confining the combustion mix-
ture or by promoting detonation, with examples in pulse combus-
tors �1�, wave rotor combustors �2�, and pulse detonation engines
�PDEs� �3�. While the PDE relies on the inherent properties of a
detonation wave, constant-volume combustion in wave rotor com-
bustors relies mainly on mechanical confinement �4�. Deflagrative
pulsed combustion was employed in the earliest known gas tur-
bine �5� and the V-1 “buzz bomb.” An inherent challenge of
pulsed combustion is integration with nozzles, inlets, and turbines
that prefer steady flow �3�.

The wave rotor combustor integrates relatively well with turbo-
machinery and benefits from internal compression, as explained
below. First developed as a pressure-exchange device, the wave
rotor has been demonstrated �6� as a combustion device. Compu-
tational fluid dynamics �CFD� models �7� can determine varying
gas properties on the inlet and outlet planes and integrate them
over a cycle to estimate pressure gain. At a simpler level, purely

thermodynamic analyses provide quick assessment of engine per-
formance, but ignore gasdynamic constraints. Previous analytical
models �8,9� have considered thermodynamic or particular gasdy-
namic cycles of pressure-exchange wave rotors, rather than “on-
rotor” combustion. CFD models are necessarily specific in geo-
metric and physiochemical features, and not as broadly applicable.
It is desirable to establish an analytic aerothermodynamic model
with the gasdynamic and energetic characteristics of the wave
rotor combustor, providing realistic performance and thermal data
for engine configuration design and operation.

This study establishes a consistent air-standard aerothermody-
namic model evolved from previous models �10�. It specifically
includes the dominant gas dynamics of the wave rotor combustor,
with complex fluid losses represented by wave process efficien-
cies. Real gas caloric behavior is represented by a polynomially
temperature-dependent specific heat, cp�T�. Important engine per-
formance parameters, temperature, and pressure data are evalu-
ated as functions of an independent gasdynamic parameter that
represents the primary wave amplitude in the rotor. CFD predic-
tions are presented for some wave rotor cycles and combustion
modes in a limited range of parameters to complement the predic-
tions of the analytic model.

2 Wave Rotor Combustor
Although pressure-exchange wave rotors were commercialized

decades ago �11�, wave rotor combustors have been investigated
only in recent years. Predicted potential for gas turbines and
stand-alone engines led to experiments by General Electric �GE�
in the early 1960s �2�, and a successful demonstration by Asea
Brown Boveri �ABB� in Switzerland in the early 1990s �6�. Both
efforts highlighted needed improvements, mainly in mechanical
design. A recent rig design by Rolls Royce awaits testing �12�.

2.1 Wave Rotor Geometry and Working Principle. A wave
rotor combustor consists of several combustion channels on a
drum that rotates between two stationary end plates �2�. By rota-
tion, each channel is periodically charged and discharged as it
rotates past properly sized and timed inlet and outlet ports. When
recharged with combustible mixture and closed, combustion is
initiated and completed within the channel. Mechanical confine-
ment of combustion gas in a fixed channel volume allows rela-
tively even pressure rise by deflagrative combustion, but detona-
tive or intermediate modes of combustion are also possible �4�.
The flows in the manifolds �ducts� connected to the inlet/outlet
ports are nearly steady, while rotor channel flow and combustion
are inherently nonsteady—a key advantage of the wave rotor con-
figuration �2�.

The general model of gasdynamic processes inside the rotor
channels used here is illustrated in Fig. 1, a simple schematic
wave diagram of the typical outflow-inflow-combustion cycle in
the wave rotor, with the common gas turbine and compressor
shown schematically. Indispensable for cycle depiction, the wave
diagram represents the time history of wave processes in each
rotor channel as it rotates. Simplified pictorial depictions of three
selected channels are shown at key reference states during the
cycle of operation, and the trajectories of important waves are
shown as various lines. Details of the combustion process are not
shown; it is assumed to be completed under fixed volume. The
focus is on the inflow-outflow gas dynamics that significantly in-
fluences the overall thermodynamic outcome. Unlike many other
pulse combustion systems and PDEs, the wave rotor combustor
operation is characterized by internal wave compression and ex-
pansion processes due to exit valving.

Atmospheric air �State 1� is compressed conventionally and en-
ters the wave rotor �State 2� with fuel. Discharged burned gas
�State 3� is expanded in a turbine to ambient pressure �State 4�.
Each channel undergoes filling, initiation and completion of com-
bustion, and blowdown of the pressurized gas to the turbine. Fol-
lowing combustion, high-pressure gas is expelled when the right
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end of the channel opens to the exhaust port, creating an expan-
sion wave that travels to the left. As pressure falls, the left end of
the channel opens to the inlet port, admitting combustible mixture.
While filling continues, the scavenging of burned gas through the
exit port is stopped by closing the exhaust port, generating a com-
pressive wave or “hammer shock.” The residual gas and fresh
air-fuel mixture �State A� trapped in the channel are favorably
compressed by this shock wave, which propagates toward the inlet
end wall. With both ends of the channel closed, the mixture is
ignited. Confined combustion increases the pressure and tempera-
ture in the channel to State B, with any residual gas moderating
the pressure gain. Every channel undergoes exactly the same cycle
in phase with its angular location, providing relatively steady flow
at any port location.

A variety of cyclic flow and wave patterns are possible, depend-
ing on port timing, fuel distribution, and combustion modes �2�. In
particular, flammability limits dictate nonuniform fuel distribution
resulting in stratified combustion and leaves either hot burned
residual gas or cold unburned gas within the channels. This work
presents an algebraic model for the case of burned residual gas,
providing periodic solutions for a wide range of wave amplitudes
and residual gas fraction, down to the limit of zero fill with no
pressure gain.

3 Aerothermodynamic Cycle Analysis
Air-standard cycles often assume either a homogeneous

control-mass closed system �e.g., Otto cycle�, or steady-flow
control-volume component open systems �e.g., Brayton cycle�.
Oddly, the wave rotor combustor is characterized by nonsteady
wave processes in nonhomogeneous fluid and by periodically
open and closed phases. Nalim �10� provided a generalized ther-
modynamic model for pressure-gain combustors, considering in-
ternal losses and the buffering effect of residual gas. Their mod-
el’s independent parameters—fill fraction and wave
compression—are linked in the present aerothermodynamic

model to a single independent variable, using the theory of char-
acteristics and shock waves.

3.1 Assumptions. The conventional combustor in an unrecu-
perated gas turbine is replaced by the wave rotor, while the com-
pressor and turbine are retained, with fixed adiabatic efficiencies.
Wave rotor internal compression and expansion are also assigned
adiabatic efficiencies to account for internal friction, shock losses,
gradual opening/closing losses, and nonuniform port-mixing
losses, by associating inflow with compression and outflow with
expansion. Heat and leakage losses are neglected, consistent with
adiabatic treatment of the turbomachinery. Combustion is treated
as an external heat addition, and the working fluid is standard air
�13� with cp�T�=0.9703+6.790�10−5T+1.658�10−7T2−6.786
�10−11T3 kJ /kg /K, T in kelvin. While the thermodynamic cycle
is constructed on a calorically-true air-standard basis using this
formulation consistently, the gasdynamic model assumes locally
linear caloric behavior.

3.2 Analytical Procedures. The compressor inlet state is as-
sumed as atmospheric �stagnation temperature T1t and stagnation
pressure P1t�, and its adiabatic efficiency �c and pressure ratio
�c= P2t / P1t are prescribed. The compressor discharge stagnation
temperature T2t is determined �14� using Newton–Raphson itera-
tion �15� to solve nonlinear polynomial equations.

The wave rotor cyclic wave pattern and ideal pressure gain
depend on port timings and boundary conditions, and on mixture
composition and combustion characteristics. This study, con-
densed here from a more detailed report �16�, considers a simple
wave pattern amenable to algebraic modeling, characterized by a
single independent gasdynamic variable �outflow Mach number�
that controls fill fraction, �, and wave amplitudes of compression
and expansion. It uses a simplified representation of the exhaust-
port wave dynamics, leaving more complex cycles to be analyzed
with CFD modeling.

Assuming thorough mixing of channel gases during combustion
for conservative performance estimation �10�, any residual gas
will originate from mixed burned gas at postcombustion State B.
We assume further that residual gas expands isentropically from
State B to rA �assigning equivalently any irreversibility to the
exiting gas expansion process�. Thus, the mass conservation of
ideal gases �gas constant, R� during combustion in a fixed volume
requires

�TA + �1 − ��TrA = TB
PA

PB
= TB�exp�−�

TrA

TB cp�T�
RT

dT	
 �1�

Conservation of energy requires heat addition evaluated for the
trapped channel mass to equal that over the entire combustor as an
open system

��
TA

TB

cv�T�dT + �1 − ���
TrA

TB

cv�T�dT = ��
T2t

T3t

cp�T�dT �2�

For chosen combustor inlet and exit total temperatures T2t and T3t,
these mass and energy equations involve four unknowns, TA, TrA,
TB, and �. To close the analysis, we seek additional relationships
below to obtain estimates of � and TB based on the gas dynamics
of the exhaust and filling processes.

The initial rotor exit Mach number �M3� is selected as an inde-
pendent parameter, and distinguished from a port average M3avg.
Note that a low value of M3 corresponds to a weak outflow ex-
pansion wave, and thus both a weak hammer shock and a low fill
fraction, tending to Brayton-cycle constant-pressure combustion
in the limit, as M3→0. Assuming constant port static pressure and
entropy, static temperature T3 is calculated iteratively from T3t and
M3avg.

M3avg, �, and TB are estimated based on a model of gas dynam-
ics and port timing greatly simplified by iteratively estimating a
mean specific heat ratio, �, for the expansion process only, with-

Fig. 1 Wave pattern in a developed view of the wave rotor
combustor
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out contradicting the fidelity of the overall thermodynamic analy-
sis to air-standard caloric relations. Sound speed, a, and velocity,
u, across an isentropic expansion wave are related by a Reimann
invariant equation of one-dimensional unsteady gas flow �8�

uB +
2aB

� − 1
= u3 +

2a3

� − 1
⇒ TB = T3�� − 1

2
M3 + 1
2

�3�

Although determined by approximate gas dynamics, this estimate
of TB anchors a particular thermodynamic cycle that will be con-
structed on a calorically-true air-standard basis. Other properties
at State B are derived from calorically-true air-standard relations
to States 3 and 3t. The expansion wave fan has wave speed aB at
its leading edge, and initially a3−u3 at its trailing edge. Upon
reflection after traversing the channel length, L, the wave speed of
the reflected leading edge changes as it passes through the wave
fan from aB initially to a3+u3. Using a linear average for the
variable speed region, the intersection location, x, of the reflected
leading edge with the initial trailing edge, and arrival time of the
reflected leading edge, tlead, are, respectively

x =
L�aB − a3 + u3��aB + a3 + u3�

aB�aB + 3a3 − u3�
�4�

tlead =
L

aB
+

x

�aB + a3 + u3�/2
+

L − x

a3 + u3

For M3�0.9, this estimate of tlead is found to be within 1% of an
exact analytical calculation reported in Ref. �8�. A similar assump-
tion is made to estimate the time of arrival of the reflected trailing
edge of the fan as

ttrail =
L − x

a3 − u3
+

x

�aC + a3 − u3�/2
+

L

aC
with

�5�

aC = a3�1 −
� − 1

2
M3


being the speed of sound in the simple wave region C behind the
reflected expansion, estimated using the appropriate Reimann in-
variant. The exit port is assumed to close when the exit velocity
reaches zero at t3, taken to be the simple average of tlead and ttrail.
Furthermore, we assume a linear exit velocity profile between u3
at tlead and zero at t3 to define M3avg such that it predicts mass flow
equivalently in the exit port.

The computed M3avg is compared with the nominal value speci-
fied as a parameter, and the calculation is iterated to improve the
estimates of TB and M3avg. The fill fraction is the ratio of outflow
mass to channel mass

� =
�3M3avga3t3

�BL
=

P3

PB

TB

T3

�ttrail + tlead�a3

2L
M3

tlead + �ttrail − tlead�/4
tlead + �ttrail − tlead�/2

�6�

The remaining unknowns TA and TrA are determined by two-
dimensional Newton–Raphson iteration of mass and energy con-
servation, with evaluation of the Jacobian matrix of the functions.
The pressure ratios for adiabatic internal compression and expan-
sion are obtained by applying isentropic efficiencies �WC and �WE
to the internal compression and expansion processes, respectively,
and the combustor pressure gain P3t / P2t is determined. Turbine
specific work is calculated, applying a given turbine efficiency, �t,
and the cycle performance is determined.

4 Application
For illustration, the above methodology is applied to a wave

rotor combustor retrofit of a commercial small gas turbine: the
Capstone C-60 microturbine engine, with manufacturer-estimated
�c=4.8, T3t=1227 K, �c=83%, �t=85%, with T1t=300 K, and
assumed wave rotor internal efficiencies.

4.1 Wave Rotor Combustion Effect on Existing Engine.
Design of a wave rotor combustor for this engine assumes fixed
P2t, T2t, and T3t, and a resized turbine for flow matching. As
design parameter M3 increases from zero �no filling� to near unity
�choked condition�, a stronger expansion fan with larger pressure
drop �PB / P3t� and larger positive flow work generates corre-
spondingly higher wave compression pressure ratio �WC
= PA / P2t and larger inlet flow work due to the stronger hammer
shock. Fixed heat addition at higher temperature and larger fill
fraction, causes higher overall pressure ratio, �= P3t / P2t. Con-
versely, as M3→0, all wave amplitudes die out, �→0, and the
cycle degenerates to the Brayton cycle.

The effect of � and �WC predicted by simpler thermodynamic
models �10� is confirmed, but the aerothermodynamic model il-
lustrates how these two parameters tend to work together, rather
than independently. An effective gasdynamic cycle design must
provide both strong wave action and high fill fraction. Overall
cycle performance metrics are shown in Fig. 2, for internal effi-
ciencies �WC=�WE=0.85 or 0.75, for each calculation. Compres-
sion and expansion efficiencies have significant impact on overall
performance, highlighting the need for better understanding of
wave rotor loss mechanisms using detailed CFD modeling and
experiments.

4.2 Effect of Combustor Heat Addition Temperature
Ratio. The combustor fuel burn and consequent temperature in-
crease will vary for off-design operating conditions and for other
engines. Performance metrics are shown in Fig. 3, as the combus-
tor temperature ratio varies between 2.0 and 3.5, for fixed com-
pressor outlet conditions with internal efficiencies assumed at
80% and M3 set to 0.6. The fuel-air mass ratio is varied to match
an average fuel heating value. Unlike in the ideal Brayton cycle,
where cycle efficiency is a direct function of compressor pressure
ratio, the wave rotor combustor increases gains with more heat
input, due to its pressure gain. Different combustor designs should
be evaluated for a given combustor temperature ratio.

5 Computational Model
Using the results of the algebraic model as a guide, CFD is used

to investigate more complex and realistic gasdynamic and com-
bustion features, and to provide quantitative predictions for spe-
cific rotor and port geometry. CFD models should be selected
judiciously, depending on knowledge of grid-scale physics. De-
tailed model features cannot be validated until equally detailed
experimental observations are available. Measurements of the un-
steady gas dynamics in a pressure-exchange wave rotor have been
recently used �17� to validate a quasi-one-dimensional unsteady

Fig. 2 Efficiency, �, and specific work, w, as functions of wave
rotor combustor exit Mach number for different wave rotor in-
ternal efficiencies
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flow code �NASA-Q1D� with comprehensive loss modeling �7,18�
and a simple combustion model. This simplified CFD model dif-
fers from the presented algebraic model in the following aspects.

�a� The port timing and boundary conditions can be set arbi-
trarily without simplistic wave patterns or uniform flow
assumptions, but require significant judgment, experi-
ence, and creativity, for example, allowing the designer

to optimize port opening and closing to maximize wave
compression and fill fraction.

�b� Different timing and combustion models are used, and
there is no large-scale mixing of postcombustion gases
affecting residual gas density and fill fraction.

�c� The algebraic model is indifferent to combustion rate and
assumes uniform overlean combustible mixture. In the
CFD model, a minimally flammable mixture with an
equivalence ratio of 0.7 is required, and thus requires the
channel mixture to include “dilution” air �apart from re-
sidual gas�. The resulting thermal stratification strongly
influences wave speeds, port timing optimization, mixing
losses, and pressure gain. The flame speed depends prin-
cipally on turbulent eddy diffusivity, assigned to be 1000
times the molecular diffusivity.

�d� The CFD model explicitly includes wall friction drag,
shock losses, and port-mixing losses, while other losses
modeled in the code were not activated. Loss effects are
case dependent, unlike the assumed �WC and �WE of the
algebraic model.

�e� Specific heat ratio is constant at �=1.3, and the hydraulic
diameter is set at 0.083L for estimating friction losses.

An example CFD simulation is presented in Fig. 4 as computed
contour plots or “wave diagrams” of nondimensional pressure,
temperature, and fuel concentration as a function of time �vertical
axis� for one cycle period. A plot of inflow and outflow velocity is
also presented, leftmost. The temperature, pressure, and velocity
are nondimensionalized by the combustor inlet stagnation state
properties, T2t, P2t, and a2t, respectively, while the fuel concentra-

Fig. 3 Cycle efficiency, specific work, and pressure gain as
functions of temperature ratio with M3=0.6, �WE=�WC=0.8

Fig. 4 CFD simulation of wave rotor combustor cycle with burned residual gas „�=0.76… and forward
propagating deflagration in stratified fuel-air mixture
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tion is referenced to an equivalence ratio of 0.70. Axial distance is
nondimensionalized by channel length, L, and time by L /a2t. A
color scale bar is provided to the immediate right of each contour
plot. The port and wall durations are indicated, respectively, by
white and black vertical lines sidelining each contour plot.

Following prior combustion the exit port opens with its static
pressure set at 60% of inlet stagnation pressure, and generates an
expansion wave that travels to the left, causing high speed out-
flow. As pressure falls at the inlet wall, the inlet port opens, and
subsequently, the exit port closes, generating the hammer shock.
The inlet port closes exactly when the hammer shock arrives,
having supplied a stratified mixture that places fuel in flammable
mixture near the inlet end wall and unfueled air in the remainder
of the channel. Unlike in the algebraic model, neither outflow nor
inflow is uniform �see velocity plot�, and neither precombustion
nor postcombustion gases are uniform. When the exit port closes,
the right side of the channel is occupied by residual hot gas,
consisting of almost all the hot gas from stratified combustion in
the previous cycle, much hotter than the equivalent burned re-
sidual of the algebraic model where the combustion gases mix
fully in the channel. Hot residual gas degrades performance �11�,
and the highly nonuniform exit velocity and enthalpy flux profiles
suggest a large mixing loss. The flame propagates “forward” from
the igniter placed on the inlet-side end wall. The hot and cold
gases are expelled when the exit opens again, and are assumed to
fully mix in the exhaust duct to reach the required State 3t con-
ditions.

5.1 Summary of CFD Studies and Comparison With the
Algebraic Model. Diverse cycle features �2� are possible with
additional ports, nonuniform fuel-air mixtures, or different com-
bustion modes and ignition methods. The computational study in-
cluded cycles in which residual gas is unburned and relatively
cold, obtained by limiting combustion to a downstream part of the
channel. Although the main thermodynamic parameters of alge-
braic and CFD models are similar, the CFD model makes fewer
simplifying assumptions and retains more detailed features, in-
cluding significant kinetic energy and pressure imbalance in the
gas at all times. Furthermore, the states identified as A and B in
the algebraic model generally cannot be identified unambiguously
in the CFD models, as the flow does not completely equilibrate in
pressure nor at all in temperature. Wave compression pressure
ratio, �WC, is estimated from mass and energy conservation.
However, equivalent compression and expansion efficiencies can-
not be determined, except for the cases of ��1.

With these caveats in mind, the data from ten CFD solutions for
combustion with burned residual gas �six cases� and unburned
residual gas �four cases� were examined. They all involve strati-
fied fresh mixture, in contrast to the uniform mixture assumed in
the algebraic model. The overall temperature ratio is maintained at
T3t /T2t=2.44�0.02, and a range of exit static pressure and port
timings are used to obtain varying �.

�WC and � were independent parameters in earlier purely ther-
modynamic models �10�, but gas dynamics drives both up at
higher flow Mach numbers. For burned residual gas, their corre-
lations were positive but different for CFD and algebraic methods.
Stratified burned and cold gas layers in the CFD model multiply
and delay the wave reflections, and dictate different port timings,
as exit velocity gradually decreases and weakens the hammer
shock.

The algebraic model was exercised for constant �=1.3 and
�WC=0.73 and �WE=0.86 efficiencies derived from a fully purged
CFD case with the same combustion direction as the burned-gas
residual CFD cases. Comparison of the algebraic and CFD calcu-
lations of performance must consider the combined influence of
cycle parameters. A useful linear extension of the dependence of
� on parameters �WC and � can be extracted from the algebraic
model by approximating the algebraic solution with a linear mul-

tivariate regression fit. Such a correlation is potentially useful for
design guidance, and can be tested for validity using CFD predic-
tion for similar cases.

The algebraically predicted pressure gain was analyzed using
standard statistical regression techniques available in a spread-
sheet software program and found to be approximated well �cor-
relation coefficient 0.999642� by a linear fit �=0.815+0.287�
+0.166�WC. The limited number of CFD cases with burned re-
sidual gas and forward combustion propagation are tested against
this prediction in Fig. 5 �small diamond markers�. Although they
lie in a different region of the �-�WC space, the computed pres-
sure gain of the burned residual CFD cases are reasonably well
matched with the predictions of the linearly-extended algebraic
model. This correlation allows the predictions of the algebraic
model to be extended to wider gasdynamic regimes, if the residual
gas density is comparable to algebraic model assumptions. Much
of the deviation from fit to the CFD model may be due to varia-
tions in wave compression and expansion efficiency that are dif-
ficult to estimate.

Also shown in Fig. 5 are the same comparison for the CFD
cases of unburned gas residual �backward flame propagation� and
no residual �both forward and backward propagations�. It is un-
surprising that the correlation is poor for unburned residual gas, as
this contradicts an important assumption of the present algebraic
model. A separate model for unburned residual gas cycles may
allow a parallel correlation to be established.

6 Conclusions
A consistent air-standard aerothermodynamic algebraic analysis

is applied to the wave rotor combustor, using the theory of char-
acteristics and shock waves and variable specific heat. As wave
amplitudes, fill fraction, and degree of combustion confinement
vary with an independent design parameter, the model evaluates
the combustor pressure gain and cycle performance. Furthermore,
an existing wave rotor combustor CFD model is exercised to
evaluate algebraic model applicability. Although the linkage be-
tween wave compression and fill fraction in the CFD model is
different from the algebraic model, the general performance
trends, as a function of these variables, are similar.

Analytic predictions that a fully purged wave rotor combustor
could provide a nominal 60 kW microturbine with nearly 40%
pressure gain and 30% fuel savings are consistent with CFD
analysis allowing shock, friction, gradual opening, and port-
mixing losses, but additional losses must be considered.

Nomenclature
a 	 speed of sound �m/s�

Fig. 5 Pressure-gain comparison of CFD and linear approxi-
mation to algebraic model
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cp and cv 	 constant-pressure and constant-volume specific
heats �kJ /kg /K�

L 	 channel length �m�
M 	 Mach number
P 	 pressure �Pa�
R 	 gas constant �kJ /kg K�
T 	 temperature �K�
t 	 port open time �s�

w 	 specific work �kJ/kg-air�
u 	 velocity �m/s�
� 	 fill fraction
� 	 pressure ratio
� 	 efficiency
� 	 specific heat ratio

Subscripts
A 	 state before combustion
B 	 state after combustion
C 	 state after reflected expansion wave
c 	 compressor
r 	 residual gas
t 	 stagnation state total property

WC 	 wave compression
WE 	 wave expansion
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